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ABSTRACT.

This researcb probes the complex interplay between art and personal experience. The recent
burgeoning of multicultwalism and an awareness of global economy have contributed to

rapidly increasing visual communication which now challenges the primacy of verbal signs
thus leading to the possibility that established and confirmed notions of both verbal signs and

visual signs might require re-thinking. It is also possible that, in a world in which mass
communication is used by the few to foster a sense of vicarious experience in the many, the
notion of experience as the compulsion to think otherwise than one has been thinking. might

also need examination from a singular point of view.

Such a point of view must be personal; hence this research emanates from my own
experience of making artworks. However, the cootext in which artworks are made can be

seen to influence the way in which one decides either to foreground or background certain
data. Inevitably one's roles of artist, art educator and community member contribute to ways

in which background experiences and knowledge are recognized as continuing forces that

agitate the tools in one's bead leading to new ways of thinking about one's artwork and the

impactls such artwork might have on other members of the community.

In adopting a personal point of view, this research operates within the realm of visual and
narrative autobiography although, because artworks are created to be seen by others,
philosophical speculation is necessary to prepare the ground for heuristic inquiry to take place
on behalf of others. In this sense, this research offers a synthesis whereby an overview of
our Australian heritage, an investigation of ideas emanating from semiotics, meaning, politics

and cognitive psychology uncover the ground upon which I make a body of artworks. While
such a synthesis presents an appropriate setting for investigating ways in which art might be
seen as a social coosnuct or as a means of artistic expression from a global perspective, the
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significance of art as pen;onal experience can only be exposed by the artist probing beneath
the swface of communal conventions.

In examjning my own processes of making artWorks I unpack various background

associations which influence the way in which I respond to visual and verbal data gathered
from field trips to the Mt Moffatt National Park. a remote area of western Queensland.

During these field trips sucb data were compiled using pbotographic means and a visnal

diary. both of which serve as reference material for this research in which changes to my
!iJinking about art and modifications to techniques used for creating artworks, can be noted.
Of particular significance is the way in which narrative suggests connections between people,
places and myself as artist while also functioning to link visual and verbal data.

Such changes to my thinking and processes of making art objects influence the direction the

wort takes as a visual instrument in the form of an exhibition which might be used by others
as a means of facilitating their sensory responses to artWorks. In this way the continuum of
making, interpreting. translating and re-making images using the familiar genre of narrative
as a conduit for exploring the less familiar artworks displayed in a public gallery is
investigated. Such investigation exposes forces which play dominant roles in challenging me
to probe the internal nature of experience leading to changes in my perception whilst also

bighlighting ways in which viewers make connections between an anwork and themselves.
On the one hand, from

a personal perspective, I am aware of multiple implications for my art

practice and for an. education. On the other hand, viewer responses indicate ways in which

an can be personally experienced by someone external to the artist
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CHAPTER ONE: ART & EXPERIENCE.
1.1: The Personal Bridge.

The way in which we articulate new ideas involves using a colourful kaleidoscope of stories.
images and actions that change like a chameleon skin depending on time, place and context.

How this tranSfonnation may affect personal experience wilh regard to art, opens a window
from which we can view the Australian context In this context, images and words facilitate
interpretation and ttanslation of the environment so that singular persons might experience

some sense of personal identity.

The question of whether or not singuIar persons are the soUrce of creating their own meaning
bas peculiar relevance to artists. Throughout time the quest for knowledge of the origin of all
things has bad its roots in mythology and religion supported by artistic ritua1s through which

individuals 'lived' the myth and were perceived to master and manipulate things at will.
Bonnefoy (1992: 5) considers that
experience,

~or

~mo

'live' myths thus implies a truly 'religious'

it is distinct from the ordinary experience of daily life&.

Also apart from

everyday life. according to Bloom and Trilling (1981: 5). was the Romantic insistence "that the
Imagination or creative power [was] autonomous" in perceiving and, to some degree. creating

reality and truth.

The notion of living an extraordinary reality which oommunicates its presence through
epiphanic qualities is considered by Heywood. (1997) as a unique chaJacteristic of an which
resists analysis and theorising through spoken and written language. He argues (1m: 190)

thai: such analysis "emphasises a view of language as the source for all available ordering.
shaping, constructing, poeticising possibilities" whereby specific mechanisms of languages
consttuct discourses within which debate about a discourse's identity. its status and exploration
of its language as such, give rise to problematics of cultural theory. While such a theoretical
voice might be necessary in stimulating questions about the social as such, Heywood (1997)
challenges the "viciously reductive" nature of some social history of visual culture which
denies a sense of the trnnscendent or ..the other" that is unique to art.
Moonlighting in Moffa": RLsrrucrurinx An as Personal Experience. Karen Knixht-Mudie. /999 C
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The concept of "religious experience" in Heywood's (1m) sense of imbuing an event with a
sense of the tranSCendent as distinct from "ordinary experience of daily life" forms the basis for
this research into how art may become part of personal experience, and how personal
involvement with art may be enriched and deepened through employing relevant metaphoric

links so that the art experience may be changed from ordinary [0 something special . .It may be
argued that experience consists in sense perception, and it is the degree of i111ensity of the
experience that may deem it either 'religious' or 'ordinaryt.

This involves singular

acquaintanceship with events in the environment and the way in which personal perception is

altered because of those events. It entails investigating the way in which our physical siruation
in the world, and the way in which we personally experience things outside us, particularly
artWorks, might lead to ways in which we intemalise actions, beliefs, values and emotions
and, in so doing. decide what validity they hold for us which in turn detetmines our internal
realism. Thus, the compulsion to think otherwise than we have been thinking is what may be
identified as 'personal experience' and the force of the compulsion to think anew detennines
our degree of commibIlent to a new action or belief.

This is our beginning. As the voyage into investigating personaJ experience progresses. my
own thoughts and actions come into focus from time to time because, in dealing with personaJ
experience, we must acknowledge the person involved in the experiencing. For the purposes
of this research. I am researcher and artist at one and the same time and thus my own
experiences serve to foreground and exemplify the key research questions as they emerge.
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1.2 Centrality of Artistic Experience: Essential Australian Heritage.

Dunon (1982: 31) talks of the development of two veins of culture in our early history - the
self.aeatOO coI.ooial upper class whose values penneated the baronial halls, the galleries,
libraries and schools, and the working class whose popular 'battler' values owed "much to the
oonvict society. The parallel existence of these two veins of culture rose from the Mfirst
substantial batch of imaginative writers" who were "men and women of the middle class,

reared exclusively ( ... ) .in the English literary tradition" (Dutton, 1982: 28), and the democratic
lower-class, (for example Lawson, 1867-1922; Paterson, 1864-1941 ; Furphy, 1897; Dyson,
1865-1931, and 'Steele Rudd', 1868-1935), who drew their inspiration from the music-halls,
oonvict ballads and campfire yarns in which bushrangers, 'duffers' and Anglollrish 'lamkins'
flaunted the system, defied authority and grew 'taller' in every telling.

In contrast, the earliest visual representations of Australia in the 18005 came from 'the brush'
of artists such as Glover (1767- 1849), Buvelot (1814-88) and Martens (1801-78) who painted
images infused with European learning and technique. Later federation artists such as Streeton
(1867-1943), M:Cubbin (1855-1917), Roberts (1856-1931) and Conder (1868-1909) played a
"significant role in "the creation of a national symbolism," through which the landscape, the
economic significance of pastoral wealth, the patriarchal structure of society, and expression of
regional characteristics were reflected (Burn etal, 1988: 5-6). Both visual and verbal systems
have played significant roles in structuring our different ways of seeing Austtalia

However, the techniques of making visual works could not oompete with the immediacy of
storytelling in that the process of producing an artwork may take up to months to oomplete and,
only then is the end product available to viewers who take the time to visit a gallery, and further
time to view the work. On the other hand, stcxyteIling takes place within a short time amongst
a group of people who may then individually relay the story in like manner to yet another group
of people. Thus the story may be transmitted far and wide in a very short time span, whereas

visual images could not. This may be one reason why art in the 1800s, broadly speaking, was
not considered an integral put of pelSOnal experience, but rather something 'artists' did.
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Salomon (1979: 127) argues that it is interaction between a person and the social community

that accounts for internalization of a specific symbolic system and, if we are active members in
a speech community, we acquire language through dialogue, thus intemalising the specific
symbolic system of language. This argument appears to confirm. and may help to explain, the
popularity of stories that abounded in written and oral fonn in early Australian history before
the advent of television. Equally compelling is SIess's (1981: 73) suggestion that the wrinen
word and irs uses in language is associated. with thinking, whereas pictures are associated with
looking. The former is considered intellecrual, the laner sensory and mindless. Hence it may

be argued that the cultivation of language was part of personal experience through
apprenticeship and practice within the social group, whereas art existed outside the personal

experience of many people.

Yet images did exist within sectors of the wider social group and. wbile they were prcxl.uced by
fewer members of the social group. the influence of visual representations must have been
profound. In retrospeCt we find how a sense of "anaclunent and belonging ... was socially
constructed within visual forms" (Burn et al. 1988: 5). In this sense art may be seen to have

been part of personal experience, not through active participation. but through passive
absorption by members of the wider social community.

Another reason for misunderstanding the silent impact of images may lie in the pecUliar role
played by critics who have always wielded the power of granting a privileged place to
particular artists or artistic practices. thus plucking art from the 'hean' of the people and placing
it in the 'tabernacle' of the gallery. Art criticism has done much to sever the links between
works of art and the people and, we might suggest, thaI much 'bullcril' blurred the view that
artworks are pan of the essential core of human identity.

For Austr.Jlians the search for identity has produced a rich heritage of what we might term
double vision. By this I mean the dilemma posed in recognising our origins and value systems

as European while forging a new identity as Australians that demanded reasseSSing those value
systems and modifying them to suit the burgeoning multiculturalism of our population.
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However, with Federation at the beginning of this century. came the detennination to create a
nation of unified Australians in which the disparate beliefs of our forebears were to be focussed
on making Australia a "respected place as part of civilisation" (Bum et aI. 1988: 12).

In the fields of visual art and literarure the idealisation of a pastoral way of life ·in Australia

reflected Australia's historical relationship with Britain. while the spirit of 'mateship' fostered
elements oflarrikinism and social realism.

Inglis Moore (1971) identifies ten patterns in

Australian literature that appear to have evolved because of the substantial numbers of Irish
immigrants in the late 1800s. the rejection c{ ttaditional aristocracy. and the revolt against
authority. Included in these patterns are sucb themes as the spell of the bush. the clash of
cultures. the creed of matesbip. the great Au&ralian dream. radical democracy and the earthvigour: relationship that are .treated accordingly with realism. sombreness. irony and an
essential humanism. However. we must not forget an underlying hUmour that has penneated
much of early Austtalian literature and art which at times could range from the comical, such as
Lawson's story Send Round the Hat and sketches by S. T. Gill. to the incongruous
exemplified in the poetry of Slessor and tlie images of Nolan.

The identity of the/air dinkum Aussie has bad a colourful and rough passage in its development

that is still ongoing.

Irving (1980) shows that immigration and the transportation system

populated our shores in the early 1800s with sons of some of the leading British upper class
who dominated and almost monopolised colonial ?,litics;

with unsuccessful European

revolutionaries who agitated the annosphere of 'delirious loyalty' as did the Irishman Henry
James O'Farrell wbo shot and wounded the Duke at Clontarf in March 1868;

with dream

merchants who squatted upon the land wearing "a pair of boots with soles tied on with wire"
(,Steele Rudd'), and convicts who. in the style of 'Price Warung's' Convict Glancy "scattered
J.J.'s

brains over a good. six square yards of metalled roadway" while fellow-gangers

"rapturously applauded" the deed (Dutton, 1982).

Our records (Buxton. 1980) show that, owing to an imbalance between men and women in
pastoral distticts, Irish female immigrants were sent as domestics to aid the balance through
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possible maniage and the production of children.

However, recognition of a bas~c

incompatibility between Celtic and AnglcrSaxon immigrants gave rise to the 1rish Question'
that highlighted the racial conflict between the two races that was not new to Australia. simply

aansported from the 'old country' where the Irish had been recognised as morally, socially and
intellectually inferior. In the main, the Irish immigrants were farm workers and labourers used

to conditions of rural servitude, but who also understcxx:l best how to exercise raw power that
was unleashed by many in the debate over the issue of British Home Rule in the early 188Os.
Fiery, young Irish extremists, such as the Redmond brothers, gained sUpJX>r1 in Australia for
the Irish independence movement, and clashes over education, religion and equality were fierce
in establishing nationhood where indoctrination was aimed at British-Australian loyalty through
approaches to history, geography, an and literarure that were openly racist in their support of
the Queen and Empire.

While an actual art industry did not appear in Australia until the early 1900s, the production,
exchange and appreciation of artworks had begun largely by transferring the values of the
British system to Australia (Burn eta!: 1988). Figures such as julian Ashton, Conrad Martens
and the Heidelberg artists played a dominant role in manufacturing an Australian landscape and
,

perpetuating myths "of the outback_ In paintings, such as Streeton's Land of the Golden

Fleece (1926) and Robert's Bailed Up and Shearing the Rams (cl889), we can see the
symbolization of the utopian pastoral domain, the glorification of bushranging, and the
morality of man's struggle with nature through hard physical work.

These symbols can be seen in Harpur's metaphoric "great company of archaeons\ the
mountains that "opened westward(!)" , where Gordon's Sick Stockrider remembered ", __ we
had a glorious gallop after 'Starlight' and his gang," or where Paterson's Saltbush Bill allowed
his sheep to "ravage the squatter's grass till never a blade remains" (Heseltine, 1984). These
images conjure up memories of Australia's colonial days when the 'land' epitomised sb1lggle,
survival and power. upon it, within it, against it and over it In particular, Paterson's JX>em
paints a vivid picrure of how •. ,' the squatters' dogs and the drovers' dogs get mixed in a

deadly fight" _ This fight between the dogs can be seen metaphorically as a battle between
MOOnlighting in Moifan: Restructuring An' as Perso1llJl Experience, Karen Knight-Mudie 1999 C
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"honour's sake" or pride, and "daily bread" or survival, exemplified in the "new chwn" and
"the drover". both of whom vied for land use from opposing gentry or battler pe~pectives.

In the 1870s country land in Queensland was cbeaper than in the other colonies. and
relationships on pastoral stations between pennanent station bands.

banks or finance companies. and

squatte~

manage~

installed by

were uneasy. These relationships were fuelled by

the 'civilising mission' of thpse who saw itas their duty to foster loc:al pride and uphold the

Masters and Servants Act that was still in force until the end of the lSOOs. Hatred of authority.
and growing 'mateship' amongst the 'battlers', led to confrontation that stemmed from the
older 'convict-Irish-landless'

ve~us

landowner tradition that aroused sympathy to the extent

thallocal newspapers featured 'Bushr.lnging for the Week' (Buxton, 1980: 187).

From ·the above glimpse of history we can see that the identikit of the 'fajr dinJrum Aussie' was
seen from many different perspectives that favoured particular sectors of the society. Dutton
(1982) suggests that at all times the

"fi~t

essential was to stay alive\ and the second, it

appears. was to accumulate material wealth that gave rise to a "demand for entertainment J31her
than self-<:ulture'. Burn (1988), argues that
From its outset, the ideal of a pastoral way of life in Australia was not so much a
reaction against the 'progressive' (thatis, industrial) forces within the society. as
it was a reflection of Australia's historical relationship with Britain and of the
manner in which Australia was locked into the development of the form of
capitalism at the centre. (Bum. 1988: 25)
Staying alive meant making sense of a strange environment and Jocating self within this
environment A rich use of metaphor linked reality to fantasy so thaI identifying oneself as

"Type of a ooming nation, In the land of cattle and sheep,M could range from Lawson's "Tall
and solid and stout;" 'Andy', to Baynton's 'Squeaker's Mate', to Lawson's 'Giraffe', or to
Paterson's 'Man from Snowy River'.

Each type had certain attributes drawn from the

environment that evoked an image of that sort of person. For example 'Squeaker's Mate' can

be seen to exemplify working the land with resolute care and tenderness, the 'Giraffe' conjures
up a Jesus-like peace-maker and friend, while 'Man from Snowy River' evokes action, dare·
devil feats and great skill and courage.
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The early use of verbal and visual symbolic systems in Austtalia has provided us with differing
perspectives of our identity. On the one hand many Australians revere the stories of Lawson,
the poeuy of Paterson. and the images of Streeton and Roberts as the 'tap root' system of our

culwral heritage. Words and images have provided metaphoric projections through which
many of our grandparents and parents saw:
A wondrous country. where narure's ways
Were revealed to me in the droving days.
(A.B. Paterson. In the Droving Days, 1891)
On the other hand, the 'ideal of a pastoral way of life' led

to

the oppression of many

Austral.ians who drifted around the countryside surviving as shearers, stockmen and 'odd-job'
men (see McCubbin's Home Again, 1884), while the 'landed' gentry spent much of their time
in the cities where:
... her five cities. like five teeming sores,
Each drains her. a vast pazasite robber-state
Where second-hand Europeans pullulate
Timidly on the edge of alien shores.
(A. D. Hope. Australia. J950s)
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1.3 Images and Words: Metaphoric & Environmental Interactions.

As argued in Section 1.2, verbal and visual symbolic systems are a means through which we

can experience some sense of identity. In this process verbal and visual symbolic systems may
act as reciprocal partners in facilitating awareness of self by linking various ways of
understanding in what Culler (1981: 26) calls a wsystem of relations". Gee (1992) terms
"Discourses R and Johnson (1987) refers to as "embodiment". Work done in the fields of
linguistics, semiotics and sociology (Gordon, 1961~ Salomon, 1979; Siess, 1981; Lakoff,

1987; Barthos. 1988; Gardner. 1989; Wolff. 1990; Dissanayake. 1992; Giroux. 1994;
Solso, 1994) investigates the way in which we arrive at undel;Standing something, or, in other
words how we make·sense of something. Thus, in considering the role or art as personal
experience, questions regarding the authority of the author/artist, the uniqueness of the
artwork, and the relationship between public expression and private meaning are now seen as
more complex and problematic.

Various theories regarding reader-oriented approaches to literature and the social production of
art, highlight the swing in emphasis to the active participation of the reader, the demise of the

text as sole entity and the demotion of the author (Selden and Widdowson, 1993; Wolff,
1981). Avam·garde artists, according to Josephson (1996: 72), attempted to "give .people a

new experience" whereby they (the people) could participate in the creative process in any way
they pleased thus allowing idiosyncratic interpretation of the artwork while relieving artists of
any responsibility. It seems that in the midst of this re--evaluation of stereotypical attitudes

towards artistic outcomes, the art object was freed to join in the circulation of commodities in
our postmodem society in which multiple,

teDljX)rary

and unstable moods diffuse the ego,

undermine autonomy and challenge the very centre of our beliefs.

Grossberg (1988: 36)

suggests that texts (in the Postmodern view) may be "sites of many different activities and

effects" at which we may stop and "install" our "selves" into practices as we shuttle across the
surfaces of culture.
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The notion of surfaces is crucial because it sUpJX>Ses many reflections that make it increasingly
difficult to differentiate between reality and its images. This is an important point because it
demands re·thinking our notions of personal experience and the degree of effort required to

maintain some form of stability upon and within surfaces that. as Grossberg (1988) argues.
question our ability to anchor ourselves inlO their imaginary depths.

The constant

ttaDSfonnation of places into spaces, and spaces into places. disperses stable systems and
offers no depth of commiunent into which we can anchor ourselves ideologically. and thus we
experience an identity roundaoout on which we are constantly seeking some sort of stability

amidst the fluctuating images of meaning.

The mental image evoked by Grossberg's (1988) surface metaphor conjures up in one's mind

another ·metaphor of thin ice and. associations of sliding. falling. and deep. dark coldness
below a fragile support. are linked to the suiface metaphor.

Thus an act of balancing is

metaphorically evoked that has its origin in physical efforts to maintain a sense of equilibrium.
Through calling to mind a certain image schemata, a pattern obtained from physical experience.
we might make a new colIDection using a realist orientation in line with lohnson's (1987)
notion of "embodiment W which leads to the suggestion that. in reality.

OUf

interaction with the

environment consists of struggle at every step along the way, again implying an effort to
maintain a sense of balance and harmony in our everyday living.

This is because we are surrounded by Objects. people and ideas that do not emanate from
ourselves. but that act u{X)n us in stirring

OUf

emotions. confronting our beliefs and confusing

our pernonal maps of meaning that no longer seem to correlate with what happens in everyday
life. For example. the simple task of grocery shopping is now a voyage into a fantasy world
where one enters a huge cool (or warm, depending on the opJX>Site real. weather outside)
supennarket where fruit and vegies sparkle under adjusted lighting, freshly dripping from
aerosol irrigation. where packages promise ultra white. daily squeezed Of no cholesterol, and
Where our {X)wer to pay is validated. by the zip of a metallic strip.
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Or. for example. we walk into the latest blockbuster exhibition of Matisse (Brisbane, 1995)
where the work of contemporaries clutter the walls of context SO that we may appreciate his
("whose?" we may ask fn our confusion) genius amidst a simulation of his culturaJ
environment Luckily labels tell us where to look, what to look for and, if we miss anything
important. we are sure to be able to buy it in the Matisse shop at the exit.

Our task is to negotiate some fonn of meaning or relevance from these things, and, in doing
this, we utilize our own value system in the act of understanding or appreciation. This is
becoming more difficult because, as Grossberg (1988: 40) points out, .. [p]ostmodemity points
to a crisis in our ability to locate any meaning as a possible and appropriate source for an
impassioned commitment". By this he means the conflict we experience between trying 10
recognise that our inherited meanings are no longer connected to our affective experiences. In
Q.ther words, the exclusion of feelings demanded by our "theoretic culture" (Josephson, 1996:
193) does not satisfy our cognitive needs because our everyday lives and our cultural identities
no longer provide a sense of purpose and place in the overarching globaJ stories that once gave
us a sense of connection and identity in nature and our environment

Instead, we find

ourselves situated in cultural niches, cocoons of manufactured meanings that envelop us.

Gee (1992: 49) argues that meaning is embedded in the social practices, the "Di scourses", to
which we may belong and which reside outside our heads. This is the immediate environment
of which we are part, and on which we rely for confirmation of our actions as members of a
community. Thus we have inherited the communal meanings. For example, we, as members
of a Western SOCiety, have inherited an attitude that regards an as unimportant to cognitive
development, and yet many of our affective experiences are triggered by images - images on
teleVision. images on billtx>ards, images on computer screens, movie images and corporate
images. The problem is how to deal with visual information that confronts us, eludes us, and
teases us in changing form , when we have been accustomed to thinking of images as peripheraJ

to Our surviVal.
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our own value system, our inherited

meanings, have developed as a result of our personal

experiences that have been greatly affected by years of schooling in which the value systems of
our immediate environment have been imposed upon us and which, in tum, we have had to re·

think at a later stage as we have moved into other communities beyond schooling. An example

of this is the way in which our methods of making sense of something are directed from
imagery to writing through education. As young children, the most immediate way of coming
to know the world is through development of a personal repertoire of image symbols and the
manipulation of media (Dover et al, 1986).

By Year Six, however, many students are

embarrassed to use imagery because, on the one hand no guidance in refining skills has been
available and so they feel inadequate and, on the other hand, imagery, as argued by SIess
(1981) . is too often regarded as peripheral to learning and therefore unnecessary. It is possible

that production of art objects by artsworkers within the culture industry has Jed many to
consider art as a commodity and, in similar fashion to the way texts have beoome

~sites

of

many different activities and effects" (Grossberg. 1988: 35), it can be argued that art too has
become another site for the consumer. In other words, art is not seen as a means of personal

experience in the classroom and beyond, but rather something other people make that we might
respond to as a fonn of entertainment or amusement.

Josephson (1996: 105) uses the

expression "vicarious experience" that suggests the secondary aspect of this sort of sensational
reception that highlights our educated loss of childhood imaging horizons, the ability to
imagine, that we now need to help us make some sense of our world in which reality and
images have berome so confused.

Questions of how and why images were superseded by written words in the civilised Western
world hark back to the influence of the humanistic literati of the Renaissance but. questions of
how images are now being used in place of written words (for example logos) raise issues to
do with perception and understanding that have not kept pace with the changing relationship
between a text and images. If images are now sites that might suggest different activities and
effects, this means that a new type of sense·perception is required.

Gordon (1961: 92)

cautions US that "[LJearned conventions can be windowless fortresses which exclude viewing
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the world in new ways" and, it is the learned conventions which present verbal and written
language as more important than visual Janguage that are open to challenge.

Both words and images have a vital role to playas symbolic systems that allow a singular
person to make sense of his or her world through metaphoric connections linking personal
experience to his or her cultural environment. For example, as an artist, I am also the author
and, in producing works, I select a particular

area or site I want to investigate. Based on

memories, sketches and photographs , the JX)ssible forms of the images are reh~ed in my
imagination, or a particular past experience seeps into my being and suggests a new way in
which the work mighltake form. In either case I cannot separate myself from all the influences
of my context, but my past experience is not that of the audience's. and so the relationship
between public expression of the works and private meaning constantly moves througb
transforming temporary alliances in which a variety of interpretations are possible.

I am

mmung worlds that., in Rosenblatt's words, exist
... in the live circuit set up between reader and text; the reader infuses intellectual and
emotional meanings into the pattern of verbal symbols, and those symbols channel his
(sic) thoughts and feelings. Out of this complex process emerges a more or less
organised imaginative experience". (Rosenblatt, 1968: 25)
While Rosenblatt (1968) is speaking of literature, the essence of her perception is appropriate
to expressing the type of relationship that is offered to the viewer of artworks as well as
literature.

As an educator I have particular functions to fulfil for students as a resource, as a mentor, as
someone who can present new ways of looking at things and, as someone who, from time to
time, acts as the devil's advocate to challenge and upset zones of comfort. In such roles,
which Grossberg (1988) terms "fans and intellectual laborers" , the position of authority carries
with it access to specialised practices, vocabularies and modes of pioduction that empower our
stories but do not guarantee their effects. We can only attempt to be well-informed guides,
mindful of perronal biases and remembering that the way in which we translate or i~terpret
partiCular works is always determined by our own perspective and our own position in an
ideology. Understanding only exists for the person who understands.
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Often this means seeing familiar things in a new light and seeing strange things in a familiar

way. For example, work I do with tertiary students in forming metaphoric connections is
important in demonstrating that how something is ·presented makes the difference. By this I

mean the type of metaphors, analogies and examples that are used to suggest associations
between Jived experiences, words that describe those experiences, and images that depict those
experiences. From my point of view, words and images are of vital importance because I use
them constantly as both an artist and an educator, and I often find myself in the position of
having to change roles depending on the context. This means that the way in which I use
words and images changes from making worlds as an artist to interpreting worlds as an
educator.

This work causes me to reflect more deeply on my own artistic practice, and this reflection in
turn motivates a deeper interest in the nature of art as personal experience. The process is

cycliC with my own practice informing my teaching, and my teaching informing my art
making. As both practising artist and art educator. I find myself sandwiched between practice
and theory , and thus the notion of connection between the aspects of practice and theory which
inform personal experience is integral to this research. The practice concerns the actual making
of artworks while the theory concerns what is said and written about artworks. But neither is
separate, and yet, for many people, art practice and art theory appear unrelated as reflected in
many approaches that consider art outside personal experience, and thus the doing is separated
from thinking by catch phrases such as "hands on, brains off'. In searching for ways and
words that facilitate student understanding, the use of metaphoric associations allows a variety
of pathways for experiencing new ways of thinking about art which facilitate other ways of
reviewing both familiar and strange things so that we might feel at home in a situation.
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1.4: Metaphoric Pathways: Making the Familiar Strange, Making the Strange

Familiar.

survival and comfort rely on understanding the environment so that we can feel at home in a
particular context Gee (1992: 99) draws anentioo to the difficulty people have living in a state
of cognitive dissonance. and that ~explanations" (to self and others) are necessary to reooncile
mental unease. This means that individuals are eidter faced with making reasoned connections
using their own previous experience and beliefs to explain and access the strange situation, or
to dismiss the strange situation and justify their dismissal using another explanation based on
previous experience and beliefs. A strange siruation might involve looking at art objects and

images within our own culture that are new to our

previ~

experience of an objects, and

because we do not understand the art object, we might sense feelings of anxiety and
discomfort Our desire to rid ourselves of feelings of anxiety and disoomfort results in what

peirce (1978a) refers to as some sort of struggle between passive effort or active effort.

Solso

('1994) suggests that we explain away the cause of our discomfort as being unimportant, or we
excuse OUf discomfort because the image has deeper meaning. or we reconfigure the image to
meet our impression of the world.

Similarly, a feeling of unease can be exacerbated between two individuals when one person

appears at home with a skill or concept that seems so strange and so beyond reach o( the other
person. This is especially true in the field of visual art. As an artist I am often reminded by
some students that I am an artist and thus different from them. In that simple reminder the
notions of work. research, self-discipline, commitment and passion are excised from my
artistic perfonnance. It is as though I am some other being possessing some sort of special
skill, some insight and understanding that is denied ordinary people.

This is a long way from the truth. Gee ( 1992: 123) reminds us that Mone of the main results of
CUIrent research on cognition [is] tha1. human beings know only what they have practised over
and over againft . This explains my competence in certain areas. Yet, it can be argued that the
author/artist does playa key role as the site of artistic experience. Certain aspects of skill,
insight or understanding I have might arise from the fact that my networks of associations have
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been influenced by the Discourse of Art of which I am a member, and thus certain ways of

thinking, acting. and valuing artistic practice, have · underpinned many of my experiences. It
could be that I have developed what Gee

om:'

83) calJs a "sixth sense R emanating from

.soul- that he defines as an "internalization of the structures of the social world" which is
achieved through "the experience eacb uruquel.y endowed individual has of holding various
'positions' in social space-. "Soul" appears to develop as a result of what Steiner (1989: 9-10)
termS "i ngestion~.

and Peirce (1978a: 33) refers to as instinctive

~inward

power", a strong

sensation triggering real determinations of our subconscious volitional beings. I believe this
accounts for the perceived difference between my world and that of students and, while I am
not sure exactly what our inner soul is, this unquantifiable something that each person has
within them, suggests inferences, constructs explanations, directs decisions and moderates
emotions so that we become aware of resuItant feelings initiared by sensational struggle that I
shall look at in detail in Chapter Two.

What causes the struggle in the flrst place depends largely on the environment outside the
person. Various researchers (Aroheim, 1986; Churohland, 1988; Gardner, 1993; Gee, 1992;
Solso, 1994) discuss the biological processes within the human txxly and eye that are triggered
by external sensations that activate neural impulses which are sent to the brain. The interesting
part from my perspective is the way in which these impulses affect our thinking.

If every

impulse cani.ed the same force our cognitive apparatus could not deal with the volume of
traffic, so the 'something' within us applies a culling system and sorts out the important from
the not-s<rimJX>rtant sensations depending on our established value system. Competing stimuli
are like voices in a crowd that are heard only if they are loud enough unless we have a
particular focus stemming from personal knowledge and relevance that may present an
opportunity for personal engagement while we are oblivious to other noise.

This collection of personal knowledge offers collateral experience that singular persons may
draw uJX>n in gradually m<.Xtifying existing habits through using metaphoric associations that
encowage linkage from personal experiences to the new experience. The work I do with
students using metaphoric associations demonstrates that their acquired attitudes and feelings
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towards making art change in the process of fonnal learning in which acquisition of skills is
combined with learning about theoretical principles.

Thus it can be argued that our tools for understanding art symbols may be mOOified and
increased to enable us to plug into personal and technological art processes without· losing our
own sense of being part of those processes. In doing this we need to consider not only the
human aspects of creating symbols, but also the enormous oollective external nervous system
of the electronics revolution and how it affects human experience. All this strangeness needs to

be made familiar so that we may re-stan inventing unique images enabled by our own
imaginative processes, and re-establish the primacy of physical sensory experiences.

We need to build bridges of understanding between our different worlds and experiences
~because

networks of systems often remain separate and unconnected in our everyday life.

However, if, in investigating ways of resn-ucturing art as personal experience in which making
reasoned connections between personal association and novel sittJations are possible, does this
mean that we might come into conflict with clubs of meaning, or what Gee (1992) calls
~Discourses"?

When talking with individual students about difficulties they experience in trying

~ articulate

their own personal awareness of themselves and the world around them through visual
imagery, I find it important and relevant to start with something they understand, and so we
start with writing. This is something that many people in a Western SOCiety, and in particular a
University, can do with some degree of mastery, and yet no one was born with the ability. It is
only with practice and repetition that a puticu1ar vocabulary is learned and the relevant skill
developed.

In USing the strategy of starting with something familiar and moving into something different
While establishing links between the old and new skill s, we start to dissolve the barrier of
novelty and begin to feel comfortable with the new skill ~ we beoome more competent
Gordon (1961: 34-36) admits that the human organism is basically conservative and thus
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attempts to make the familiar strange, and to make the strange familiar, can provoke feelings of
anxiety and insecurity. He cautions that acceptance of a new viewpoint,

M •••

depends on the

capacity to risk and to understand the mechanisms by which the mind can make tolerable the
temporary ambiguity implicit in risking M and, because both risk and ambiguity are feared and
avoided by many students. the transition process needs to inCOIlX>I3te a sense of nonthreatening play, play with associations and memorabilia, play through metaphor.

This process involves Using a metaphorical approach of projecting structure from one known
domain to another domain of a different kind as discussed by Johnson (1987). An important
point highlighted by both Johnson (1987) and Gee (1992) .t:e1ares to our relative unawareness
of the structures or networks we have in our heads, and yet the ease with which we can
assemble panems of associative configurations or schema when needed. I find that progress in
~establishing

links between the known and the unknown largely depends on how often one has

attempted to make a correlation between apparently disparate things. and whether or not one
has an open attitude that allows experimentation. and a willingness to see things from a new or

different perspective. But the important part is firstly to see relevanl andfamiliar things in a

new way, because it is only by starting with things that are part of our world and re-viewing
them so that we can see them from another perspective, that we can then become tolerant of
how other people see things that are part of their world. This is a major step towards viewing
self in a wider context.

When working with undergraduale education students my inlerest in noting factors that enrich
personal e.'<perience has been infonned by recent work in the field of semiotics and the
accelerating use of technological tools in processing infonnation. Both of these fields will be

dealt with in Chapter Two. but I mention them now because semiotics and technology are
integrally linked with -reality [tbat] is already stranger than any fantasy we could construct".
and thus the lines between the familiar and the estranged are disappearing (Grossberg. 1988:
42). For example, Josephson (1966: 176) points out our obsession for wrapping ourselves in
an "an J:nCkage" of fashion statements that project our profession and class identity as a

Stereotypical and easily read object in the mass-media language of fonn. However. this is a
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oontext that is continually changing and, if cultivation of a contextual awareness is deemed
necessary for understanding an artwork,. we need to heed Lovejoy's (1989) discussion about
the way in which mcx:lem technology disrupts the history of experience in shaping perception
and inducing a new kind of uneasiness.

Awareness of context, including the environment and historical associations, underpins my
own artistic practice in which immersion in the mood and atmosphere of the site through
camping, walking, toucliing, smelling and listening to the actual physical surroundings seems
to correlate with what Johnson (1987) calls ftembodiment~ that I shall explore in discussing my

own work in Part Three, Chapter Six. My approach to

~ng

images allows me to make

connections between my own personal experiences, art history and works of literature, and this
influences the way in which I work with tertiary students who seem caught up in a peculiar
qilemrna of trying to understand art jargon and trying to differentiate between what is tenned

high art or popular art. For many students art theory and art practice seem to be divorced from
their perronal experience.

As an example of making connections between everyday, popular occurrences, and creating
artworks, I will outline the strategy I use in helping undergraduate education students make
reasoned connections using their own previous experience to make a strange situation
accessible. For students who have little background understanding about the function of
images, the challenge is to see images as more than pure decoration or a kind aT magic. Their
previous experience in making images is very limited, but previous experience in writing
diaries, letters and conversation about families. friends, hobbies and ambitions offers a rich
source of collateral experience that the student can draw from in making connections between
past and present events.

Making these connections causes effort for students to think

differently about making art.

In this way the images can be seen as a type of autobiography ~ instead of asking students ro
write a story about themselves, I ask them to produce their statement of self using two
dimensional and three dimensional media, but we start with Writing. Students collect personal
Moqniighting in Moffatt: Restructuring An as Personal Experience. Karen Knight-Mudie 1999 c>
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memorabilia and we make lists of things that are individually important; we describe them
through writing and drawing. and then we start to analyse why particular things are important
to us such as clothes or a particular trinket, a photo. or a person. We try to understand what

these chosen things represent about our particular lifestyle. Put simply, I guide students in
uying to identify who they are in their particular world. In this process, perceptions start to
change ~use together we see things differently - from an internal perspective, not a
perspective dictated by other people external to the process.

Having started with the notion of an autobiography that allows students to act as author and
metaphorically link a personal story using writing to a personal story USing images, I then
begin talking about a self IX>rtrait so that we gradually move into an art frame of reference. In
doing this 1 stress that a self portrait can involve a lot more than an image of a face - it may start
with a facial structure. but a person's cognitive tools are in the mind. and thus the workings of
the mind becomes our SUbject matter, the content of our self portrait. By taking this approach I
encourage students to investigate their thoughts as part of a wider system of relations in which
their own sense of identity, or personal persona. is based on a store of personal experience and
consciousness thll1 bn'ngs intD focus their immediate situation and aspects of lived experiences

that connect them to a wider social group.

We concentrate on the workings of the mind because much Western thought perpetuates the
mind/body dualism, while it is the connection of mind and body that is of interest to me. Most
students have a Western background, and most regard art making as doing without thinking.

The challenge is, in Peirce's (1978a: 162) words to -become aware of ourself (sic) in
becoming aware of the not-self". Most students have had little experience in focusing on who.t
they are not doing as a means o f clarifying what they are doing. As an artist I am aware of the
tension fanned between positive and negative space, between complementary colours, and
between contrasting value that, when concentrating on one aspect, allows greater recognition of
the other. Thus. when I suggest that students use the theme workings of the mind we are
actually investigating the negative area of their nonnal approach to making artWorks, the
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thinking processes. Many students expect the subject matter to be provided, and wajt to be
shown what to do and how to do it witho ut acrually thinking through these processes.

The challenge is to create a pernonal need for visual expression througb getting students to
generate their own subject matter that will, in tum, suggest techniques appropriate for making
the anwo* By concentrating on thinking, the ron-practical area often overlooked by students
and hence a negative area, students come to realise that they have to oonnect thoughts in their

mind to ways of dOing. They have to suggest appropriate links between the workings of the
mind and the subsequent activity. This poses a problem because it makes them realise how
dependent they have been on follOWing instructions and . simply doing.

They also become

aware of how variouS attitudes may have separated the thinking from the dOing with regard to
artworks and other areas of their normal education.

This other-than-normal approach may mcxiify behaviour accordingly so that concentratio n of
making includes using the "cognitive tools " in the head (Gee 1992: 141). The experience of
connecting mind and body through making artworks might acquaint students with changes of
perception that. in turn, suggest networks of associations that link them to specific social
groups.

To help students understand the complexity of images as they themselves move from simple to
more abstract ways of using their own drawings and objects, we investigate the way in which
lite elements of line, shape, texture, colour, value and size may be used to emphasise a
message, to depict a mood, to beautify an Object or to serve any o ther function dictated by the

artist or community. It is a futile exercise to eJ\pect anyo ne to understand or appreciate these
formal and technical aspects of image making if there is no perceived need to utilise them, so ,
in the doing, an awareness of design elements becomes osmotic.

In such an approach,

Steiner'S (1989) notion of M
ingestioo- suggests we become so familiar with concepts and
techniques that we intemalise them through doing. It is through the doing that we come to
understand something.
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At this stage I adopt a variety of metaphorical roles ranging from marriage counsel/or,

gynaecologist to architect so that these metaphorical ·associations offer students the possibility
of making connections between something relevant in their environment to their changing

perceptual development in understanding images. The use of metaphor also allows students to
reo:>gnise the process of making images as normal, as an extension of everyday living in which
various i~ and materials are worked over and changed in the process.

As marriage counsellor I suggest various artists or art movements that may be comfortable
examples of subject maner, style and technique for a particular student to use as a reference
partner. For eMUllple, many students have a rural background and so I introduce them to
artists such as Olsen, Williams, Cezanne, Wyeth and others who have used the landscape.

Many students are involved in sport and so J suggest artists who use a lot of action and figures
in their work. In this way I attempt to dispel fear of personal inadequacy and notions of art for

the Bite that many students associa1e with visual an. In looking at other works of art to find
something that stirs associations, memories and relevance, and to realise that there is no coITect
way of making art, but many different ways, we work at producing personal interpretations
enriched by investigating the humus of the past.

As a gynaecologist I talk aix>ut the notion of giving birth to an idea that is the result of a
gestation period in which associations and imaginative powers are nurtured and enriched from
sensory data. We start to see things rather than just look at them; we feel the memorabilia,
smell them, listen to them and talk about them. At first this seems strange to students who are
not accustomed to using txxiily senses in this fashion but it is a fundamental way of ooming 10
know something. Johnson (1987: Preface) points out that the "body has been ignored because
reason has been thought to be abstract and transcendent",

He suggests that imaginative

structuring of experience grows out of OOdily experience to produce "image schemala" and
"metaphorical projections",

The fonner consists of recurring, dynamic patterns of our

perceprual interactions and motor programs that oontribute to understanding; the latter is a
mode of understanding that allows us to use patterns obrained through physical e:"tperience to
organise our more abstract understanding. As an example of how ooncrete bodily e.-.:perience
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influences our understanding, Johnson (1987: 75-1(0) uses the bociily experience of balance to
nace our correlation [0 psychological and perceptual metaphorical strucruring that contributes to
our understanding. Of particular relevance, is his · discussion of balance in visual perception
which only exists in our perceptual grasp of order attributed to "force" or "weight" in figures.
Such ''weight'' does not exist in any literal sense in the marks on a page. Johnson (1987: 137)
coocJudes that understanding is a way of being in, or having a world, of "one's embodiment"
comprising perceptual mechanisms. patterns of discrimination. motor programs, and various
bodily skills that embed us within culture, language, institutions and historical traditions.

As an architect I discuss the need for plans that can be re-made, re-thought and refined so that
students do not need -to worry about making mistakes. In fact I encowage students to play
with 'mistakes' they might see as irrelevarit, because mistakes provoke effort and generate
energy for thinking in a new way. Gordon (1961) suggests that willingness to entertain the
possibility that any accident, distraction. or intemIption may be revealing requires intuition,
and this, he maintains. can be learned.

We talk about the possibility of building a house. of selecting a site. of choosing appropriate
materials, of lOOking at examples that stimulate new ways of thinking. I encourage students to
apply this sort of thinking to planning their own work so that the eventual art object has
meaning and a sense of direction. We then start with making an object, something that is tactile
and concrete, before we move onto interpreting this in a more abstract two dimensional picture.
Again this reinforces the idea of getting inside the materials so that we can understand concepts
of texture, shape, size. colour and nuances of dark and light through feeling. looking at, and
manipulating real materials before we try and simulate these concepts on a flat surface_

The end products may range from symbolic structures such as a book or a windmill, to an
image of a shoe, or to complex designs lhat involve several motifs that express a person's
sense of self but. in each case, the srudent moves from a familiar way of thinking about self to
a new way of seeing self. Students use the cognitive tools in their heads to interpret their
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netwOrks of associations through sense perception and metaphorical projections to think.
otherwise than they were originally thinking. They use art as a means of personal experience.

The complexity of the work we do may not be obvious in the process I have outlined, but the
important point is the part I playas the connecting link, or lens, between the student. their
background experience and a meaningful artwork.. In all stages students tap into my pantry of
knowledge so that they can get the particular ingredients they need to make their story of self
through imagery. But before they can do this they need to feel comfortable and, metaphors of
marriage. birth and houses, are closely associated with the lifestyles of many of the students.

The fact thaI students make artworks becomes an extension of experiencing who they are, and
this enriches cheir perl:eption of the world in which they live because they have taken that vital
step in connecting their past associations to the present through a process of semiosis, the on
going reasoning from Sign to sign as a continuwn of learning.

However. it is important to remember the strong influence the environment and social groups
play in moulding personal experience. Gee (1992: 48) suggests that -a social community
(large or small) provides experiences and focuses the attention through carrying out its social
practices and apprenticing newcomers to it".
communities as

"Discourses~

He tenns the social practices of social

that are mastered through acquisition and enculturation. I shall

deal with Gee's theory of "Discourses" in Chapter Two, but firstly it is appropriate to consider
why the ooncept of personal experience acrualIy needs investigating.

MbonJjghrjng

jn
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1.5 The Purpose of the Study: Restructuring Art as Personal Experience.

In a multiculnnal Australia, people of different races, creeds, religions, political
affiliations, educational levels and varying socitreconomic backgrounds oontribute to our
society in peculiar ways. We might think of our envirorunent as a playground in which
idiosyncratjc meanings of various discourses collide, and within which singular persons
seek to arrive at some sense of personal meaning derived from identification with

particular belief systems. Such systems enhance personal commitment tluough fostering
niches within a discourse.

Seldom, however, dO persons affiliate with only one particular niche. The JXltential of
ambiguity for the singular person in membership of a large number of groups is probably

inevitable as there are both consonances and dissonances requiring resolution.

This

~ppears to have been the case in Ollr early Australian cuInuai evolution in which those

persons, empathic to either verbal or visual symoolic systems, sought to foster a sense of
Australian identity using predominantly one system or the other. However. owing to the
familiarity of verbal signs embedded in a complex system of language acknowledged as
our main oonduit of communication, the word or text assumed a dominant role while

images played a peripheral role.

Nevertheless, the dominance of verbal

lang~ge,

perperuated. within our educational system, is now being challenged by those who use
spheres of visual discourse alien to those babiruated to using only words.

But, even

within the ambience of a group wbich might be perceived to be cobesive by those outside
it, ambiguity exists.

So it is within the discourse of Art. Figure 1.5.1. provides a spatial representation of the
potential secondary discourses within the Art environment and signals some of the
ideologies, traditions, and societal forces which may impact on and shape the groups
within which singular persons experience the environment of Art.

Often, perhaps

because of size and complexity, or as a result of differentially focused missions , lhere are
virtual schisms between these groups.

This may not maner for the majority whose
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satisfaction and sense of personal identification derives from primary group membership.
but it may be of vital importance for eclectic individuals who seek to establish webs of

affiliation within and across the secondary groups.

MASS MEDIA & ADVERTISING
POWER, POUTICS, MANAGEMENT '" MONEY

Figure 1.5.1 Art Discourse and

(ts

Environment.

Eclectic persons may thus seek. by viI1Ue of experience or desire or both. to have dual
membersbip. To what extent is this possible? desirable? For example, what are the
compatibilities/incompatibilities between artist

tp.Ill

artist and mediators of art experience?

Traditionally in the tertiary sector of Australia artists have been trained in one context, and

those who are being educated [0 experience art (for whatever purpose) in another.

While it might be argued that the relationships between the art discourses are
incompatible, it might also be argued that this apparent incompatibility lies in how one
defines personal e"{perience within the art milie\L It may be that reasons for the collision

of professions and ideologies within the Art Discourse might be found in tracing the
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conttnuwn that stretcbes between individualism and socialisation. The search for a link
between art as mearringful personal experience and art as a social construct poses a cen~
question for this researcb because reconciliation . between opposing professions and

ideologies within the An Discourse is necessary if we are to understand an as a narurnl ,
embodied process of making sense of ourselves and of the world in which we live. How
one might retain a sense of personal artistic identity as an organism capable of meaningful
thought

and

unique contribution to the communicy entails identification of, and debate

with, some of the voices.in the crowd of art talk through conversation with the literature
and examination of one's own art practice as process, product and pathway of personal
experience linked to the wider community.

Figure 1.5.2. conceptualises the Singular person at the centre of a vortex of influences
shaped by exposure to both the micro and macro environments. How does a singular
person, in fact, make sense of, or reconcile, the dissonances implicit herein?

Some

persons may be able to verbaJise this if asked and some biographical material may
implicitly or explicitly refer to this. Yet systematic documented research of this narwe
does nOl yet exist

Social Discourses

Art Practice

Secondary Art
~ Experience
.Ptfton'&

~.
,

The Art IndUStry

i)"

Art Education

The Macro Environmen

IFigure 1.5.2

Singular Person at Centre: Micro and Macro Environments
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The purpose of this thesis is to conduct this exploration at a personal level and, given my
position of joint membeBhip in several clubs within the An Discourse, the following

research questions are posed for investigation:
• If meaningfulness is internal to human beings depending on their position within
systems of relations from a global perspective, how do singular persons make
reasoned connections in experiencing art from a personal perspective?
• Wilhin systems of relations, what are some of the forces that might compel one to
consider art as a social construct or as individual expression? Are such views mutually
exclusive?
• .Do such beliefs shape the artistic consciousness of . singular peBons so that

idiosyncratically meaningful experience is or is not possible alongside a global sense
of art as a type of behaviour within a civilized community?
• What are the possibilities for creating links between personal experience of the artist

and personal experience of members of the viewing public within a milieu of
uncertainity prevailing within the An DiSCC!urse?
• If, as an artist, one were to wish to maximize the potential bridges between artist
experience and viewer experience, how might one create a framework of personal
experiential realism to encompISs both?

In essence, then, this research aims to:a) Probe various forces which influence the artistic consciousness of an artist,
b) Investigate the potential of visual nanative in creating a focus for artworks,
c) Explore the potential of bridging artist and viewer experience through the creation of
an exhibition of artworks.
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1.6 Setting Up the Scaffolding:

An On-Going Confliet uaJ Site.

We cannot ignore a world of reality that does exist"independent of human beings. How
this external reality exerts certain constraints on a person's conceptual system through
suggesting many different views of reality depending on the biological make-up of a
person. their position within a culture, and the way in which truth corresponds with the
beliefs and experiences that are considered meaningfuJ within the culnua1 grouP. raises
questions concerning personal experience and the position an ordinary human being plays
in our complex environment in which images playa very important part.

However, if meaning lies in the collective biological capacities of our physical and social
experiences as living beings, can meaningfulness be internal 10 singular persons? It can
be argued that for something to be meaningful 10 a single person. it must first be

sanctioned as having meaning for the group of which one is a member. In this sense,
eXperience might be seen as including basic perceptual, motor-programme, emotional,
historical, social, and linguistic dimensions within some scheme, network, or system of
meaning structures. However, it is possible that, within systems, Coding elements may
deviate from one's anticipatory schemata and hence skills of translation are required that
might lead to difficulties, errors , and variations of interpretation amongst various

persons.

We can agree that habitually accepted dictates and practices of a specific discourse guide
our anticipatory schemata aoout what we should know, unless we are prepared to
question such primed anticipatory schemata. The crux of the problem lies in how we
grasp these things, how we make sense of these things, and this raises questions
concerning identification of detennining forces that effect the most influence on us as
singular persons. In investigating systems of relations we may find various reasons why
SChisms do exist between and within groups of people thus suggesting possible answers
to the following questions that are integral to this research dealing with art as personal
experience.
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Do smguJar experiences and consequent imaginings contribute to generalisations within
specific social groups, or, on the other hand, if experience is seen as the totality of human
experience. how does this tota1ity contribute to the primacy of a person's imaginative

capacity to organise mental representations into meaningful, coherent unities?

How does our physical situation in the world, and the way in which we experience those
things outside us, lead to ways in which we intemalise actions, beliefs, values and
emotions, and decide what validity they hold for us which determines our internal
realism?
On the one hand it can be argued that we experience things as a group of like·minded

people, whereas on the other hand, it can be argued that we experience things as single
perrons who interpret and infer certain things that may be similar, but are not the same. It
is arguable that experience is a very singular thing and, it is the similarity of interpretation
and inference that allows like-minded people to converge as a group. In investigating
groups within systems of relations we can establish a broad framework of ideas within
which we can identify and cballenge some of the voices in the crowd of philosophical talk
through conversation and debate with the literature. From this wide perspective we can
then gradually zoom in to survey the groundscape of artistic expression and personal
experience as modes of behaviour within which people employ verbal and visual signs
through spinning yams and framing meanings that are sustained by a cultural industry.

This contexrual awareness points to the type of literature that then provides a window
through which we can glimpse Inventing Games in Part Two. Within this playground,
individual struggle between perception and action, play with cognitive tools in the head,
and suggestions alx>ut how the mind and body may work in concert using metaphoric
projections, are examined.

Because this inquiry does involve human experience. my own process of creating a
rramework from which to view aspects or hwnan experience does become part or the
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scaffolding. Thus my search for links between available meanings is a constant tinkering
with ideas that, as with a painting, cannot disclose the negative and positive areas
separarely; both evolve together in the organic process of making.

In Part Three,

Devising Rules, we move into the field where my own process of making artworks is

offered as a means for investigating personal artistic practice. In a manner of speaking, I
become a live cog in the framework pondering possible reasons why and bow my
paintings develop as my ideas are stimulated by past and current reading. This involves
firstly, discussion regarding the organisation of field trips that will provide data for the
images and stories, and secondly, personal reflection during the time spent in producing
the artworks and stories in the studio environment using roth traditional painting and
drawing techniques, and experimental computer methods in preparation for exhibition of
the works at the Toowoomba Regional Gallery.

The fourth and fmal stage, Checking the Scoreboard, brings the research to a climax in

which void or negative areas in the fnunework might possibly be filled by other people's
ideas. In using methods of heuristic sensorial inquiry that allow various people to find
out things for themselves, I envisage an exhibition of artworks that will include
drawings, paintings, three dimensional artefacts, maps, written stories and computer
images that might encowage singular persons to experience the exhibition in a very
personal way.
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CHAPTER TWO: A FRAMEWORK OF IDEAS.
2.1 Systems of Relations: The Environment Outside the Head.

As foreshadowed in Section 1.4. the notion of forming links between available
meanings within the totality of human experience supposes an on· going process of
reflection and re-thinking

tha~

according to Lendon (1992). leads us in unpredictable

ways to find whatever it is we are looking for which we recognise only once it is found.
Because my own process of making artworks forms part of this investigation I am at one
and the same time the hunter and the hunted. and thus, from time to time, I investigate

myself within and amongst the framework as part of the scaffolding.

Both Johnson (1987) and Lakoff (1987) argue that one of the strongest influences

UJX>D

1hinking in Western society is the widely held be1ief that the mind and body are two

distinct entities, and this erroneous belief leads to a legacy of undue emphasis being

given to the power of reason and all its accumulated trappings of status - including the
written word that Steiner (1989) and Dissanayake (1992) consider erases much art
througb dissection and scrutiny involving interpretation, analysis and evaluation that
replaces the artistic fonn. These researchers argue that people come to know through
txxlily awareness and that the mind and bOOy are one.

Further arguments generated by Peirce ( 1978a) and Gee (1992) indicate that reason is
often used as an egotistical excuse for actions emanating from unconscious instinct, and

that collective meaning grows and changes as we constantly re-sign ourselves through
symbol.concepts based on sensory experiences that madify our behaviour. In support
of these arguments, Solso (1994) draws anention to the way in which the visual sensory
system has remained unchanged in human beings for thousands of years while
recognising that what we see in the world around us has been radically transformed in a
very short time span by people.
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arguments pOl forth by Wheale (1995) aruI Josephson (1996) alert us to the

growing impact of mass media foreshadowed by Siess (1981), Lovejoy (1989), and

Giroux (1994). while critics of .Postmodemism (for example, Grossberg (1988).
Baudrillard (1980) and Hughes (1990)) question the diminishing role of individuals in a
society where reality is socially constructed and ansocially.produced.accarding to social
theorists such as Wolff (1981) and Pollock (1996).

Thus it may be argued that we have a problem in deciding wbere artists fit into the
scheme of things given a certain type of behaviour which, according to lippard (1996:
9), causes conflict between inner feelings of knowing "we 'are special" while, at the

same time, recognising a Deed to be treated as "workers like everyone else ... ".

10·arguing for restructuring art as personal experience, the debate about what constirutes
experience needs to be articulated. and this means ransacking our knowledge base to
find out what we can about our cultural understanding of experience. It is feasible to

suggest that hwnan emtxxiiment directly influences the way we make sense of artWorks;
experience entails degrees of personal resistance and effoIt in using basic perceptual,
motor-programme, emotional and linguistic dimensions; and the investigation of beliefs
and memories is the study of social practices which do not reside in anyone's head but
offer strong exemplars that may be either embraced or rejected according to the will of a
singular person.

Environment is outside us offering us experiences that percolate

through the body to acquaint us with events that somehow influence us to use the tools
we have in the bead in making sense of our environment.
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2.2. Tbe Big'S' and its smaller siblings: Survival, signs, semiotics,
systems and social practices.

Our prime concern as human beings lies in Swvival. This entails responding to signs
and symbols because the way in wbich we decipher signs and symbols determines our
systematic understanding of our environment, and thus our ability to act in accordance

with our surroundings.

2.2.1 Signs.
For something to be considered a sign means that sounds or visual patterns are
interpreted as mental concepts that require representation

(E~,

1984; Gowans, 1981).

According to Peirce:

[A] sign, or representamen. is something which stands to somebody for
something in some respect or capacity. It addresses somebody, that is, creates in
the mind of that person an equivalent sign. or perhaps a more developed sign.
(peirce, 1978b: 135)

In other words. we think only in signs, and their sensorial variety is limited only by the

person doing the thinking who searches the environment and interrogates it according to
the concepts available to that person. A sign functions to bring something other than
itself into an organism's awareness; for example, colour brings with it an awareness of
plurality, positions, sbapes, movements (Deely, 1982), that then require interpretation
through another sign. This raises the issue of individual autonomy because, if, as Gee
(1992) suggests, meaning lies outside the bead, this could confirm the notion beld by
Wolff (1981: 23) that "agency is wholly detennined" . However, Gee (1992) highlights
the most important function of unique neural systems inside the bead that be calls the

in1erprerer, and these, it can be argued, give rise to choice on bebalf of a singular person
to exercise some form of autonomy in making that cboice.

It seems agreed that a sign offers a sland-for relation between anything in the
environment and a person. However, once we start to investigate this relation, we enter
the debate about meaning and interpretation. Peirce (1978a.: 175) was committed to
investigating those conventions that underlie modes of behaviour and representation in
which he proposed that "the idea of meaning is irreducible to those of quality and
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reaction~

because meaning mouJds reactions in the future to itself and thus, by imparting

a quality to reactions, meaning involves a three-way process. His argument is based on
the notion of a ~triadic relation~ that challenges our Western understanding of polar
distinctions and binary relations as jX)Stulared by Saussure.

At the time of Peirce's

extensive writings in this area, the actual discipline of semiotics had not been fully
developed. However, in recent years, his thoughts have come under scrutiny by some
researebers (Pajaczkowska, 1996; Smith-Shank, 1995: Scholes, 1985: Culler, 1981).

00 the other hand, the influence of Saussure's (1959) binary system of signifier and
signified has played an imJX>rtant pan in the way members of the Western Discourse
have interpreted the function of signs.

The term Discourse is adopted acoording to

Gee's (1992) defInition of a group of people in which behaviour counts as meaningful in
specific ways within the practices of the specific group and thus the meanings embedded
in consensus of beliefs, attitudes, behaviour and opinions arefree to members.

According to Femstein (1982), a sign is the paired relationship that exists in nature and
indicates the existence of an event, a thing or a condition. In accordance with objectivist

classical categories, Femstein argues that signs get their meaning via correspondences to
things in the external world. The notions of pairing and correspondences appear to
ignore the crucial human element of intention that makes these connections, and "this
oversight may confum the duality of sign/thing or signifIer/signified atttibuted to
Saussure (1959).

He does point out, however, that "[1]n language everything boils

down to differences but also to groupings" whicb consist of "the interplay of successive
terms" (Saussure 1959: 128).

From the JX>int of view of an artist, it may be the case that too much emphasis on
language and the written word as systems of signs tends to ignore or depreciate nonverbal represemamens, and this neglect may be attributed at least partially to Saussure's
(1959) concennation on verbal signs. Saussure, according to Scholes (1985), believed
that each language proouces a different set of signifieds, which means that the
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object/thing is a different object/thing depending on what language is used to do the
signifYing. From this interpretation it appears that language offers a nomenclarure, that,
according to Thibault (1997) reinforces the scientific and commonsense views of
language and completely misses the intention of Saussure whose
... social-semiological theory reveals that language users make the world in
which they live in and through the value-producing potential of the language
system itself. (Thibau1~ 1997: 46)
While agreeing that canonical texts "get re-read, re-written, and revised from generation
to generation", Thibault (1997: xix) argues that this has resulted in much "conventional

wisdom concerning Saussure". We can also argue that a misreading which implies that
linguistic activity is causally determined by langue and that language reflects or labels a
pre-given objective reality might have considerable influence on our understanding of
language.

It is also conceivable that Figure 2.2.1 . Saussure's (1959: 66) visual

representation reproduced below. might be misunderstood.

-Concept
Soundimage

Figw-e 2.2.1. Linguistic Sign

Recent work: by Thibault (1997) questions much of the conventional reading of Saussure
that assumes a Saussurean separation of the individual from society, separation of
language from other non-linguistic sign systems and language as a code to be decoded
by the listener. On the contrary. Thibault (1997) argues that Saussure attempted to
articulate a theory in which people. as speaking subjects. situated at the intersection of

both social-semiological and biopbysical factors. contribute to social meanings through

langue and are regulated by social meanings through parole. Nevenheless, while we
may have inherited many mistaken views, and while Thibault's (1997) work illwninates
possible misunderstandings, it is reasonable to suggest that, in atttibuting difference to
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theories postulated by Saussure (1959) and Peirce (1978), the following figures
(Figures 2.22 and 2.2.3) migbt reflect an aspect of that difference.

~
Object'

Sign

Ifigure 2.2.2

Triadic Relations Derived from C. S. Peirce 1895.

As can be suggested, the way in which we arrive at meaning involves a three·way

process accordi..og to P.eirce.who suggests:
We think only in signs. Tbese mental signs are of a mixed nature; the

symbol-parts of them are called .concepts. .If aman.makes.a.new.sy.mbol, ilis
by thoughts involving concepts. So it is only out of symbols that a new
symbol can grow. A symbol, once inbcing, .spreadsamong.the peoples. In
use and experience, its meaning grows. (Peirce. 1978b: 169)
On the other.hand. it. appears .that. Saussw:e's .(1959) system of meaning. emanates

from the sign's correlation to the thing, event or condition thus negating any need for
interpretation aD by a person.

While Thibault (1997) refers to the exposure of

unfortunate effects resulting from former interpretations of Saussure's work, we
cannot dismiss those interpretations and thus Figure 2.2.3 reflects only one

interpretation.
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Thing, event,

Ign ~ conditio n

Signifier

• Signified

Signifie, -

. Signified

-------

[Figure 2.2.3 On-going Two-way Process of Signification Attributed to Saussure 18781

Peirce (1895) and Saussure (1878) appear to have left us with two different perspectives

regarding signs, and since it is beneficial to differentiate one perspective from the other
so that we can better understand what underpins our approach to sensory experience,

especially visuaJ perception, the following outline of the two theories that gave rise to the
study of semiotics suggeslS introductory scaffolding for the following framework of
ideas underpinning this research.

2.2.2

Semiotics.

Cu11er (1981: 22) regards Charles Sanders Peirce and the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de
Saussure as the precursors of semiology. the investigation of symoolic systems in

hwnan experience but, as he points out, they were an "ill-sorted couple". On the one
hand, Culler (1981) argues thaI Saussure was a successful and respectable professor,
whereas, on lhe other, Peirce was a Nwayward philosophical genius".

Saussure, as

SOme interpretations hold, was able to promote a simple programme for semiotics that
involved a system of a functioning totality in which there were two kinds of relations the signifier, and the signified. Peirce, in contrast, developed the theory of pragmatism
in which practical considerations play a pivotal role in the appraisal of ideas, and in
Which he identified three modes of being within his complex doctrine of signs.
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In Peirce's schema of things, it appears that the individual is responsible for the creation
of signs, whereas the Objectivist view, mistakenly pwported (Thibault, 1997) to be
followed by Saussure, absolves individuals of this responsibility by designating the
external world of fact as the main source of infonnation from whence come the signals
to which we respond.

On the whole, it can be argued that the Objectivist view is much easier to understand
because we do not have to worry too much about interpretation (things either are, or they
are not according to classical categories). Nor do we have to worry about the complex
characteristics of individual people because they are seen to be separate from the world
of objective reality in which thought is the mechanical manipulation of abstract symbols
in a signified/signifier relation.

Symbols get their meaning via correspondences to

t1ftngs in the external world. In this system of meaning the mind is a mirror of nature,
and correct reason minors the logic of the external world in which categories must be
symools that can designate categories in the real world, or possible world, and are
defined by properties common to all members. These theories reflect the commonsense

view that, Thibault (1997: 46) argues, remains effective because of habirual thinking in
which entities and states of affairs in the material world "exist independently of the
meanings which the 'reciprocal detennination of values' in the language system allows

its users to make". Figure 2.2.4 suggests the Objectivist view of meaning.
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Categories are
independent of the
body
'machine'
Mind is a mirror of
nature.

Thought is abstract
and disembodied
and cOrrect reason
mirrors the logic of
the external world.

Ilhought is

atomi~

.'

and logical in a
narrow technical
sense

•

•

Mechanisms of
Imagination are
considered
peripheral to
Reason.

Intuition

Logic

Emotion has no
conceptual
content.

1HEBOOY
The human body is Inddental to the
' ....._nature of meaningful concepts and

Figure 2.2.4 Objectivist Separation Between Ex:temal Things, Mind and Body.

As reflected in Figure 2.2.4, objectivist theories suggest a God's Eye view of matter as
quite distinct from, but mirrored by the mind that, in turn. controls a separate body.

Owing to the prevailing status of objectivity derived from Plato and confirmed by

Descartes in the 1630s, it is reasonable to suggest that Saussure's programme for
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semiotics. filtered through various readings that suggested meaning lay in the dual
interaction of signifier and signified, was very convincing. As Westerners, we have
developed systems of understanding based on classical categories and rules of human
behaviour in which the importance of lxxlily experience has been virtually ignored.

2.2.3

Systems.

Harrison (1991) chaJic;mges the notion of classical categories and ruJes that control
individuals who are seen to be part of the extemalised naOJre identified through fonnal
logical demonstration of universal characteristics. She points out that the basic ruJe
underlying efforts to maximise the appearance of sdentijk objectivity consists of using
principles and manipulating symbols that correspond to objective categories and
objective properties confonning to classical identification in which tbought is seen as the
correct and truthful product of reason, and thought is reported using the uaditionaJ
method of categorical writing. The problem highlighted by Harrison is that of the
separation of thought as an objective entity from the body thus denying the actual
instrument that does the thinking.

This problem is of fundamental concern in any attempt to re-structure art as personal
experience because both the author and the audience are erased by the message that
stands independent of either. Every message, as an entity. is an encounter between a
level of expression (or signifier) and a level of content (or Signified) that mirrors the
logic of the external world in a strictly defined way.

Thus we can recognise the

developmental links in objective thinking that provided a basis for Saussure's approach
to semiotics.

The work of Saussure. according to Culler (1981), has been very influential because of
its duality and it was easy to understand that a sign pointed to, signified, some other
independent thing. The other independent thing could then be understood using the

classical theory of categories through which common, shared properties of similar
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things, could be identified through reasoning and association that confirmed the

accumulated weight of two thousand years of philosophy.

Our recognition of categories underpins the way in which we normally make sense of

things because we think of categories as quite natural. But in fact we have been raugJu
to think this way. Theorists such as Lakoff (1987) and Johnson (1987) question the

validity of classical categories and, in so doing, propose changes to the way in which we
make sense of the world that involves what they tenn "embodiment", the link becween
conceptual schema and the world via hwnan experience.

It can be argued that the work of Peirce has influenced much of the new thinking that is
now

q~tioning

the system of duality consolidated by Saussure. Culler (1981) admits

thaI the work of Peirce "remained unreadable and unpublished" because of its
complexity, but reference to Peirce's work by Gee (1992) and Smith-Sbank (1995)
points to growing interest in his ideas that challenge many of our accepted systems of
understanding. For example. Peirce (1978a) foreshadows concerns with the ambiguity
of representations that has fascinated both literary and art critics throughout this century
tnsaytng:
The object of representation can be nothing but a representation of which
the first representation is the interpretant But an endless series of
representations, each representing the one behind it, may be conceived to
have an absolute object at its limit The meaning of a representation can be
nothing but a representation. In fact, it is nothing but the representation
itself conceived as snipped of irrelevant clothing. But this clothing never
can be completely stripped off; it is only changed for something more
Finally, the
diaphanous. So there is an infinite regression here.
interpretant is nothing but another representation to which the torch of truth
is handed along; and as representation, it bas its inter:pretant again. Lo,
another infinite series. (Peirce, 1978a: 171)
In talking of categories, Peirce (1978a) shows scepticism toward the prevailing notion of
a

~synthesizing

law" by arguing that categories

... suggest our lOOking for a synthesizing law; and this we find in the power of
assimilation, incident to which is the habit-making faculty. This is all the
categories pretend to do. (Peirce, 1978a: 179)
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Further throughout Peirce's wri tings. one can find recurring thoughts that rebut the dual
divisions of logic as a false way of looking at things, and confirm the instincts as the

substance of the soul with cognition "only its swface". In this way Peirce (1978a) puts
the human being as the focus of making sense of things and, while respecting to some

degree and using already accepted theories, he questions those theories as neglecting the
primary role of the human being. His list of categories is exhaustive, but he suggests
that they bnly serve a way of thinking. and human thinking "partakes of whatever

character is diffused through the whole universe, and thaI its natural modes have some
tendency to be the modes of action of the universe- ( 1978a: 179).

The way in which Peirce (l978a) deals with three areas he identifies as firsmess,
secondness and thirdness as three modes of being bas peculiar relevance to arguments

concerning personal experience. He invests jirsrness and thirdness with attributes that
are not tangible, while secondness is nominated as the actuality, the something that
happens, or is, because it lies in its relations to the universe of existents.

In other

words, it is the secondness that makes its presence most obvious because we can

recognise it as something that acruaIly took place and, because of this objectification we
tend to focus on the actuality, and often remain unaware of how and wby this

action/thing came into being. We can know that qualities of feelings do exist, that
concepts of life, freedom and such, are present to the mind as ajirsrness. but it is wben

these feelings and concepts somehow affect us that we actually recognise or sense them.
This is the difference between jirstness and secondness.

What we do not often

recognise, or often think about, is the desire in seeking to attach the one to the other, the

thirdness. Peirce (1978: 170) states this very simply: "The end is second, lhe means
third".

However, this is an example of a message that could not be understood by everyone
because Peirce (1978b: SO) proposed three prime categories that opposed the recognised
duality of human understanding. Peirce called these prime categories originality (being
an unrealised quality) , obsistence (suggesting o bviate, object, obstinate, obstacle.
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insistence, resistance) and transausion (suggesting translation, transaction, transfusion,
aanscendentaJ). It can be suggested that the three prime categories and the three modes
of being are synonymous tenns that Peirce uses to articulate his theory of human
understanding in which he further undennines accepted thought by strongly denying the
pivotal place of reason. In fact he says: Mrr]he very fact that everylxxiy so ridiculously
overrates his own reasoning is sufficient to show how superficial the faculty is" because
most reasons attributed to actions "are nothing but excuses which unconscious instinct
invents to satisfy the teasing "'whys' of the ego" (Peirce:

1978a: 345-346).

Peirce

placed total emphasis on experience as the way through which we come to know
something. and relegated logic and reasoning to a position of secondary imfX>rtance.

This is a crucial point to note because reason and logic are considered to be the
cornerstones ufX>n which our Western system of understanding is based. fuperience is
usually associated with the body, and thus of secondary importance to our Western
ways of understanding.

It would seem arguable. however, that the basic difference does not start with Peirce and
Saussure. It may be that their investigation of the signifying process focused attention
on what we now call semiology. but it was the theories of Plato and Aristotle that gave
rise to the differing viewpoints concerning human knowledge and behaviour which need
to be positioned so that we can recognise the differing views of knowledge that have
played such an important part in directing the ttaffic of our ideas and, in particular, the
way in which we experience works of art. There e"ists. of course, two thousand years
of debate regarding these differing viewpoints and, while I cannot foDow Johnson's
(late eighteenth cenrury) advice that
To judge rightly of an author, we must transport ourselves to his time, and
examine what were the wants of his contemporaries, and what were his
means of supplying them. (Novak, 1983: 55),
it is feasible at least to adopt Eliot's -historical sense~ that" ... involves a perception, not
only of the pastness of the past, but of its presence;" (Eliot, 1951: 14). In the case of
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Peirce and Saussure, the presence of Aristotle in the fonner's writing, and of Plato in the
latter's, is noted.

According to Olson (1965), Aristotle placed great importance on experience (empeiria)

that provides knowledge of fact which, in tum, produces artistic and scientific
knowledge that provides knowledge of the cause. Aristotle was concerned with art as a
state of making, and stressed the importance of art as:
... contriving and considering how something may come into being which is
capable of either being or not being and whose origin is in the maker, not in
the thing made; for art is concerned neither with things thaI are or come into
being by necessity nor with thing3 that do so in accordance with nature,
since these latter have their origin in themselves (Olsen, 1965: 176-180).
Butcher (1951: 152-i60) tells us that Aristotle's artist aimed at something bener than the

acruaI and, in imitating the universal, produced an "idealized representation of human life
- of character, emotion, action - under fonns manifested to sense" in wh.ich the process
of Becoming was the unfolding, development and emlxxliment of sensible appearances
culminating in a concrete individual thing, a primary reality or Being.

This was an

organic process through- which a self-sufficient purified world, according to laws of
probability or necessity, could be invented or arranged to illumina1e an aspect of the
external world. The object of all an was to excite the passions, to give pleasure, (not
self-fulfIlment, not self-enjoyment), but that higher form of catharsis that facilita.tes a
special insight, new knowledge, aesthetic satisfaction and a better state of mind.

On the other hand Plato's philosophy of human knowledge was a search for a reality that

was absolute, perfect and fIxed.

Bate (1959) points out thaI the fluctuating and

uncertain world of maner, of concrete circumstances was, in Plato's view, an imperfect
·copy· of a final and absolute reality which had value only if it served reason.

Plato

argued thaI one cannot know something that is false, and one cannot know something

that is uncertain or changing. and the entire physical world thar we perceive is manifestly
a world of change and uncertainty. Therefore it cannot be known.

It is a world of

shifting appearances. Conversely. -true knowledge, is' knowledge of the world of
forms or ideas, for only they are constant and uncbangingft (Barrow, 1976: 46).
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Because Plato regarded artistic interpretations as dangerous in fostering false conceit
through appealing to inferior faculties. he attaclred the techniques or fonns of artistic
creation. In both Phaedrus and Ion he emphasised inspiration rather than artistic skill
because he considered the true poet as an inspired rhapsodist who dealt only with ideas.
Acrording to Plato, those who interpreted nature through a work of art. an act of
mimesis. were suspect in offering intuitions of things and their meanings beyond what
sensory experience could truthfuUy perceive or depicL

As Warbecke (1947: 261)

succinctly notes, "we tend to become like that to which we listen or gaze upon, when the

charm of the artist is upon us".

Plato feared this kind of diversion from the true

philosophical knowledge, and thus considered an inferior and false.

In contrast, in Poetics Aristotle speculated on the human faculty for imitation, and
discussed the methods of commwtication. embodiment and language employed in
developing the concrete into unified meaning and completeness. Because artistry. be
considered, creates its own probable truth. it acts as a cogni tive step in exploring the
nature of reality. and through the unity and· fonnal perfection of the work. aesthetic
appreciation and functional knowledge are enhanced At all times Aristotle stressed the
creative activity of the artist, and clearly rebuffed Plato's IImadness ll when he states that
"poetic art is the affair of the gifted man rather than of the madman" . According to the
content of the work, Aristotle emphasised the differing fonns of representation that may
function through the senses in "exciting pity and fear. bringing about the catharsis of
such emotions" in a controlling and directing fashion (Poetics. Chapter XVII).

In drawing together Plato and Aristotle's theories we can identify areas of different
emphasis. For example, both Plato and Aristotle understood the importance of pleasure
and both were vitally concerned with gocxlness and beauty. Warbeke ( 1947: 246) points
out that in a later dialogue, Philebus, Plato analysed the different fOnDS of pleasure. and

attributed aesthetic pleasures to the highest rank because the pleasures of inspired art
have no antecedent thirst or craving which would debase them. On the other hand, Bate
(1959: 25-31) tells us that Aristotle considered the arts as having their own concrete
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body of malerial that could have a healthful and formative effect on the mind as long as
the form (in the sense of direction or development) had "a certain magnitude" and
harmOnia.

Plato. in recognising that the value of artistry lay only io its propensity to promote good,
appears to have held a less flexible view than Aristotle who considered that artls test of
excellence lay oot in its didactic function, but in the aesthetic pleasure that could only be
derived from the idealised poetic truth (Butcher, 1951: 226). However, it can be argued
thaI both H.ato and Aristotle approach the store of hwnan knowledge from opposite

epistemological poles concerning the value of art in which Plato sees art as contributing
nothing towards knowledge, while Aristotle postulates that the world of change can be
understood. through an . Plato's theory of knowledge was based on his notion of
absolute, perfect Being; Aristotle's theory of knowledge was based on his notion of
exploring probable truth in Becoming.

Perhaps we can better understand Plato's emphasis on morally edifying 'divine truths' if
we look at the time in which he expressed his theory of human knowledge. In his

Seventh letter (324 Be) he attacks the incompetence of the governors of Athens, The
Thirty, and asks why the skill and knowledge that is demanded of doctors. shoemakers
and naval captains is not also demanded of those who -are going to steer the ship of
state". His repulsion at the excesses, the social disarray, the changing values. lhe
confusion and the injustice of his times led him to propose government by reason, by the
few who had the reasoning ability, for the sake of security and the well-being of all
(Barrow, 1976: 11).

Ironically, what Plato said and what he did were two very different things.

While he

cautioned against artistic skill and considered writing also suspect, his own writings are
heavily laden with metaphor. For example, his use of a relevant and apt metaphor, "ship
of state~ demonstrates metaphoric projection used in an appropriate context It could be
argued that Plato. as a human being. was obliged to utili Se attributes of language as the
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onJy possible means ar: his disposal to advocate aspirations beyond reality. In using the
same strategy of calling upon various forms of analogy in forming a link between what
is familiar and possible new ways of thinking, Plato appears to align himself with other
mortals such as Gordon (1961) who finds analogy essential to the creative process, and

tbatJobnson (1987) and Lakoff (1987) believe is a natural and basic tendency of bUlnatl
beings.

The interesting point for us in the twentieth century is to note the shoplifting from both
Aristotle and Plato that has OCC1lITed. We can note in the late seventeenth century, the
flavour of Aristotle in Dryden's opinion that "To instruct delightfully is the general end of

all poetry" (Dryden, 1971: 245); and in Wordsworth's words ..... for she can so inform
The mind that is within us, so impress With quietness and beauty, ... " (Tintern Abbey,
1,25-127) we can recognise the guiding force of nature so admired by Aristotle. Later in
the work of T. S. Eliot (1951) we are reminded of an Aristotelian scientist who
approaches his store of knowledge with an awareness of what will produce the best
result

On the other hand, it can be argued that Descanes' seventeenth century notion of knowing

as independent of the knower's bodily organs and activities, echoes Plato's concept of
''inspired genius" and confinns the separation of mind from body that Renaissance
intellectuals advocated.

Warbeke (1947: 265) suggests tha~ from Plato'S idea of

knowledge comes the RInteliectualist" interpretations;
sensations comes the "Mystical" theories;

from the revelations of higher

from the "divine madness" comes the

"Intuitionists", "Expressionists" and "Hedonists"; from the educative aspects comes the
"Utilitarians" and, from the implication that true beauty rests on hannony within the soul
comes the "Subjectivist" theories.

In lOOking ar: the range of interpretive systems attributed to Plato exemplified above, it
can be argued that various persons ar: particular times in history have selected certain
facets of the Platonic story that best suited their interests and, in the re-telling, have
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emphasised what they considered the important parts and deleted the not so important
according to their survival tendency to tell the best story. Thus, it seems logical to
suggest tha1 generalizations grew from the way in which singular persons changed their
way of thinking and, through chains of translation over time, we seem to have re-signed
Plato's legacy of understanding based on divine truths and reason, and have packaged
them into classical categories and rules of human behaviour while ignoring Plato's own
artistic propensity.

As mentioned earlier, Peirce (1978a: 351) stressed the importance of experience
underpinning all knowledge that may be uaced back to Aristotle. In fact Peirce went so
far as to nominate instinct as the prime mover in providing pathways for the growth and
development of true reason that "springs from experience".

Strong echoes of this are

found in the work of both Johnson (1987) and Lakoff (1987) who stress that reason is
based on bodily experience, and that repetition of experiences facilitates our

understanding. Certainly survival experiences, such as balancing. are basic, and we
need to practise these so that we might, for example, ride a horse or bicycle. As a
consequence of understanding bodily balance, we might be able to tJansfer this
understanding to more abstract concepts such as symmetrical or asymmetrical balance in
design. and these concepts become part of the principles of the An Discourse through
contributing relevant infonnation to the folk theories and scientific principles of the
Discourse. Gee (1992) suggests that, as members of a particular commwtity group, for
example, the Art Discourse, we are inculcated into the behaviour and beliefs of the
group. Thus we have access to memories existing in our cultural milieu licensed by our
'club' as appropriate reports of past experience to guide our conduct and, it is probable
that these reports, like Plato's legacy, will continue to undergo change as singular
persons focus on beneficial aspects that enhance their survival.
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2.2.4 Social Practices
According to Gee (1992) rules of behaviour are ingrained in social practices in which
relevant and right experiences are fostered by a particular social community lhrough
apprenticing newcomer.;, and constantly checking and nudging each member towards
some norm. Within a social community there may be many varied social practices,. each
having certain ways of acting, talking. vaJuing, and thinking associated with objects,
settings, and events that define the nature of the Discourse, or social network. Because
these practices are handed down through time, and member.;hip is sanctioned and

operated by a socioculnually defined group of people, human action is only meaningful
and recognisable within some discourse framework. For example, a child belongs to a
family, and thus the primary amalgam of ways of acting, interacting. talking. valuing
and thinking are associated with objects, settings and events that are characteristic of that
particular Family Discour.;e. The child acquires knowledge of the Discourse through a
type of apprenticeship whereby other, more senior members , m<Xie1 appropriate values

and behaviour thus inculcating "folk theories ~ within the child. As the child grows. the
range of surrounding discourses increases with schooling, sport, religion, government
and hundreds of other social practices vying for attention. Consequently it is the ideal
nonos of the Discourse that constitute meaning. memory, believing and knowing, and
these belong in the community outside the head.

In the community outside the head, Gardner (1993: 237) draws attention to "authentic
domains" that are socially valued disciplines that allow acquisition of skills and
knowledge through effort over time supported by feedback; Grossberg (1988: 35) talks
of sites at which we may stop and "install" our selves into practices; Rosenblatt (1983:
161) emphasises personality parterns dominated by automatically absorbed prejudices

and expectations; Culler (1981: 26) includes the network of environmenta1 data within
his ftsystem of relations" and Gordon (1961: 95) refer.; to conventions. All these things
are outside us. influencing us and adding to a complex configuration of associations that
we do have inside our heads. and it is these associations, and how we use them, that
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allows us to claim experience as personal. But before the experience we need to have
some understanding of the forces that motivate us to interpret the things outside us.

Gee's (1992) notion of Discourses highlights what we might think of as various clubs of
meaning.

Our Western society. in particular, cultivates clubs like metaphorical

mushrooms that spring up all over the place. We have Church Clubs. Political Clubs.

Race Clubs; Tennis Clubs, Golf Clubs, Surf Clubs, Needlework Clubs - clubs of all
sorts including associations and institutions through which groups of people come
together to define themselves. develop an interest. foster a passion. meet other like-

minded people, or perhaps make money. Of particular interest to this research are the
Art Clubs that regulate the social practices of members in ambiguous ways that shall be
discussed in the following sections.

How~ver,

all clubs seem to have one basic rule -

you either confonn or you are excluded. This means understanding the context and
supporting the ideology of the group of which you are part.

Gee (1992) argues that the ideology of any group tends to evolve as dominant ideas
beoome fashionabl.e for a time thence to be supplanted by modifications that may lead to
an opposing ideology. Such an argument is supported by Josephson (1996) who opines

that the dominant ideology of Modernism sustained the notion of the autonomous
artwork that Postmodemism now denies.

Perhaps we can understand how this has

come about by looking at the arguments of three prominent philosophers whose ideas
have been very influential in the An Discourse.

The work of philosophers such as Langer (1950s) and Barthes (1960s) has done much
to highlight the pivotal position of the object in the binary system of signifier/signified
developed by Saussore (1959), while the work of Derrida (1960s) attempts to bridge the
£wo perspectives of Saussure and Peirce (1978) that have resided in the memory of
Western oommunities. On the one hand. as previously discussed. in Section 2.2.1. the
ideas of Saussure have been foregrounded in much of the telling while. on the other
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haIld, lite ideas of Peirce have remained in the background because, it could be argued,
of his emphasis on the person doing the thinking rather than reliance on objective reality.

Langer (1957: 133) suggests that the prime office of signs lies in "their JX>wer of
fonnulating experience, and presenting it objectively for contemplation, logical intuition,
reoognition, understanding". She considers that understanding of the object comes
through the·use of imagination and language which "grow up together in a reciprocal
tutelage", and thus we classify and give meaning to objects and experiences which then
allows us, through memory, to recall or anticipate associations and connotations
assigned through usage and accepted within a nadition (1957: 71). In other words the
club to which we belong directs the way in which we experience things.

This,

according to Langer (1957), involves discursive thinking which is a process of
generalisation progressing through systematic relation patterns to concepts of abstraction
as·she StaleS quite clearly:
What discursive symbolism - language in its liteJal use - does for our
awareness of things about us and our own relation to them, the arts do for
our awareness of subjective reality, feeling and emotion; they give inward
experiences form and thus make them conceivable. (Langer, 1957: 71)

Two ideas are central to Langers (1957: 67) theory.

Firstly, her understanding of

language as "'a symbolism", that is, a system of symbols governed by conventions of
use, separately or in combination, and secondly her notion of artistic form as an
autonomous expression of a conception of life, emotion, inward reality. In maintaining
the autonomous eotil}' of the artWork, Langer aligns herself strongly with Modernism'S

dream of a self<onlained encounter between reader and text that Culler (1981) considers
an insidious legacy of lite New Criticism.

In fact Langer (1957: 153) suggests that "the common assumption that a poem becomes
more significant [0 lite reader if he (sic] can read it in a context of the authors
reconstructed life" is a baneful occupation.

She considers that a poem, a picture or an

arrangement of music is, each in and of itself, an artistic "fonn":
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As a work of art is an expressive form somewhat like a symbol, and has
import which is something like meaning, so it makes a logical abstraction,
but not in the familiar way of genuine symbols - perhaps, indeed, a pseudoabstraction. (Lange~ 1957: 127)
There are, however, problems with Langer's assertion that -a work of art is an
expressive form" in that while the work does exist as a separate tangible object and, as
such, may be considered a sign, underslanding the object as an "expressive form" must
question its ' origin of expressiveness as influenced by a tradition. This must take into
consideration all Ibe historical and social aspects of that tradition that Amheim (1986:
312) suggests add to what is seen and also modify what is seen.

If the work is

-expressive", one can only ask for whom? and in what context?

A major problem with Langer's (1951) concept of the artwork as an autonomous entity

appears in the way in which the object is personified in the same way in which Saussure
is seen by some to personify language as the producer of signifieds. Both endow a sign
with inappropriate ]X>wers that, we might argue, negates the person who inte1prets the

sign_

This same tendency can be seen in the work of Barthes (1988: 173-175), where he
suggests that every message is "a veritable architecture" of encounters between signifiers
and signifieds in which the whole mysterious operation may be impregnated with
seoondary meanings. He refers 10 a "certain innocence of objects", and also suggests

that objects, such as paintings, scuJpture. poems and music, maintain a stubbornness in
being extema1 to us and persist in existing of themselves.

In doing so, these self-

contained objects are continuously breaking loose toward the infinitely subjective,
ultimately developing "a kind of absurdity" or the meaning of a non-meaning; the object
"is there to signify that it has no meaning - while ~it also serves to communicate
infonnation" (1988: 181-182) and, in personifying the object, Barthes argues that
" . if we are to study the meaning of objects we must give ourselves a shock
of detachment, in order to objectivize the object, to structure its signification.
(Barthes. 1988: 184)
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It is as though the object confronts us and, while psychologically we may feel as though
dtis is happening, Banhes! concentration on the signifier/signified aspects of signs does
not appear to give sufficient attention to the nature of the human being pen:eiving the
object While he states that an object is polysemous and each "reader" has

~several

reservoirs of reading-, Barthes (1988: 188) states firmly that there are no objects which
do not supply a meaning. One can only ask "for whom?"

However, from the perspective of an artist it is important to recognise that both Langer
(1957) and Barthes (1988) include art objects and other things into a category beyond
the normally accepted category of linguistic signs according to Saussure.

For Langer

(1957: 74), · ffJhe arts objectify subjective reality". but are not genuine symbols because
they do not actually signify anything else beyond themselves, while similarly for
Barthes. (1988: ISO), the art object falls into his connotation group as something nonhwnan "which persists in existing, somewhat against

us~.

While we might not agree

with this apparent isolation of the an object in a conceptual sense, recognition of art
Objects is suffi cient to draw attention to the possibility of non-linguistic signs existing
and this opens doors to new avenues for considering non-linguistic modes of

communication.

In fwther attempting to understand the legacy of Saussure's binary system in which a
singular person is separated from the object, it is interesting to-look at Derrida's theory
of "traces" because he set out to question, or deconstruct, the system of structure that
appears to give centredness to meaning. Derrida (1993: 144) is credited with identifying
what he termed, "Iogocentrism\ the desire that people have for some "centre that
guarantees being as presence". In particular, he argues against privileging speech over
writing through which, he claims. Western philosophy supponed a 'violent hierarchy'

based on the Christian belief that the "Word" (from the New Testament) "underwrites
the full presence of the world~ (1993: 145). Derrida argues that the hierarchy exists
because the spoken word appears to be closer to an originating thought than a written
word and thus has apresence. while the physical written mark appears as a contaminated
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fonn of speech. However. he argues that cultivation of oratorical eloquence can also
cloud the purity of thought and reverse the status of the spoken word to that of a
signifier lacking presence which seems to support

B~es'

notion of non-meaning. In

this, the process of deconstruction has begun that. in itself. might be an interesting
exercise which can only suggest that any sign. visual, spoken, gestural, written 'or
whatever, originates in a person sensorially perceiving the sign.

Perhaps the most important aspect of Derrida's work is noted by Scholes (1985: 90)
who draws attention to the way in which Derrida, in proposing his theory of the
instituted trace, combines "Saussure's notion of the arbitrary sign with Peirce's notion
of unlimited semiosis':.

Further, Weber (1992: 83) interprets Derrida's theory of

"differance or trace" as "thai: which in the presence of the present does not present itself'
and thus its presence can not be guaranteed.

According to Denida there are three deconstructive characteristics of a written sign that
render it void. Firstly, it can be repeated in the absence of author, specific context and
specific addressee; secondly, it can be read in any fashion whatsoever and may be
grafted into a discourse in another context; and thirdly, the written sign is subject to
'spacing' in two senses; through separation from other signs in a particular chain, and,
separated from present reference in that it can refer only to something not actually
present in it (1993: 147). What Denida calls to attention is the concept of present time as

non-existent and, as a consequence, no thing can actually be perceived except the sign of
the thing.

In other words, in the act of becoming aware, the moment of instant

perception is immediately a has-been.

It can be argued that the concept of instant

perception is fundamental to Peirce's thinking and thus we can recognise Derrida's
argument for the instituted trace as a link between the objective perspective of Saussure,
and Peirce's emphasis on the endless network of signs.

However, Peirce (1978a)

emphasises the continuity of present time:
His whole life is in the present But when he asks what is the content of the
present instant. his question always comes too late. The present has gone
by. and what remains of it is greatly metamorpbosed. (Peirce, 1978a: 154)
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It appears that Derrida'5 concept of deconslJUction, as outlined by Attridge (1992: 26),

insists "'on the structural interconnectedness of the absolutely singular and the absolutely
general" as an interconnection of absolutes. This seems very similar [0 Peirce's notion
of the continuity of immediate consciousness that he nominates as the

stale

of feeling

(1978a),

It can be argued that the, whole theory of deconstruction was built upon the notion of
"traces of traces" which led to considerable impact upon the artworld in which the tora1

negation of the art object gave rise to Conceptualism. For example, Lynn (1994: 235236), in discussing minimalist works of the 19605, oomments that the works -manifest a

oontinual questioning and sense of impennanence" which, she considers, "contained

within it the seeds of conceptual art and the dematerialisation of the art object throughout
the 19705",

This brief examination of the theories of Langer, Barthes and Derrida serves as an
example to show us ftrstly, the major role Saussure's theory played in promoting and
maintaining the separateness between the individual and the object which was pivotal in
fostering aesthetic and mcxfem attitudes concerned with the discreteness, the uniqueness
and the totality of the artwork itself as an autonomous Object until secondly, the object
was theorised out of existence. As noted above, Langer considered works of art to be
subjective reality objectified, Sanhes grouped works of an into the infinitely subjective
"non-human" category that persists in existing apart from people, and Derrida set out to
question, or deconstruct, the system of structure that gives centredness to meaning.

It can be suggested that the dissolution of an anchoring centre of meaning in our
Postmodem society has given rise to uncertainty and ambiguity in making sense of art
works because, as argued by Smith-Shank (1995: 238), "[J]nteracting within one 's
Culture becomes a habit", and people do not readily recognise sign systems that depart
from those with which they are familiar.

It is reasonable to propose that Saussure's
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system of recognising signs consolidated the habitual way of understanding lhings as
either physical or metaphysical, whereas Peirce's (1978) confrontational notion that the
nature of signs is arbitrary, that signs are not only confined to language, and that
~intellectual

triplicity" (intention) is essential in arriving at meaning, now disrupts some

existing comfortable habits of belief and inherited meanings.

The thesis proposed here is that refurbishing our inherited meanings enrails making the
strange familiar and the fa,miliar strange through recognising that grasping meaning is an
event of understanding, an experience, which goes beyond lbe linguistic use of word
symbols to encompass all image schemata, their metaphorical projections as well as
propositions. Such a thesis·supports Johnson's (1987) opinion that
Meaning is thus a matter of relatedness (as a form of intentionality). An
event becomes meaningful by JX>inting beyond itself to prior event structures
in experience or toward possible future structures. The event is meaningful
insofar as it stands against. and is related to, a background stretching from
the past into the future. A word or sentence is meaningful because it calls to
mind a set of related structures of understanding that are directed either to
some set of strucrures in experience (either acruaI or potential), or else to
other symbols. (Johnson, 1987: 177L

A key question to ask is, if the existing skills of membem of a particular group do not
include appropriate schema to structure alien information into some form of meaning, if
there is no background knowledge of the new phenomenon, how can the message
carrying the alien informatioo about the new phenomenon be understood? Our current
environment of changing relationships between words, images and sense of self seems
an appropriate setting for investigating the ideas of Peirce (1978) who was exploring
ideas at odds with the acceP[ed way of thinking in his time. He envisioned human
experience as a network of symbolic systems in a time when common understanding
was underpinned by the notion of autonomous objects. He was talking about the human
desire that makes connections between concepts and actuality when the majority of
society still believed in the God's Eye View of rationality as separate from bodily
experience.
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It is only now, a century later, that current theories. such as those proposed by Johnson

(1987), Lakoff (1987), Gee (1992) , Dissanayake (1992) and SOI80 (1994) suggest
appropriare schema to unravel some of the complexity of Peirce's messages and, in the
unravelling, we may be shocked to find that we change our perceptions because of this
experience. However, do we need to develop new kinds of perception to facilitate .this
experience? Might we frod that the stories passed down lhrough generations have other
possible interpretations?

What are the forces within our environment that suggest

changing relationships between words, images and sense of self? and, if meaning does
lie outside the head, is this not another way of restating a God's Eye view of objective
things?

We might argue that more meaning is now produced in print and framed in visual and
mass media images and thus our need to exert effort is actually less, so why would we
wish to upset an habitual way of interacting with our culture that has sufficed for
thousands of years?

Or is there something within us that compels us to continue

spinning yarns and framing meanings from out personal point of view?
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2.3 Constructing Myths: Spinning Yarns & Framing Meaning

2.3.1

Spinning Yarns.

Before the advent of the printing press the oral tradition was dominant as the vehicle for
manifestation of essence because it was mainly through verbal signs that meaning was
possible. This meant that cultivation of memory tools inside the head played a very

important part in a person's ability to relay the spoken word through time. But it was
not: just the ability to relay the exact words, but the ability to express the supreme truth
through living myths that constituted the total framework of the spiritual life of a
community. According to Bonnefoy (1992: 7) myths codified the beliefs, founded
moral rules and detennined every practice of daily life

and~

while remarkable common

patterns of thought penneate all myths, Jordon (1995: xi) argues that the "quality and
complexity of a myth is frequently determined by the degree of sophistication of the
vocabulary at the disposal of the storyteller".

This means that myths, as a living

symbolic system, also drew upon a rich Ix>dy of visual images through which the
caprices and moods of nature were anributed to gods having similar moods and
characteristics embodied in the stories and images depending on the fundamental laws
underpinning the mindset of the society. As an e:<ample, Jordan (1995: xii) argues that
clans eking out an existence in the wastes of Sireria or in the rugged isolation of the
Hindu Kush are supported by chauvinistic gods, while R[T]he fabric and laws of society
among the ancient Celts were based largely on a need for conquest of territory and on
cattle rustling-.

If one's survival depended on combat one needed supreme beings such as Medb.
goddess queen of Connacht who captured the Brown Bull of Cuailgne, bowling dogs
such as Adhnuall . the hound of Cuiann, and incredible horses such as the unruly grey
horse of Abarta (Jordan, 1995). Irish history abounds with factual and mythological
stories of conflict, battles and raids stemming from five invasions and the two major
battles of Magh Tuiredh, and thence the division of Ireland into the five major states of
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Ulster, Meath, Leinster, Munster and Connaught (Willis, 1993: 180). Ireland was a
land in which
Bitter and violent men, might rear in stone
The sweetness that all longed for night and day,
The gentleness none there had ever known;
(W. B. Yeats Ancestral HOilSes, 1928)
Jordon (1995) suggests that understanding the mythological store reveals much about
the culture which spawned it For the purposes of this study, Irish mythology plays an
important part because many of our forebears were of Irish decent and thus such heroic
activities as conquest of territory and catt1e rustling were rich subject matter for campfire
yams in most partS of outback Australia ar: the tum of lhis century and even to recent
times. In noting the growing interest in Celtic origins shared by many of us, Bell (1984)
points out that throughout time story telling has been based on personal experience
which, in the telling. ignites initial interest within the family group until the interest
widens to include the community and, through further oral transmission, might mature
into legend involving names, times and places.

An example of the way in which tbeyam is stretched is recounted by McKenry (1984:

44) who tells us about the transmission of McArthur's Fan, conceived by Bath and
Bleby as a 62 line poem for the Adelaide University's Dramatic Society's Revue in
1974. In a decade of spinning the recitation some 118 variations (mainly presentation,
phraseology and innovations from memory lapses) occurred while the actual plot
remained intact! In like manner, Wannan (1970: 5(4) draws attention to AustraJian
yamspinners who delighted in the tale that "began and ended nowhere", while the
manner of narration played the significant part, or themes, such as 'Irish convict
attempts to escape from Sydney overland to China', 'cleverness of bush dogs' ,
'extraordinary fears and characteristics of bullock-teamsters' and heroic 'ringers' that
formed a core for on-going yams.

AS" a child I remember eagerly waiting for sundown because that heraJded story time
When my father would gather us children around and tell us stories about mustering,
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branding, or of some remarkable stockman or animal that had become a legend in the
district The stories were never written down, but everyone seemed to know of them,
and it only took someone to remark. 8Remember the time ... " and a whole new batch of
evidence. opinions and memories would pour forth. These stories were not myths or
fables. To us they were yarns that grew in the on· going spinning and weaving of w.ords
emanating from personal experience coloured by mythological inference.

The yams

were ingredients for the widely shared creative memory of many rural Australians thaI
owes much to the oral traditions of mythology, fables and folklore. The yarns affect the
way in which we form what Gee (1992) calls "folk theories" that reflect membership
within a particular Discourse or, as Dissanayake (1992) expresses it
For every human society can be found to possess traditional beliefs,
encoded and e1C.pressed if not in lx:>oks then in oral ttaditions and
ceremonial practices of abiding value to its members. (Oissanayalce,
1992: 3)

Wannan (1970) tells us that the essence of folklore is in the "handed·down" aspect that
may retain its validity and aliveness in writing, and in the reciprocity of oral and written
tradition and flux of cultural change and e1C.change where:
... revival plays as important a part as survival . popularization is as
essentiaI as scholarship, and the final responsibility rests upon the
accumulative and collective taste and judgment of the many rather than
the few. (Wannan, 1970: Preface)

However. in talking of myths, Bonnefoy (1992: 10) argues that "the truth of the myth is
enclosed in a speechlike narure, which writing more or less obliterates ... " by imposing
the consttaints of rules foreign to the self-expressive memory. or by reducing the myth's
own speech to silence. Thus, when it became possible to caprure words and lock them
in time, contain them on paper by using a type of reference mark, the written word then
became the province of the academically trained. and the prime status of the spoken
word gave way to that of the written word, and thence the printed word from the
Renaissance period onward in which knowledge appeared packaged in texts and thus
appeared to carry the weight of authority.
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We are told that human beings seek balance and patterning to feel comfortable in the
environment that allows them to e,;ert some form of control over narure (Amheim, 1986:
Johnson, 1987: Lakorr,I987: Dissan'yake, 1992: Gee, 1992: Sol so, 1994) and, in
striving for this comfort, we organise things into categories and habitual ways of
thinking so that we feel safe and secure. This may explain why people place a lqt of
faith in those identified independent truths found in classical categories external to the
body that are able to be isolated and dissected through testing and comparison so that we
can convince ourselves of their authority because the results are recorded in texts.
Lakoff (1987) argues that. from a Western perspective, the assumption of disembodied
and abstract reason has fostered our acceptance of classical categories that are taught as
unquestionable, definitional truths when, in fact. categories are fluid and changing
depending on bow a person identifies a best example, or prototype. of something.

It can be suggested that the disagreement between whether or not the written word
fosters living thought, or kills it. lies in the notion of control. Constantly the meaning of
a word is questioned as though meaning is the property of the word rather than residing
within the intention of the author or interpretatio n of the reader. Reddy (1981 : 287) talks
of our propensity to search for the meaning Mright there in the words", to attempt to
extract thoughts and feelings from the text and, in so doing, we develop habits of relying
on lhoughts that are already packaged through the conduit of words. All we have to· do
is accept the meaning which, Reddy (1981) considers, oiviaJizes the function of the
reader or listener by allowing she or he success without effort.

Thus, it can be argued that meaning is framed. Personification of words does endow
them with authority that places us in the position of -patient" in Peirce's (197&) teoos.
He makes the distinction between will and sense:
In will . the events leading up to the act are internal . and we say that we
are agents mo re than patients. In sense, the antecedent events are not
within us; and besides, the object of which we form a perception ...
remains unaffected. Consequently, we say that we are patients, not
agents. (Peirce, 1978a: 163)
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Objectification of the word places it outside us. It is a sign that stands for something
and. the way in which we perceive the sign depends on our degree of familiarity with the
literary Discourse. It is arguable that most people are happy to accept the package
without baving to exert too much effort. Many teachers constantly challenge students to
interrogate words, to move beyond their zones of comfort and to pose their own
thoughts because, by seeing newness io something that is taken for granted, they may
then have the curiosity and courage to make inferences about the perrooaI experience of
thinking about words and the perronal experience of making art.

This however,

requires intrinsic motivation that, as argued by Dissanayake (1992), can only come from
emotional oomminnent and. while signs of any sort continue to be treated as authoritative
containers, it can be argued that we will remain "patients" 'awaiting results. Josephson

(1996), Rosenblan (1968) and Baudrillard (1980) suggest that most readers want
comfort, amusement and fulfilment of dreams, and Leed (1980: 49), in referring to the
autonomy of the text, considers that it offers a neutral, impersonal or "cool" medium of
communication, while Blu! (1980) poses the most disturbing thought that, in to-day's
technological society, only correct practice (not intentions or motivation) has currency.

To compound this rather passive picture, Steiner (1989) considers that much of the
analytic and suucrural study of language is the erasure and severing of empirical
experience and untutored inruition from language-acts. He stresses that
No fonnalization is of an order adequate to the semantic mass and motion of a
cuJrure, to the wealth of denotation, connotation, implicit reference, elision and
tonal register which envelop saying what one means, meaning what one says or
neither. (Steiner, 1989: 83)

We can argue that the notion of intention in "meaning what one says" is cruciaJ to
investigating words and images as personal experience because it places a perron in a
deciSion-making position between effort and resistance.

To elicit meaning from

something that is read, either image or word, means that some relationship is established
between the object and the user; meaning is not a property of the object itself but resides
in the act of interpretation that takes place between the user and the object even though
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the physical fonn of the sign (such as a painting or a text) may exist independently of the
author or the user. We might ask, how is it possible to link. the two?

In establishing a cormection between user and object we could use a method based on
Peirce's (1978b) argument discussed. in Section 2.1, that meaning can only be
understood through a genuine triadic relation that involves the referent, the sign/object
and the interpretanl Such a method involves spinning a yarn as an example of how we
make triadic links between an idea of some quality, for example wanntb, our intention or
desire to somehow make the dream come true, and our realization of the dream of
warmth through some action.

If we were to look at a mob of sheep grazing in the paddock we might not see warmth,
but might anticipate that the dream of being warm might be realised through making a
woollen jumper from the soft, outer covering of the sheep's body based on past
experience with spinning and knitting. As Gee (1992) suggests, our folk theories allow
us to interpret expectations and make decisions based on our degree of involvement
within a specific social group_ As a member of this group. for eMmple Wool Growers,
we pick up many of the existing meanings and mannerisms. and thus can infer actions in
the future emanating from our experience of actually looking at the object. sheep. Thus,
through inference, one might imagine the steps of shearing, cleaning the wool and
spinning the fibre into along thread suitable for knitting into another sign - the jumper.

The dream of warmth associated with the jumper is not grazing in the paddock. but the
metaphorical jumper may be grazing in the mind. After having had this sense experience
in the beginning. if one was to read the word ·sheep" at a later date; it is possible that
one could also think of knitting a jumper and thus go out to find some wool.

In this

way, the notion of reading signs is a never-ending process of wishing to link: a quality to
an action and this process is grounded in intention, the connecting bond between the
wish and action. But we cannot intend or predict without prerequisite experience.
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The experience of raising sheep is, for some people, a part of the Australian heritage that

has given rise to certain folk theories and these are useful to illustrate the metaphorical
oonnection between the txxiily experience and the way in which many Australians refer
to story-teUing as spinning yams. Johnson (1987: xv) considers that concrete bodily

experience constrains the "input" to metaphorical projections and the kinds of mappings

that can occur across domains. He also argues that image schema provide a means of
sbllcturlng.particular experiences schematically so as to give order and connectedness to
our perceptions and conceptions that Gee (1992) says emerge when needed. Lakoff
(1987) calls this link between oonceprual schemes and the world of real human
experience an inJemai rea/ism, that relies on the ability to use image schema as
sbllcturing devices in fonning Idealized Cognitive Models.. ICMs lie in the ability to
form oomplex concepts and general categories using image schema as structuring
devices that include two major abilities. Firstly there is the ability to fonn symbolic
structures that correlate with preconceptual structures in everyday experience and,
secondly there is the ability to project metaphorically from structures in the physical

domain to structures in the abstract domains.

These arguments would appear to support Peirce's (1978) emphasis on the actual totality
of human experience in a broad sense as the main source for understanding things that
involve fonning patterns and categories and thus inferences that emanate from repetition
and practice. According to Peirce (l978b), inference is the conscious and oontrolled
adoption of a belief as a consequence of other knowledge. In the analogy of spirnting
yams it was suggested that we might imagine woolly jwnpers in the paddock when, in
fact, we look at sheep. As members of the Wool Growers' Club we can infer certain
poosibilities; we may become fixated upln certain qualities of the sheep (wool), and we
can propose that what was possible in the past would be possible again. Figure 2.3.1
suggests the ttiadic process of inference in which the conscious and oontroUed adoption
of a belief is a consequence of other knowledge involving the three stages of colligation,

observation and judgement according to Peirce (l978b: 267).
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3. Judgement -> every proposition like the prerriss,
wou/dlnvolve same conclusion -> process to new icon

Judg~

1. CoIIigation -

~
. \';ootempiation
fixation of
:ttention upon a
'rtain feature,

bringing together
certain propositions
believed to be true
bUt not united

bliteration 01 rest

-> conscious

:0 produce new lam

control of the
operation.

Colrigation

ContemplaTIOn
Conjunctive proposition, compound
assertion resulting from colligation

Figure 2.3.1 The Three Stages of Inference Derived from C. S. Peirce

The process of inference according to Peirce (1mb)

involves firstly, bringing together

propositions that hitherto were not considered similar or united in any way through a
process he terms colligation. This step occasions some unification of the propositions

into a complex icon that secondly, demands concentration on a fBI1lcular aspect that
suggests something else while retaining aspects of its disparnte origin and thus allows us
thirdly, to draw a conclusion that if C has attributes of A and B. D would have attributes
of A. B and C and so on through a chain of inference.

It could be argued that Petrie (1981: 438) bases his notion of triangulation on the same
process by nominating "anomaly" as step one in which irreguJar aspects are considered

in existing-framework terms that suggest a new characterization of the siruation through
metaphor leading to secondly. activity in the world and thence thirdly, observation of the
resuJts that can suggest another anomaly and so on.
developing.

Figure 23.2 reflects the pattern

as strangeness is made familiar through metaphor that facilitates some form

of resolution through action that, in tum, suggests further possible meanings.
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~
Anomaly

Metaptior

IFigure 2.3.2 Process ofTriangulation According to Pettie (1981) I

Petrie (1981) argues that metaphor is one of the central ways of leaping the
epistemological chasm between old knowledge and radically new knowledge because the
anomalous step shows promise in providing a metaphor as a guide to new action and

thus forms a bridge from the known to the unknown. The work of Johnson ( 1987) and

Lakoff ( 1987) strongly supports this argument through identifying shared patterns, that,
through repetition and sameness, allow recognition of parts of the pattern (old
knowledge) while also allowing the formation of connections to wtfamiliar propositions.

Thus we can argue that meaning involves a changing, organic system in which patterns
of interpretation evolve depending on a pe~on 's desire in wanting to attach an idea to an
objecrlaction. Such an argwnent questions the dominance of the written text that fixes
particular patterns of words in print, that, from a Western perspective, appear to
represent the supreme symbol objectifying truth. We can ask why it is that written texts,

in the main, are thoroughly investigated and learnt within educational systems for
authoritative

use beyond schooling? Why are other patterns of meaning seemingly

ignored?

The irony is that peculiar patterns of meaning are also fixed in images as argued by
Pajaczkowska (1996), and all artworks, according to Oissanayake (1992), have played a
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vital role in the total sense-making schema of societies throughout history. However,
Siess (1981), raises the question of why it is only in our Western society that images are
considered unproblematic or peripheral to undersWlding and little attention is given to
using and undemanding images in schOOling and, as a consequence, the signifying
properties of images are overlooked. We can argue that this neglect widens a cultivated,
educated gap that exists in our understanding of a world where images are used with
increasing .popularity, power and persuasion while, at the same time, we can question
the credibility of those professing to understand the peculiar patterns of meaning within
images and whose interpretations we are given second hand. In fact. Josephson (1996:
105) warns us aoout the "vicarious'" nature of experiences also given by popular imagery
to uninformed consumers targeted by media and advertising.

The implications in this

warning are horrific if we accept the personification of imagery, media and advertising

that gives experiences and, the suggestion that experience is vicarious, funher
undermines any sense of will on behalf of individuals through implying interference

with. or framing of, what Grossberg (1988) terms our "mattering maps".

2.3.2

Framing Meaning.

Given the dominance of positivist objectivity in Western SOCiety and the allure and starus
of scientific investigation heightened by analysis of texts, it appears that appraising
artworks has become a means to its own end, separate from the accident of there being
an artwork to internalise into our consciousness. Pajaczkowska (1996: 31) refers to this
as the .. 'iron laws' of institutional thinking" in which publishing is the most highly
prized index of research. Previously, in Section 2.1 , the problematic narure of using
written words, and Derrida's argument of deconstruction, were discussed. If the written
mark is seen as a form of contamination of the actml essence of spoken thought. it might

be argued that the written word forms a similar contaminating function in relation to the
actual essence of artistic thought.

Hollingsworth (1994: 17) suggests that the

Mcontextualising prism ft of art language or theory can make the work ft more palpably
seen-, but he insists that ftvisual art is visual an ft and must not sacrifice its potential to
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~engage

directly with the

audience~.

In other words, it is essential to employ the

sensory and experiential level of direct engagement with works of art through which the
viewer uses the senses and imagination.

However, this raises the whole dilemma of what we can believe with conviction. and
confidence. We have been taught to believe in the written word, and the way in which
we respond to texts involves some sense of security within established norms ·that
satisfies our need to demonstrate some degree of competency within the framework of
norms. But if our intuition, our instinct, our affective domain and our experience appear
to be in oPJX'Sition to what we think. we should believe, we are left in a state of utter

confusion that Grossberg (1988: 39-40) terms dissolution of an "anchoring effect".
This raises the possibility that we might., out of desperation, resort to denying our
feelings and believing lhe text out of years of habitual reliance on the written word.
Thus Solso's (1994) suggestion that attaching verbal labels to artworks can assist
interpretation appears logical.

Often the attachrnent of a verbal label influences, not only what we remember, but also
how long the object is remembered. It could be argued that the labelling process has
become imJX>I1aDt since artworks were classified as separate from everyday behaviour
and, in this separation, the concepts and expectations of the individual becaine
synonymous with the artwork as idiosyncratic expressions of the individual which then
needed a label to explain them. According to Dissanayake (1992: 61), the cultivation of
personal expression as a private compulsion can be likened to "the display of a capti ve,
lone peacock vainly performed for human (not peahen) spectators". Explanations of the
display now need to be framed in aesthetic commentary.

This labelling process can be seen in the way in which Duchamp's (1917) act of placing
a urinal in another context transformed it from a utilitarian object to a statement of art.
Duchamp's intention at the time is debatable, and this is the issue at stake. Lucie-Smith
(1m: 40) argues that "[s1y asserting that any object could be turned into a work of art
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merely by labelling it as such. Duchamp gave free rein to a vein of distinctive irony".
Reproduction in texts. analysis and criticism of the Object. The Fountain. ·has ensured

that the label, 'a work of an', be applied to this object (urinal) and many other such
readymades.

This transfonnation process is integrally linked with what is said and written about the

work. According to Josephson (1996). the rise of Neoplatonism and Humanism alerted
artis~

to the need for both a theory of subject matter and style to validate their works,

and thus the mission of the artist evolved into one of discovering personal identity and

spiritual beauty reminiscent of ancient Greece which further developed into an academic
mooopoly on art education with the foundation of the Academie Royale de Peinture el de
Sculpture in 1648. Neoclassicism continued with the outer contours of Greek art while
the spiritual essence became lost in intellecrual appropriation from past stories directed at
teaching about complex sUbject matter that needed interpretation. Thus a philosophy of

taste and art history emerged.

Josephson (1996) supports Dissanayake's (1992)

argument that one of the major reasons for this was the beginning of an idea some
hundred years after the Enlightenment, that there was a special frame of mind required
for appreciating works of art, an unprecedented disinterested attirude. a kind of detached
aesthetic experience that was considered to be one of the highest forms of mental
activity.

In investigating the mechanisms used for aesthetic interpretation Pajaczkowska (1996:
34) argues that the problem of what we actually recognise in a painting lies in the "l:attle
between word and image" in which those seeking to transcribe the iconic mode of
signification into a linguistic code within codes of figuration sbUggle over ownership of

territory and definition of lX'werful academic disciplines. Her argument draws attention
to the fact thaI theories involving linguistic structures do not offer adequate

COnceptualisation of the unconscious. How, for example, do we apply a strucnuaI
methcxl of analysis to understanding the impact of colour? She argues that, in trying to
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elicit meaning from colour we must consider the organisation of the body, and this
draws attention to ways in which we bodily sense things.

Thus we might argue that our problem with trying to apply a disinterested altirude to
aesthetics lies in the fact that we are dealing with the intangible, subjective areas of
beauty, goodness, opinion and taste that. as Wbeale ( 1995: 35) suggests. demonstrates
p:>ssession of privileged knowledge which is related to social status. However, this sort
of privileged knowledge, according to Josephson (1966: 176). is disappearing in

~

day's climate of popular standards appeased through niche marketing that entices us to

parcel ourrelves as fashion statements. In other words we purchase things that imply
some sort of relationship with the image created through advertising and. in so doing.
mesh with the popular, trendy, replaceable fashion of the moment.

The impact of

advertising, we can suggest, might awaken Fromentin's (1872) advice to a young artist
tbat

[f]he times are bad; moral sense is very low; public taste astray, if not
lost. Let each one of us work to elevate it It depends upon you, with
such a subjecl, to give a lesson in art, a lesson in style, and a lesson in
tasle. (Nochlin, 1966: 25).

While one might agree that public taste has gone astray. there are those who continue to
argue that the heritage of powerful academic traditions does have merit A case for
allegiance to the fine arts is advocated by aestheticians such as Smith (1985: 169) who
presents the "idea of 'open elites (sic) of merit'" , and Burton (1991: 36) who talks of the
centuries of hwnan effort represented in "the prime virtue of all great art" that "makes
visible compelling visions of our shared reality".

Both call for involvement with

acclaimed an forms that act as inspization in challenging new ways of thinking through
making connections with the human need and desire to make sense of the world and the
self in the world.

However. Smith (1985: 170) warns that "trust in experts is somewhat more guarded
today" because il is possible that persons proclaiming to have this valued infonnation
about artworks may indeed be more interested in quantity rather than quality. It appears
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that the written text itself has now become a paper parade of "secondary talk" that Steiner
(1989: 4-10) refers to in identifying a "radical spirit(s] in current thought that has defined

the task of this sombre age 'as learning anew to be human'·. His field of disoontent lies
with the "annexation of the living arts and literature by the scholastics" in which he sees

professionalization of the academic pursuit, and humanistic imitation of the scientific, as
resp:msible for erOOing the bridge between ourselves "and that wbich the heart knows".
By this he means the human ability to afford the text, music or visual image an
indwelling clarity and life-force that only felt meaning can engender. Steiner's (1989)
major concern is with hybrid academic journalistic coverage that he considers adds
nothing to o ur understanding of the artwork as he points out
literate humanity is solicited daily by millions of words, printed,
broadcast, ~ned, about books which it will never open, music it will
not hear, works of art it will never set eyes on. A perpetual hum of
aesthetic commentary, of on the minute judgements, of pre-packaged
pontifications crowds the air. (Steiner, 1989: 24)

In other words, the aesthetic commentary in the main has no reference to any acruaI
enoounler with the work, but offers instead an object for dissection in seminars,
lectures, dissertations and pa>t-doclOraI research.

Following thi s line of thought,

Hughes (1990: 399) offers another reason in saying that "to resurrect something. to
study and endow it with a pedigree, is to make it saleable".

Thus much aesthetic

oommentary may a1so be regarded as a type of professional "artmanna" for the armies' of
intellectual employees who constantly need to proclaim their credibility.

A telling example of this separation between aesthetic commentary and artworks can be
seen in language that has become manufactured "impenetrable verbiage" acoording to
Loppert (1992: 44-47) in her article "Pel Noires ft in the journal Modem PainJers. The

discussion centtes on what Loppert sees as the deplorable ftlanguage of obfuscation ft
used in particular by contemporary feminists, and the failure to communicate by artists
and writers alike. Loppert's artide takes to task those who secrete themselves in "a
thicket of philosophical jargon where theories and buzz words result in the "crucifixion
W

ofianguage" . Leppert selects various samples of written 'critiques from catalogues and
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papers, of which the following may give some indication of difficulties posed for
understanding:
On the planar surface of postmcxtemism the image of the lxxfy is
perperually intrusive, refusing to be accommodated into theories of
representation., disrupting our linguistic and diagnostic frameworks,
powerfully raising the intersubjective question of communication.
Through the dutiful explanations of fantasmatically displaced bodies, the
maternal body that is the unexamined rationale for this piece of
elucidation silently maintains its call for attention. ... Paintings were
compendia of motifs or structures which could readily be ext:rap:>laled
and identified with agricultural depression, patriarchal oppression,
cultural imperialism or other all-embracing and aU too often
unquestioned constructs. Or they were de-historicised puzzles of
denotative and connotative signs waiting for the skilled deconstructionist
to open them up. (Loppen, 1992: 46)

Loppert's · whew!R seems to sum up her understanding 0(. the alx)Ve message. The
question we might ask is, if a reputed art historian such as Lappen, writing and
broadcasting about visual arts and the art market in London, has this reaction, what
chance is there for anyone, viewer, students or teachers of an, to have a glimmer of a
chance of understanding texts such as this?

It could be argued that the aoove text constitutes some sort of meaning framed in
aesthetic commentary that erases the image. Maybe the paintings were ude-historicised
puzzles" to that particular critic and, more to the point, how can we decide if the

"'maternal body" is indeed the "unexamined rationale for this piece of elucidation ... "'?
Perhaps, for ordinary persons, any initial interest in the actuaJ painting might be

barricaded by the textual frame of meaning that denies us access to the image.

However, it may be that many membe~ of the public generally rely on some sort of
authority to guide their search for enlightenment and understanding, and texts are
regarded as the main source in which the opinion or experts is framed and packaged for
our consumption. As argued previously, objectification and personification of the word
endow that unpretentious sign with powers beyond its purpose and. often the struggle
by expens, critics, academics and art historians for inclusion of their findings in tomes
and archives is ongoing and fiercely fought, mindless of any genuine attempt at
eQlightenmenL
Moonlighting
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For example, Nelson (1995) recently looked at how power structures work when critics
and writers quote from fashionable foreign theorists. His discussion concerns the way
in which authority is sought in all discourses, and how efforts to establish an
independent authority ignore the fact that the roots of our culture were "cultivated by
superior JX'wers" elsewhere. What Nelson (1995: 10-12) finds worrying is the

wa~

in

which some Australian wri[ers either reference "others" in the hopes of mixing prestige
with borne .fare, or avoid international reference and serve up parochial opinion as

authority. To Nelson, "suitors". international or parochial. are oollectively our culture in
its -greater inclusiveness of exchange", and appropriate reference enriches our argwnent
and satisfies our curiosity about what is happening beyond our horizons. He sums up
that "[N]othing is circulated if it does not have some use-value" albeit it ·daggy" and the

"function regional, provincial, parochial".

While Nelson (1995) admits that use of foreign philosophers as a prerequisite for local
discourse is often "gratuitous", we can argue that the jargon of experts does hold a
certain appeal for the masses. A perfect example of audience transfixed by the jargon of
art is Hoffie's (1994) report of Jean Baudrillard's return to Australia for his lecture

presentation toa worshipping audience at Griffith University, Brisbane. Hoffie (1994:
13) refers to the French theorist as one "who has amassed a greater worci-count in
citations, quotations and foot-notes than almost any other contemporary philosopher" . . It
seems that his presence was not perceived less by those beyond the fifth row who could
hear little (owing 10 lack of microphones). but who could still witness the performance,
the delivery, absorb the aura, and participate through "embarrassed, apologetic giggles".

We can argue that our current cultural environment continues to separnte objects or
individuals out for moments of spotlighted fame, or to use Dissanayake's term, "make
special". However, if we look at Dissanayake's (1992) thesis, it is grounded in the
belief that the oontrol of human behaviour and emotion is frequently inlrinsic 10 the
control of the means of production. In other words humans have the ability to cognise
an extra-ordinary realm from the mundane. to recognise difference and to employ special
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things for utilitarian and symbolic purposes so that survival and production is enhanced.

An important distinction she makes concerns the word 'control' which is used in the
sense of comprehension and negotiation with, not domination and subjugation as in
conquest.

We might consider that Rmaking special" was what Morris (1887) had in mind when he

stated:
Therefore the Aim of Art is to increase the happiness of men, by giving
them beauty and interest of incident to amuse their leisure, and prevent
them wearying even of rest, and by giving them hope and txxtily
pleasure in their work; or, shortly, to make man's work happy and his
rest fruitful. (Nochlin. 1%6: 132).

A similar sentiment is expressed by Thoma (1880) who considered that art creates
-according to its own dictates - not according to external laws and directions, but
acrording to laws which are embedded in the soul of man" (Nochlin, 1966: 163), and
Fiedler (1876), who referred to perceptual comprehension and experience as an
impartial , free activity "whicb serves no purpose beyond itself and which ends in that
purpose" which is its immediate meaning based on a need "which in turn is an attribute
of man's spiriruaJ nature" (Nochlin, 1%6: 170-171).

However, from a current perspective, Wheale (1995: 61 ) refers to new forms of
eclecticism, new combinations of genre and textured meaning in our "imaged" culrure

!hat produce "intellecruaJ livestock" to be tended and managed, while Uppard (1996: 16)
sees the juxtapositioning of unlike realities as a "collage aesthetic" that not only confuses
the public but refleclS the "downright surrealist situation" of artists in which knowledge
about art has assumed proportions of superiority (and confusion) that separate the object
itself from its original context and transpoI1 it into a realm that mystifies the public.
Thus we could argue that the accumulation of this knowledge might be compared to the
publicity that manufactures glamour and reassurance that Berger (1972: 131-133)
considers is a fonn of power that allows people to "look out over the looks of envy

Which sustain them". An example of this type of imaged culture can be found in Zipes's
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(1980: 106) discussion of Sylvester StaJIone's self-modelled, manufactured. hero
-Rocky·, where we can see how media glamour can be used to elevate · underdogs"
because "the system does allow them to make it to the top"_ But, while knowing that

that is only an iUusion necessary to perpetuate the ·systematic alienation that results from
oommodity production" we, nevertheless, envy the hero for being what we are not.
Ironically. in real life, according to Zipes (1980), our hero himself admits "passive
recognition and acx:eptance of the fact that he will remain a commodity for the rest of this
life" sustained by our envy_

Not only are people g1amourized into something above the ordinary_ Berger's (1972)
discussion also pertains to the wayan image is presented as a woric of art, and how
... the an of the past is being mystified because a privileged minority is
striving to invent a history which can retrospectively justify the role of
the ruling classes. and such a justification can no longer make sense in
mooern times. (Berger, 1972: II)
Thus we can argue that the problem in much current art industry practice is not the work
of art itself. but firstly. substitution of the artist for art image, and secondly. various
reasons underlying promotion of the artwork-may reflect self-aggrandisement on behalf
of the promoters who certainly do not remain silent in selling their wares.

Engagement with works of art has been the subject of debate amongst mists. art critics.
art historians and art educators for many years. The focus of debate has centred on the

types of appropriate artworks to include in the repertoire of those presented as worthy
for ingestion into one's store of nourishment for appreciation and thus enlightenment, or
those whose subject maner or technique is useful for simulation or appropriation in
proclucing another art prodUCL These functions concern investigating artworks as a
means of understanding more about our environment and oursel ves.

Pollock's (1996: 53-55) question concerning the "collision of two professions - artist
and teacher;

the collision of two ideologies - individualism and socialisation" has

peculiar relevance for one who produces work within a "precious phrase" of my work
that. according to Pollock. might appear to conuadict the mission of education as a vital
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site of social management Thus the function of art and the interpretation of anworks

might be seen from these two different points of view that contribute to the struggle of
singular artists to resist being lOtaliy framed and packaged within the culture industry.

Nevertheless, researchers such as Kuhn (1984), Hamblen (1990), and Burton (1991),
argue that the term

QIT.

cannot satisfactorily be defined, and so what is either said or

written alx)Ut art may have a variety of meanings.

As suggested previously, the

meanings themselves. can never be ana1ysed in isolation because individual
understanding and interpretation depends on the reader who, according to Salomon

(1979), Solso (1994) Johnson (1987) and Lakoff (1987) use their cognitive tools in
personal and peculiar ways.

However, Paivio ( 1981), Hollingworth (1994) and

Pajaczkowska (1996) draw attention to the powerful influence of written texts in

presenting meaning packaged in words that Steiner (1989) and Hughes (1990) argue
become means unto themselves. Thus Josephson's (1996) cultural niche theory may
account for the way in which art responds to the fashion of the times. Josephson (1996:

166) argues that Fine Art is passing into decline, Popular Art is developing power, and

Design Art, with particular emphasis on advertising, is just discovering its power that,
she says, "speaks with a whole community of institutions behind it" so that hUman

needs of any sort, at any time, may be met with a promise of virnJa.l fulfilment framed
within our cultural niche.
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:1.4 Power Points: Politics and The Culture Industry.

It might be argued that our culture in Australia appears to have had a short but turbulent

history in which a struggle revolving around material and personal control has
predominated. Haese's (1981) discussion regarding the fomation of the Australian
Academy of An, initiated by Menzies in 1937, has relevance for our current cultural
climate. In particular, claims that public money would ensure a dictatorship over the
dispensation of patronage and thus preserve mediocrity through hindering the
development of art in Australia, appear to have echoes in lbe Creative Nation
Commonwealth Cultural Policy (1994) where, on page seven we find one simple

sentence: "Culture creates wealth".

At the launch of the Australian Centre for Arts Education. Archer (1994) stressed that
l~ng

was a consequence of wanting to know more about life, and that the outcome

may result in being an artist, scientist, engineer or other. For Archer and many of her

peers and colleagues, "an is life". and this was the message she wanted to get across to
more Australians so that they too could be aware of the satisfaction and fulfilment of
being "useful and responsible citizens". Her argument went on to emphasise tbat the
arts would then "flourish naturally because arts and artists become beloved of the

people". This, in rum, would lead to strength as a nation. strength of spirit and ideas,
and economic strength "because artists will be naturally supplying the people's natural
demand" (NAAE News. December 1994).

However, Haese's (1981) argument, that the art of Tucker, Nolan and later Boyd,
Perceval and Vassilieff had two lessons:
... first, a wholly professional notion of an artist as one committed to art
irrespective of financial return, since an was life; and second, a belief in
painting as expression without any gesture to the idea of art as craft in an
academic sense. (Haese, 1981: 78)
These lessons partially foreshadow the sentiment expressed by Archer that "an is life".
but denies the inclusion of financial emphasis targeted in Creative Nadon
Commonwealth Cultural Policy (1994), our first national cultural policy launched in
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commonwealth Cultural Policy (1994), our first national cultural policy launched in

AusttaIia We might argue that the notion of art as a spirirual current running within a
community generating a desire to enhance and infonn behaviour has been unplugged
and replaced by the power of public money that,. as reported by Haese (1981) , led to
dissent and division in the 1940s and stifled ·the necessary creative freedom advocated
by the group, Angry Penguins (1940-46). This raises questions of whether or not
culture creates wealth, or does wealth create culture, or is culture the mutation,
integration and disintegration of a changing environment? How do things change from
being representamens of the soul to representamens of the purse?

Is knowledge

becoming enccxied in high value·added products and services that undennine art as
personal experience?

From Archer's (1994) perspective it seems that she advocates placing faith in a natural
desire to learn if artistic production is to "flourish". On the other hand Throsby (1995:
31) draws attention to an increase in output from the culrural sector in Ausnalia over
the past five years, but a decline in artists' incomes over the same pericxi. He supposes
that reasons for tlUs apparent paradOX lie, fiJStly, in an increase in the number of
practising artists, and secondly, that artists "as a whole tend to be squeezed", being the
most economically vulnerable group of the cultural workforce.

From Throsby's

perspective it seems that awareness of economic rights must be cultivated if artists are
to survive economically in our culture that creates wealth.

The problem is one of

allowing the arts to "flourish naturally" because they are "beloved". and establishing
economic viability because artists must live.

Looking back to the days of Fred McCubbin (1995) who wrote in 1894 that
... as a painter must live by his work, and although he be ever so anxious
that prosperity may get the advantage of his labors, he has, at any rate for
the present. to bring his work: before a public little inclined to help him - a
public so absorbed in industrial and mercantile pursuits, that it has little
time to give to the appreciation of artistic effoI1S. (Mc Queen, 1995: 14)
we can see that this concern is not new and nothing has really changed. Earlier, in
talking of the "glorious advance" made by France in the late 1900s in promoting local
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art. McCubbin (1995: 13) mentioned the encouragement given to artists "to develop the
best that is in them, not to pander to the bourgeois tasLeS of the masses of me people".

If we return to Archer's argument that learning and production are consequences of
wanting to know more about life, and combine this with Throsby's observation that
artists are the most economically vulnerable group of the cultural workforce. we can
sympathize with McCubbin's concern that the artist must not onJy "develop the best"
personally, but must also live by the work.. We can argue that this is where reality
challenges idealism - the cold hard facts are those of supply and demand. How then
may the arts "flourish naturally"? Might they flourish to such an extent that they may
have to mutate and reproduce to "pander to the bourgeois tastes of the masses" because
they nQ longer have a special identity, but have become another JX>pular commodity in
the prOOuction line? Fry (1988: SO) comments that popular itself is an economically
modified signifier used to measure the volume of consumption as tenns such as hit,

smash and blockbuster imply.

In commenting on the commercial focus of current exhibitions, Denholm (1995: 9)
beraLeS the curatorial staff of the National Gallery for falling prey 10 crowd pleasing in
promoting uncritical blockbusters and prostituting itself to sell consumer goods. Even
worse, be notes that advice from the curator that "people as they enact their lives
already practise efficiently as artists", leads him to comment that making art may as
well be replaced by simply watching people.

A similar concern comes from Knezic (1994: 20). a young artist from Victoria who
attended the 4th Australian Contemporary Art Fair, and found that it was more "an
exposition of commercial galleries and their respective stables of artists- geared to
making sales. She noted that the overall calibre of work. lacked interest or innovation
and suggested that the title should be changed to "Commercial Galleries Trade Fair".
This is an observation that begs the question of artistic identity and raises the issue of
individuals as a commodity within the culture industry.
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While this shift has done litt1e to advance the income of artists. it could be argued that it
haS done much to promote cultural output Or it might be more truthful to refer to this

as "[a]n as a social instrument for education and entertainment as well as
en1ightenment~

to quote Woodrow (1995) who takes a look at several recent major

exhibitions in Australia and questions the current trend towards social relevance. While
admitting that he is not calling for a return to the formalist adoration of lhe art object,
Woodrow (1995: 12) finds it hard to find -any discernible or meaningful patternemerging from the exhibitions. Even when pinpointing exemplary works by artists
such as Damieo Hirst, Susan Norrie, Roben Macpherson and others. he concludes that
-there is no predetennined pattern. no collective spirit. no all-pervasive pragmatic
agenda. or no direction in contemporary art. except at ·the most superficial stylistic
level".

Woodrow's (1995) search to find something beyond the "philosophy of the wann and
fuzzy" seemingly exp:mnded by Gablik in her latest

~student-friendJy"

book, The Re-

enchantment of Art, seems futile. Similarly, he despairs at Mary Eagle's -indu1gent

attempt to establish another defining metaphor for art- that colours her critique of the
showcase of contemporary art Virtual Reality (1994) at the National Gallery. Canberra.
An example from the former that Woodrow ridicules is the work of Wyoming artist,
Lynne Hull, who makes 'art for animals' such as small etched holes in rocks from which
desert lizards might drink:.

In the case of Eagle's search for another metaphor

appropriate for the function of art (mirror, lamp, map) Woodrow is lost for words, and
resorts to what he terms as a Habermas phrase - 'nonsense experiments', to describe
Eagle's attempts. Woodrow (1995) argues that efforts to make art of the people, by the
people and for the people result in "futuristic games arcades" lined with television
screens, interactive computers and video clips, or the RSwiss army knifeR approach that
may be used where objects et al are neatly compartmentaJised for everyOOdy as he
found at the Sydney Biennale Perspecta 1995.
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Further concern for the state of contemporary art is expressed by Timms (1995: 3) when
he argues that the interactives of new technologies are not SO interactive after a1l. The
manual engagement in pushing and pulling knobs of new electronic interactives appears
to be all that is required and has made redundant the cognitive engagement of looking

with eyes and inquiring with the mind that is required by traditional media such as
painting. Another claim made by advocates of new technologies that Timms finds more
politically power oriented than rational, is the relevance, accessibility and democracy of
interactives. He argues that anyone can pick up a pencil or paints and engage in mark
making which is relevant, accessible and democratic, so the vying for supremacy of
media appears rather a waste of time if the artwork is important

We can agree with much that Woodrow (1995) and Timms (1995) bemoan about
current art practice and note that it appears to reinforce Gowans's (1981: 386)
suggestion that as long -as these persuasive forms remain ends in themselves, avant
garde (sic) talents will remain wasted and void, as far as society at large is concerned".
Thus we can argue that the debate about these new art forms and their uses is only
meaningful within the context of intention while the above references to sentiments
expressed by artsworke~ reinforce the notion that culture is an industry often oblivious
to artistic intention.

Within this industry, the commercialism of packaging and presentation of exhibitions
and Art Fairs is criticised as prostitution and crowd pleasing by Denholm (1995) and
Knezic (1994);

an as a social instrument for education, entertainment and

enlightenment is questioned by Woodrow (1995); and the interactiveness of new art
media is debunked by Timms (1995).

According to Timms (1994), pressure on state galleries to make exhibitions pay is
diclating the type of programmes offered, and those with low entertainment value are
considered too risky and are not pursued. On the other hand, if an artWork. is to engage
directly with the audience, does the work need to be palpable and also palatable thus
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supporting suggestions pUl forth by Solso (1994) and Josephson (1996) that familiar
visual configurations appear to offer greater enjoyment to the majority of viewers? The
nwnber of people who flock to blockbuster shows, as noted above, appears to confirm a

positive response to this question. However, in noting the concern now being voiced
about crowd pleasing as a major criterion in. planning exhibitions, we might question, as

do Timms (1994) and Woodrow (1995), the political orientation of such exhibitions. If
crowd pleasing is considered a major criterion targeted by the culture industry, does this
mean that, by focusing ·on extrinsic monetary rewards, those involved in the culture
industry do playa Significant role in determining the way in which people respond to
the works displayed?

Siess (1981), Giroux (1994) and Josephson (1996) argue that the business of advertising
now plays a very important part in the way in which visual images are promoted as
commcxlity pnxiucts which are dressed-up to lure purchasers to experience greater
comfon and enjoyment when reality fails.

Thus we might suggest that the culture

industry, sustained by the economic focus of the government and thus education,
dictates the preferred type of visual fare currendy available to us in using techniques

oonowed from advertising.

This raises the question of art as personal experience and the way in which images, like
words, can be manipulated. to serve a particular function.

As previously argued in

Section 2.2, images and the makers of the artworks, are now seen as a consumption
commodity, products to be traded for commercial gain within the culture industry

where, implicit in the purchase package, is the notion of knowledge mat involves
certain ideas that are unique and special in ways that connote a starus and membership

of preferred social groups. This begs the question of why this is so.

Hamblen (1990: 218) is forthright is her assessment of the upper-class DEWM's (dea4

European white males) legacy to education. She considers that there exists a preferred
b<x:I.y of knowledge that has been -identified, examined. and refined by experts in their
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respective fields of study" that is to be passed onto rightful heirs. Incomes, social and
professional opportunities, and social mobility identify those eligible for membership
into what Hamblen (1990) calls the "cash cultureM that ·consists of ideas, an forms, and
social institutions created, maintained, and promulgated by the educated elite". In other
words information is capital, and the more one knows the further one goes up the ladder
of opportunity and advantage, or the better one deals with me ·cash-cultore literacy- in
manipulating, promoting or bartering. Hamblen (1990) uses the analogy of the New
York stock market where one with insider infonnation bas the advantage without the
legal liabilities.

As with stocks and shares, Hamblen, (1990) argues that there are some aspects of the

cash culture that are more profitable than others, some more socially useful, some
requiring worthy credentials or preferential membership and, -in the cash-culture
scheme of things, art-related occupations have a more lowly status than, for example
medical and legal occupations" in which rank-ordering reflects the dominant culture
and reprcxluces existing social orders that are closely aligned to power and the
markerplace. In the art world Hamblen (1990) considers that
Those individuals who select out and designate some art forms as worthy of
study and who deselect others are themselves part of the cash aesthetic;
this is what makes them experts within a culture that they are constructing
and maintaining. They are part of an aesthetic culture that depends on its
existence and continued preferential status as cash aesthetic by promotions
that this is the preferred aesthetic (Hamblen, 1990: 218).

Implicit in Hamblen's (1990) argument is the influential force of political power that
promotes the ability to purchase objects that imply prestige sanctioned by members of
the aesthetic culture. The question now raised concerns the type of motivation driving
those manufacturing the information and selecting out those an objects, those symbols,
that signify the preferred body of knowledge. Thus, it can be argued that cultivation of
aesthetic awareness and recognition of what is deemed prestigious or beautiful is based
on the Opinion of experts.
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Wolff (1981: 40) points out that social institutions determine who becomes an artist,

Jww they become an anist and bow they are then able to practise their art as well as
promote their work. Thus, training systems, patronage systems and economic factors
contribute in various ways to regulate the activities and beliefs of members in the Art
Discourse.

This argument recalls investigation of how meaning can be framed,

previously discussed in Section 2.2, and suggests that initial academic and economic
approaches to framing ideas is integr.illy linked to how culture is promoted as an
industry.

80th Hughes (1990) and Josephson (1996) suggest that entry into the Art Discourse,
which promotes the status of the individual through the recognition given to his/her art
object, is fierce. As argued by Hughes (1990), pressure on young artists to expose
work·in·progress to public gaze prematurely forces them into producing a result in
order to justify a grant that allows entry into a university. or earn a fee that serves as
credential in the art world. He complains of the overpopulation of the art world as
"cultural feeding become gross" where the "manufacture of art·related glamour, the
poverty of art training" ensures a slump in cultural history. Hughes (1990: 6) argues
that the problem lies in the great number of artists vying for attention amongst an

equally large number of collectors thus giving rise to "inflated claims and so little sense
of measure". Similar concern can be found in Pollock's (1996) comment that art
schools deliver very little education or preparation for life. According to Hughes
(1990) and Pollock (1996), all that remains for art schools is

[0

produce fulfilled

personalities by allowing art students to do their own thing resulting in mediocre·to--bad
art The question raised by Hughes (1990) concerns how promoters and dealers in the
art market might figure out ways to sell the work at prices high enough to stifle

aesthetic dissent The implication in this question is that perceived monerary value does
influence aesthetic value.

It could be argued that the culture industry in Australia has become embroiled with
marketing to such an extent that images and the makers of images represent saleable
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commodities thus negating any legitimate notion of personal experiential understanding
on behalf of the promoter, the viewer or the purchaser. Does this imply purchase of
knowledge wrought from someone else's experience and, does it suggest that
knowledge is an accumulation of habits and associations that can be accrued through
membership within a particular discourse? What is the position of the artist whose

peculiar raison d'itre lies in creating illusions? and how is it possible to extend a sense
of personal expression beyond the comfort zone of self-gratification to the struggle zone
of experience that

doe~

involve an ideological collision between individualism and

socialisation?
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CHAPTER THREE: FERTILE PLAYGROUND.
3.1 A Few Words Before Beginning.

This Chapter provides a setting for rehearsing how we might engage our total body in
playing with the cognitive tools in the head. As an artist in this setting. the process of
arranging and re-ananging cognitive tools under the direction of various experts in the
field, involves a dialogue with those who can offer informed advice. However, personal
experience can be nothing other than personal and thus my own game might appear
clumsy and awkward as I play with new ideas in an effort to make them familiar.
Consequently, my own thinking and

art

practice contributes to this and the following

chapten in mapping out a playground for rehearsing how we might juggle the cognitive
tools in the bead.

As researcher investigating the complexity of associations that contribute to directing !:he
traffic of our mind housed in the body. and as artist intrigued with the design possibilities

of how arguments and ideas might fit together as elements within a composition. I
propose visual configurations that do no more than suggest other ways of thinking.
Questions derived from the literary framework evolve into integral elements and thus I
become enmeshed in tinkering with ideas so thaI some notion of personal experience
might be suggested.

Other factors that might create a sense of ambiguity lie firstly, in what Lippard ( 1996)
refers to as either passive or active distancing whereby artists might passively disassociate
themselves from the work or actively inject art with personal committnent in a didactic
way and, secondly, Pajaczkowska's (1996) discussion of identification, a process of
stabilising the relations of subject to the unconscious that involves a splitting of self
through representation. We can argue that the concepts of distancing and identification

JX>Se a greater problem [or one acrually involved in the process of distancing and
identification while reflecting upon the process. How can one at the same time be both
objective and subjective?

How do we isolate out and place in some sequential order
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those things that defy isolation because in the very separation of one element from another
the symbiotic narure is denied? Is it possible to separate the thinking from the doing?

As artist and researcher, I admit to inadequacy in attempting such a separation of elements
and thus, in playing around with the tools in the head, memories, associations,

reflections, questions and on· going conversation with the lilerarure may get woven into
the text at various times and in seemingly unrelated places in this and the following
chapters. While Sullivan (1996: 15) argues that the "interplay of the subjective and the
objective provide a much more plausible account of the human enterprise" rather then
concentrating on causes, Hawke (1996: 32) suggests that there is a need to "focus on
formative influences, oognitive processes and professional practices of visual artists". In
this Hawke (1996: 32) postulates

tha~

as both primary researcher and subject

concurrently, the ability to reflect on personal wod and thinking includes the "important
CODleXt{S)

of experiences which have impacted on that work".

Thus one has the

opportunity to present material and imp:)[tant incidents that reveal the nature of something
in allowing artists to attend to issues which give meaning [0 their thoughts and actions.
In this way autobiography, accon:ting to Hawke (1996) has

... the ability to inoorpornte a deep sense of the intricate relationships of the
meaning and process of artistic practice and its embeddedness in cultwaJ
influences, personal experience and aspirations" (Hawke, 1966: 35)

Because this game of labour and love has peculiar relevance to myself, and because this
research involves a search for ways of restrUCturing

art

as personal experience, my on·

going dialogue with the literature might expose ways in which my process of ananging
and re--arranging ideas involves listening to whispers from the past that suggest different
ways. of daydreaming.
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3.2 Preparing the Ground.

Concerns with the culture iridustry. as discussed in Section 2.3, focus on the prOOuctivity
of individua1s who struggle to produce results that Oissanayake (1992) regards as the
devaluation of mythoJx>etic and visionary mcxl.es of thought in a world where we think it
is natural to compete. to progress, to dissent, to acquire more and more possessions,
regardless and ignorant of the JX>Ssibility that persons in other societies may find these

things disturbingly unnatural.

However. Gee ( 1992) alerts us to the human proclivity lQ outcompete in matters of
swvival and thus our social interactions foster the social skills of manipulation and deceit.
His argument emanates from evolutionary and political theories that highlight the need for

an individual to survive within groups, and thus survival needs motivate behaviour in
which self-interest, oUlCompeting, outwitting and manipulation of others is essential. A
tempting way of achieving this success is to tell the best story through embellishing facts.
actions and ideas to such an extent that the stories take on another reality, a deception. If
there is advantage in deception, why is it that artists who might be argued to be masters of

deception, appear to be at a disadvantage in a very competitive society?

We can argue that a dilemma exists in coming to terms with the opPOsing forces of
explOring the beauty of the mind while outcompeting in a world that values the tangible
results of the mind. Inextricably knotted within such a dilemma are the two veins of
individualism and socialisation that Pollock (1996) identifies as potent forces in our
environment that, depending on their separate strength, involve a struggle between those
things that directly influence our perception and those things that indirectly influence our
perceptions and thus modify, by degrees, our tendency to express and act in certain
ways.

ACCOrding to Josephson's (1996) theory of expressiOnism, personal satisfaction for the
individual artist is the main factor. thus making it inappropriate to attempt to make any
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critical judgment about the success or otherwise of the work. If this is the case, we could

argue that an artist remains apart from a wider social context, imprisoned by a reflection
of self en train that confirms only that reflection ·and denies the possibility of seeing
beyond the mirror of self. From a somewhat different perspective, Pajaczkowska (1996)
investigates the way in which self identification can be understood as a system of
doubling and repetition in which an artist engages in the dynamic of mirroring ego in a
tranSformed and stable mirror of the image that reflects identity. Within this space of selfreflection it could be argued that such work might be considered separate, experimental
and even playful beyond the bounds of jUdgmenl

However, Heywcxxi ,1997: 14) argues that "[W]ithout judgment art is impossible", and
while much current judgment may smoother, intimidate, confuse or promote various
types of artworks and artists, he argues that we must not succumb to the notion that

judgment is always correct or timely. Rather, he advc:x::ates an active respect for uadition
without being immobilised by it so that artists may continue their existing practice with
self-confidence, inventiveness, insight, criticism or wit.

In discussing the work of art historians, Roberts (1994: 18), refers to the new plurnlism

that reduces them to writers of fables thus resulting in the downgrading of dialectical
knowledge that is seen as "antithetical to the business of doing art history". He argues

that the rise of theories of difference, in derogating totalising forms of Imowledge, install
a collapse of common sense on matters of explanation and detennination. However, part
of the derogation creates new kinds of problems, confusions and possibilities that include
the subsumption of art under culnual studies, conferring of value through counter·
hegemonic content, and failure to deal adequately with artistic intentions. Thus we can

pose the follOWing questions. How is it possible to link artistic specificity to the real and
complex relationships of acrual societies in which interpretation does play an integra] part?

Does recognition of artistic intention influence our interpretation and aesthetic experience
of the work? Or is our interpretation swayed by ideological evaluations?
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If judgment is necessary for art to exist. and thus mainstream values serve a peculiar
ingredient in fostering art, how can we account for what Uppard (1996: 13) sees as a
trend for young artists to follow reactionary aspects of punk. art because they are seen "as
a kind of catharsis to clear the decks and pave the way for change in the art world"

dominated by mainstream values?

It cou1d be argued that the crux of the matter lies in finding some meaningful intention
buried within these new and ambiguous artfonns. According to Pollock (1996: 54) this

might prove impossible given the poverty of training that leaves art school graduates
totally reliant on the notion of the self-motivating and self-creating artist that perpetuates a
system of alienation and macho self-reliance and aggression.

From this perspective,

efforts to promote individualism might be questioned as destructive forces rather than

beneficial if we comider lhe implications of the term.

Ojakangas (1997: 162). in probing Foucault's legacy of thought regarding practices of the
self, reminds us that "individual, as the word indicates, is an atom without relation, an
undivided". Thus, enoouragement of individual practices might serve no olher purp::>Se

than to abort any sense of self that is only possible through reaJising that a "being in
common can make possible a being separated, being-self' that entails feeling at home in
an on-going oonflictual. situation arising from what we perceive and consequently how we

act This rajses questions of how artists can reconcile their position as visionary artists in
a society devoted to a mainstream values promoted by the culture indusuy? and, how can
artists work under lhe delusion of respected individuality when identical popular poses
are produced and promulgated by mass media?

It can be argued that modern tecbnologica1 advances disrupt and shape perception in two
ways. Firstly, Josephson (1996: 2(0) draws attention to lhe way in new mediums are
used to create a body of vicarious experiences, a mythical culture consistent with our
lifestyle in which patterns of human morality are reinforced. She argues that the human
quest for ''that olher world" of gods and spirits is now satisfied by mass-media reality
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inhabited by television gods in which "'the media external mental space becomes our

spiritual space". Secondly, Lovejoy (1989) and Wolff (1981) consider that modem
teehOOIogical developments liberate art from its ritual cult seclusion and locate the artist
within the social production realm as an ordinary worker. Thus we have further conflict
for artists who must decide whether or not to join the human quest for spiritual space
within mass-media reality in which their cult training and awareness, and their very
singularity, would be assets as workers in what is now normal practice. Would this
mean aligning singularity and ritual cult seclusion with mass-media reality so that the very
essence of arnnaking becomes the greatest and most virtual delusion of all?

The perronifica.tion of inanimate Objects, and the way in which experience may be tenned
vicarious, raises the question of how artists can really claim ownership for what they do
rather than what is done to them. It can be argued that Josephson's (1996) notion of

vicarious experience bas got little to do with experience as an absolute constraint to think
otherwise than we have been thinking, but much 10 do with what Grossberg (1988: 43)

terms "authentic inauthenticity" wbereby we celebrate the possibility of a JX>Se or, in other
words, the way in which we accept the artificial as real. Within such an artificial reality.
Schwabsky (1997: xii) suggests ''mutually incomprehensible" languages are available
thus making the artistic drive to make oontact with meaning a hazardous leap.

While admitting that the intellectual range of popular visual experience in our culture is
proscribed, Roberts (1994: 3) argues that there now e;tists a stronger commitment to

critical realism in the study of art whereby "a greater sensitivity to the causal production
of artworks" is evident. In contrast to Pollock ( 1996), he attributes this to the intellectual
output of British an schools that has resulted in fruitful arguments, some of which situate
art within an open system of causal relations allowing dialectical inquiry and challenge 10

henneneutic circles of interpretation of both artislS and critics. For example, both Orton
(1994) and Wood (1994) highlight the need for art to be understood as a nexus of several
texts or images within which it can sustain the manifold acts of interpretation without
diminution of artistic integrity.
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If however, as Gowans (1981) and Dissanayake (1992) opine, artmaking has changed
from the unselfconscious way in which humans realised their world, clarified experience,
sought meaning and pleasure, and transmitted established values from one generation to
another, how can this nexus of several

te~ts

and images now sustain the manifold acts of

interpretation without diminution of artistic integrity,? Does this mean that artistic integrity
may need redefining? If this is so, what roles do theories of direct and indirect perception
play in promoting this change?

According to 801'0 (1994: 79), theories of direct perception hold that sensory perception
in and of itself is sufficient for a person to perceive the world accurately, whereas theories
of indirect perception hold that most of our perceptions are constructed from inferences
aoout the real world. We have the possibility of acting or being acted upon. It can be
argued that, from one perspective, we might exercise will in which internal events
stimulate effort leading up 10 the action, or, from the other perspective, we might sense
something in which the antecedent events are external, and whatever we form a
perception of remains uncbanged.

Does this mean that we have only two options for playing the perceptual game? Is it not
possible to exercise varying degrees of perceptual effort ranging from passion to inertia in
deciding what we want to believe? Cannot there be times when immediate and significant
people and groups exert influence upon us as we become immersed within social
practices? Are there not other times when we amorb and acquire practices and beliefs
through paying anention to our sensory stimuli? Does not our sense of survival inform
our actions that might oscillate between submission or provocation depending on the
stake we have in the outcome?

These are questions that involve all of us and, berore looking at ways in which some
artists might deal with perception, it could be helpful to investigate ways in which
perception can be seen, metaphorically speaking, as a game of charades.
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3.3 What's in a Game of Charades?

If conscious experience is a basic source of knowledge about the world outside us, what
role does perronal perception play in providing reasons for empirical beliefs?

This

question might direct our game of charades, a term used by Brewer (1998) to higblight
the way in which we tend to rely on switching arguments. By this he means our reliance
on normal beliefs that may offer no reason·giving relations from the subject's point of
view but do offer putative theories regarding the empirical content of beliefs in a neutral,
identifiable, but not necessarily enlightening way.

However, the debate about reasons underlying behaviour offers conflicting concepts
regarding phenomenal qualities, perception and experience that has led to some
misunderstanding about the role a singular person might assume in playing with the tools
in the head to direct their personal empirical beliefs. This is the field of experience that
Hawke (1996) and Martin (1998) admit needs proper attention. Martin's (1998) work in
this area offers a fertile playground with, as yet, few new players. Thus his work lends
itself to investigation so that we might find avenues for further inquiry.

Martin (1998: 174) deals out some debatable ideas alxmt experience and the current "talk
of 'qualia', which collapses the distinction between properties of being appeared to ·and
properties apparent to one" that he considers raises problems about the nature of
perception and perceptual appearances.

His argument appears to challenge many

established players who insist on continuing the debate about the character of experience

that, to Martin (1998: 158), "indicates that even if the character of experience is obvious
to us, it is not obvious how obvious it is". In particular, he isolates the notion of qualia
(the abbreviation for Chalmer's (1996) qualiUJtive!eel) for investigation because it seems

to stand in the way of "our getting a proper over-view of the disagreements concerning
the nature of perceptual experience" (Martin 1998: 159). Martin's main argument appears
to be about whether we are talking about properties of conscious experience or properties

of properties that he argues cannot be slipped together. He suggests that this common
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practice relies on two historical theories, sense-datum theories of perception and so--called

adverbial approaches.

The fOl1l1er he attributes to Price (1932) who, in Martin's view

(1998) , postulates that
... the occurrence of an experience involves a subject, a relation of being given
which relates that subject to various objects, and the data. which are presented or
given to her. (Martin, 1998: 164)
Martin (1998) interprets this proposition as follows:

So, when one comes to know what one's experience is like, and how it may
differ from other conscious states one could have come to have, one does so
through attending to the objects of awareness given to one through having such
states. (Martin, 1998: 164)
Thus, according to Martin (1998), this sense-datum theory supposes that
... qualia (1) are partly oonstituted by the properties which objects appear to have
or are presented as having, qualia (2). And one comes to know what the qualia
(1) of one's experience are, through knowing what the qualia (2) of one's
experience are. (Martin, 1998: 166)
Regarding the latter adverbial theories of perception, Martin (1998) criticises Ducasse' s
( 1942) theory of thinking of experiences as having a distinctive qualitative character, for
example, sensing blue as bluely. Such effects upon us by the environment that bring
about beliefs regarding the environment are, acoording to Martin (1998), "merely a causal
intel1l1ediary between world and our knowledge of it".

Hence this adverbialist theory, as opposed to sense-datum theory, is interpreted by Martin
(1998) thus:
In contrast, for the adverbiaJist, properties of one's experience need to be sharply
distinguished from properties that objects appear to have: the properties objects
appear to have, on the whole, are those which our experiences are liable to cause
us to believe that they have. The properties our e xperiences have, qualia ( I) , are
the properties which are responsible for our coming to acquire these beliefs, but
they are distinct and our awareness of them is distinct from our awareness of the
properties that objects appear to have, qualia (2). (Martin, 1998: 166)
As Martin (1998) admits, there is substantive disagreement concerning the nature of
qualia.

It might also be argued that there is substantive disagreement concerning the

nature of experience. Martin (1998: 168) suggests this in drawing attention to the fact

that "[p]roper attention to experience" might show that "the adverbialist conception of our
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knowledge of experience is in the end W'lintelligible" because, he argues, a description of
what is apparent to us is not independent of our appreciation of what experience is like.
In support of this condemnation he uses an example based on a discussion by an art
theorist, whom, he considers, demonstrates counter adverbaJist ways in which we can
attend to environmental details that show how our perception of the environment may
subtly change. The emphasi s lies in the way in which things might look from the artist's
perspective, the relation between the shadows and the texture and the type of
phenomenologicaJ fact which the artist focuses on thus enabling us to know what
experiences are like.

However, one could suggest that the art theorist does not actually specify any experience.
In the passage referred to by Martin (1998: 168-169), the art theorist describes a wall
viewed while writing at a table when, in noting the shifts in light, he is "very aware" of
certain attributes "partly because of speciaJ interest" from which he gets "a sense of its
smface quality" while admitting "it takes an effort of will" to attend to certain areas of the
wall, "to categorize its shadow types, and read the bearing of their lighting". Martin
(1998) considers that the person involved:
... draws our attention at least as much to what he is reporting himself as doing
and how he is reporting it, as to what he discerns; we have the sense of what it is
like keenly to attend to the visual world, so as to discern various of its elements,
and the difficulty and effort involved in drawing out the role of shadow in our .
visual perception of the world. (Martin, 1998: 169)
We cou1d suggest that, in this argument, awareness and sensations are considered
sufficient to be called experience. It appears that what we are dealing with is interest and
sense awareness and, while "effort of win" is noted, we are not told of any changes to
thinking tha1 might have arisen as a result of this effort. In fact, it could be further argued

that Martin (1998) is investigating sensations and focus that substantiate a sense-daturn

theory which he interprets as understanding experience through attending to the objects of
awareness given to one through having such states of awareness.

However, tvtartin

(1998) contends that the art theorist has described his visual experience, not merely the
objects of perception and, through that description, we too learn things visually.
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Within his argument supporting the passage as articulating what experience is like, Martin
(1998) proposes four poinlS for the defence. Firstly. while articulating aspeclS of what
experience is like, much remains unsaid . Secondly, in indicating what he learns, the art
theorist demonstrates the importance of paying careful attention and thus we, by
following similar procedures, can learn about his inner life as well as our own. Thirdly,
learning about one's experience can involve active explorations of the experienced world
and of one 's experience in dOing so_

Finally, in attending to one's experience, the

processes of exploring and attending to fearures of the world are inseparable. We can

agree with these points excepting the second. It is arguable that the art theorist did not
acrua.Ily indicate what he learnt and, while we may be party to his observations through
some sort of association, are we really oognizantof his inner life beyond his and our own
observations?

Martin (1998) argues that there are two distinct ways of attending on our experiences.

For example, he talks of ways in which we focus our attention on things through thinking
about something such as the rainfall, or attending to objects such as words on a page,
both of which suggest possibilities for shifting attention to fea.rures of the environment of
which we were not aware. His proposition that experience involves ways of attending,
draws attention to the way in which, it can be argued, awareness might be considered as

heralding experience as he explains:
... in perception. focal attention seems to range over objects which are already
objects of awareness, and a motive for directing your attention to something is to
find out more. (Manin, 1998: 171)
Experience in this sense does seem to have a lot to do with focussing attention because,
as Martin (1998: 172) o pines, ''whether one is perceiving or merely hallucinating, there is
an apparent anay of objects for one to direct one 's attention across"_ While this may not
tell us anything about the objects in one's environment in the case of hallucination, Martin
maintains that "exploiting perceptual attention is a way of coming to know about and
attending to one's own experience" through attending to things not laken to be merely
properties of the experience. In this he rejects the adverbialist claim of experience as a
fann of mcxlification of the state of the subject. Rather, Martin (1998: 173) argues that
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attention to experience is linked to attending to the objects of sense from the subject's
viewpoint whereby "experiences intrinsically possess some subject-matter which is
presented to that viewpoint".

However, one can question what one does with the

presented subject-matter. Does one simply note the subject-matter? Or does one accept
or reject the subject-matter? We can argue that an affirmative response to the former
might suggest awareness, while a negative response must lead us to the fol.lowing
question to which either a positive or negative response does entail some modification to
the state of the subject.

If we were to condense the abverbaIist and sense-datum concepts of experience to the
basic op(X:Ising arguments presented by Martin (1998), we may find the following. On
the one hand we have the adverbaIist theory suggesting that effects of me envirorunent
cause our beliefs (as a causal intennediary) so that our experience is modified. On the
other band, we have the sense-datum theory that suggests that one's experience is partly
consti ruted by properties of the objects that one perceives.

If effects of the environment generate beliefs about that environment and thus to some
extent we change our way of thinking or, if the quality of our experiences is partly
constituted by the properties objects appear to have that in some way expose our
experience, does not this mean that effects of the environment impact upon us
(adverbalist) and the way in which we experience something (quality of experience) is
modified through attending to the objects of awareness (sense-datum)? In both cases the
environment does affect us, but the arguments seem to nominate different starting points
and, these starting points it might be argued, are incidental to the experience which could
emanate from either depending on the degree

10

which the sUbject acceptS personal

perception that stimulates beliefs and recognition of objective properties, or the force of
the objective stimulus, properties objects appear to have, which might affect our
perception. The following visual representation, Figure 33.1 depicts the two opposing
arguments.
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Figure 33.1 Visualisation of Adverbalist and Sense-Datum Theories
Again we might ask whether experience is really the topic under discussion by Martin
(1998) when it seems that sensations and «exploiting perceptual attention" appear to be

the targets of inquiry.

This raises the question of differentiating between the terms

perception, sensation and experience and, according to Peirce (1978) , experience does
exist in sense perception but the actual change of perception, the experience, is an event
that cannot be perceived. Nevertheless, Martin (1998) argues that, if we are to know
what an experience is like, we must, in part, know how things are presented to one as
being, which then raises the question of interpretation.

Within this question, Martin (1998) identifies two distinct components; firstly , the states
of mind, the phenomenal properties of experiences and, secondly, the presented aspects

of an experience. These form the framework of Martin' s debate that centres upon the
thesis that
... reflection on sensory experience should lead one·to accept that there are at least
some phenomenal properties of experience which have corresponding presented
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elements, and our understanding of the phenomenal properties is dependent on
our understanding of their presented elements. (Martin, 1998: 174)
In other words some properties of the experience have corresponding presented elements

that allow one 10 recognise the experience as suggested in the visual representation Figure

3.3.2.

ENVIRONMEr;]"

Sensory I;Xperience
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Presented Element:

IFigure 3.3.2

:+-

.~

Some properties of
the experience
have
corresponding
presented elements
that allows one to
recognise the
experience.

Visual Interpretation of Sensory Experience Derived from Martin 1998

Martin's (1998: 176) concern is to understand what experience is like for the subject from
the subject's point of view, and we can applaud his focus upon the ..... manner or mcxie
in which objects are presented to one in having experience". We can also agree ·that
previous debate about experience may have focussed only on intentionality (sense-datum)
and SUbjectivity (adverbalism) of elltperience. Intentional theories prop:>Se thaI states of
awareness of mind-independent objects and properties allow identification of presented
elements without a need to actually experience them.

On the other hand, subjective

theories of experience suggest that there are presented elements of experience which could
not exist independent of one's awareness of them.

While Martin (1998: 178) exposes important differences between sense-datum and
adverbialist theories of experience and we can agree with "a common conception that
What experience is like is a manerof what is present to the mind", we must pose the
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following questions. Is this common view not a matter of perception? or awareness? or
sensations? Are these not the vital forces that might lead to experience that involves some

degree of effort in wilfully using these forces? If experience consists in sense perception,
how are we to gauge the shock of the moment that causes us to think differently? It could
be argued that Martin's (1998) investigation into experience raises the same issue of

interpretation as does the equivocal term qualia, and thus one can agree that proper
attention toexperience is needed.

Further inquiry into the debate about experience shows that Morris (1998) supports the
ooncept that behavioural consequences are inninsically linked to states of mind, and

opposes causal theories of behaviour as treating experience as just another factor in a
cbain of events. In this, he appears to support Martin's (1998) theory that emphasises
bow we need to note the subject's viewpoint in understanding that experiences
intrinsically possess some subject-matter which is presented to that subject's viewpoint.
However, Morris (1998) goes further in highlighting lhe crucial elements of effort,
passion and engagement necessary on behalf. of the subject which Brewer (1998) also
considers essential to conscious experience, although Brewer insists that experience must
be reason-giving from the subject's point of view. In this Brewer (1998) appears to
favour the adverbalist theory which holds that properties of experiences are TeS]X>nsible
for beliefs and, if effort is integral to experience it is feasible to suggest that effort is 'also
involved in believing. If we overlook the effort integral to experience, if we do not
question what is involved in grasping the embedded singular demonstrative idea of a
particu1arobject in question, are we not playing a game of charades in which we just rake
on other beliefs?

We could suggest that a possible answer lies in Peirce's (1978) argument that there must

be an element of effort in experience tllat compels us to think otherwise than we have

been thinking. Peirce (l978a..: 173) argues that "Me is an object of experience-. Both
-Me" and "experience" are singular, but qualities cannot be enumerated and, because
experience stems from the desire to attach the idea of a quality to realisation in -Me", the
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possibility of single experiences is only bounded by the qualities one can Imagine

In

willing to form or shape personal conduct. Making a decision entails effort, and it is
arguable that notions of awareness and sensations do not carry the weight of decision
making.

Further debate about qualia can be nOled in Kim's (1998) argument that phenomenal
qualities are intrinsic properties of experience which seems compatible with Peirce's
(1978) thesis noted above. However. Block (1998: 26) suggests that we might talk of
the "phenomenal consciousness" as experience. Nevertheless. his example of how "one
notices that the refrigerator has just gone ofr appears to be synonymous with awareness
and thus is not convincing. Secondly. he nominates access-consciousness as a kind of
direct control in which reasoning is involved which, it can be argued. is more appropriate
to consider as experience if we accept that effort is integral to experience. Similarly.

Martin (1989) distinguishes two types of consciousness. firstly the perceptual siruation

that presents the "phenomenal character or properties" of the experience (which we might
argue are sensations) and. secondly. the ol2jects of experience and their "presented
elements or aspects.... properties which they appear to posses, (which we might argue are
things or actions).

However. we can suggest that, by overlooking the crucial element of effort, arguments

appear to target phenomenal chaJacteristics of sensations leading to the object or action
that Peirce (1978) calls "secondness", the end or result. Of course this is much easier 10
identify, whereas, it can be argued that the internal personal effort to think anew is
identifiable only from one viewpoint, that of the person experiencing. It is reasonable to
argue that only the person experiencing can grasp such an experience thus leaving the rest
of us to continue conjecture aoout another's experience.

Nevertheless, if actions do have phenomenal properties does this mean that the world of
percepruaJ consciousness cannex exist unperceived?

According to Honderich (1998:

145), consciousness is what we have and a particular subject is a necessary condition to
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that state of affairs "because it is in some manner a part of it". Thus, if there were no
subject, the world whose existence is what perceptua1 consciousness consists in. would
not exist However, this does not mean that mind-independent worlds cannot exist but,
as Brewer (1998) argues. we can only know these worlds by virtue of their standing in

certain reason-giving relations with perceprual experiences. This raises the question of
differentiating between reason-giving relations and non reason-giving relations that
involves sifting through the arguments that. on the one hand. deem thaI certain
immediately recognizable sensations constitute our experiences of the secondary qualities
of things around us by virtue of the systematic cansaI relations between the two which
Brewer ( 1~ 210) tenns as "primed predicates". On the other hand there must be some
obserVational concepts peculiar to the subject that stimulate a belief about the object If
this does not happen. Brewer (1989) considers that the charade of taking on beliefs for
the sake of having a belief continues with fatal ignorance. Thus we must ask what role
does quaIia play in this game of belief?

When we talk of qualities, Peirce (1978a.: 150) advances the compelling argument that

"mere quality. or suchness, is not in itself an occurrence, as seeing a red object is; it is a

mere may-be" that Ugets along without any realization at all". What Peirce means is that
the notion of quality is an abstract concept SimilarlY, his argument that feeling is a state.
our immediate consciousness, that exists only in a lapse of time, and the quality of which
can only be described as a type of consciousness of the feeling, is also thought provoking

because feeling cannot be considered as an active agent According to Peirce ( l978a:
168) feelings are '''merely conscious indications of real detenninations of our

SUbconscious volitional beings". This argument is supported by Honderich (1998: 142)
who considers that much talk about feelings is only the phenonomology of consciousness
and, the over-worked items, qualia, "are elusive differences between kinds of perceptua1
consciousness".

The above arguments are drawn from outside the Art Discourse and demonstrate aspects
of the debate about consciousness, quality and experience.

These arguments. as
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suggested in Figure 3.3.1. show that the main concern seems to be about deciding
whether properties of experiences are responsible for beliefs (adverOOJist) or whether one
comes to know one's experiences through knowing properties objects appear to have
(sense-darum).

We can suggest that a dilemma lies in playing with the complex and dynamic forces of
our environment that, it can be argued, exert contextual influences of varying degrees.
The thesis proposed here is that personal experience can only be identified within this on-

going conflictual environment in which a singular person must exercise effort and must

think otheIWise than previously. It is argued that the influential source may be direct or
indirect because, if an is to be a personal experience. we must acknowledge all those
things thai: stimulate ways in which we use the imaginative tools in our head to think
anew. How we use these tools seems to be amazingly simple; how we talk about them
appears to pose an insoluble problem.

Part of the problem might be seen to lie in

discerning the conrext in which the talking and doing take place.
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3.4 W hat's In A Context?

Psychological states may be caused by events in the environment causing states to interact
with one another in giving rise to further Stales and thence bodily behaviour.

We can

argue that these stales. and how they affect us as private singular persons or public
persons. gives rise to conflict within both our internal and our immediate external states .
and our job. in recognising the various states, is to grasp meaning that fosters our sense
of identity and is relevant to our survival. Within this context. according to Heal (1998),
a growing body of research is re-visiting the nature of imagination, the differences
between pr.1Ctica1 and theoretical reasoning. and the nature of emotion.

Thus, we might pose four key questions which target ways in which we grapple with
problems of peISOnal identity. Firstly, can we consider that primed predicates (Brewer,
1998) playa major role in peISOnal experience, or do they deem our experience to be
second hand or vicarious? Secondly. if vicarious experience (Elster, 1986: Grossberg.
1988: Hawke. 1996: Josephson. 1996) enables us to identify with another's actions and
allows us to assume multiple identities. what role does sensational delusion play in
providing reasons for empirical beliefs? Thirdly. if we have only the choice between selfdeception and akrasia as techniques for engaging in rational behaviour (Elster, 1986:
Rorty. 1986), does this really mean that we are intrinsically agentless players? Or fourth.
is it possible that our eyes are the joker in the pack, playing fantastic games that might
confuse our minds with strategies to control behaviour so that, in becoming preoccupied
with the behaviour. we ignore our biological emulator that. according to Clark (1998),
often provides menw imagery as an inner surrogate for direct environmenW data?

We can argue that. in seeking reinforcement, entertainment and some sense of identity.
we do engage in vicarious experiences, we do rely on certain inuned.jately recognisable
sensations to constitute our causal experiences of the secondary qualities of things around
us, we do play games of akrasia and self-deception in making rational attempts at
integration in our world and we do allow our eyes to play fantastic games that confuse us.
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If this is the case we must be intrinsically agentless players. But are we? Many artists
might argue that they direct and control their personal artistic experiences. However, as
discussed in Section 23, problems of self-detennination for an artist do exist in our
commodified environment Perhaps these problems have always existed, but it can be
argued that. the accelerating impact of mass media has created a peculiar external force that
demands peculiar internal opposition on behaJf of those involved in making and
appreciating artworks.

In response to the first question Brewer (1998) reminds us of the extreme rationalist
suggestion that empirical beliefs and contents are engraved on the mind.

From this

perspective (not our own) the empirical content of experiences is such that its application
to contents of a given kind is sufficient for these to be experiential contents in themselves ..

Thus, we believe that things are what they are because they bear resemblances to
established empirical significance from an average or normal point of view, thataccorcling
to Brewer (1998) may be termed primed predicates in that the resultant belief relies on

normal givens. We may not understand the significance of these things but we believe
them, and confmn this belief to ourselves in convincing ourselves that they fall within the
realms of the norm. Brewer (1998) argues that this type of belief is a charade in which
ignorance of semantic value is a familiar phenomenon compatible with grasping

determinate empirical content

It is arguable that this world of resemblances exists in the mind of the viewer, triggered
by such things as the illusory reality and truth of a movie, a television series or a
photograph. We must remember however, that from the objectivist point of view, the
essence of truth lies in its ability to be separated from individual hwnan subjectivity
through the network: of signs known as language that permits

th~

fonnal analysis,

scrutiny and testing of the written word.

This is a crucial point to consider because, since the 1830s, photography has been
regarded by many as an objective record of the physical world, in contrast to paintings
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that are seen as personal interpretation. Siess (1981: 95) talks alxmt how, for many
people, the status of the photograph becomes one with the starus of information. If we
accept this argument we can see how words that appear to relay information, and
photographs used in photojownalism that appear to relay information, are very closely
linked. Many people assume that the word and the photograph relay the infonllfltion,
while the intent of the author and the intent of the photographer is ignored. Both the
word and the photograph are assumed to be valid. We are familiar with the saying 'the
camera does not lie' but, as with other inherited truisms, we are now faced with
recognising that the acruaJ. machine only performs the function directed by the autborphotographer, and it is the presentation of the photographic image that may test our
beliefs. In accepting the presentation without question we can consider it as a primed

predicate facilitating a type of second hand or vicarious experience.

In response to our second question we might look at the two of us.

Ester (1998: 17)

argues that "in addition to our immediate personal experience we often enjoy the vicarious
experience provided by daydreaming" that is hooked up to our own life in some way.
However, there is an inherent problem in daydreaming in that it suffers from a shortage

of scarcity that, according to Ainslie ( 1986), lacks

unpredictabili~

because we can direct

the outcomes. As Schelling ( 1986) points oul, a tension is created by scarcity and thus
other stories, visual, verbal and written, provide suspense and mystery that allow us to
live off these other fonus through anticipated engagement of outcomes that provide us
with a sense of different identity. Given that we have several alternatives in choosing
which 'individual' will occupy our bexly and nervous system according to body
chemistry stimulated by the tension, Schelling (1986: 180) argues that we "live in our
minds" as consumers who seek some fonn of escape from the boredom of tedious
consciousness through caking opporrunities to identify with something other than what
we are. Amongst these oPJX'rtunities. entertainment in the fonn of stories offers the
reader, viewer or I..istener a stake in the outcome through identification with characters in
the story or, as an alternative to stories, methods of mind control are employed through
using uanquillisers, caffeine. sensory deprivation or enhancement, hypnosis, subliminal
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stimulation, electtical and chemical control. According to Schelling (1986), a type of
disciplined fantasy allows us to juggle the two distinct roles our minds have to play
between those of the
... reasoning machine by which we choose what to consume out of the array of
things that our resources can be exchanged for, and that of the pleasure machine
or consuming organ, the generator of direct consumer satisfaction. (Schelling,
1986: 193)

The notion of consumer satisfaction is highlighted by Ainslie (1986) who argues that
most behaviour in prosperous societies is no longer driven by biological needs because

these are satisfied by some agent external to the person involved thus removing
deprivation as a criterion for seeking pernonal ooncrete rewards.

Such considerations

have alerted economists to the importance of non-concrete- and non-purchasable rewards
and this raises the question of what substitutes are now most effective. If, as Ainslie
(1986) points out, people generally lack an ability to reward themselves, and if rock-hard
reinforcers such as food, sex and aggression are losing their motivating force, and if
rewards lose their power with delay, we might argue that artistic fantasy now offers the
most promising, immediate and unpredictable ~urce of reinforcemenL

Such an argument is supported by Josephson (1996) who contends that emotional
engagement and nanative thought foster associations through which viewers vicariously
project themselves into art. The questions of how this is made possible and why people
seem to want to be what they are nol, raises a problem for those who create illusions and
a further problem related to those who manipulate illusionist creations. We might ask,
what are some of the reasons for manipulating images to look like what they are not, and
who are the controlling agents behind electronic images and photographs? For example,
Giroux (1994: 25) accuses those behind the Disney phenomenon as commodifying
memory and rewriting narratives of national identity and global expansion in what he calls
a "pedagogy of innocence", and Zipes (1980: 101) is critical of techniques through which
original folk tales have now Massumed totalitarian proportions" because the narrative voice
is no longer responsive to an active audience but, instead, is used to manipulate a passive
audience "according to the vested interests of the

Slate

and private industryft.

The
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manipulative power of technology, (here the pervasive presence of the machine is
consciously personified to highlight the way in which iUs now regarded), creates, what
Josephson (1996: 204) terms the "spiriOJalism of commodities" through which we
worship things and "plug ourselves into inanimate minds", Lovejoy (1989: 10) admits

that the Wizard of Oz is the ultimate metaphor for manipulation of the consciousness by
television, and Gowans (1981: 241-244) draws attention to "soap

operas~

and comic

strips presenting average people with illustrative social functions as ways for making life
meaningful but, in being cut off from the past, they direct us as -alienated atoms" towards
some hierarchy for security and protection,

This consideration is central to those people working in adveitising whose raison d'etre is

that they must sell a product As Zipes (1980), Gowans (1981) Siess (1981) , Grossberg
(1988), Giroux (1994) and Josephson (1996) argue, we are becoming dislocated from art
as personal experience because of our submission to compelling images that entice us into
believing illusions, The irony is that we bave become so over-educated in scrutinising the
word and its ramifications, as previously argued in Section 2.2, that the word is now
muted through political correctness.

Advertising agents, as authors of a persuasive

message, appear to be becoming more aware of the legal ramifications of the word and
overkill of much jargon associated with the product. These could be two reasons why
fewer words now appear on many advertising layouts, The image, as suggested by SIess
(1981 ) Giroux (1994) and Josephson (1996), is becoming the symbol that stands for the
integrity of the product, and the photograph is presumed to be the most true-to-life image.
especially if it is presented over and over at well calculated intervals and poSitions so that
it becomes part of our everyday life. A third poS8ible reason for using photographs and
electronic images in advertising lies in their immediacy and seemingly unproblematic
nature. Richardson ( 1982) suggests that
[T]he immediacy and verisimilitude of visual media have built the television and
film industries, Students accept these messages as easily as the slogans on
bumper stickers and the ora] pronouncements of disc jockeys and art instructors
alike. (Richardson, 1982: 10)
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We can agree with the immediacy of the image but to suggest that verisimilitude is integral
ro visual media is misleading.

If the notion of reading infonnation is crucial to

investigating words and images as a means of perronal experience, does the act of
reading necessarily guarantee understanding of the message? As discussed in Section
2.2. to elicit meaning from something that is read. either image or word, means thai. some
relationship is established between the object and the user; meaning is not a property of
the object itself but resides in the act of interpretation between the user and object even
though the physical fonn of the message (such as a painting, photograph or a text) may
exist independently of the author or the user.

We might argue that as we become enticed into believing the compelling images made
possible by technological innovations that seem to confuse us with unrelatable sensations,
we believe that the dream of re-making ourselves is a rea1ity. However. this dream has
always been pan of the hwnan psyche. Dissanayake (1992) emphasises the biological
tendency we hwnans have to make things special (including ourselves), and Gowans
(1981: 208) reminds us that

~being

part animal as well as part angel" we desire dominion

over nature and assume various guises in order to accomplish this.

What some find

disturbing is our current trend to wear these guises as unreJatable sensations that Amheim
(1986: 237-239) says may be found in · pleasw-e domes of capriciously moving sbapes
and lights, dancing colors, sympbonies of noises, textures to touch and lbings to sniff"
which may increase sensory stimulation but do little for perceptual challenge, or we make
irrational associations in connecting juxtaposed images that are compelling in their truth
effects.

According to Josephson (1996: 175-177), Design An, using packaging to enhance the
petwnal identity or the user, offers ways in which we can "'wrap ourselves in an art

package" according to our mcxxl or social aspiration by selecting from the "word(s) in the
mass-media language of form". He1:xl.ige (1996: 290-296) refers to this phenomenon

as

"'syntax selling" whereby we are invited to "live our whole lives out inside someone
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else's borrowed frames" mutating into the ideal consumer, 'it', that buys potentially
inhabitable, and easily relinquished, subject positions.

However, if we seek reinforcement, entertainment and some sense of identity through
relying on others, who controls our minds? Or do we use techniques of self-deception in
making rational anempts at integration in a world where our biological needs are no
longer uppennost, and is it possible to have some say in which 'individual' we are and
how can we ensure that we have a stake in the outcomes?

This brings us to question three. According to Elster (1986) each of us seems to be split
between a private and a public self within a very serious playground of conflict between
economic and social self wherein efforts to situate ourselves present possibilities of
violating the nonn without any cost to self. Such possibilities might involve deception in
inducing a belief or strategic manipulation to induce an action that, Elster (1986) argues,
are our central forms of interaction with the world around us.

Grossberg (1988: 42-48) terms this as -authentic inauthenticity- in which "every identity
is equally fake, a pose that one takes on," so that we can celebrate the possibility of poses
through a variety of moods.

We can assume an ironic inauzhenridry by feeling

something, living some identity. however temporary. because anything is better than
nothing. We can be sentimentally inauthentic in celebrating the magical possibility of
making a difference against impossible <:KIds. or we can go to the other extreme and
become pessimistic and thus concerned with portraying the grim reality that we align
ourselves with the hyperreal inauthenticiry exemplified in Grim Reaper television
commercials. Or finally. we can celebrate the terrifying. the destructive and the horrific in
aligning ourselves with a grotesque inauthenticity in which the special effects of the media
are so real that they actually blind us to reality through rendering the nanative and
Characters as irrelevant In assuming various poses. is it possible to mainrain some

degree of rationality in celebrating our pose of the moment?
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Our ways of engaging in rational attempts at integration are seen by Rorty (1986: 118) as

ways of "steeling ourselves to endow our actions with the shimmering look of
conviction" through efforts of weighing and assaying alternatives towards ends which are
themselves evaluated. by ourselves and others. On the one hand we need habits that
provide conservative, normal action outcomes even though our motivational scheme
might be indetenninate or fluid , while on the other hand we require critical capacities of
unbounded inqwry in making ordinary rational action possible.

Thus we all have

JX>tentially oonflicting traits of self-deception and alcrasia that are so peIVasive, prevalent
and powerl'uI because the psychological processes that are operative in them are, as
Davidson (1986) opines, benign.

TIle critical difference between akrasia and self-<ieception lies in the reasons underpinning

the action. Rorty (1986) identifies Stra1egles oommonly found in akratic behaviour that
highlight the coercive influence of fK)wer, habits, charismatic leadership and mechanisms
of sympathy or antipathy that impel one into a:tion routines that might conflict with the
preferred alternative. Conversely, self-deception involves deception of the self, by the
self, for or aOOut the self. Both types of behaviour can occur as the result of a person's
psychological habits and patterns of attention. Thus it could be suggested that we are
doomed as intrinsically agentless players owing to the prevalence of akrasia or, through
deceiving ourselves, we disqualify ourselves from the game because we no longer know
who weare.

Our fourth question concerns the role our eyes might play in this deception. In talking of

compelling images, Giroux

(l~)

maintains that the postmodemist approach

acknowledges the expanding fK)wer of representations. texts. and images in prcxl.ucing
identities and shaping the relationship between the self and society in a increasingly
commodified world.

Meanings mediated through claims to truth are represented in

images that circulate in an electronic. informational hyperspace which disassociates itself
from history and context through using a bland. almost passive approach. For example,
Giroux (1994: 7) discusses the techniques used by Benenon. a very successful Italian
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clothes company. This company uses piwtographic images that focus on individualism
and difference (such as two males, a black and a white, handcuffed together wearing the
sweaters of Benetton) in which the exaggerated precision of the models and the clarity of
primary colours present a two-dimensional world of make-believe.

Any difference,

whether it be racial, gender or other" ... is reduced to a set of simplified caricarures which

are presented as archetypes" implying harmony and consensus that often mocks the
concrete racial, social and cultural differences. A whole new (and surreal) world of
possibility for the viewer/client is connoted.

Similarly, the use of photojournalist images in which the shocking truth-effects of
pictures of AIDS victims, terrorists, or some racial confrontation, militate against a
reading in which their context and content are historically and culturally situated. Instead,
according to Giroux (1994), the photos seem suspended in memories of style so that the
original context is changed to give a different possible reading of the image. It can be

argued !hal the photo, like Ducbamp's urinal (1917), is completely separated from its
normal function, is transposed to a new ~te and thus assumes another identity or

function. In the case of Benetton, the addition of the bright, simplistic logo "adds a
representational 'zone of comfort' confirming a playfulness" that, Giroux (1994: 18)
insists, compels the viewer to disregard any ethical or political understanding of the
images. Although the company claims that its strategy allows diverse interpretations,
Giroux argues that individuals pnxluce meanings and that these meanings are not "freefioating ft • Rather he insists that
Such meanings and mediations are, in part. formed within wider social and
cultural detenninations that propose a range of reading practices that are
privileged within power relations of dominance and subordination. The
reading of any text cannot be understood independently of the historical and
social experiences which construct how audiences interpret other texts. It is
this notion of reading formation that is totally missing from Benetton's
defense of its endless images of death, pain, danger, and shock. (Giroux,
1994: 19-20)
However, does not a notion of reading formation underpin the presentation of any image?
Are not power relations part of the survival game in which images may be used to
persuade people? Thus we mighl argue that, while the development of various machines
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allows artists to create illusions that might differ from the "centred horizon creating the
effect of a reflection" symbolising a balance between civilisation and nature in Arthur
Streeton's The Land of the Golden Fleece (1926) (Bum 1988: 20) , we still have the
problem of interpretation. We cannot attribute any exact meaning to Streeton 's painting,
nor can we attribute any exact meaning to the two males, one black and one White,
handcuffed together wearing Benetton sweaters.

Bum (1988) suggests approximately

twelve possible readings of Streeton 's painting, while Giroux (1994) admits that "a range
of reading practices" are formed within the wider social context.

This raises questions of bow these reading practices are formed and how images are used
to stimulate various sensations in viewers by acting as directIng devices for certain types
of experiences sanctioned by our culture in which, Josephson (1996: 181) contends, "we

are growing an external group mind" comprising mass· media and computers

that

are

shaping the texture of our thoughts and mental skills. Wbeale (1995: 53) refers to this as
a "dumbing down" invasive effect of media culttJre. But is it the media that is really
responsible? To what extent can we attribute our thought processes to an agglomerate of
machines and other people?

Such attribution might be possible, given that the rules of our survival game are evolving
and changing. According to Clark (1998: 40), research in the field of Animate ViSion
demonstrates the way in which l:xxlily functions, such as saccadic eye motions, might be
reconfigured. akin to sparser computational functions rather than rich, memory·intensive

internal representations. Emphasis on the function of deictic pointers (such as saccadic
eye movements) that enable fixation on certain elements and retrieval of more detailed
information, use of task-specific cues and shortcuts (such as the use of a specific colour
to identify an object) and, repeated environmental interactions that enable re-visitation of

different aspects of the work or mental representations, demonstrate some current
arguments that favour sparser, more action-oriented fonus of representation along the
lines of computational models.
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According to Clark (1998: 43-46). such arguments are valuable in highlighting the
possibility of inner representation which he argues, can "act as an inner surrogate in lhe

absence of direct environmental control".

For e:wnpie, the motor emulation circuitry,

ooce thought to deal solely with motor commands, might also produce visuo-motor
imagery facilitating "off·line mental rehearsal of motor routines". It appears that ,such
mental rehearsal can improve physical skills owing to identifiable circuitry that is, at
times, strong1y representational thus allOwing us to deal with motor routines independent
of real-world action. If this is the case, the larger scaffolding of external structures, tools
and practices must be taken seriously as a master mcxlel. Clark's (1998: SO) argument,
that such external and social organizations alter and transform tasks that human brains
need to perform, also involves recognition of "computational economies afforded by realworld action" coupled with broader environmental structures.

Clark's (1998) thesis is very compelling because, in making images, we do use mental
stand·ins and we do rehearse pictorial patterns in the mind as predictions of what form an
artWork might take. If neural circuitry can ~e a visual copy of motor commands and

provide predlctive feedback before the action, such functions imply strategies for
oontrolling behaviour and suggest implications for anyone dealing with visual imagery.

Are we now to think of ourselves as a type of oomputer? Is this the oontext in which we
now fmd ourselves? Amongst the many arguments regarding the notion of minds as
computationa1 models, the Churchlands (1996: 280) propose that "brains are oomputers
in a·radically different style". The main thrust of their argument revolves around the fact
that "nervous systems are parnlJel machines in the sense that signals are processed in

millions of different pathways simultaneously" thus giving rise to a genuine dynamical
system that behaves in a highly oomplex way somewhat independent of its peripheral
stimuli (Cburchland: 1996: 278). While this parallel architecture is not ideal for all types
of computation, it does offer enormous infonnatioo storage capacity, is fault·tolerant and
functionally persistent
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While the Churchlands (1996) draw a close analogy between the mind and the computer,
opposition to this view comes from Searle (1996) who argues that no formal mechanical
programme could duplicate the specific causal powers of the brain.

This opinion is

supported by Honderich (1998) who draws attention to the extema1 world as a necessary
condition for a causal sequence of neural events, and by CIaIk: (1998) who refers ,to the
complex human cognition as an interface between a variety of action.-oriented internal
resources and the scaffolding of external structures It could be that this interface is the

heart of the problem and we can ask if this interface is a type of bounce-back mirror
system of extemal.-internal reflections? or might we think of it as a pulsating circle of
interacting change? In both cases the notions of location and time are imfXX1aJ1t from the
our point of view in order to keep the experiential game going.

Brewer (1998) argues that personal spatial location is essential to establishing an
experiential point of view that provides prima Jacie reasons for the perceiver's beliefs
about the way things are in the world. However, this involves the ability to entertain the
notion of a corresponding appearance and this must be based on a person's prior
experience and understanding that offers materials enabling that person to affInn a mindindependent. categorical property of the particular thing in question. In thus grasping the
grounding of the object. various alternatives can be constructed in the mind through
imaginative simulation. The notion of a corresponding appearance suggests a bounceback mirror system . but Brewer (1998) is adamant that the player must immerse self in a
personal perspective that allows a reason-giving relation between personal perceptual
experiences and

a mind-independent spatial reality. By this insistence Brewer (1998)

rebuffs the argument of recognisable sensations as constituting our experiences of the

secondary qualities of things around us. It is the person who is responsible for the
recognising.

Emphasis is again given to the role of the person by VanGelder and Port (1996) but their
argument concentrates on the aspect of time and thus we get affirmation of a continuously
co-evolving system of dynamic forces. This argwnent highlights oognitive performances
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(perceiving. remembering. conversing. etc.) as evolving in a time frome that negates
disJm3.te theoretical gaps that some argue do exist between cognitive systems and their
surrounds. Rather, Van Gelder and Port (1996) maintain that each system is a selfcontained. yet interactive, set of changing aspects of the world in which past history is
irrelevant and future behaviours are uniquely determined in space and time sequences. Is
not this similar to the Churehlands' (1996) argument that our brains are dynamical
systems and that our parallel architecnlre of neural population is somewhat independent of
peripheral stimuli? Similarities do lie in the notions of dynamical systems, but Van
Gelder and Pon's (1996) emphasis on interaction with changing aspects of the world as a
vital process is not supported by the Churchlands' (1996) emphasis on the infonnation
storage caplCity and retrieval ability of the brain, though this emphasis does not totally
deny the influence of peripheral stimuli.

Nevertheless, one might suggest that such a system configures singular persons as busily
evolving within their own personal circuits of dynamic forces and thus we might ask how
such a system accommodates other knowledge, other circuits of dynamic forces and other
forms of symbolic representation? Van Gelder and Pon (1996), while advocating the
notion of self-contained dynamical systems, do stress that the environment is an integral
element within these systems and all aspects, rognitive system, Ix>dy and envirorunent,
interact in a continuously evolving and murually influential way. They fUrther mamtain
that
... while dynamical models are not based on trnnsformations of representational
structures, they allow plenty of room for representation. (Van Gelder and Port,
1996: 335)
These structures include states, attractors, trajectories, bifurcations, and parameter
settings that, in being complexes of interacting change, differ radically from
oomputational models. Van Gelder and Port ( 1996) argue that a dynamical approach
emphasises the embeddedness of the rognitive system in an essentially tempomJ
environment Their roncept of mind as motioD appears to support an anaJogy of a
pulsating circle in which the rognitive system, body and environment are meshed as one.
However, as Van Gelder and Pon (1996) admit, this roncept of a dynamical approach lO
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cognitive processes does pose a real problem. rn particular. the extraordinarily diverse.
subtle, complex and interactive states of hwnan cognitive perl"ormance defy the precise,
quantitative dynamical modeling.

Nevertheless, from an artist's point of view, the

concept of the coupl ing of inner and outer processes continuously and simultaneously in
time and space suggests the important part played by our ability to use pictorial ~ms in

arranging the context
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3.5 How Can Artists Play?

We might ask how an akratic oomputer would play in our oontexl of primed predicates.
vicarious experience, self delusion and oompelling vision?

The possibilities may be

intriguing, but in the event of a power failure, the game would end. This is, of course, a
hypothetical situation. Artists however, might empathise with the situation or, in drawing
on an awareness of what might be habitual, suggest new ways of lOOking at the situation.
In our hypothetical context. a power failure is an end for the oomputer but, for an artist, a
power failure is just another beginning. This is the vita1 difference between machines and
people who are influenced by a host of various forces that may be direct or indirect
beyond mechanical probJems such as a power failure.

Salso (1994) proposes that the way in which we come to know something may be
through either direct or indirect perception.

We suggest that direct perception has

similarities to the adverbalist approach regarding perceiving, whereas indirect perception
appears to be more in aligrunent with the sense·daturn approach to perception. Or we
might oonsider the playem as holding either empathy or expectation theories that may

directly or indirectly influence one's experience of something .

According to Dissanayake (1992) the term empathy has undergone layers of translation
over the past one hundred years to anive at some kind of super sympathy whereby one
can feel the needs of another as though they were one's own.

However, Dissanayake

(1992: 142) tells us that the notion of Einfohlung, an inner imitation of the observed
object appears to have been used for the fIrst time in Germany in 1873 by Robert Vischer

and this use of the tenn refers to objects rather than beings. On the other hand , acoording
to Solso (1992), an important aspect of indirect perception includes the top·down
processing of visual stimuJi that is driven by expecrations that become habitual depending
on the social practices of the oommunity of which we are members. Also, Salomon
(1979) tells us that anticipatory schemata, rather than the information entailed in a
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stimulus, detennine how a presentation is to be perceived.

These appear to be the

differences between immediate or second-hand perceptions.

Within the fonner. Vygotsky (1971). Rosenberg (1983) . Solso (1994), Dissanayake
(1992). Johnson (1987) and lakoff (1987) support arguments for re-thinking empathy
theories in which direct perception through Ixxlily experience is vital to understanding.
These arguments are renected from an art critic's perspective in Lippard's (1996: 18)
acknowledgment that her "greatest pleasure comes from empathetic or almost kinaesthetic
insights into how and why a worle was made, its provocative elements".

In recognising "provocative elements" we need to examine how an artist uses direct
bodily. perception and how these sensorial messages allow anists to attend to their most
serious and vital concerns - feeling good and making things special. Dissanayake (1992)
argues that the smdy of raw materials in any form , even the study of meanings, is of less
interest when it is the transfonning, treating, or making special itself that is of crucial
significance to the hWllan species.

This highlights the imJX)rtance of people being

involved in the actual experience rather than simply as recipients of products.

In discussing_the artwork of Jasper Johns, Orton ( 1994) draws attention to the alle~cal
beguilement of interplay between image and text that Johns uses in his work which
demands an immense amount of energy for both the artist and the viewer. Similarly.
Wood (1994) advocates reinvigorating theories of historical materialism with a sense of
the ineffable that only an aesthetic integration of embodiment can achieve, while
Schwabsky (1997) draws anention to the fact that meanings given by viewers of works
might count in negative ways. In these observations we can see that people do count, but
for different reasons. On the one hand we have artistic input that might energise the work:
whereas, on the other hand, we have viewer input that might pacify the work.

Schwabsky 's (1997) acoount of the unhappiness of Rothko and Guston, when faced
with lack of reception fortbeir work in the late 1960s, highlights the fact that intention is
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not enough because if, through the transforming the work does not invite an interplay
with the viewer, the work might be aboned. In the case of Rothko. Schwabsky (1997:
15) considen that his paintings then took on an aspect of "almost self-consciously
slapdash" disillusionment as he ''fingered a last few deep chords, but the church was
empty". On the other hand, Guston did not painl for a further two years, after which his
paintings became "exhibits for the defense and for the prosecution" in which scars of
former paintings remained semi effaced by new paint as he sought to get the image right,
irrespective of someone looking at it Thus we can argue that the transforming, treating.
or making special is of crucial significance to artists. and that the meaning. if ridiculed or
dismissed, may have.significant repercussions for that person's survival. For an artist, it
can be further argued., that misunderstanding of intentions might lead to absolute
exhaustion or reclusiveness. Nevertheless this does not deny playing with subsequent
ideas as a result of misundentanding as in the case of Guston, albeit the playing became
jntrospeCtive.

In transfonning, treating or making special it can be argued that we need to engage in one
of the most fundamental aspects of human

behaviour. ~.

Artists call this aspect

experimentation, but what we actually do is play with ideas, play with media and push to
rmd ambiguous ways of making ordinary things special.

Perhaps we use the term

experimentation because it seems to carry more credibility than the word play which. in

much current usage, implies simply having fun. Gordon (1961: 120) argues that playtheorists tend to neglect the scientific and inventive aspects of play, whereas he considers

that play involves the consttuctive use of illusion, conscious self-deceit, daydreams and
associations which seem to imply no immediate benefit We can agree that play with
apparent irrelevancies is used extensively to generate energy for problem-solving and to
evoke new viewJX)ints, and the manner of playing can be directed, disciplined and
controlled in Dissanayake's ( 1992: 76) sense of comprehension and negotiation with, in
order to check and haIt uncertainty rather than to conquer.
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In theorizing about playing, Gordon (1961), Peirce (1978a), Denida (l992b),
Dissanayake (1992), Wheale (1995) and Wallgren (1997) emphasise the novelty and
unpredictability that are actively sought, whereas in real life we seek the secure and
predictable. Their arguments highlight the way in which those rare minds possessed by

artists and scientists seek to uncover the deeper pans of the soul. Peirce (1978a) argues

that true science is the study of useless things, because the useful things will be srudied

by people seeking omy answers and, in line with Peirce's notion of the [ossicking,
inquiring mind of the artistic and scientific investigator, Gordon (1961), Derrida (l992b).

Wheale (1 995) and Wallgren (1997), emphasise the need to make the familiar strange,
Wltranslatable or futuri stic. Gordon's study (1961) of the ~ve process within a group
of people from disparate disciplines. the Synectics Group, shows that the creative process
in an and in science is essentially the same in that the inquiring and creative mind searches
amongst seemingly irrelevant things, and juxtaposes seemingly unrelated things in ways

lha1 transpose and distort our everyday familiar ways of looking. Gordon's (1961: 95)
observation that the "expert is often least able to

create

a new idea" challenges the

inteUectualised training of professionals who appear caught in a web of familiarity, or as
Peirce (1978: 354-355) suggests, the sense of coming up against an invisible barrier is
lost in the familiarity of results. Dissanayake (1992: 43) notes how young animals seem
to ftplay for play's sake, for sheer enjoyment and intrinsic reward" and she concludes that
this play appears to have hidden benefits regarding survival in later life. Thus we might
argue that play is an innate fonn of rehearsal for life.

Often creative attempts to play with passion and purpose are regarded by some people as

any or eccentric behaviour.

In defending this type of behaviour, Siess (1981)

acknowledges the magic of exceptiona1 human adlievement that is not trivialised, debased
or prostituted. For example, in looking at the work of Pien'e et Gilles, Golds (1995: 4)
draws attention to the "eJaborarely constructed set, often including lavishly kitsch
elements" such as plastic flowers, conon-wool clouds, glycerine tears and outrageous
costumes that fonn part of a constructed imitation of glitzy, popular reality in whicb
people pose as our saints of to-day.

When taking photographs of this "blindingly
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theatrical" portrait, the artists play with the iconographic notion of Catholic holy cards to
emphasise the age old cult of personality crafted anew in a srudied, contrived, mockingly
perfect "ghastly assemblage" that Golds (1995) amusingly compares to a game of
football. The latter, according to Golds. "displays many of the same audacious qualities
of sadomasochism. glitz, machismo and camp pathos" that are presented in similar ways
to the pomp, mystery and popular appeal of the exhibition, Pierre et Gilles.

Nevertheless, SIess's (1981) observation that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish
between the exceptional and the merely slick raises the question of gimmicks to catch the
eye that Josephson (1996), Pollock (1996) and Hebdige (1996) consider prolific, or what
Langer (1957) refers· to as a "confessional" or wfrozen tantrum". or, in Dissanayake's
opinion ( 1992: 61), represents "something that today we consider momentarily important
because it has been made flashily if transiently special" under conditions of unprecedented
ltrisure and comfort. Could we consider the work of Pierre et Gilles, "these two perverse
Frenchmen" (Golds, 1995), as either exceptional or merely slick? Golds (1995) suggests

that such celebrations of kitsch and camp are at the core of our culture in which such
work may be seen as responding to the weight of political correctness.

Similarly, the expectations of popular culture, the fashionable desire for accessible shows
and the way in which photography changes the way we view our surroundings, is
discussed by Smee (1996: 4-7) when interviewing Bill Henson about his photographs
exhibited in the Australian pavilion at Venice.

The photographs of nudes sexually

cavorting. caressing and holding within a landscape, appear to be torn, cut and layered
over a timber base where the "truncated use of figures or their slightly awkward
placement» allows ambiguous relationships between scale, depth and space.

Henson's

play is with an iUusionist surface through which "people slip like a mirror into the interior
of a photograph" seeking something we can never know, can never fully possess but
which we know does inhabit our mental space. It is this sense of the ineffable that
Henson feels is violated by critiques that have become "absolutely endemic, to the point
where people need another' s interpretation to help them form a comfortable relationship
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with the work", whereas, he insists, it is the silent monologue of photography that
evokes a separate yet intimate, fragile, breathing closeness or animated presence.

We could argue that play is vital to the work of the artists discussed. However, the game
also requires an audience and thus Henson's mention of the role played by critiques raises
the issue of interpretation and how this might deflect us from our bcx1ily responses
evidenced by Hoffie's (1996: 6) insistence that u[f]be most memorable art enters us
through the loins or the guts or the heart and then travels to the brnin". If this is the case,
can we agree with Hoffie (1996) that much of the jargon creates misunderstanding, that
emphasis on mainstream values only offers comfort, excitement and sales, and that our
Discourse is not adequate to grasp the inruitive and imaginative understanding of life?
However, if we rely on our "guts or the heart" in directing our appreciation of artworks,
does this Dot simply stimulate sensational reaction to flashily

if rransieruly special things

as argued by Dissanayake(I992)?

Support for Dissanayake's (1992) concern about the confusing and unsatisfying state of
art can be noted in Josephson's (1996) .argument thaI advertising, the Design Art<; and

Popular Art, shape our contemporary reality. In particular, Josephson (1996) attributes
much of shaping power to mass-media in which familiar images are used to appeal 10 the
lowest oommon denominator through facilitating various associations with conventional
images that allow people to imagine themselves in the depicted situation. Her argument
(1996: 107) that " [F]ine Art gives the viewer disinterested pleasure, Popular Art gives the
viewer interested pleasure" personifies the art fonn and implies passive reception rnther
than active engagement of people and, her lumping of representational imagery into one
basket of Popular Art wrapped in sentimentality. association and na.muion through which
people escape their own physical reality by mentally projecting themselves into the art,
could seem a package of oontractictions from an artist's point of view. Her argument thaI
Fine Art is sincere in which each artist expresses true ideas and emotions in disinterested
aesthetic fonn, whereas Popular Art gives the viewer interested pleasure. is questionable.
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If we talk aoout expressing emotions, it can be suggested that this does involve interest self-interest and, if we talk about escaping physical reality, is not this what numerous
poets and artists (for example, Coleridge, Baudelaire, Pollock. Whiteley) attempted? It

can

be

argued that there exist contradictory and confusing opinions when talking about

facilitating various associations within viewers so that they might imagine themselves in
the depicted situation. In taJking about subjective accounts such as life stories as a
fundamental way of gaining access to personal expert knowledge, Hawke (1996: 33)
suggests they provide a means of providing "vicarious experieO(::es and contextuaJised
explanations of life events and influences" which allow a sense of identification on behalf
of the reader/viewer. In this sense, vicarious experience is advocated whereas, in
Josephson's (1996) sense, the term is used negatively to imply passive absorption as
discussed in Section 3.4.

Is this the playground that many artists fInd themselves in, where commitment and
passion seem to have been distilled into individual expression, whereby subjective
interpretation, as in sheer sensationalism, is applauded? While Vygotsky (1971) argues

that entertainment of feelings is not the fmal purpose of art, Patton (1988) reminds us that
people have always made themselves into subjects of various kinds, and thus selfinvention might be the way in which some artists can follow individual forms of desire
and expression. How this is possible poses a challenge. Wallgren (1996) argues that
self-determination for to-day's artist lies in experimenting with the different possibilities
opened up by changing conditions and these, according to Roberts (1994) and lippard
(1996) . will take place at least partially outside the orbit of the an world.

These

summations suggest profound implications for artists seeking to regain a sense of
personal experience in making art, as well as those seeking some sense of personal
connection with artworks that might stimulate them to think othernrise than they have
been dtinking. Lippard's (1996) conclusion highligbts wbat migbt be considered the
personaJ game that many artists find themselves in whereby:
That fragile lifeline of vitality, the communication to the viewer of the ecstasy of
the making process, the motive behind it and reasons for such a commitment can
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all too easily be snapped by the circumstances under which most people see artthe stultifying elassist aunosphere of most museums and galleries and, in the an
world, the personal intimidation resulting from over-inflated individual
repulations. (Lippard, 1996: 19)

This raises the question of determining the circumstances that might force artistic
commitment to snap.

Perhaps the answer lies in looking at theories of indirect

perception.

Theories of networks playa pivotal role from the point of view of indirect perception
because the notion of Discourses highlights the important influence that immediate,
significant people and groups exert on an individual in f~ng their theme of personal
persona. While immersion within the social practices of the Discourse means that we
beoome more aligned with the values of the Discourse and thus are more deeply affected
by stimuli coming from !bat particular Discourse, Gee (1992: Ill) argues !bat Discourses

are inherently Rideologica1" and cannot be taught

This appears quite an astounding

argument when we consider all the things we try to teach people, or the methods that we
use to persuade people to adopt another way of thinking as the following counter
arguments exemplify.

Giroux (1994: 101) aligns himself with the work of Solomon-GOOeau in advocating a
pedagogy of representation in which "battles" over what constitutes an and an criticism
might suppress "those who want to reinscribe the autonomy, nonutility, purity, and
alleged self-reflexiviry of the work of art". Lovejoy (1989) highlights the way in which
ConcepcuaJ.ism began to play an integral part in altering perceptions and attitudes about the
strucrure of art, and Wolff (1981) attacks the concept of au.thor and wants explanations of
how authors are produced, or constructed. However, Grossberg (1988) reiterates Gee's
(1992) argument by asserting lhat
... ideological positions are never merely passively occupied; they are raken
up, lived in different ways, to different degrees, with differing investments
and intensities. Our agency, our active relation to the world. is always more
!han !bat of a knowing (ideological) subjecL (Grossberg, 1988: 35)
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While admitting that many of our perceptions of the world are derived indirectly as argued
by Giroux (1994), Lovejoy (1989) and Wolff (1981), it seems feasible to counter argue,
as do Gee (1992) and Grossberg (1988), that we actually have to absorb an ideology and,
while we may do this through exposure to indirect perceptions in that they are constructed
from inferences al:x:mt the real world, we cannot understand these inferences unless we
bave already acquired prerequisite knowledge sufficient for us to then embarli:: upon
learning more about the ideology that was inferred.

However, it is possible that many people are caltent to remain constructed in Wolfrs
(1981) sense by indirect perceptions in which only the third step of inference according to
Peirce (l978b) is adopted. This third step is thai: of judgement whereby the processes of
coIligation followed by contemplation has been accomplished by someone else, and thus
the conclusion reached is available for an individual to adopt It is feasible to suggest that
this is an easy way to be absorbed into the ideology rather than to absorb the ideology and
begs the question of how this might happen?

Perhaps. Jm1 of the answer lies in the personification of the word that carries the
authority of judgement that Reddy (1981) regards as undermining the crucial human
ability to reconstruct thought patterns on the basis of word signals because the signa1s

already contain the ready-made ideas. As indicated in Section 2.2, Reddy (1981)
condemns the prolific usage of conduit metaphors that involve the assertion that figwative
language transfers human thoughts and feelings. The implication, he argues. is that the
oonduit metaphor influences thinking by objectifying meaning so that ideas slip out of
human brains to be trnnsferred and stored for someone else to unpack.

In support of this argument Leed (1908: 50-57) pinJX>ints the medieval concept of
"lordship over the self" as the beginning of the autonomy of individuals as an instrument
of "social control" that evolved into consolidation of the "old- ttadition in print providing
a "highJy ramified set of trails into the past" thus amassing a cu1nuaI tradition purporting
to have an aura of pennanence. The metaphor of trails highlights the prevalence of the
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conduit metaphor that Lakoff (1987) suggests

is the principal metaphor for

communication emanating from our sense to com:ey image schemata from one domain to
a corresponding structure in another domain that involves category chaining. Thus we

might argue that, as living beings, we are systems within systems constantly moving in
time and space and metaphors that aptly reflect our life forces are integral to our links with
the environment But, if we rely on the trails of the past, does this imply reason-giving
understanding of what we amass in results, solutions and answers without having any

real notion of how they came to be? Or, are these trails simply a form of primed

predicates, as discussed in Section 3.4, that allow members of a Discourse to get their
meaningsfree? Might acquisition of free knowledge further suggest that promoters and
purchasers of the art object (person or thing) also get the meanings free, where, in some
instances, the meanings take on the sense of making do with something when the real
thing is not available that Gee ( 1992: 118) refers to as

~ mushfakeM ,?

Thus we might argue

that indirect perception is a type of mush/ake which can be so convincing that the
boundaries between what we perceive and what we are told to perceive become blurred.

Further force is given to the argument of conveying information by Paivio (1981: 163)
who suggests that the "imagery system presumably constructs synchronously organized,
integrated informational structures, analogous to the continuous, structural layout of the
percepruaI world" , and Lovejoy (1989: 37) talks of the movie camera as baving created an
entirely new dimension for pbotography through which the audience is "controlled by
constant sequenced changes of images moving in time," that are designed to dominate
thinking processes and affect emotions.

Further implications in Lovejoy's (1989)

suggestion that computers begin to make decisions and generate productions even the
artist cannot anticipate are frightening in the way in which, according to Josephson
(1996), we let our electronic machines do more of our paradigmatic thinking and
remembering.

However, Baudrillard (1980) and Pollock (1996) point out that we all pander to the myth
that information is presented as being generative of communication, and thus we become
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fascinated and confused by the staging of communication in which we struggle to
establish ourselves as conscious, autonomous beings while at the same time submissive,
obedient and conforming objects.

Similar concerns are expressed by Zipes (1980) ,

whose observations of mass media transformation of folkJore high1ight serious questions
about the loss of the folk aspect as the culture industry mediaIes and interprets according
to marketa.bility and, Giroux (1994: 101), stresses that we need to understand how
practices of production, circulation, and reception are -deeply enmeshed in the
commodified character of the image-.

Thus it can be argued that the conflict between being consciously active beings or
submissive, obedient performers bas deep implications for artists. Also, it can be argued

that the common usage of conduit metaphors now developing into the mode of
technological talk promises results without effort. It is arguable that a repercussion of
~directly

relying on inanimate objects to fulfil our dreams may lead to further

suppression of our human will to engage in such activities as draINing and painting that
involve time, effort, labour and love from a personal perspective.
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3.6 Labour or Love?

Lovejoy (1989: 23) suggests that the application energy of mechanical means a1ters our
physical environment in removing

~tedious

labour". For example, Lovejoy (1989: 152),

draws attention to the complex tedmique used by Burson to create computer-generated
information Mponraits" that are literally a far stretch from the truth. A series of individual
photographic portraits are scanned, stacked, stretched, warped and avero.ged to produce
the hybrid prototypal image of a face that could be anyone normal person. But the image
is a likeness of what does not exist - it is an armrork of simulacra that would be a1most
impossible to produce by hand. There is much validity in Lovejoy 's (1989) observation
about the labour involved in making artworks, but her statement that electronic tools have
a "hidden point of view, far more complex than that which is built into a brush, a. printing
press or a cameraMmakes me wonder where people actually fit into this scheme of things.
As an artist I am happy to play around with different tools. I use brushes, cameras and
computers and I am very aware of the way in which a certain tool can be used to make
things easier.

As we saw previously in Section 3.5, the importance of play in generating new
viewpoints and the ability to cope with and enjoy ambiguity is vital to artistic experience.
In my own work I am now playing with computer images so that I can find out more
about these new tools because the process of using a dijferem technique on something

familiar to suggest other ways of thinking about making artworks is important.
However, I do fmd the work tedious, time consuming, frustrati ng and yet. at the same
time, challenging, exciting and reWarding.

I also find it tedious to sit for hours in the blazing sun while painting with watercolours,
and thus I take cameras with me on field trips SO that J can record visual data in the most
convenient way. I also use cameras for recording visual data that might involve a variety
of different techniques of using the machine SO that I can magnify some sections of the
landscape, crop out other sections or collect a series of related aspects. In fact, the variety
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of visual segments I can gather is endless. I have noticed how I have developed a
different way of looking at the landscape that ranges from scanning the lOtal vision to

focussing on details that previously I may have missed. As an artist, one can agree with
SIess (1981: 95-99) that use of the camem allows one to "develop a different way of
seeing from ordinary perception".

I fmd that I use synecdochical and metaphorica1

projections that have evolved from familiarity with looking through a viewfinder so that
the landscaPe takes on new meaning. In this way the machine facilitates my own artistic
prnctice whereby I can build up a data base for future reference.

However, I am conscious of the "purposeful controlling agent behind every photograph"
tbatSIess (1981: 95) highlights, and, when reviewing photographs at a later time in the
studio, I am also conscious of what Dufrenne (1980) calls the "tinkering", that leads into:
... the Joving battle with a resisting material. friendship with the tool that extends
the body, a flirtation with the obstacle, a game of chance in which one never
establishes enough control to eliminate all surprise. (Dufrenne, 1983: 167)

From an artist's perspective, Dufrenne's metaphor of "loving battle" is apt because it
combines a pleasure-effort sense of direction that Gordon (1961) considers essential to
the workaday routine of making the fantiliarstrange. In a way I am searching for the best
story that Gee (1992: 104) considers is the job of the brain's "interpreter" that "efficiently

computes decisions, moods , and actions with hundreds of speedy and encapsulated
modules- so that the way in which 1 choose to foreground or background certain aspects
of the image in the painting might identify me as a member of the Art Discourse. In
Salsa's (1994: 147) terms, this might be considered as ''thinking art" in looking for
"thematic patterns" within an artistic playground. Or, in terms of an

art

critic such as

Roberts (1994: 13), I might demonstrate "how the production of meaning for the artist is
also a post hoc affair" in that the meaning of the artwork might evolve in the process of
making, or upon completion.

Thus it can be argued that artistic practices may be combined into a labour of love in
which machines can be used to assist in the transfonnation of visual date gathered from
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both direct perception and indirect perception.

However, while we can agree that

Discourses do exen influence and that the culrure industry is maintained and controlled in
the environment outside our heads, it also can be argued that each individual does have a
special something inside the head that allows one to claim experientia1 trnnsfonnatioD of
visual data

as peI>Onal. This something, that Johnson (1987: 139) calls

·~maginatioo"

and Gee (1992: 99) calls the "interpreter", uses the "cognitive tools in the head" to select
from complex configurations of associations learned through acquisition to explain
behaviour to omen. and to self. Is it possible to identify imp:>rtant components from the
oomplex configurations of associations? and how can we explain our actions? Do we
really want to eXplain our actions? Might not efforts to explain artistic behaviour deny the
specialness of what we do have inside our heads?

The topic of imagination and all that it encompasses continues to be debated as various

sChools of thought align themselves with either Plato's notion of divine ecstasy or
Aristotle's emphasis on insn·nctive mimesis as a process of becoming whatever we are.
Two other key figures who appear to confirm the different approaches that assign the
imaginative process to either God or an individual, are Blake and Coleridge. I mention

these poets because my love of literature plays a very important part as whispers of

immonaJity in my artWork that keep nudging me towards ways of thinking, ways of
connecting stories and myths into visual/verbal dialogue. The poets of the Romantic
period in particular, exert significant presence because of their obsession with the
imaginative capacity to reach beyond the norm and flirt with the ineffable while somehow
trying to escape from our cumbersome hwnanity.

In stressing divine imagination, Blake (1979: 368) waged war against the importance of
sensory perception advocated by philosophers such as Hobbes, Locke, Hartley and
Hume in writing:
This Life's rum Windows of the Sou]
Distorts the Heavens from Pole to Pole,
And leads you to Believe a ue
When you see with, not thro, the Eye.
(Everlasring Gospe/. 1818 101-104)
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On !he o!her hand Coleridge (1959), while affirming !he supremacy of God, proclaimed
that the human mind, as an agent of reason made in the image of the Divine Mind, was

partly an architect of its own knowledge based on the reciprocal organic partnership
between worldly perception and the faculty of the mind.

The name given to this

mediating faculty was imagination.

An important distinction that can be made between Blake and Coleridge, lies in Blake's

insistence that humans act through an innlitive wisdom with which they are born, and
thus are (or are 001.) endowed with possible divine ecstasy. whereas Coleridge stresses

the organic process, stimulated by emotions, that involves three steps of which the first
two are involuntary; while the third is related to the exercise of conscious will in
struggling to idealise and unify the balance of forces.

Within these steps, Coleridge

f.1962) acknowledges outcomes of "predetermined research" as having "too peculiar a
point of view" that, through the process of "fancy", receive materials

ready~made

from

associations. This appears to be the first step, one we can argue, which is similar to the

idea of networks of associations drawn from established norms of a

Disco~.

Secondly, once the nonns are understood, everyone, in using "primary imagination", can
fonn links between sensation, perception and thought. It seems to me that Gee's (1992)
"interpreter", the modules that interpret expectations, actions, decisions and emotions
through language to construct "folk theories", perfonns the job that Coleridge assigns to

"primary imagination".

However, beyond these involuntary attributes lies Coleridge's "secondary imagination", a
process related to the exercise of conscious will through which data are dissolved,
diffused and dissipated so that a fresh view or a re-creation is )X>Ssible. We can argue

that this process correlates with Johnson's (1987: 168-170) view of imagination as ''a
pervasive structuring activity by means of which we achieve coherent, patterned, unified
representations" upon which "oonceptualization and propositional judgment depend".
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However, we can detect a crucial difference between Coleridge's «secondary
imagination" and Johnson 's notion of imagination that lies in the data source fuelling the
imaginative capacity.

While Johnson (1987) follows the empiricist tendency in

nominating biologica1 bodily functioning as the primary data source, he stops short of
saying that it is a person's God-like capacity that allows one to generate the data.
Coleridge (1969: 118), on the other hand, goes fwther in fusing the biological and
spirirual, or what he calls the objective (nature) and the subjective (self), in the individual

as source of data in being a "modification of the higher consciousness" - the "I AM" that
rests as a "middle quality" between nature and self.

Thus, we can postulate that Coleridge's notion of "I AM" has given rise to the Modernist
concentration on the individual

as source of meaning. If we consider the way in wbich

Coleridge's (1962: 119) idea of "Kantian 'counteraction' of forces" may have suggested a
possibility for artists to concentrate on the "mcdification of the higher consciousness"
and, if we allow a similar influence from Blake's idea of intuitive wisdom, we might have

a fusion of the biological and spiritual miraged into the creator "I", while the fmite "AM",
and the repercussions of being and bodily baggage, were forgonen.

For example, Coleridge exclaims that ''in our life alone does Nature live:", and this union:
... gives in dower
A new Earth and new Heaven,
Undreamt of by the sensual and the proud Joy is the sweet voice, Joy the luminous cloud We in ourselves rejoice!
(Dejection: An Ode. V.68-72)
while Blake extols "enjoyments of Genius" (A Memorable Fancy) by insisting:
Those who restrain desire, do so because theirs is weak enough to be restrained:
(The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. Plare 5.)

Hence we have powerful reasons for bom rejoicing in our birth of selves while also
recognising the totally imaginative knowledge attainable only through art that Blake refers
to as "sweet Science"(Ninth The Ninth Being The Last Judgment, Plate 139, 10.).

I draw attention to these two important literary figures because it is possible that, given
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the emphasis on the written word prevalent in Western ways of thinking. many attirurles
wwards making visual images have intimations of the literary tradition. We can argue

that the imaginative capacity may be considered as either innate according to Blake, or an
act of conscious will according to Coleridge. In accepting such an argument, we might

understand those who view art as a magic Platonian-Blakean concept, or those who view

art as AristotIean-Coleridgean self-expression. depending on which line of thought they
espouse. In both cases we can see that the notion of God is central - either as an extemaJ
dictator, or as incarnation within an individual.

While admitting that viewpoints concerning Plato, Aristotle. Blake and Coleridge are
many and varied, we can entertain the possibility for re-thinking the way in which their
ideas concerning imagination have informed our Western ways of thinking. Perhaps,
over time, many people have absorbed the ideas of Plato and Blake as advocating the
making of art as inspired, to sucb a degree that ordinary people have been excluded. In
like manner, it is possible that the influence of .bu:istotle and Coleridge has played an

important part in stimulating individuals to express themselves to such a degree that
results oftbat expression do not always demonstrate awareness of persons living within a
greater ecology. bur tend to accentuate separation of individuals from the wider
environment as the tenn individual. implies.

These thoughts raise a host of questions regarding art as a loving battle in which the
concept of imagination plays a pivotal role in personal experience. If we agree thaI no
two people possess the same cognitive ability or the same motivation, let alone have
access to similar opportunities. how can we explain the fact thaI many people are able to
read and write with some degree of competency without aspiring to be inspired authors,
while, conversely. many people regard an inability to make images as their nonnallack of
magic? If survival in our imaged world does necessitate development of infonned
competency in making and understanding images, might this mean thaI visual expression
will replace conventional and learned habits of reading and writing? Does this mean that
We might learn to make an in similar ways as learning to write? But, if using computern
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is replacing using a pen, a pencil or a paintbrush and, if software programmes, spell
checks and grammar checks provide already made data banks of possibilities and/or
results, does not this obviate any need to exert labour and love in our experiences of
reading and writing?

With increasingly accessible electronic images, will the

accumulation of such images actually erase reading and writing along with the effort once
entailed in learning these skills? Stripped of a basic understanding and appreciation of the
loving battle one enters into when making personal meaningful marks o n a swface that
requires time, effort and practice, will vicarious grntification suffice?

Oris it possible to develop our imaginative capacity so that through association, through
emotional involvement, through interested pleasure and ttirough curiosity about subject
matter, we might start to wonder how artistic effects are achieved so that we too might

participate in controlling and enriching our survival? Will there be opposition from those
who consider anmaking as the guarded preserve of only a select few who, by nature,
divineness or political luck, are separated out as artists? Is it necessary for a person
actually to make artworks to experience an?

It can be argued that veins of individualism and socialisation influence our tendency to act
in ways that might demonstrate degrees of personal gratification or personal experience.
This raises another question of how an artist might, at o ne and the same time, be
visionary and singular wilhin mainstream culture where mass-media reality now offers
virtual individual identities for anyone? How can artists find some meaningful intention
buried within these new and ambiguous artforms? Does self-determination for to-day's
artist lie in experimenting with the different possibilities opened up by changing
conditions outside of the an world, and if these changes applaud quick results and
sensationalism, how can artists continue with playful rehearsals? Where might artists
find spirirual space in a commodified environment?

We can suggest that o ur game appears to be essentially one of identifying the disparate
modes of awareness that might, or might not, stimulate sensational degrees of effort or
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resistance that cause us to think anew aoout something and, in expressing the beliefs
emanating from our thoughts, we play with the qualitatively elusive differences between
kinds of perceptual consciousness. How we play this experiential game, it is argued, is a
rnatterof both labour and love that involves menral tinkering with tools inside the head to
embellish and enrich our stories so that our survival is comfortable.

We can recall thaI., in Section 1.6, the probability of my own intervention from time to
time was suggested owing to the nature of this research in dealing with personal
experience. As researcher and artist 1 am worldng on two fronts simultaneously and thus
it is imJX>SSible to divorce myself entirely from the influence of readings on my own
thinking.

Hence, in Chapter Four, my own thoughts and artWorks come under

investigation as we move closer to probing ways in which making art can be seen as
personal experience.

Because the notion of personal experience does involve some

understanding of the way in which one's body and mind work, we do need a lest case.
However. in this research only one test case is appropriate, myself. Thus Chapters Four
and Five serve as links between things outside and inside my head which direct my own
process of survival.
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CHAYI'ER FOUR: BODY & MIND IN MOTION
4.1 Playing Around with Tools in the Head.

If. as animals. our basic instincts are primarily those of survival and, if the way in
which the bOOy functions is crucial to our survival, how can we make

OUf

survival an

enjoyable process and, what ways and means will we find for doing this? As argued in
Section 3.4, Schelling (1986: 182) contends that the things that either make us happy or
unhappy occur in the. mind, where, through the process of becoming engaged in
something we endeavour to escape boredom. "the tedium of consciousness, of one's
own company" through various forms of entertainment that facilitate a few bows of
forgetfulness. In other words we want to assume another mind that will make our body

feel good because our own mind is not doing a good job. How can this be if we all
have much the same tools in the head? Is there something wrong with our tools, or is
~ere

something wrong with the way in which we use our tools?

According to Solso (1994), the brain is the nucleus of the emotions. giving life feeling;
it is the centre of thinking. providing associations for rational thought; and it is the
centre of visual perception, the ability to see. feel and experience art. Located in the
head, the brain is part of the body and. thus we can argue that bodily involvement is
crucial to recognising the way in which tbe mind works.

This involves some

understanding of the chemistry of the total body as demonstrated by Salomon (1979),
Culler (1981), Amheim (1986), Churchland (1983), Johnson (1987), Lakoff (1987) and

Gee (1992).

Church1and (1983), Gee (1m) and 8olso (1994) propose that clusters ofnewons in the
brain can each be activated to different degrees, depending upon how greatly they are
stimulated by other neurons that send signals to particular clusters of neurons. Gee
(1992) suggests that we can identify three basic clusters of neurons that are triggered by
firstly, input sensors (sight, touch, smell, taste. sound) that clamour for the attention of
the second cluster comprising the interpreter modules that sift expectations, decisions,
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emotions and actions through language, to the third cluster of output sensors that
manifest the result of the input sensors mcxl.erated by the interpreter.

Figure 4.1.1 suggests IX>ssible traffic routes that neurons might follow in the brain
according to ideas proposed by Gee (1992). The no tion of percolation, as demonstrated
visually by the ascending arrows, seems appropriate because it suggests the on-going
flow of data that modifies the output of each person, and thus a verticaJ egg motif is
used as a mcxl.el for the brain to suggest the reciprocal interplay of physical and menta1
forces that cause us to act. (The origins of this visual configuration and subsequent
modifications, are explained in Chapter Five where the working relationship between
my mind and body orchesuates my own process of making images).

Struggle Zone:
Sen8«y Input Un1t8
Forcible Modit'caIion 01

_,10

strength 01 signals

WaysofThnking.

IFigure 4.1.1

Possible Traffic H ow of Neurons in the Brain.

It appears that clusters of neurons are activated firstly by direct sensory perception
which then causes these neurons, secondly, to demand the attention of interpreter
mcxl.ules that sift infonnation to the third cluster of output modules that result in
action/thought of some sort. However. things are never as simple as they appear owing
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to the variety of senses we perceive. How do we determine whether sight, touch, smell,
taSte

or sound is the most important? Is it the job of the interpreter modules to direct

the traffic signals?

As previously noted in Section 3.4, strong arguments (Elster. 1998: Ainslie. 1986:
Schelling, 1986; Davidson 1986:

Rorty. 1986) highlight the human proclivity to

present actions and beliefs in the most favourable way in an effort to satisfy self or
outcompele

[0

the extent that. perhaps. we become so successful in self-deception that

we avoid the risk of betraying our ulterior motives even to ourselves. In stronger terms,
Grossberg (1988) claims that we consnuct fake identities as a way of designing self
and, in less provocative terms, Salomon (1979) posits the notion of recoding in our
efforts to overcome dissonance. while Siess (1981) and Dissanayake (1992) draw our
attention to trans/ormation in the process of copying from original models.

What seems apparent from the above observations is the fact that humans do want to
tell the best story and. while Gee (1992) and Grossberg (1998) highlight the deceit often

involved in the telling. Dissanayake (1992, p.12) argues along the lines of recoding and
transformation proposed by Salomon (1979) and Siess (1981).

Sbe stresses that

bondedness. group harmony. interdependence, and cooperation are more attractive than
deception, competitiveness and strife and, her analogy that -flies are more attracted to
honey than to vinegar W situates her firmly in the sociobiologist camp. She reasons that
the fact that something might be used in competitive display does not necessarily imply
that the origin and selective value were solely for the purpose of competition, thougb
self-interest and survival cannot be ruled out

This raises a very interesting problem for us because Coombs (1979) suggests that one
of the effects of competition is to make people who are competing more alike. If the
goals and rules are simi lar it follows that the work or effort produced will be similar,
and hence we are able to identify degrees of similarity that suggest prototypical
behaviour. If this is the case we must be either involved in telling the best story to
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outcompete through deceit and manipulation or, making special those various things
that are important in the service of abiding human concerns. Thus we might ask: are
deceit, self-absorption and self-deception inherent traits in the hwnan species, or are we

trUthful, sharing and communal beings?

It can be argued that the difference lies in the type of motivation that stirs people to
action, or in other words, the force of the input signals coming from the discourse of
which ODe is a member.

On the one band, the signals may emphasise an external

reward such as money, momentary fame or some fabulous prize. On the other hand, the
signals may stress an inherent satisfaction and fulfilm.e nt in undertaking a challenging
task. It is arguable that there is another important difference that affects our decision-

making process and this concerns the rules of the game that are predetermined in
competition but are unstated in searching for personal fulfilment If, in playing the
game, we get too far out of line according to the rules of the social group, does not the
social group see to it that we have experiences that reset some weights so as to nudge
our network closer to the target? If this is the case, the resetting may cause feelings of
anxiety in stimulating akratic bebaviour that Rorty (1986) attributes to powerful
external forces that dominate a subject's behaviour.
remove ourselves from the conflict

On the other hand we might

For example, we can note avoidance of

succwnbing to external pressure in Rooney ' s response to Catalano's (1994) question:
What made you choose art over music or literarure? From all accounts you were
just as interested in them.
I submit Rooney 's response in full because any interpretation on my behalf would not
do justice to bis siruation:
Right from the time I began learning the piano - that was at 12 - I wanted to be a
composer, and you can eam a living as a perfonner. But I didn' t like my first
experience of perfonning in public when I was forced to enter an eisteddfod. I
didn't like the experience. I didn't like the attitudes of the other competitors. I
couldn' t stand all the mothers with hot-water bottles complaining that this
particular eisteddfod didn 't give money as a prize. (Catalano, 1994: 19)
We can argue that three powerful external forces were strong enough to change one
person 's whole career - force to enter a competition, attitudes of other competitors, and
money.
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On the other hand, it is possible that many people will follow the safe and accepted
directions of the discourse, even when, for example, those directions encourage extraordinary behaviour as does the Art Discourse.

However, this extra-ordinariness is

considered safe within the Art Discourse as exemplified by the tenn mainstream
(Lippard, 1996) that is used to identify those artists producing work within the
guidelines of expected avan! garde

art

behaviour. Lippard 's (1996: 18) argument that

"no group ·is so dependent on the status quo as the avant-garde (sic), which must have
an establishment to attack,. reverse, and return to for validation" sums up the rules of
this social group. In contrast to Rooney's experience, it can be argued that conflict may
be actually sought if one has a stake in that choice.

We can agree that our cluster of interpreter modules is kept very busy sifting through
the sensory input data so that we might not perceive a discrepancy between our attitudes
and our behaviour. Arnheim (1986), Johnson (1987), Lakoff (1987) and Solso (1994)
stress our search for bodily balance, pattern and harmony in which we seek to avoid
dissonance in our daily lives and, other ways such as daydreaming and modes of
vicarious experience, are high1ighted by Schelling (1986), Ester (1986) and Josephson
(I996). We can thus argue that what we sense and, in particular, what we see, plays a

very important part in the way in which we respond to external stimuli .

But artists are very aware of the tricks the eye can play and this knowledge is used to
create illusions of depth in paintings using linear perspective, to create simulated
texture that looks so real one is tempted

[0

touch what, in reality, is simply paint on a

canvas, to evoke emotions simply by using colour, to manipulate a viewer's feelings of
balance and stability through arranging motifs in certain ways on the picture plane, and
to entice the viewer into some fonn of association with the image through subject

matter. These are only a few of the ways through which we play with the phenomenal
properties of perception, both our own and those of the viewer. Thus, arguments that
stress what we see is actually more than what we look at seem perfectly valid. Equally
valid are questions concerning interpretation that, according to Solso ( 1994), require
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visual stimuli to be analysed, recognised and classified whereby the configurations of
line, texture, colour, value, size and shape are processed by the mind and interpreted
according to the baggage of values and associations we already have stored in our
memory. Does this mean that each individual responds in a different and unique way
to processing the data recorded by the eye as confinned by Schwabsky (1997),
Salomon (1979) and Amheim (1986), and what are some of the ways in which
configurations of design elements might assist or hinder our processing of what we
see?

According to Paivio (1981), the use of realistic imagery assists comprehension of a
written text in a dual-coding approach and Josephson (1996: 108)

conside~

that "the

comfortable familiarity of the conventional image" facilitates engagement with the
subject maner "so as to have a vicarious experience".

This is a debatable issue

because it draws attention to the way in which an image might be considered an
adjunct to facilitating meaning. This is not always the case. Salomon (1979) makes a
distinction between notational (abstract) and non-notational (representational) symbol
systems. He considers that notational symbol systems entail specific criteria for
characteriSing the symbol system, for example, a musical score, whereas nonnotational systems, such as paintings, allow ambiguity of meaning, and the degree of
ambiguity depends on resemblance to, or depiction of, its referenL

However, the

referents may be internal images or conceptions, and thus understanding is often
judged against one's knowledge of the concepts, previous experience and expectations,
not against the real object

Sol5O, (1994) refers to this employment of internal

concepts, or hidden units, as top-down processing in which visual association, visual
memory and visual closure allow quick recognition of prototypal, idealised images.

Rather than aiding comprehension of a written text, it appears that reaJistic imagery
may confuse understanding if Salomon's (1979) and Salso's (1994) argument is
plausible.

They argue that prototypal (non-notational) artworks offer more

possibilities for inferences than do more abstract (notational) works and thus more
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ambiguity exists in the former. We might argue that ambiguity stimulates curiosity in
viewers and thus Josephson's (1996) contention that engagement of
facilitated through use of realistic, conventional images, bas credibility.

viewe~

is

However,

engagement does not imply understanding.

Josephson's (1996) argument that engagement allows vicarious experience appears to
be a generalisation that undermines the effort integral to experience and challenges

beliefs held by Pirenne (1970), Salomon (1979), Rosenberg (1983), Amheim (1986),
Sehwabsky (1997), Derrida (1992), and Solso (1994) that all texts are different and
one must not try to measure them on the same scale and never to read them with the
same eye. It can be argued that the notions of vicarious experience (Josephson, 1996),

syntax selling (Hebdige, 1996) and authentic inauthenticity (Grossberg, 1988)
highlight ways in which sameness is promoted as the nonn whereby an interpretation
of a lifestyle is presented for adoption without any effort required on behalf of a
particular person.

While some patterns within certain written or visual texts might be recognised more
easily than others, the real problem lies in the interpretive skills of the reader/viewer
and, if these skills are not used, we can argue that no real experiential effort is exerted
to think anew through differentiating between inferences.

If we do accept that

experience entails effort in thinking anew thus leading to greater understanding, it is
arguable that we cannot rely on comfortable familiarity and realistic imagery to ensure
understanding because of the range of inferences possible.

As an example, we mighllook at two of my paintings that depict various areas of the
Mt. Moffatt region to see how one might allow more inferences than the other owing
to the possibility that one image might suggest more hidden units than the other in

evoking certain associations in singular persons. Perhaps the painting of Dargonelly

Waterhole (Plate 1), allows the viewer to find many -hidden units" that Salso (1994:
258) argues might be activated by the brain filling in missing details.

It appears
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conventional in Josephson's sense (1996). The viewer might imagine camping at the
site, bringing animals to water, swimming, walking and aU sorts of associations based
on experiences of similar places. Thus, this image may be considered more nonnotational in that ambiguity of interpretation is possible.

'.:'.'

~.'.'

........... - ~ y~

Plate 1. Karen Knigbt-Mudie. Dargonel/y Waterhole.
Watercolour OD Arches 640 gm (Diptych)

However, in the second example, Lethbridge's Creek No 2 (plate 2), the image is more
abstract, or notational, and thus does not offer the viewer as many opportunities to
connect personal associations to the image, or to make as many inferences. In fact,
Solso (1994) suggests that the more abstract the work the more freedom the viewer has
in interpreting it because the input stimuli are less familiar and hence coalesce less
canonically thus suggesting fewer schema. In other words, the possibility of ranging
amongst personal associations is curtailed and the probability of accepting the work. as
an objective entity outside personal experience is enhanced. This being the case, we
could argue that the more abstract the artWork, the less mental engagement is required
because inferences are less.
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Plate 2. Karen Knight-Mudie. lethbridge's Creek No 2.
Watercolour 00 Arches 640

However, this argument does oot appear to support Salomon's (1979: 72) proposition
that the closer the correspondence or coogruity with the mode of preferred internal
representation to the symbol system the easier it is for the individual to utilise the
system, hence "better means mentally easier". This proposition appears to suggest that
internal representations might equate with personal associations thus facilitating mental
engagement, and it could be argued that the more possibility for personal association,
the easier is the mental engagement How then, can we resolve what appears to be a
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mental engagement suggested by non-notational works.

Does not less mental

engagement imply mental ease? Yet tbe non-notational works appear to offer more
inferences and thus more possible conflict

Should not non-notational works thus

require more difficult mental engagement? Resolution of this paradox appears to lie in
the way in which people use the tools in the bead. It can be argued that mental
engagement, easy or conflictual, does not ensure understanding, nor the same or similar
interpretation.

While congruity with the mode of preferred internal representation may be "easier",
Salomon (1979: 7T) also points out that different symbol systems "vary as to the mental
skills they require" for information extraction and processing. Whenever a symbol
system contains too much novelty it may be rejected or, in some cases, may lead to
dissonance as discussed by Solso (1994) in that we perceive a discrepancy between our
attitudes and our behaviour. In trying to overcome the feeling of discord, we might
console ourselves with explanations such as, dismissing the imp:>rtance of the painting,
suggesting that it means more than is literally depicted, or suggesting changes that
would make it more acceptable and thus correspond more closely to our preferred
internal representation. We could argue that these are methods of achieving mental
ease that might account for ways in which some people seek enlightenment from some
other familiar symbol system such as a written te;,:t as discussed in Section 2.2.

Nevertheless, it would be safe to say that 311 artists, aestheticians, art historians. art
critics and an educators are aware of the power of artistic illusion. For artists, the
interplay between the internal (cognitive) representation of reality and the external
(physical) representation presents a problem thaI Lippard (1996) notes in posing the
following question:
... how do we anive at an an that makes sense and is available to more and more
varied people whilst maintaining aesthetic integrity and regaining the power that
an must have to provoke, please, and mean something? (Lippard, 1996: 11)
This question targets the dilemma of all artists who are faced with somehow reconciling
the struggle between personal expression and community expectations in which
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provocation is not always pleasing. But. if as Salomon (1r:n9) contends, II better means
mentally easier", what does this imply for artists?

If we realise that less mental

elaboration on behalf of the viewer is required for a better conclusion does this mean
that our task of creating visual representations as symbol systems is influenced by the

type of reception the works will receive? Does this mean that the type of cerebral

encyclopedia we have in our heads influences and stimulates the firing of neurons to
compete for supremacy that. according to Solso (1994), motivates a person to act in
certain ways?

We can argue that what we do have in our heads consists of physical and psychological
materials, and while we may.be able to grasp the concrete aspects of the former. it is the
complex network of associations comprising peculiar nonlinguistic modules of the mind
that defies satisfactory definition.

If these networks of associations are picked up as

part of apprenticeships within social practices and. if habit is very influential and can be

exercised relatively independently of motivation. does this mean that the type of
internal or external rewards, sanctioned by the social group, may also determine
whether or not our actions are recognised as meaningful in specific ways within the
practices of specific social groups?

Figure 4.1.2. suggests a pictOrial development on Figure 4.1.1, concerning the flow of
neurons in the brain in which the notion of rewards is positioned before reaching the

interpreter owing -to the possibility that motivation for action may depend on what type
of rewards/goals are

habi~ly

sanctioned by the Discourse.
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Figure 4. C2 The Influence of Discourses.

When we talk of habits, we are talking of what Gee ( 1992) refers to as "picking upways of behaving. For example, Arnheim (1986) draws attention to the way in which a
hunters world looks different from that of a botanist or JX>et We could argue that three
different discourses are involved and, because each discourse regulates the behaviour of
its members according to significant and pel1inent beliefs and actions, a hunter would

probably look for animal tracks, a botanist for variations of flora but when we come to
the poet verbal referents are less obvious. As Gordon (1961)

poin~ OUt,

the artist

ranges freely through the multiplicity of experience, selecting at will and by whim for,
as Dissanayake (1992) and Van Gelder and Port (1996) indicate, significance of any
stimulus is assessed according to whether neural firing is accelerated, decelerated, or
remains level. From my own experience I know that I might visit a particular site and,
on arrival , completely change my mind (neural fi ring decelerated) because the time of
day is wrong or the place does not feel right. It is possible that a hunter would still look
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for a beast and the botanist find plant samples because their discourses are more
specific and the rules more straightforward.

Gee's (1992) observation clarifies my

suggestion:
The only way to ensure that learners have the right experiences and focus
on the relevant aspects of them is to apprentice them to the socia1 practices
of sociocultural groups in such a way as to ensure that they have certain
experiences and have their attention focused in the right ways through
interaction with -masters- acting out their mastery. (Gee. 1992: 48).

In litis way our expectations, actions. decisions and emotions are strongly influenced by
group members of the Discourse and, a1though I suggested that the artist and poet
appeared to have virtual freedom, this is not entirely true. Solso (1994: 231-251) draws
attention to the visual phenomenon of prototypes which are canonic representations of a
given concept or class of things that best represent that concept of class. In other
words, these are exempla.n;, master models or idealised impressions, that best represent
salient and meaningful features of whatever is perceived As Salsa (1994) notes, the
mind cannot store everything so it stores abstractions of stimuli against which similar
patterns are judged. Similarly, Lakoff (1987) considers that prototypes often act as
cognitive reference points of various sorts and form the basis for inferences.

Another phenomenon of the human mind that facilitates organisation of things is what
Johnson (1987), Burge (1986), Van Gelder and Port (1986), and Clark (1998) refer to as
recurring dynamic patterns of perceptual interactions and motor programmes that give
coherence and structure to our experience. These structures, being grounded in bodily
functions, require some sort of recognition and organisation if they are to be
understood.

Johnson ( 1987) a1locates this pervasive structuring activity to the

imagination, the capacity to find significant connections, to draw inferences, and to
solve problems.

We can argue that the tasks of the interpreter (Gee. 1992) and of the imagination
(Johnson, 1987), are very similar. However, a difference can be noted in deciding what
is the influentia1 force giving rise to the decision-making and ordering [aSk in the first
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place. According to Gee (1992), discourses play the most significant role. whereas
JohnSon (1987: 205) considers that human understanding "reveals our engagement in a
physical environment" from whence emerge our basic embodied structures when
needed for human rationalisation. It is arguable that the two notions are not exclusive
of each other, but rather seem to highlight this or that side of the same coin being the
organism-environment interaction or, in other words, the physical body-discourse
relationship. Figure 4.13 is an anempt to show how stimuli might percolate into a

person from the coin of Discourse/Physical Environment. with each generating forces
that must be reconciled through some mode of behaviour.
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Previously, in Section 3.5, I discussed Dufrenne's (1980) notion of loving barrie with
regard to artistic practice and I recall this metaphor now because the way in which I
played with the following visual symbol did involve hours of tedious, yet loving
snuggle in positioning the various data in what might be appropriate locations in such a
visual symbol.

I am also very aware of how much my own physical environment

influences my thin.lc.ing and how I am balancing the visual forces on the page SO that
there is some sense of order that allows us to grasp the total symbol while also enticing
us to follow the path of arrows that flows up the page (as neurons might flow through a
person) through the social practices, through the snuggle zone, through the networks,
through the transformative interpreter/imagination to be released back to the coin of
Discourses-Physical Environment to begin again.

The notion of pathways involves the use of a conduit metaphor, that, based on the
physical act of carrying something from here to there or moving from one point to
another, allows us, or an object. to reach a destination, and thus I use arrows to direct
the percolation of forces fuelled by various stimuli that might come from discourses, or
the physical environment. or both. In Section 33 we discussed perception theories that
appear to be situated between sense-darum and adverbialist vieW]Xlints.
feasible

(0

It seems

question wby we cannot consider reconciling the two approacbes as

suggested in Figure 4.13?

Our bodily involvement in following paths to move from one destination 10 another
involves an understanding of orientation in space and directionality whilst also
employing visual memory, visual association and awareness of figure/ground
differentiation. Through practising these physical competencies throughout our life we
become so oblivious to their complexity that we often overlook the wonder of how we
understand a line of thought that relies on its very existence within our bodily abilities
and we easily understand implied line in a drawing as a path the eye follows.
The notion of following paths has peculiar personal application to the way in which I
gravitate to landscape painting in particular. Having spent most of my life in a rural
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environment where tracking animals was normal routine, such as bringing the cows in
for milking, mustering sheep and horse riding, the ability to see the ground and
recognise signs was a necessary part of survival. One learnt to read the freshness of a
hoofprint and hear the stillness of an animal hiding in the bush in a manner more
profound than looking and listening which may explain ways in which, when painti.ng, I
move back and forth between scanning the landscape. for example Dargonelly

Waterhole ·(Plate 1), and scrutinising details. for example, Lethbridge's Creek No 2
(Plate 2). In fact this latter painting. Lethhridge's Creek No 2 is a detail of a detail as
we can see when looking at Lethbridge's Creek No.1 (Plate 6) that shows a wider
perspectival view of the same section of the creek. However, if one were to visit this
particular spot, it is possible that we might not recognise it 'as that in the image.

According to Salomon (1979) the notion of repetition is necessary for the neurons in the
brain to fonn a pattern through regular firing and thus the similarity between one's
stored mental schema of the referent is more important than similarity or dissimilarity
to the real thing. Siess's (1981: 144) discussion d mathematical concepts and diagrams

also highlights the Rvisual system's exceptional capacity for using pattern". Further
force is given to this conjecture by Salso (1994) who argues that the brain classifies the
neural messages from the eye into simple patterns which are then placed in their context
for further processing. The concept of pattern implies regularity which, Van Gelder and

Port (1996) strongly argue, is demonstrated in their model of geometric dynamic
cognitive systems that evolve over time according to some rule. Emphasis is placed on
the total state as one unfolding over time in which everything simultaneously affects
everything else.

Does this mean that creativity is possible for everyone because stored image·schemata
structures are already in the head awaiting connections. elaboration and extension
through the use of imagination or interpreter modules? If this is so, these arguments
open up areas for new debate about personal expression as an intuitive response that is
strongly promoted by many artists, art educators and art critics. and personal experience
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that involves sensory perception as the first step in a complex, simultaneous activation
of neura] signals and their analysis that compels us to think in a different way.

Might this mean that we can dis miss notions of intuition, sixth sense or magic from our

concept of artistic behaviour? If we do reject these notions, can we explain how Utere
appear to be some things that a person cannot learn whereas another person seems to
accomplish the task with ease? Gardner (1993) talks of multiple intelligences that are
the raw biological potentials within a person, and Gordon (1961), Petrie (1981) ,

Ambeim (1986), Rosenb1an (1968) and Salomon (1979) discuss the way in which
symbol systems vary as to the mental skills they require for information extraction and
processing. Much is also made of practice that develops various skiUs to such an extent
that Gee's (1992) sixth sense or Gordon's (1961) good intuition come into play. Thus, it
can be suggested that some people do appear to be endowed with more raw biological
potential in some areas than in others.

If this is not the case how do we explain

giftedness that Gagne (1993: SO) says "is superior natural abilities whichever way they

will be developed"? Perhaps the answer lies in Vygotsky's (1971: 37) reference to
Tolstoy's notion of "intoxication" whereby "small instants" transform something from
being ordinary into something special. We can argue that this involves certain degrees
of feel that come from the way in which stored schema are called upon to enrich raw
potential and, it is this magic of making something special, that many people can
exhibit in different areas to different degrees. However, giftedness is not to be confused

with talent that, according to Gagne (1993), is a distinctly superior perfonnance that is
developed progressively through hours of practice in any field of activity.

No one can really tell us exactly how, when and why the schema emerge; we do not
know why our minds have chosen to recommend a certain expectation or

cou~

of

action. However, Van Gelder and Port (1996: 331) suggest that a system is dynamical
in the sense that "changes are a function of the forces operating within it" and they offer
some very basic facts for consideration as follows:
... that cognitive processes always unfold in real time; that theiT behaviors are
pervaded by both continuities and discretenesses; that they are composed of
MCJo/Ilighting in Moffatt: Restructuring An As Personal
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multiple subsystems which are simultaneously active and interacting; that their
distinctive kinds of structure and complexity are not present from the very first
moment, but emerge over time; that cognitive processes operate over many
time scales, and events at different time scales interact; and that they are
embedded in a real body and environment (Van Gelder and Port, 1996: 340)

The problem remains for us to organise energies and forces that we encounter i,n an
effort to anive at understanding and meaningful interaction with things outside us.
Within the dynamic system it is proposed that we evolve over time according to rules.
If this is the case, what happens to our soul , that complex, undefinable, flucruating

something that, according to Peirce (1978) allows us to resolve contradictions, tension
and instability through internalization of the structures of the social world? Or, if as
Gordon (1961) and Gee (1992) contend. soul is achieved through practice andlor
holding various positions in social space so that we perceive and appreciate the physical
and social world more intensely. does this mean that we can somehow modify
dynamical rules? How is it possible for linkage between a temporal system such as day
to day living and an atemporal system such as using imaginative capacity? As proposed

by Van Gelder and Port (1996). the relevant.aspect of the cognitive system itself must
be given a dynamical account that allows investigation into the interaction between the

targeted aspect and the more central processes. In other words. we may be able to
recognise relationships that emerge in a macroscopic order and complexity from
microscopic behaviour through understanding that dynamical descriptions of the bixly
and the environment unfold over time in which cognitive functions occur in the same

time frame.

Thus. in attempting to understand the temporal functions of the body and envirorunent.
we need to recognise how the cognitive system is interactive with these temporal
systems in controlling essentially temJXlral bodily movements such as reactions to
sensory input that cause us to speak and move. In a continuing and repetitive process,
dynamics is dri ven further inward through temporal input and output systems to the
mind as motion. If this the case. whereby the mind acts in conceIt with body and
environment. we can argue that the body is similarly in motion and thus. any
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Suggestions of accidental embodiment as proposed by Langer (1957), may be seen to
deny the reciprocal relation of body and mind.

It is ?JSsible that Arnheim's (1986: 125) argument, that the first instrument to seIVe all
wilful human activity is the hUman body because it allows us the "means of gaining
tangible presence to the images conceived by the mind", is plausible.

However,

Amheim's (1986) consideration lhat the body. "like every other tool, acting as an
intermediary and translator, (it) bas its own idiosyncrasies" leads us to believe that the

body is secondary to the mind. We can question which is the dominant force. It can be
argued that the important first step is that in which the images, conceived by the mind,
primarily draw from the workings of the body in stimulating the cognitive tools in the
head to allow us the means of gaining mental presence of bodily being through
language. In this scenario lhe body is seen as an inlegmJ component in the on-going
process of mind-body percolating flow. This raises the question of what means we
employ to orchestrate an experiential-mental symphony of being.
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4.2 Let's Talk Metaphorically.

In arguing that our total lxxly is our primary

[QOJ

closest to the world that surrounds it,

we cannot ignore the total sensory system that oolJects the initial input data that we need to
make selections from in decicling whe!.her, for example, an artwork is a painti!l8 or
sculpture, whether it is in front, above or behind us, and whether it hangs on a wall or
stands in a garden. Having reached a conclusion we may then want to let someone else
know about our findings and to do this we need some form of communication. Let us
suppose, however, that we have no idea what an artwork is, but we find this thing
interesting enough that it gains our attention.

While we may not know what an artwork is, we may nevertheless have had personal
experience with oollecting things, like bowerbirds. to adorn · ourselves or our
surroundings. Based on our perronal experience we may perhaps term the artwork as a
collectable, we may go out to find other people who have collectables and, we may then

discover that this thing that caught our attention is called an artwork, but not only an
artwork. it is a particular kind of artwork. it is a sculpture because it occupies three
dimensional space. In fact, people do collect artworks and refer to important collections
as those in which exemplary models are amassed. One has only to look at the array of art
galleries throughout the world to recognise that an oollections do playa very imp:>Itant
role in amassing collectable objects.

It can be suggested that the term collection emanates from bodily functions of hunting
and gathering that ensure survival, and, the more selective we are, the better we survive
and !.hus our collections imply some sort of status symbol. that, it can be further
suggested, few people would align with the basic animal instinct to mark a territory as in
collecting the terrain through displays of aggression, and the accumulation of herd

subordinates as an army to ensure surviva1.
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It is arguable that our input data. based on what we perceive, is sufficiently strong to

motivate us to investigate the thing thus leading us to find a group of like-minded people
comprising a club in which we might serve an apprenticeship that might allow us to
understand more about the fonnal principles of, in this case, the Art Discourse. Scholes
(1985: en) considers that language is a means for talking about these things that have
sufficient presence to "force language to accommodate them" which, in Johnson's (1987)
terms, is seen as imposing.a certain intentionality 00 signs or, as wolT ( 1987) suggests,
allows us to form symbolic structures that correlate with preconcepmai structures in
everyday life.

An important aspect of using Janguage according to Deely (1982: 111), lies in the way in
which "post-linguistic structures", such as discourses, come into existence on the basis of
language, and, once established and assimilated in a behavioural way in the society, "redescend" into the sphere of simple perception and pre-linguistic experience. accounted for
in animal experience.

In other words, our cognitive ability, and in particu1ar our

imaginative capacity, allows us to comprehend a network of unreal relations and
associations that offer a substitute for the actual primary experience from whence they
came, and this de facto identification in its tum acts as a primary experience_ The crux of
this argument may be referred back to the notions of primed predicates (Brewer: 1998)
and vicarious experience (Josephson: 1996), where, in Section 3.4, we saw how secondhand experience might allow us to identify with another's action or way of thinking.

However, Josephson's (1996: 199) emphasis on the way in which the media ''will
become a txxJy of vicarious experiences" through creating a shared culrure of stories,
highlights her contention that narrative thought is more primitive ''than the rational
thought promoted by Fine Art aesthetics" (1996: 114).

To an artist, this argument

metaphorically brings to mind a cauldron of rational aesthetics consumed by the Fine Art
God wbo, like the ancient Celtic goo Daghda. may fmd itself impotent to inteI3ct with

emerging basic needs that, some argue. many people are re-discovering. While it can be
agreed that much popular art, and advertising in particular, is used to persuade people into
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believing that a dream of being other than they are is possible, it is debatable whether
forms of association, made possible through story telling, position narrative thought as
"primitive" while elevating aeslhetic thought to the status of rational superiority.

On the contrary, if we look at Peirce's argument (1978a), we find that, more often· than

not, reasoning is determined by the conclusion (or excuse) that stems from satisfying
unconscioUs instincts to explain behaviour, and thus reason appeals to sentiment

In

other words, we tell the best story because our survival (staDlS) is at stake, and this, in
being a matter of vital importance, compels us to act upon our belief. On the other band,

if we are truly devoted to the experimental in which nothing is really important because
we are not wedded to conclusions, we do not need beliefs (accepted propositions) such as

a theory of aesthetics.

We can agree with Josephson's (1996: 114) argwnent that the "rational thought promoted
by Fine Art aesthetics" explains certain behaviour. However, we can argue that such
explanations of certain behaviour, appeal lO ' our very primitive need to survive in a
particular situation, whereas narration, story-telling and dreams offer realms of
experimentation and fantasy in which nothing is important, nothing is invested, and thus
nothing can be lost It is untenable to call this way of thinking

"primitive" ~

perhaps

naive. perhaps escapist., and maybe sophisticated in ways in which the fabric of
postmodem vision acknowledges "[W]e are such stuff As dreams are made on, , ....
(Shakespeare, The Tempest. Act IV, Scene I, 156-157) so that we might sleepwalk
through life until the myths of the media become so familiar that we become conscious of
self because of its absence,

Thus it can be argued that these media myths present new ways for finding ways of
structuring art as personal experience. While we can agree with Josephson (1996: 209)
that "another dark age", in which a small conlrolling literate e1ite resides. is probable,
nevertheless, we can argue that the role of stories in which personal association is
possible forms the springboard for making the strange so familiar that we win then find
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ways yet again to make it strange through using metaphor, metonymy and mental imagery

baSed on personal associations.

If personal association springs from physical experience, does this mean that perception
is always bodily even though what we perceive may be cognitiveJy separated?·

In

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we investigated theories of perception and the environmental
context

In Section 3.3,

it was argued that

roth

direct and indirect stimuli activate the

imaginative tools in the head to various degrees depending on the force of the stimulus.
In Section 3.4, we probed models of mental processes employed by people in coping
with, and responding to. input data from the environment that involves strategies of
accepting primed predicates, immersion in vicarious experience and delusion through
self-deception and akrasia. Emerging arguments, that seek to explain behaviour from a
computational viewpoint, (Churchland, 1996: Van Gelder and Pon, 1996), highlight the
changing nanu'e of the debate in which the role of the sioguJar person cannot be
satisfactorily identified. However, it can be argued. that perception is always bodily and
rognitive processes cannot rome into being without a bead which is part of the body.
Our interest now turns to ways in which our embodiment affects ways in which we might

get ideas from inside the head to the outside.

For example, Rosenberg (1983) draws attention to the possibility of two observers
viewing a visual scene that would furnish experiences to each that shared numbers of
identical components as weU as numbers that differed by a negligible or unimportant
amount Or perhaps, similarities might be due to the internal states of the individuals.
However, the important point in this example is , that it is not the actual experience of
perceiving (a

pre~linguistic

structure) that may be compared, but the telling (post-

linguistic structure) about the experience and. it is in the physical experience of telling that
we search our network of unreal relations and associations to find the best substitute, the
best story that, in being the event of the moment, is a primary experience. In trying to
talk about, describe or explain what we have inside the head, it can be argued that we
resort to the use of figurative language which allows us to tell the best story.

The
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question now must be asked - how de we det.ennine what elements of verbal and visual
language will enrich, embellish our best story?

Gordon ( 1961) , Rumelhart (1981), Paivio (1981), Johnson (1987) and Lakoff (1987)
consider that metaphor is nanual and widespread in our speech and that nonliteraJ speech
may be the very basis for competency in using language because it derives from analogy

based on experiential situations.

They argue that the processes involved in

comprehension of nonfigwative language are no less dependent o n knowledge of the
world than those involved in figurative language. Beyond primary concepts relating to
our physical location in time and space, we can get such metaphorical expressions as "a
stable of artists", "outside the law", "chasing rainbows"" "spinning yarns" and many
othen; that various literary critics might argue are simply words, not necessarily graphic
images or any additional arbitrary. vague and imprecise meanings brought by the reader.

We can agree that we cannot picture these concepts in a literal sense, however, Paivio
(1981: 150) argues that metaphor highlights semantic creativity through which we can
create and understand novel linguistic combinations that may be literal nonsense.

Nevertheless, this is only possible if we have some prior understanding of the
significance of the metaphor. For example, in talking of Romanesque buildings, Gowans
(1981: 332) draws attention to the function of a building as a "visual metaphor of virtuous
Roman republican society restored and rejuvenated by an established Christian church",
and the later Gothic church as a metaphor for "transforming the world into heaven-onearth". But we have no way of understanding the significance of the metaphor unless we
understand the social context of the Romanesque and Gothic times and the religious
practices permeating the community. Other interesting visual metaphors highlighted by
Gowans (1981: 333-357) include the way in which the design of automobiles in the
1930s was conceived as a "hollow rolling sculpture-. -the spirit of the age" and fmally a
humanised machine; furniture design expressed gradations of authority with the arm
chair as the most authoritative (ldnship to the throne), and television soap operas became
the -domestic idyll".
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These metaphorical examples refer to combinations of object atttibuleS that, in
juxtapOSition, highlight the intrinsic quality of the individual things which exist in their
own right However, the qualities are accenruated through opposition. For example. we
might suggest that the notion of solid stone as a delicate tendril window frame encasing
sparkling jewels of stained glass in Gothic cathedrals combines two very disparate
materials that the metaphor ''heaven-on-earth'' echoes in its combination of disparate
concepts. By this I mean that the real nature of stone material suggests mass. weight and
solidity that is contradicted in Gothic architecture whereby it is used to suggest delicacy.
lightness and an ethereal quality thus evoking a sense of the spiritual within the earthly
form, a heaven-on~earth.

Thus we can agree with VygolSky's (1971) premise that art requires a special emotional
thinking that asserts the dominance of material over artistic form because it is only in how
things are combined that any artistic fonn is possible. In arguing for the psychology of
art, Vygotsky (1971: 248) considers that art is an "indispensable discharge of nervous

energy and a complex method of finding an·equilibrium between our organism and the
environment in critical instances of our behaviour" .

It can be argued that making an has always been an integta! part of enhancing survival

and, as a consequence, is a basic way of drawing attention to various concerns of the
body through making one aspect stand out from other more mundane aspects.

Both

Dissanayake (1992) and Gowans (1981) investigate the ways in which people throughout
time have endeavoured to draw attention to things that have significance to their
functioning in a society and thus their survival. Whether it be to use a visual sign to stand
for something else, or to tell stories, or to beautify some artefact, or to deliberately
persuade someone to embrace an ideology, demonstrates the human proclivity to
differentiate imIX>rtant things from the not so important things.

From an artist's perspective, Clark's (1998) argument that visual strategies can be used as
inner surrogates in the absence of direct environmentaJ control , highlights the important
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function the mind in the OOdy performs in allowing us to play around with possible may-

beSt and it can be argued that these may-bes are grounded in personal experience.
However. postmooem. technological society seems to constantly question the validity of
what we think, and our chaJIenge is now to steer our personal ship of state through the

digital alphabet that, Lovejoy (1989: 20T) claims, may disrupt our sense of reality gained
[rom direct experience where, instead. our "tele-selves become our

rea]

selves" and we

lose our private selves in publicity. Her observation that we "tum on the felly to see if it's
raining" is alanning in its actuality. Equally alanning is Josehpson 's (1996: 219) notion

that we may create the ultimate post-mooem computer imitation "idol" to serve our need
for expert advice and satisfy our sense of spiritual loss.

In Section 4.1, we discussed the notions of vicarious experience. comfortable familiariry
and hidden units when looking at the way in whicb we play around with the tools in the
head. [f we now look at these same notions from a perspective of playing around with
embodiment, we can see how important metaphorical projections are to the physical
experience of telling our best story. Josephson's (1996: 111) main argument seems to
arise from her contention that the use of conventional images. for example the work of
Norman Rockwell. is a ploy to encourage viewers to "image themselves relating" to what
is depicted in the image so that everyone feels good as they "walk through a simulated
experience" that panders to people "who think dominantly through narration". We can

accept her argument. that "mhe mental response to television, movies. and other Popular
An is passive. It is like absorbing daydreams produced by someone else", only if all
people remain passive.

However, on the other hand, 5olso (1994: 258), in talking about the work of the same
artist (Rockwell), takes a completely different point of view. Rather than concentrating
on the way in which the image may be used to elicit a response, he looks at the way in
Which a person uses the image to employ "hidden units" of association that allow them to
associate with the image. This procedure was noted in Section 4 .1, and again we might
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highlight the struggle between being passive or active beings that can be seen as the crux
of the matter.

We can agree with Josephson (1996) that advertising is a powerful medium, and that
persons employed in what ManhaJl (1997: 596) tenns "busno-power"', are intent on
manipulating persons into being "autonomous choosers and consumers" who may
confront a rnnge of choices already determined from outside and, in this way, the choice
is really a non..event in lhat the chooser bas no option but to acquiesce to covert
manipulation. However, Solso's (1994: 258) discussion of fthiclden units ft stored in the
mind, suggests that these schema allOW us to infer beyond swface things such as
television screens and, while Jobnson (1987: 87) argues that our metaphorical projections
move from the bodily sense to the mental , epistemic or logical domains which is a natural
progression, we can suggest that the world we now live in is quite unnatuIal and thus we
may fmd that we move from the mental domains back to the bodily sense. in other words
our world is becoming so hyperreaI through the poweJful and influential use of
technological machines that we appear to be"losing contact with our actual bodily senses
and the challenge, according to Clark (1998), is to take our external scaffolding seriously.
His argument, regarding the task of visual strategies for controlJing behaviour, opens up
areas of debate regarding the way in which we use linguistic rehearsal to enable us to
attend to details of our own thoughts.

It can be argued that, in seeking the best mode of expression, we search our vocabulary
for appropriate signs that are relevant, accessible and meaning-giving to the person
involved in the experience and thus we use metaphorical projections emanating from our
bodily functions. Bul, if much of our bcxlily involvement is being displaced by machines
and the media, is it necessary to re-discover it, or will our evolving technological
environment demand new fonns of machine-ment?

It can be suggested that, in times

when there was a scarcity of machines, these were highly prized objects of curiosity,
prestige and power.

Is it not possible that in our world where machines are now so
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readily available that our natural instincts and txxiily skills may become a scarcity and
thus unique and highly prized as once was the machine?

Dissanayake (1992: 137) draws attention to the way in which twentieth-cenrury Western
artists "have typically been concerned with making art more natural (using ordinary
materials from daily life or depicting humble, trivial, or vulgar subjects) and showing that
the naruraJ ; when regarded aesthetically, is really art". She goes further to deride the
practice of "claiming that the trivial and simple is equal to the demanding and complex"
which she sees as a present day unprecedented concern when, fonnerly, art's raison
d'etre lay in its specialness and ctifTerencefrom life. This notion is supported by Whea.le
(1995: 56) who considers that the natural is another category of commodity in
posonodemity, "interesting only because of its increasing scarcity value".

We can argue that maJdng an more naturrJl may be an inruitive move to reclaim our actua1
sense of connectedness to our bcxlies and the world around us. The plural and radical
narure of current art practice may be interpreted as that in which artists draw ideas about
tectmique, subject matter and materials from the supennaI'ket of the world in such a way

that the nonns of our own society are questioned. Chong Weng-Ho (1994: 11-14), in
talking of artworks in Kuala Lumpur, says the "ghost" of alien cultures. "northern"
colours, ctifferent physiognomies, physiques and beliefs haunt the work of young artists
who incorporate nco-Pop, conceprual installations and lots of ooilage into artworks. He
refers to this as a basic and profound problem for Malaysia's three racial groups, -all of
whom own old art traditions" , while at the same time all of whom have been seduced by
Western culnu-e that even in the -bending and borrowing" does not fit, but instead inhibits
any new heritage.

In like fasmon Australian artists borrow extensively from European and Asian cultures,
and DeJarueUe (1993: 4) no tes a sense of loss and semiotic confusion in the work of
many artists.

We could almost be amongst the lost souls of the post-revolutionary
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reaction and the dying Romantic Movement denying its myth of the perfectibility of
humankind, where the artist stood:
a stranger in this breathing world,
(Byron, 1814, Lara, XVIII. 3)

It can be argued that this stnlngeness needs to

re made familiar and,

by re-descending

into the sphere of simple perception and pre-linguistic experience advocated by Deely
(1982), we might understand how a person is embedded in a community. a cu1nrre and an
historical context that reflects on the present, rather than oommodifies our past.

In my own process of making artworks, metaphors of tracks, pathways, trails and maps
are embedded in stories and memories that keep percolating inside my mind and the
ricbn~

of the brew depends on the place, atmosphere and time of my Ixxiily situation.

Similarly, when working with students, as discussed in Section 1.4, I rely heavily on my

ability to offer and encourage metaphorical suggestions through which students might
link persona1 associations 10 not only their own artwork. but also to the work of other
artists. This does involve story-telling; it does involve interested pleasure;

it does

stimulate thoughts aoout self; and it does allow people to project themselves into the art.

It does all the things that Josephson (1996: 112) accuses Popular Art of doing in
relegating art to "emotional engagement, and namuive thought" as distinct from the
rational, objective, detached thinking of Fine Art.

Her contention that the "thinking

stimulated by an made for popular taste is not about ideas, history. aesthetics, or an"
might be seen as having nothing to do with art, but a lot 10 do with the institution of aIt.
and the institution of advertising which, as discussed in Section 3.4 fotnls part of the
oonteXl in which we make art. We can argue that with the invention of the camera, artists
found another tool to play with as some artists are now finding that computers, fIlm and
television may be similarly played with as tools to use in imitating something, telling
stories, beautifying things and persuading people. Might it not be that emotional

engagement, and narrative thought are fundamental to these processes? Is it possible
that such methods, in relying on narrative thought and association, might provide a means
of relocating art as personal experience in its proper ecological niche?
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The following visual representation, Figure 4.2.1, suggests a visual representation of
boW we might see body and mind as an orchestration of the unstable components in the
playground of environment in which a person determines how infonnation is
foregrounded or backgrounded at the time of telling depending on what happens in the
strUggle zone. If the meaning of something lies in the p:>tential it has be to interpreted,

we can argue that linguistic and visual encoding allow people to play memory games thai.
emanate from the way in which one is compelled 10 think at a particular time, and thus
methOO.s of encoding are changing and fluid depending on bodily experiences.

In

attempting to depict the reciprocal percolation of bodily experiences and mental
representations as an organic fountain of forces and, in giving linguistic expression to this
idea, I employ metaphor. In using such words as orchestration, playground and fountain
of forces I want to capture a sense of Dufrenne's (1980) lOVing battle as discussed in

Section 3.6. What other words might we use to suggest such an idea so that another
person might imagine wbat is meant? What other means could we use to articulate the
ineffable?

It can be argued that metaphoric projection is fundamental to making

connections between what goes on in the body and how we use the tools in the head to
conduct the game of embodiment which, as we shall see in Chapter Six of this research,
entails an investigation into my own experience of making art.

From a visual perspective, such metaphors as orchestration, playground and fountain of
forces evoke mental images of energetic teamwork that., while it may not always be

predictable, implies a cyclic panem of ebb and flow as suggested through the use of oval
motifs and arrows in Figure 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.2.1 Interconnectedness of Body, Mind and Environment.
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4.3

Getting Personal.

This section fonns a link between ideas from the literature and my own thinking and
doing. As mentioned previously in Sections 2.1, 3.1 and 3.6, as self researcher-artist, I
am both the hunter and the hunted and, also as an artist-teacher I am subjective . and
objective, and so we might try to understand how the two of me has different viewpoints
from time to time. At times I am not aware of a viewpoint when acting on the spur of lhe

moment so to speak. Some might call this a spontaneous or intuitive action, done without
thinking. However, I am beginning to wonder whether normal people can act without
thinking. Until now I had not contemplated the implications of the phrase. spur of the

moment, but now, in thinking about it in this context, I realise its possible basis.

I

mentioned horse riding in Section 4.2 and, if we think about the act of applying spurs to
the side of the horse to urge' on. direct and control its movements, we must also realise
how immediate this action must be because, often, one's swvival depends on the exact,
instantaneous application of the spur. Too early or too lare can spell disaster. One does
not, one cannot, take the time to think things through because this would be a waste of
time. Past experiences, and in my case various accidents, have already established a way
of thinking and resp:mding in my mind and thus I act without inventing the thinking
necessary in this sort of situation because the thought"and action are meshed into one.

At other times I am engaged in thinking through something in my head whilst listening to
whispers from the past and, in an effort to clarify concepts and recognise my own
motivation for doing things, I tend to draw diagrams so that I might see my ideas
develo ping. In a way, this is like watching one's own interpreter doing the interpreting,
somewhat like doing preliminary sketches so that the various forces of an argument might
be JXlSitioned as one positions motifs on a page and, in the arranging, we can see more
clearly the metaphorical weigh[ of various elements before going ahead with the final
work. Because I am not wired with electronic gadgets that can plot the immediacy of my
neuraJ firing while wo rking, I can only tell about has-beens but, in the telling I am
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thinking anew and. in searching my network of associations. I recall various elements to
make my story best at that moment in time.

For example, in thinking alx)Ut our capacity to imagine things I wonder how things get
inside a singular person in the first place so that they might actually experience something
as a consequence of who and what they are. Is it that associations based on previous
actions and thinking playa vital part in directing the traffic of the mind? In my own case
the notion of a ripple effcctlike those caused when, as children, we threw stones into a
dam. beckoned me to think of ideas in a similar fashion.

But beyond the action. I

remember the context

Usually when mustering, we stopped to have lunch at the dam and my father would draw
us maps on the ground with a stick to plot our course for a day's mustering and thus
memories of the ripples and the dirt map coa1esce into my preliminary sketch. (Figure
4.3.1). of how our mind might work. The text within and around the circles shows my
debate with myself which represents my argwnent with ideas from the literature that cause

me to take the time and effort to become more familiar with how we might think about the
process of perception.
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Original Thought Process in Attempting to Visualise Concept or Discourses.
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However. the pictorial configw-ation of circles does not portray the notion I have in my

bead of things layering one on

top of the other, like veils of wateroolour that 1 use to

enrich a particular motif in a painting. The circles in the diagram seem to give the effect
of result. rather than a sense of on:"going glimpses of how we might see things in a
fountain. Nevertheless. the diagram was a beginning. From it came many hours of
tinkering with sketches in my mind aocmt the notion of personal experience and what it

had to do with making artworks.

From as long as I can remember I have drawn and painted and been vitally interested in
stories. In retrospect I now realise that

~s

passion stemmed from an environment in

which my father drew maps and pictures for us as children and told the most wonderful
stories each night before going to bed. The stories and pictures were not from books. but
emanated from our surroundings. our lifestyle and our need to survive on the land and, as
such, formed the vital primary discourse into which I was enculrurated.

Various secondary discourses have played. and oontinue to play. significant roles in
stimulating my behaviour, beliefs and attitudes and, over the years, motherhood,
academic achievement and teaching have played major roles. These roles demanded a
movement away from self as the pivotal focus in similar fashion to the way in which the
land had always made us aware of our own insignificance in the face of drought. bush
frres and floods. And yet, survival of the individual requires what Peirce (l978a: 33)
calls an

~inward power~

that forms an alliance between ideas in the mind and the Jaws of

nature.

The more I thought about these concepts. as played with in Chapter Three. I began to
visualise a type of percolation effect alluded to in the lower section of my original
diagram, Figure 4.3 .1.

Thus I started to re-configure the influences and effects on a

singular person because I do feel a need to locate myself within the pathway of incoming
and outgoing forces that motivate my actions. J spent many hours playing with visual
COnfigwations in an effoI1lO link thoughts and actions and hence my tinkering becomes a
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cacophonous argument as Figures 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 represent.

However, if we are

delving into perronal experience, the notions of playing around with ideas and evidence
of the strUggle are vital ingredients in searching for some schema or panem that might
lead to clarification as most of the time I am aware of the cluner in my mind that takes
time for me to sift through. I mention this now because it may give some insight into the
way in which I work in my studio when J:Wnting where my physical environment gets
equally cluttered with tables positioned around me, sketches, photographs and slides
dwnped in untidy piles, dozens of small 35 mI plastic slide containers filled with varying
degrees of diluted pigment, numerous containers of water, six or seven brushes in use
almost simultaneousl}!, sponges, tissue paper and coffee to hand, and music playing.
Without this clutter, I could not work because eacb object; like each word, is a friendly
tool that helps me play with ideas. But for me the playing must be a solo game.

I remember once I was working on a large acrylic triptych of three separate canvases
totally three metres in length arranged on easels. In this way I could walk along the beach

image as it emerged beneath my hands. My son entered the studio and sat quietly in the
big old armchair snuggled in a corner, and watched with silent eyes. He made no noise
and, as I had my back to the door, I did not see nor hear his entry but I felt his presence
and I became aware of such a strong tension rising inside me I was forced to stop
working as the doors to my soul closed. This continues to happen if another presence
invades my playground while I am painting. Many eyes may watch a demonstration, but
the loving battle with my own images must be a solo affair. I cannot explain this, but I
do know that the effort to find new ways of visually telling my story does take

ooncenttated single-minded energy that needs its own space.

Figure 4.3.2 shows the evolving process of visualising concepts from my on-going
dialogue with the literature where the notion of percolation in the mind is becoming
clearer. I now use a metaphorical egg motif to suggest the two hemispheres of the brain
which contain the cognitive tools that receive darafrom Primary Discourses, and Memory
and Meaning embedded in Secondary Discourses that, through Social Practices, cause
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our neurons in the brnin to fire. The arrows show the organic movement of life forces
cirCulating through the Interpreter and Scientific Principles to the Singular Person who,
through some action, causes some now of mcxlified data back to whence it originated.

Connectionism -Ism divide between theory and practice.

Left

Person talkS & acts in certain ways

One has to produce

Person determines how
information is
toregrOL.r'lded or
baCkgtoL.nded at time at
telling - episodes are in
the telling. In linguistic
encoding '" i0oi to play

another text, a translation
of first text and its cues
into a "i8J"9.lage' to give
meaning to the first text
-> and into another text
etc. etc.

memay games
• crucial elements are
Morality consists in the
. loIkore at ngt1t conduct •
leads to conservatism
(Peirce p.2,)

( CognitIVe Tools

these Interpretive
prac!ices and how we
acquire them. (Gee p.'4)
(Bloom also)

"'' ' ' "

Hidden t.rits mediate
between world &

.. element Of

_ .rO

processes,
attention, pattern

general cognitive

discrimination, line

fUnctions

serve as correcting

Primary Discourses

MEMORY & MEANING
- how something is r8CX)Ql"'isecl as
meaningfUl in spedfic ways v«thin

prac:tices of specific social groups ->
if you are a member you get the

SECONDARY DISCOURSES

serves to apprentice new members; helps form
"folk theories"

[

Figure 4.3.2 Evolving Process of 'Visualising' Concepts from the literature.
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The following figure, Figure 4.3.3, suggests a further process of visuaiising a connection
betWeen the thoughts of Peirce (1880s) and Gee (1992). Again my written notes within
the visual representation allow me to debate and clarify issues in a type of on going
visual/verbal monologue.

Soul is an internalization of the structures of the social world.
Consciousness is qualities of feelings.
Experience consists W1 sense perception. It is the special field of experience
to acquaint us with events, with changes of perception that entail effort.

'Fi[GHTHEMISPHERE

aM

ItrolS LEFT side of
bodyNONNERBAl processl
,ttention, pattern and
,und discrimination.

Mod....
expectations, actions
dedsions, emotions

through language.
SpeciaUses in
constructing "folk

Cognitive Tools
in the head
to

theories".

React/respond

Sensory Input Units .-

streng1h of signals ..
element of struggle

forcible modification of
ways of thinmg.

The mearing of something is the the potential it has to be intefpreted.
A person determines how information is foregrounded Of backgrounded at the time of tening.
Episodes are in the teOing, in the tinguiStic encodilg that allows people to play memory

games.
to produce soomer text, a translation of the nrst text and its cues, into a "language"
to give meaning to the first text This text then has 10 pass through the same procedUre to
another text which then becomes a "first" text, translated to anottler text and so on. The
crucial elements are these interpretive practices and how we acquire them.
One has

Figure 4.3.3 The Process Of Visualising A Connection Between The Thoughts
Of Peirce (1978) And Gee (1992)
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A further mooification of my visual/verbal debate traces the way in which I developed the
notion of personal experience from the perspectives of both artist and viewer whereby
production, interpretation and translation of artistic works follow different flowpaths as
proposed in Figure 4.3.4.

ARTIST

VIEWER

ART

MEANING & MEMORY

n.

SECONDAAYD~COURSES

MEANING & MEMORY
viewer picks up some 01 the

SECONDARY DISCOURSES

mrtds is a CQI'11pie}[
~

...."""""

Figure 4.3.4 Visualisation of Processes of Artistic Interpretation and Translation

I find that, in playing with these visual configurations, I am starting to recognise the
interplay of wider environmental influences performing in concert with the primary laws
of nature, and how making art is a process of making special in the sense of seeking out
something that is physically, sensuously and emotionally satisfying and pleasurable to
humans.

In doing this I am aware of the need to control various forces through
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comprehension of, and negotiation with, my environment and, this way of thinking, and
my teaChing practices, makes me more aware of differences berween the ways in which
many artists work.

For many, art is seen as self-expression, while for

othe~

art is

primarily a means of personal experience. From my point of view, I tend towards the

latter whereby I become involved in events that might change my perception of things in
forcing me to become immersed to a degree lhat the power of the event modifies my
behaviour.

I use the word mcdify because the change evolves over time. It is as though the forces in
my experience playa game of thrust and parry in my head, and like an eagle circling its
prey, the something in my head waits for the moment of coUision between the forces that
causes the change. I do not think change has to be radically different though it may

appear so at times. My work takes new directions tbrough methods of transfonning and
weathering the sensory input signals and., in many cases, I will re-work an image by
layering new ideas upon those already existing. This process has evolved from my study
ofliterarure and languages in which new fonns emerge beside, around and within older
traditions and, in like manner, my use of watercolours has made me aware of the power
of floating veils of colour one upon the other to form illusory depths in the painting. This

process may become clearer as I talk my way through my work.
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cHAPTER FIVE: PACKING FOR ACTION.
5.1: The External Context: A Survival Kit.

It can be argued that a crisis now exists in coming to grips with a world of artificial

images which threaten to replace the commitment, passion and effort integral to making
meaningful artworks.

If this is the case, we ntight suggest three possibilities for

identifying who we are.

Firstly, there is the passive and somewhat confused conswner seeking instant
gratification, secondly, the thinking, intelligent, yet highly constrained person, and
thirdly the decision-making agent. Much of the literature suggests that the first state is
predominant in our society with the second causing interest amongst some researchers
who seek to counter a growing loss of agency amongst artists within our society.

However, the third state, in which emphasis is taken off end results and placed on

personal volition offers an area for investigation that has particular interest to artists
because, it can be argued, the commodification of images (and all associated uappings of
the cu1ture industry) sacrifices the integrity and vision that is the life-blood of artistic
experience.

I argue that experience is a'very singular thing and consequently that it is the similarity of
interpretation and inference that allows like-minded people to converge as a group even
when they emtxxiy temporary mO<X1s and personalities that can be appropriated by
anyone and worn as a different, new self. This raises the question of locating identity
and reality amongst the proliferation of individualities parading on multiple and
fragmented surfaces of our multicultural society. It also raises the question of how a
singular person might experience old and new anforms with some degree of personal
relevance and commiUnent when

art

has been so radically transformed whereby we seek

reassurance, advice and the meaning of life within a scenario as passive consumers.
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However. meaning might lie in the collective biological capacities of our physical and

social experiences as living beings in which two basic structures in preoonceptuaJ
experience appear to be stable. Firstly. there are basic-level categories defined by the
convergence of our gestalt perception dealing with figure/ground differentiation. shape
recognition and part-whole structures. our capacity for bodily movement. and our ability
to form rich mental images. Secondly. there are image schema that constantly recur in
our everyday bodily experience that are directly meaningful (the basic-level and imageschematic concepts) and are directly tied to structural aspectS of experience thus denoting
meaningfulness as inIonal to human beings.

Arguments from the literature suggest that meaning is outside the head. and something is
only recognised as meaningful in specific ways within the practices of specific social
groups of which we are a member. From this perspective all knowledge is mediated by a
highly constrained understanding that results from adaptive and transformative interaction
of an organism with its environment. Within this scenario people are able to function as
thinking. intelligent beings within certain bounds.

However, it appears that coding elements that deviate from one's anticipatory schemata
require skills of translation thus situating us in relation to them and demanding interaction
with them whereby we are compelled [0 think othelWise than we have been thinking. The
field of experience acquaints us with events that lead to changes of perception that require
a degree of effort in resolving such changes. In other words, the person experiencing the
event is faced with the consequence of resolving the conflict between brute reactions of
effort and resistance, and thus volition (or willing) is brought into play. At this crucia1
moment a person may be overwhelmed by a sense of powerlessness attributed to the
externality of the force of perception in which meaning lies o utside lhe person. or. a
person may oppose the force by thinking anew and thus might offer some resistance to
the force.
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The conflict of decision making demands some sort of reaction, passive or active. A
person's desire in seeking to attach experience to what can be recognised as meaning,
determines conduct that forms the connecting bOnd linking the predominant state of
feeling to consciousness of effort and resislance. Thus, experience provides mcxlification
to a person's way of thinking. It has some effect that entails a two-sided consciousness

of effort and resistance. How we interact with things oUlSide us depends on which image
schema, (the recurring patterns derived from bodily functions), we employ in strucnuing
particular experiences to give order and connectedness to our perceptions and
conceptions. Within this scenario a person is located within an on-going conflictual
situation lhat demands some sort of conscious resolution by a decision-making agent

The following questions might serve as a check list as we organise our survival kit in

preparing for entry into the game of telling our best story that may range between illusion
and reality whereby we, as active agenlS, make the rules.

• How do we recognise the coding elements we use in determining which is the
dominant source of input data, and what role does our survival tendency play in
affecting the way in which we use the tools in our head to interpret these data thus
situating us as passive consumers, intelligently constJajned persons, or decisionmaking agents?

• How can we claim experience as personal in a world of artefact that is increasingly
dominated by sites of social management. technological machines and a cash culture?

These questions beg some attention because we do need to gauge the opposition in our
game.

Heywood (1997: 195) points out that the "teaching and practice of art have

traditionally been closely related" but difficulties have arisen between practice and theory

in which the latter has become "hostile to art, viciously reductive. intellectually shallow
and purblind to the moral character of its own constructions". On the other hand, Pollock
(1996: 54) argues that "the collision of two professions - artist and teacher; the collision
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of twO ideologies - individualism and socialisation" are at the root of a structural
contradiction in which professional teachers, not involved with fine arts traditions, find
the freedom of the self-creating artist advocated in art schools quite horrifying.

Thus, the question of the relationships between discourses is significant and, in
particular. so are the relationships that exist somewhat uneasily within the affLliations of
the Art DisCourse that include teaching art in the school system, teaching art in the
university sector, and making and exhibiting art as a singular person.

While mucb has been written and said about the separate areas, Gee·(l992) argues that
discourses must be acquired through enculruration into the social practices through
apprenticeship and performance. However, it is possible that marginal people. those
who have exposure to another language that requires effon in uanslation. or who belong
to a range of other discourses, have insights that more mainstream members do not have.

These considerations lead me to suggest a way in which. as one belonging to a range of
discourses, I might use my own background studies in literature, language and art
hiStory, and my experience of making artworks and of teaching others in both .the school
and university systems to become personally involved in art, as a means for investigating
the broad issue of art as personal experience within a specific situation. Thus my survival
kit comprises a mass of coilateiai associations that might aid me in juxtaposing familiar
and strange things into a new means of personal experience.
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5.2 The Research Design: VisualIVerbal Mapping.

As an artist and an art educator I wonder how singular persons might experience artworks that
are normally considered apart from everyday living, for example displayed in a gallery, in ways
that foster an intema1 sense of reality drawn from personal associations moulded from ooncrete
bodily experience. How could members of a gallery audience use my images in a similar way
to the way in which students access my ideas and thus tap into my images for lheir individual

purposes? But because the viewer and I do not have the opportunity to speak to each other in
the same way students and I talk together. we would need some other oonnecting link.

Gordon (1961) found that work with a Synectics group (a group of diverse individuals
operating in a problem·solving and creative milieu) relied heavily on the need for each
participant to verbalise thoughts and play around with metaphors as fruitful mechanisms in
making the familiar strange and making the strange familiar. Complementary to verbalisation
of thoughts, Gee (1992) highlights the way in which episodes of personal memory, historico1

mtmbry and mythic membry are differentiated by a matter of degree depending on the way lhey
are encoded in the telling or the imagining.

From my point of view, in considering how best to provide a means for viewers to experience
artworks, both these observations are important through suggesting that history or myth might
act as a stimulus in evoking deeper personal associations with images, and thus encowage

viewers to sense artworks as part of their personal experience. Although images may depict
metonymic aspects of a story, and vice versa,. the richness of possible association lies in the
variety of metaphors that may be presented within a poIysemic visual/verbal map of meaning
that could offer various paths of entry for personal experience. In this way Johnson's (1987)
theory of embodiment, LakofPs (1987) notion of experiential realism, and Peirce's (1978)
concept of thirdness offer possible frameworks for restructuring

art

as personal experience

within the overarching totality of human experience.
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Shulman (1986) sees the possibility of exciting new developments arising from the mix of
methods such as personal diaries with surveys, and other such combinations. while current
work in the field of an education embraces philosophical inquiry (McRorie, 1996);

a

ttanSCiisciplinary approach that interrogates both core assumptions and peripheral interests
(Sullivan 1996); heuristic inquiry which focuses on sensory resp:mses which are intense and
deeply personal (Emery, 1996). and autobiography as an approach to research of artistic
practice (Hawke, 1996).

These approaches highlight current research methodologies that offer many sites for
investigation.

1 note that philosophical inquiry may exist beside autobiography, thus

confinning a postmodernist approach that does not under-estimate the expanding power of
representations, texts. and images in shaping the relationship between the self and society.
Thus. philosopbical inquiry, autobiography. and heuristic sensorial inquiry offer ways of
cbmbining investigation into theories of meaning, personal artistic practice. and art as personal
experience. This sort of inquiry may counter arguments. for example those posited by Wolff
(1981) and Pollock (1996) , for a social theory of art that attacks key ideas and beliefs of many
artists while also negating the primacy of a person's imaginative capacity to think for
themselves. Further. conflict within the Art Discourse itself demands investigation so that
making art, appreciating art, and experiencing art might be more accessible [0 ordinary people.

Fielding (19%) stresses that qualitative research is concerned with giving meaning and
understanding to a subject of interest and, observations of emerging changes in viewer attitudes
from regarding art as superficial to making art as personal experience, are noted by Sullivan
(1994: 5) who considers that personal association "allows us to identify links with themes and
issues that are part of our cultural heritage, and to consider new ways of thinking alx>ut the
future". Owing to a burgeoning concern about art as an industry noted in the literature. it can
be argued that some suggestion for restructuring art as personal experience is timely.

By encouraging viewers to experience an exhibition of artworks in similar fashion to the way
in which students use my ideas. it may be possible to provide a physical context for making
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eveIYday feelings, folk theories and learning about art, strange, and making strange and
artificial images fami liar. The theoretical framework suggests such a possibility and directs this

proposal in the following ways.

• Using my own artistic practice as a means of identifying a cultural theme and Issue
emanating from personal interest and association.
• Developing and refining the topic as an accessible lxxiy of work for a wide audience.
• Uoking a relevant, historical story to a body of images as an exhibition in a public gallery.
• Involving members of the public through inoorporation of familiar objec~ through loaned
personal artefacts associated with the story.
• Providing a variety of means for personal association through incorporating drawn and

painted images depicting aspects of the story, the characters involved, the time and the
location.
• Provision of computer generated scanned images for manipulation by viewers.
• Inclusion of written and recorded versions of the story.
• Availability of a questionnaire designed to target viewer responses and gauge degrees of
personal

engagemen~

perronal association and personal involvement in experiencing the

exhibition.

A story that involves the outback would be relevant to many people living in Queensland
because it might evoke memories of past experiences in a State that is basically rural. One such
story involves the canle duffing exploits of the Kenniff brothers who roamed the Mt Moffatt
region in western Queensland at the nun of the century and, because there is a strong history of
bush heroes in Australia who have been mythologised and set in memory through stories and
images, (for example. the stories of Lawson and the Ned Kelly images of Nolan), the story of
the Kenniff brothers seems appropriate.

Because the notion of forming links supposes an on-going process, my approach involves
movement through the interwoven stages of the

~

in which I intelject and reflect on

ideas from the literature that rebound as echoes in suggesting new approaches to work en train.
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There is nothing new or novel about this practice - it is simply the way in which many artists
work in layering idea upon idea until the final fonn emerges from the mixture of materials and
concepts.

The context is fluid and changing as awareness of the cennality of artistic experience within the
Australian search for identity allows reflection on personal art teaching practices in which
verbal and visual metaphoric projections suggest ways of linking networks of associations
within and across groups of people.
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CHAFfER SIX: EMBODIED IN STORIES.
6.1 Walk in the Wilderness: The Mount Moffatt Region.

My walk in the wilderness of Ml Moffan began some years ago, and thus it is
important to recount many of my experiences in order to e;{piain the way in which my
process of making art has evolved into my current work.

The Ml Moffatt region is located in western Queensland and

cove~

an enormous

expanse of mountainous country comprising rich grazing valleys bordered by ridges,

deep gorges and creeks containing waterholes and caves. My introduction to the region
was via the more well known Carnarvon Gorge National Park which is easi ly accessible

on the ~tem side of the Carnarvon range of mountains that forms what many can the
"Roof of Queensland". At the time I was teaching an in Rama at the College of the
South West and used to escape for camping weekends to Carnarvon where the lush
green creeks and sb.lDning ochre cliff faces offered rich material for landscape painting.

Little by little I heam about the more remote Ml Moffatt region and thus I made my
fiBt trip out of curiosity to the place that was later to become an obsession.

On first visiting Ml Moffan National Park I went through the usual procedure of

ringing through to the Ranger to inquire about the state of the roads and what gear it
was necessary to take. I was told that a four wheel drive vehicle was essential and that
nothing, other than water, was available in the Park. This meant that I had to take
sufficient fuel and food for the duration of my stay. I was also advised that the Ranger
himself would be away thus leaving me to my own devices. Having being brought up
on a large property in western New South Wales I was no suanger to distance and
empty spaces so I packed the Pajero with tent. jerry cans of fuel, boxes of dry food and
my drawing and photogrn.phic equipment.

As a watercolourist I find it nearly

impossible to paint in the open air where wind blows containers of water over, the sun
dries the paper too quickly, the ants and flies bite at the most inappropriate time, and the
glare from rocks and water blind me to the true colours of the landscape. Because of
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these very real physical problems I record when I am in the field rather than actually
roake the final paintings. I tend to use the countryside as one uses a library so that I can
gather as much data as possible for later sifting through in the studio.

En route to the Park I took the precaution of stopping al

~WomblebankM

to let the

owners know who I was and to expect me back in a couple of days. This property is
centrally located within the heart of the area I was visiting as the following map shows
although the southern m:ea, my port of entry. Roma, is not sbown:
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00 arrival in the Park I was glad to have taken this precaution as I had thousands of
hectares to myself with only a small map to guide me around the significant sites that
are remotely scattered throughout the region as shown in Figure 6.1 .2.
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Figure 6. 1.2 Tourist Map of Mt Moffatt National Park. (Diary, 1997, p.68)

My first impression was one of conttast between my own fragile smallness in such an
overpowering wilderness. The country was very different from that of Carnarvon on
the eastern side of the same mountain range where concenttated lushness seems to defy
the summer dryness and beat In Mt Moffatt the opposite seems to be the case with the
massive sandstone pillars embracing and absorbing the sun and reflecting the heat like a
scorching veil that floated across the land. I felt uneasy as I drove around to find my
bearings and make camp. I knew that it would take some time to feel at home in Mt.
Moffatt and when I finally made camp at the Top Shelter I simply sat, listened and
looked as one does with a strange animal.
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Two days later I left the Park with many slides and colour prints, but no drawings.
However, I bad read the newspaper clipping in the Infonnation Hut, situated near the
Ranger's bouse. that told of the Kenoiff' Brothers and their duffing exploits, the murder
of a police constable and a station manager, the coun case and subsequent hanging of
one of the brothers. While I was interested in the story, that bad not been my reason for
going to Ml Moffatt - I had thought to paint the landscape as a sympathetic friend who
would welcome me as had been the case with Kakadu, the Flinders Ranges and
Carnarvon Gorge. In contrast, Ml Moffatt remained aloof and almost untouchable.

Over the next few years I made several trips back to Ml Moffatt and littJe by little I
began to feel more familiar in the landscape until one Easter I sat happily amongst the
rocks and started drawing as shown in the following sketch from my diary.
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Figure 6.1.3 Sketch of Tree Below ' Other' Cave. (Diary, 1997, p.97)
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It was as though the beast had finally accepted me, but I also had taken the time to find
out much more about its nature and hidden secrets.

Amongst these secrets was the story of the Kenniff Brothers that acted as a catalyst in
drawing me into further research about the region.

I sought out people who had

associations with the region and, in particular, who could tell me more about the two
brothers who had used the Mt Moffatt area as a haven for cattle duffing. This took a
long time as little had been written and verbal stories were as varied as a mosaic; thus a
couple of years passed in which little progress was made and the Mt Moffatt region
simply simmered in my mind.

For some unknown reason initially I had found it difficult to paint and draw the Mt
Moffatt landscape. I had not felt at borne in the area. I can only supJX>Se that this was
because other regions I had visited and painted were already well documented and thus
were an integral part of human involvement, whereas Mt Moffatt was remote and
relatively unknown. I had needed to find a pattern, some link between humanity and
the environment so that I could enter into the landscape. I had needed an introduction.
This introduction came in the form of maps and the story of the Kenniff brothers
because both located and linked people to the landscape and hence offered me a route
of entry.

It was during this time that I attended a conference in Tasmania and discovered the
ruins of Port Arthur which stirred my love of Australian history.

On returning to

Toowoomba, the hislOry of our forebears again presented itself in the rich collection of
data at the Jondaryan Woolshed west of Toowoomba. The two places married in my
mind with the poetry of Peter Porter and Thomas Sterne Eliot serving as ministers to the
union of images, history and stories. At the time I was not aware of how important this
detour would be to opening a new direction into the Mt. Moffan work that had seemed
to elude me up until after my exhibition, wWhispers of Immortality-, shown in

Toowoomba in September, 1993. It became clear to me then that I needed to venture
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beneath the sUIface of the landscape, to probe the ways in which the land and people
had united and struggled as two powerful forces "ying for survival.

I made another trip to the Mt Moffatt region in early 1994 and, on returning to

Toowoomba. spoke with Norma Wilmoth who had grown up in the region. I taped our
conversation as Norma rummaged through her memories of her mother riding with
Albert Dahlke's sister, of Pat and Jimmy Kenniff visiti ng homesteads in the district, of
Jim's black horse called

·Starlight~

whose hoof was used by their neighbour!) as a

paperweight and whose hide served as a floor rug after his death. These somewhat
disjointed fragments of memories allowed me to conjure up images in my mind that
linked the land and people as the poetry of Porter and Eliot had linked Port ArthUr and
the Jondaryan Woolsbed.

During these years I continued teaching at the University of Southern Queensland in the
Faculty of Education and I found it extremely difficult to juggle my time between
making art and teaching others about the value of learning through art

My

concentration and growing passion had to be 'tamed' as my glimpse of the wilderness
was shunered by conformity.

Of 311 aspects this has been. and remains. the most

difficult for me to come 10 grips with because I am working in isolation as an artist in

an environment in which an making is less than fully understood. The perceived low
status va1ue of art in schools is well documented, but equally alarming is the
documented low status value of faculty in education within universities (Lanier and
Little, 1986). However, a third dislocation - not yet acknowledged - is the disdain in
which some staff from visual arts hold staff from art education.

Yet, I am one art

educator who maintains a strong exhibition record - one of the few - and for this reason

I am especiaUy sensitive to this dislocation. While I could not paint physically during
semesters. 1 could write and, in 19961 started keeping a diary into which t made notes,
sketched and felt my way into the story and landscape through playing around with
infonnation about the people who had first lived in the district Thus my tinkering with
ideas began.
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6.2 Tinkering with a Story: Moving into the Field.

This. and the following sections will be a loving battle for me to write because the
mindlbrain probably has no single story, and hence what I write is a yam spun from
many ideas and, like the story I am tracking. may never totally be captured. Previously in
Section 43, I referred to myself as both the hunter and the bunted and. in Section 4.1. I
mentioned memories of tracking animals.

No doubt these memories, together with

extensive travel, living in countries other than Australia and teaching have, in many ways.
contributed to a sense of otherness.

Thus I see myself as a marginal person, not

alienated. but as an artist outside the mainstream Art Discourse because of the milieu of
teaching in which I work and. this gives me a certain sense of distance that nudges me
towards boundaries and edges beyond artmaking so that I might see what is on the other
side. My experience of seeing various other things suggests new ways of thinking about
my own art practice which then becomes a type of lens through which other people might
see and think anew. My interest in the connecting bond between a positive qualitative
possibility and actuality. and the question of what makes us decide to do something. leads
me to grapple with the concept of experience which involves other concepts of

interpreter (Gee 1992). imagination (Johnson 1987) and soul (Peirce 1978a).

In Section 5.2. I suggested that the story of the Kenniff Brothers might be an appropriate
and relevant story that could form a connecting bond between images and personal
association. This story is one that is based o n facts but the reccx:ting exists mainly in three
reliable texts based on newspaper articles and police records. Cameron (1963), Heap
(1%9) and Good (1996). one questionable text. Newsome (1996), and a mass of verbal
opinion, Wtbnoth ( 1994); Lethbridge (1997), Vincent (1997), Hartley (1997), Enever
(1997), Sokol! (1997), and Stanford ( 1997).

What is known of the story lends itself to fantastic interpretations because the actual fmal
details have never fully been confinned or documented.

In a summary I otTer the

following as an indication of the slory with more detailed versions attached (Appendix
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A).

While this swnmary may seem a little excessive, it is important that we are

acquainted with the atmosphere of the times so that we might understand the inhigue,
ambiguity and reality of the situation.

00 the 12th January, 1903, a thirty seven year old man was hanged a1
Boggo Road Gaol for murder. His name was Patrick Kenniff. His younger
brother, Jimmy, was discharged from prison on November 11th, 1914 and died in
northern Queensland in 1940. Both brothers bad stood trial for the ghoulish
murders of Constable George Doyle, and Albert Christian Dahlke, thaI lock place in
Lethbridge's Pocket in the Ml Moffan area of central western Queensland on Easter
Sunday, March 30th 1902.
Within twelve years of their arrival in Queensland, the Kenniff brothers had
gained a reputation as scalpers, capable stockmen and crack shots. They set up
camp near a permanent waterhole on the Carnarvon Creek on "Ralph- block where
they kept 'open camp' for 'gully-raking' mates. The countty had areas of open
black soil fiats, hills and sandy ridges that made il ideal for poddy-<lodging that was
a popular practice amongst some working class people. An outlaw code of ethics
developed that cloaked stealing cleanskins in terms · of 'duffing', 'gully-raking',
'moonlighting' . and 'poddy-dodging', and this practice favoured a type of
desperado mateship that grew throughout the countryside.
With the death of Tyson in 1898 leaving a vast empire of unbranded cattle,
horses and 1266 square miles of unattended countryside, the 'duffing' business
grew rapidly. This year was acrucial one for the Kenniffs in wh.ich stealing and
selling horses and cattle, robbery and further stints in gaol caused great concern for
the landowners.
At this time, Charles Pearson Tom, manager of ·Mt Moffatt" station,
suggested cancellation of the Kenniff lease on rhe'duffer's haven' -Ralph" block in
the hopes of ridding the district of this menace, and Albert Dahlke was appointed as
manager of ~Camarvon " and "Babiloora" to restore order to these properties.
Deprived of property, and burning with resenttnent, Jimmy and his father set up
camp in Lethbridge's Pocket at the top end of "Meteor Downs~ . This area is a
kidney shaped valley four kilometres long with ridges, deep, rough, gorges, and a
creek oontaining waterholes and caves.
At the time the district was in the grips of a terrible drought, police and
landholders were utterly fed up with the raids on stock and property, levels of fear
rose across the parched properties as the brothers and their cronies roamed ' the
Ranges carrying fireanns on a campaign of crime and intimidation culminating in
the theft of a bay pony mare belonging to George William Hunt. Warrants were
issued for their arrest. Constable Doyle headed the search patrol, but, as he was
unfamiliar with the Lethbridge Pocket area he accepted Dahlke's offer of assistance.
An Aboriginal tracker, Sam Johnson was the third member of the patrol. Plans
were made for a simple surprise raid on the Kenniff camp in the next oouple of
days.
On Thursday, March 27th, 1902, Albert Dahlke, wearing a faded , old, black
serge OO3.t and his mother's present of glass-headed pins in his lapel, rode his
favourite saddle mare ~Boadicea" to the " Ralph ~ police station. Doyle, carrying the
only fireann, road his police horse "George". and Sam Johnson rode "Tommy
Dodd". The next morning the party set off to spend that night at "Mt. Moffatt- with
Charlie Tom. 00 the Saturday morning, Doyle, Dahlke and Johnson went with
Charlie Tom to inspect fresh horse tracks before going on to ~Marlong Plain" where
they made camp.
The following moming. Easter Sunday, as Doyle, Dahlke and Johnson were
heading into -Lethbridge's Pocket" they were surprised by Pat, Jimmy and young
brother Tom unsuspectingly riding up a gully towards them. The brothers
discarded the two pack horses and split in two directions with Doyle and Dahlke
chasing Jimmy whom they caught in three hundred metres and, on Sam Johnson 's
arrival. sent him back to the pack horse to get the handcuffs.
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When dismounting, Sam Johnson heard a shot fired, then another shot and
liten three more in quick succession. Frightened, Johnson remounted and, leading
the pack horse, saw Pat and Jimmy galloping towards him. He let the pack horse
go, turned, and fled nineteen kilometres to the mustering camp at the Pump Hole
where he alerted James Burke. Burke accompanied Johnson back to "Lelhbridge's
Pocket M and found Doyle's empty pack bags, .two pairs of hobbles, one billycan, a
small swag, and "Boadiceaft wilh saddle stained with fresh blood.
When Burke went back to lhe spot of the shooting he found that the pack
bags and other things had vanished, but signs of three small fires remained. In the
ashes he found cloned blood, and at the foot of a tree two pairs of spurs he
recognised as belonging to Doyle and Dahlke. Later, they found Doyle's surcingle,
two bullet marks and, further towards 'Old Kennifrs' campsite, Doyle's horse
· George" standing miserably with saddle and bridle still on, but missing the
saddlecloth and off stirrup iron.
Pack bags were thrown over the saddle and in the revolver pouch was
Doyle's .442 Webley with one spent cartridge. Doyle's pipe was in the saddle
pouch and the gruesome contents of the pack bags revealed charcoal, burnt bone,
two buttons, a couple of teeth. an armlet metal clasp and two unusual pins. These,
the nauseating smeIJ, and fat and flesh between rock cracks where the bodies had
been burnt. were the only remains of Constable Doyle and the young manager
Albert Dahlke.
During the next two months the largest manhunt in Queensland history began
with forty police combing the Ranges for Pat and Jimmy Kenniff. Warrants for
their arrest were issued, a reward of £1000 offered, and calico posters tacked up
throughout the district
The Kenniffs were again on the run. At least four raids were made on
various properties and, o n Sunday. june 22od, John Eaton reported a bag of wheat
stolen from a shed on his fann six kilometres south of Mitchell near Bottle Tree
Gale on the St. George Road.
The police,led by Constable Tasker, followed the wheat track and, sneaking
up the ridge where the Kenniffs we~ camped found a pyjama-clad Pat stood
looking over the brow of the hiIl. The brothers fled on foot, a policeman shot the
two mares, Pat tripped and felI, was captured and handcuffed. Jimmy surrendered.
After one of the most public trials in Brisbane that lasted six days a verdict of
'guilty' was handed down by the State's Chief Justice, Sir Samuel Griffith. Both
Pat and Jimmy pleaded innocent. and two points were referred to the Supreme
Court Firstly, there was no evidence before the jury of Constable Doyle's death,
and secondly, there was no evidence that the prisoners, James and Patrick Kenniff
had acted in coneen in committing the murder of George Doyle.
The Judges Griffith, Cooper, Chubb and Real agreed to the first point. but
could not agree that Jimmy acted in concert in committing the murder. Jimmy's
sentence was commuted to imprisonment with hard labour, and Patrick was
condemned to hang.
At 8 am on Monday. January 12th, 1903, Patrick Kenniff was hanged and
later buried in South Brisbane Cemetery. (Knight-Mudie, 1998)
As we can see, the facts lend themselves to a real whodunit story which acrually took
place. To this day, no ODe really knows exactly what happened that day in Lethbridge's
Pocket but. from an anist's fK)int of view, the content offers a ricb source of may-bes that
might be visually recoded so that possibilities for re-thinking reality might be posed.
However. because the slory is non-fiction, there are certain facts that do not change - two
meo had a record of cattle duffmg and horse stealing, three men went in pursuit of those
two men, two men were killed, one man was convicted of murder and hanged, and one
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man was finally released from gaol. There was no actual eye witness to the murder and
thus past and immediate collateJaI evidence and data played a very important role in the
way in which the event was then intetpreted and continues to be interpreted.

My way of thinking at this time stemmed from continuing investigation into folklore,
myths and legends and the way in which images may be used to complement and
embellish the verbal and written telling or, as unique objects, to signify the ineffable. In
this way I pondered the dilemma of retelling fact while considering thaI the fact is only
such because of a viewp:>int and thus presentation of that viewpoint would involve my
pemonal experience of what I heard and saw in a particuJar place at a particular time.
Nevertheless, we can agree that there is a great difference between representational and
abstract images, as there is also difference between non-fiction and fiction with regard to
texts. Concerning the story of the Kenniff brothers , my dilemma increased because of
the many gaps in the story that continue to be filled with fictitious embellishment which,
nevertheless, contribute to the richness of the story and the possibility for many and
varied associations thus suggesting avenues for on-going and problematic re-thinking.

My intention of investigating bow singular persons make reasoned connections when
making and/or viewing artworks as a means of personal experience, guides my play with
ideas about how this might be possible. Originally, my concenlration was on the act. of
interpretation, or as I now realise, the result of the experience, not the actual experience
itself. Notes from my diary (1996), record a discussion I had over coffee with a malUre
aged student. She had expressed an interest alxmt aspects of my research into mythology
and stories that might enrich awareness of people and place. We talked about memory
and fairy stories and she mentioned how her three year old son picks up on the violent
aspects of the video production of Cinderella. yet is seemingly unable to recognise the
·romanceft which she herself associates with the fable.

I referred her to the work of

Jordan (1993) and discussion about how the teUer of myths and folklore evokes an
atmosphere in which certain concepts of the story remain innate but perceptions change

because of the context of the telling and adaptations to suit the prevailing norms. In like
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way. an image is an innate object, but has the possibility of connoting different
associations within individuals because eacb person projects/envisages a personal
annosphere of symbolic relations upon the object thus creating its meaning for them. An
example I use in my diary is that of a cave:
• e.g. a cave is a cave. However on a sunny day the cave can look inviting; on a
cold wet day the cave can look threatening. The cave has not changed but the
atmoophere bas and so the perception of the cave varies. (Diary, 1996: 17)
Reflection upon the way in which the video of Cinderella bad directed the young boy's
interpretation led me to thinking bow I might use the story of the Kenniff brothers as a
way of establishing an atmoophere for viewing the images:

uke the Cinderella video Maryann sJX>ke of in relation to her son 's reaction. the
story of the Kenniff brothers may be given alternative perspectives so that viewers
anive ar. the images with an established 'atmosphere" thar. may, or may not, affect
their negotiation with the images. (Diary. 1996: 17·19)
Thus. if I offered two different versions of the story, I could gauge to some degree the
effect that each might bave on individual interpretations. At the time I was thinking of
uSing the stories as introduction to the images and, to enlarge the scope of the study, to
separate out the an and non-art participants in order to gauge the influence of the stories

on art or non·art viewers' reception of the images. Thus I pondered the following
questions:
1. What is the degree of difference in reconfiguring the images between non-art
viewers depending on which perspective of the story they bave read?
2. What is the degree of difference in reconfiguring the images between art
viewers depending on which perspective of the story they bave read?
3. What is the degree of difference in reconfiguriog the images between non-art
and art viewers depending 00 which perspective of the story they have
read? (Diary, 1996: 19)

I also considered the JXlSSibility thaI viewers would be "asked to view the images on
display and then to re-configure each image using variations in colour and size that they
feel are more appropriate to their interpretation of the story" (Diary. 1996: 21) by using
the computer data bank: of images to be provided. In this:
The degree of emotive/objective responses may be indicated through the variation
of colour/size adaptations that may indicate the effect that belief/attitude has on
perception. (Diary, 1996: 21)
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My reasoning for this, as pondered in my diary, is as follows:
Why use only colour and size? Elements of texture, value, shape, line, space and
time are constant in themselves but colour and size offer the possibilities of
modification. A rough texture remains rough but may appear more rough through
change in colour or size. Value is a degree of darldlight and so is an integral
aspect of colour that may be modified. A snape can appear to be other than it is
depending on colour and size, e.g. a background colour can accentuate or
diminish identification of a space; so too can size. Line, space and time can
similarly be affected through use of colour and size.
- it is proposed that colour and size play an important, if not the most important
part. in psychological reading of images. (Diary. 1996: 21)
This would mean that the stories had to be read before viewing the images as it was
intended that viewers could then use the romputer data bank of images as a means of
adapting the images to suit their perception of the story.

It appears to me that the way in which something is presented is crucial and, with the
increasing use of images in television and film, the question of ronflict between the actual
verbal or written rontent of a story and the power of the imaged rontent raises the issue of

dominant forces in perception. Another issue raised is that of timing and location and
thus we might question whether the young boy's response to the story of CindereUa
might have been different if the fable had been read to him by his mother as a bedtime

story? In such a reading, it is possible that aspects important to the reader, for example
lhe romance, might have been stressed while violent aspects may have been elided. This
possibility raises yet another issue. In the telling and re-telling, reading and re-reading of
stories we have the possibility of a special type of dialogue with another peJron, or an
equally special type of monologue with self. On the one hand, we have opportwlities to
interject and to question and, on the other hand, we have opportunities to make skeleton
sketches in the mind that we can play around with as a cognitive game. Thus, through
active.engagement, perceptions alx>ut the story might evolve and change over time and
place.

While we can argue that a story is always packaged to some degree, we can suggest that a
Video is more tightly wrapped and thus allows less possibility for our active engagement
and more possibility for our passive consumption. Of course, this will depend on the
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anticipatory schema one has in one's head and, if one views a video or film after having

bad many opportunities for reading or listening to the story, it is JX>SSible that previous

responses to the story, through diaJogue or imaginative monologue, may conflict to some
degree with the video or film interpretation.

Thus I pondered the implications of providing two versions of a story thaI might aJready
be well known to some people from the district in which the actual plot of the story took

place. This being the case, the question of whether or not anticipatory schema influences
the way in which people respond to a different or similar version of the story within a
context of representational images and three dimensional artefacts, could be posed.

On

the other hand, for viewers unaware of the story, the question of whether or not either
version of the story might influence resIX>nses to the overall exhibition, could aJso be

posed.

Further toying with ideas is recorded in my diary amongst notes taken aOOut the Kenniff

brothers as I sought out every source I could find that offered new insight into their story.
In June 1996, a colleague (and sister of Constable Robert Good), intrcxluced me to Good
who had been stationed at Oakey in 1976 where he discovered a box of police records

that lay stacked in a room. The records related to the Kenniff brothers and contained
letters, warrants for arrest, details of the court hearing and many photographs.

GOod

himself had become obsessed with the story and was in the process of finding an avenue

for publication of the manuscript he had been working on for some years.

I was

fortunate to spend some hours with Go<Xl. going through the records and pouring over the
old photographs with great excitement I left carrying a bundle of photographs Go<Xl.
kindly lent me for my use. I had no idea at the time of how, when or where the images
might be used, but I was vitally interested in the historical content of the story and thus

the images were cruciaJ visual elements from this peBpective and, upon reflection, might
suggest possibilities to me. Thus they were put aside as I continued investigation into the
COntext of the story.
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MY reading of Walsh (1983) gave me an overview of the Mt Moffatt National Park with

only passing mention of the exploits of the Kenniff brothers.

Nevertheless. the

descriptions of landforms. nora and fauna stimulated me to do pen and ink. sketches
(figures 6.2.1 & 6.2.2) amongst notes in my diary as a means of becoming familiar with
the overall oontext in which the story was located.
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Figure6.2.1 Lethbridge'sPocket: Cremation Rock: (Diary.1W7: 56)
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Figure 6.2.2 Rear EnlIaDce to Kenniff's Cave. (Diary, 1997: 2)

Further investigation into myths and legends (Jordan, 1993) alerted me to notions of
shamanism and concepts of animism that recalled memories of my first trip to the Mt.

Moffatt National Park in which I had felt the presence of the wilderness as "a strange

animal" as noted in Section 6.1. Using contour drawings and more detailed drawings
based on representations from the article by Heap (1969) and descriptions in Cameron's

(1963) paper, I made sketches of James and Patrick Kenniff. I find contour drawing
especially helpful because one does not look at the page while drawing but concentrates
strongly on the object. and thus the evolving drawing takes on a life force of its own, an
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aniJnate being. oblivious to its form as correct or otherwise. It is as though the mind and
drawing are one and the essence of the object materialises in the marks on the page as the

pen flows in a continuous line that captures the spirit retber than the physicality of the
object At times the fmished drawing can be quile a surprise because what comes from
the force of mental concentJation does not always correlate with what one actually sees. I

think: we can note this in Figure 6.2.3 lhat shows two images of Jimmy and two images
of Patrick.

.

-_/----

oj
Figure 6.2.3 Sketches of James and PalrickKenniff. (Diary. 1m: II )
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In the top two images I firstly use a contour drawing as an outline which I then blocked in

with hatching to build up the fonn of the faces. In the bottom two images. contour line
only is used and, in noting the expression on the faces, I am aware of the youthful
arrogance, the tilt of the head, the larrikin, haughty eyes and the fullness of the lips in the
contoUr drawing of Jimmy that are not evident in the more studied drawing where a surly
determination seems more evident likewise, the contour drawing of Patrick shows a
leaner face, again tilting of the head but eyes that seem older and more haunted than in the
top drawing where a rold determination seems evident. These likenesses owe mucb to

my reading about the personalities of the two brothers and, while I was aware of the
charaCteristics I have discussed, I cannot explain why I drew both heads on an angle to
the right of the page ·or why certain attributes, missing in the studied drawings, flow
freely in the contour drawings.

It is JX>ssible that these are spur of the moment

eplanations from a sixth sense that, during hours of reading and thinking about the story,
have developed into something so familiar that I no longer notice it

One thing of which I am very aware is my need to include diagrams, maps, snippets of
photos and written notes within and amongst sketches. Figure 6.2.4 shows photocopied
segments from photos I had taken of artefacts housed in the Miles Historical Village
where memorabilia from the turn of the century suggested the type of saddles. bridles.
holsters. drays and merchandise that were used. In amassing this visual data on the page
I also mingle fragments of the story to link the type of objects found on various properties
in the district with the several raids carried out by the Kenniff brothers.

In this way I am suggesting my interpretation of what might have happened and, in
thinking about my own process of becoming familiar with the story. I realise that mine is
only one way of experiencing a coalescence of ideas, and thus the intention of providing
at least two versions of the story seems valid. Equally valid seems the idea of making the

images representational so that my own interpretation might not be perceived as 100
dominant as Figure 6.2.4. demonstrates.
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Figure 6.2.4 Sketch of Saddles. (Diary. 1997: 12)

Admittedly, an artist can never reject the responsibility of authorship; we do determine

what aspects to include in the image and we do arrange those aspects as we can see in the
following sketch in which I have centred the holsters between a photograph of the
Cremation Rock and an extract from Walsh (1983) telling of the murder. These sketches,
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however, are my personal tinkering with ideas, not finished images. They merely serve

w show my way of thinking myself into the story.
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Figure 6.2.5. Sketch of Holste"" (Diary, 1997: 4)
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However, there is a subtle difference between orchestration and perfonnance whereby the
fonner implies an arrangement of various elements while the latter implies more
subjective immersion as a soloist. For an artist this ·can give rise to a JWadoxica.l situation
in which we might be the soloist, as in making the images, before hemming the
conductor, as in exhibiting the images, or we might be the soloist in devising the images
but the conductor in their making because elements within the work renect external
issues, or we might remain the soloist throughout in that the images are a very personal
means of expression. Much depends on the intention of the artist and this does give us
relative freedom to play with our focus and, from my point of view. I enjoy playing with
a focus on things outside us so I might understand how these things affect us on the
inside. Thus I felt a great need to go back into the field to find out more about the things
outside my head and plans were made to re-visit Mt Moffatt during the Easter break.

My preliminary reading, note-taking, photos from earlier visits and sketches had given
me some sense of the wilderness and I could feel a closer affinity with the story of the
Kenniffs as a living legend. Fortunately, I have relations living in Roma and I telephoned
my niece, Sally Rigg. to ask if she could link people to any of the family names
connected to the story. My past eXperience of living in country areas motivated this type
of contact because there is nothing more reliable than the bush telegraph, metaphorica.lly
known in Australia as the grapevine which has roots deep into the history of such places.
Fruit borne of this initial oontact came in provision of the names of two people I might
ring. Firstly. was Brenda Vincent who grew up on Mt. Moffatt Station before it was sold
as a national park and, secondly was King Lethbridge, whose family name links back to
Lethbridge's Pocket in which the alleged murder took place. I rang both people, Brenda
on a property outside Injune and King on a property south-west of Roma, and arranged
to make contact during my planned field trip. Naturally, both parties were i.nterested in
the reason for my phone caU and, as I outlined the nature of my research, I could sense
growing interest from each person as I spoke with them and, each then proffered vital
infonnation. On the one hand, Brenda told me about pack saddles from Mt. Moffatt that
Were lying in her shed and about memories she was willing to share with me. Of equal
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importance, she gave me names of other people I could contact who were living in the
e.¢ location - Gavin and Kerry £never, the Ranger and his wife at Mt Moffatt, Chris

Stanford who lives in Roma and knows the district well. and Tom and Sandra Hartley
who live on "Cooper Murra" but also now own "Cyrstalbook", one of the properties
often raided by the Kenniffs.

On the other band, King offered to let me look at a

document given by his great-uncle to his father, R. C. Lethbridge and thence to him.

As the Easter break: drew near, I made several telephone calls to organise convenient dates
and times for visiting Brenda at ..Ardrossan" and the Lethbridges at "Norman by" and, by
Monday, March 31, 1997 I was ready to leave Toowoomba with an informal and very
flexible itinerary planned. Owing to the fact that these two properties are some three
hours drive apart. and in opp::>site directions from Roma, I decided to drive anti clockwise
(rom Roma thus visiting "Normanby" en route to Mt Moffatt, and "Ardrossan" on the
way home. This trip was to take anything up to five clays depending on the weather
which, at that time of year could result in massive stonns making the din roads between
Mitchell, Mt. Moffatt and Injune impassable.

Because I planned to travel some six

hundred kilometres on the first clay, my planned time of arrival at "Nonnanby" was
sometime after lunch with the only provision being that I would then anive in time for
dinner at "Cooper Murra" and an overnight stay with Tom and Sandra Hartley whose
property was on the Forest Vale Road north of Mitchell.

In an earlier telephone

conversation with Sandra. she had offered this kind hospitality and, in another previous
telephone conversation with Kerry and Gavin Enever I had been offered the use of The
Barracks, a small self-contained out building at Mt. Moffatt, for the dwation of my
proposed shon stay.

While these telephone calls were very informal , I felt that this was a very necessary part
of the process of picking up relevant and incidental infonnation. As an outsider, I am
aware of the nonns of such rural communities and I knew, from my own experience of
living in the country, that the best way in which I could absorb some of the atmosphere of
the people and place was, in a manner of speaking, to be passed from one to the other.
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Thus from Brenda I was passed to Kerry and Gavin Enever, and from Sandra and Tom I
was passed onto Barbara and Bob Sokoll now living at ''ForestVale'' Station, a property

that played a key part as a stop-over for coaches passing between Mitchell and Mt.
Moffatt and as another target for raids by the Kenniffs.

Details of this passing are

outlined in my diary, but the imJX>l1aIlt point is the way in which I was acquiring an
understanding of the oontext of the story and the conte.'tt of the images I was already
working on in my studio in Toowoomba.

As I mentioned earlier. my reason for calling at -NonnanbyR was to look at a document
King's father had given him recounting what had happened in Lethbridge's Pocket on the
day of the murder. March 30. 1902. A secondary reason lay in the route I would take.
some thirty kilometres of winding road that passes "Mt. Abundance", the property
"'where up to ten men per night wouid sleep overnight on their way to 'land grab' the
government leases in the 1850s" (Diary, 1997: 89). Actually being on location allowed
me to become intensely aware of the colours and vegetation that, in contrast to fonner
times. was lush and alive thus hinting at the struggle that would have taken place over

pastures for either legitimaIe or moonlighred stock, pastures that varied seasonally from
brittle and drought-stricken to succulent and plentiful. These noted c hanges in landsc<ipe
assisted me in understanding more fully the differing viewpoints regarding the

exploi~

of

the Kenniff brothers. Thus my perception of the country was changing as I viewed the
rolling pastures and imagined myself in either of two situations - that of an established
landholder or, that of one freshly coming uJX>n such abundance from a poverty stricken
Irish immigrant background.

On arrival at ..Normanby .... the Lethbridges were waiting with hot tea and home made
biscuits and, after the normal fonnalities, I was offered the document to read. On reading
this version of the story I was amazed to note detai1s that oonflicted with research I had
done to date and it seemed rather uncanny to be read.ing this document exactly ninety five
years after the event I suggested that the document might be appropriate to include in the
exhibition, but King stressed that his father had cautioned him that the document was
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~never

to be let out of his

sight~,

so from memory I made notes in my diary later that

evening at "Cooper Mona":
I am confused as to exactly who the ~I· refers to in parts. For example, after
relating what was purported to have happened, the writer then goes on to
give another version of Sam Johnson's story using the pronoun "I" together .
with the second person, Sam Johnson, so it appears that ~ I " could refer to
S.J. while also appearing to be the writer· was the writer also there? The
main discrepmcy relates to the murder rerowned by Jimmy Kenniff to the
writer (7). Jimmy did not have a gun, so he picked up a rock and smashed
Doyle on the forehead who fell dazed to the ground. Jimmy shouted to Pat
·Shoot the b's .... shoot the b's .... ". When Pat would not, Jimmy grabbed
his gun and put bullets into both Doyle and Dahlke. killing Dahlke. but
Doyle had crawled under a log and pleaded for his life before Jimmy finished
him off.
Another discrepancy· according to this document Doyle's gun was left back
on the pack horse.
What story is true? (Diary. 1997: 90)
For my purposes it does not really maner, but what is important is the way in which
iQformation is foregrounded or backgrounded at the time of the telling because this
demonstrates that episodes are in the telling, or in other words, in the games people play
when involved in the personal experience of linguistic encoding. An anecdote from my
own experience at the time confirms the disparity that may exist between the spoken
word, the intended meaning and the message.

Before leaving Roma, I had telephoned Sandra at "Cooper Mona" to get directions about
how to find their property so that I could continue on from "Nonnanby". As noted in my

diary:
Sandra's phone directions "end of the birumen" had nol indicated that the
birumen out of Mitchell went for 92 kilometres!! For the first time in my life
I was praying for a din road as I kept driving into the night and watched my
fuel gauge getting low - a long way back to Mitchell for fuel! Am carrying a
jerry can but it only contains 10 lilres. Passed "ForestVale" on the way and
arrived last night around 7.30 pm. Sandra had the evening meal waiting.
(Diary. 1997: 90-91)

In my own personal experience of living in the country, bitumen was a rarity and seldom
Went beyond twenty kilometres outside towns in remote areas.

I had applied my

knowledge to a new situation, but one that I thought might be similar, and had found no
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match. I had been informed, but had not been aware of the subtle transformations that can
occur when a message is sent.

In this way the spoken word remains an enigma, and it appears that analysis will not

solve such a riddle. From my point of view, playing around with words does appear to
invigorate language and, by implication, re-invigorates perception as well as the way
conceptions are formed and, because 1 was in the disrrict to look, listen and learn, I
concentrated on these aspects so that my awareness might be heightened and my
perception modified through enrichment

Consequently. I went to the stockyards the following morning and watched the boys
saddle up for a day's mustering. I took photos as they posed for shots of everyday
occurrences that, by the click of a camera. might become hi story, and I realised then how
important it is for each person to have some claim to fame, some feeling of being
involved in the story. I also realised how important it was that I be accepted into the
community as a fri end who was there to tell their story and, it was in this aspect that my
own background experience of living in the country fonned a link.
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Figure 6.2.6 Preparing for Mustering at "Cooper Murra". 1997.
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This link was extended as I left "Cooper Murra" to retrack to "ForestVale" that morning.

In reiternting the notion of being passed on, I recall mention of Sandra passing me on to
the Sokolls now managing "Forest Vale".

Before arriving at "Cooper Mum" the

previous night, I had been startled as I drove past the entry of " Forest Vale" with name
clearly illuminated by the headlights of my vehicle. 1 remember an inunense feeling of

may·be sweeping over me as I realised that, here I was in the middle of outback
Queensland,low on fuel, well into darkness, heading for a property not mentioned in the
story and yet passing one that figured so Significantly. I bad mentioned this to Sandra
over breakfast and, within minutes a telephone call was made and thus I was sent back to
"Forest Vale". Again I sensed being both the hunter and the hunted at one and the same
time. Not only was 1 collecting data about the place and people, but the people also were
vitaUy interested in my presence in the area, what 1 was doing and how it might affect
them. A note from my diary exemplifies the initial strangeness entailed in becoming
familiar with a siruation:
Arrived at "Forest Vale" 9.14 am. Wenttbrough my reasons for being in the
district and both Barb and Bob really wanned to the idea of the exhibition. So far
everyone I have talked to is keen and helpful , and in this way of being 'passed
on' has really helped me get "inside" the attitudes and history of the area. (Sandra
had rung Barb to OK my visit). At first Barb had come out to 'deal' with me, but
soon Bob joined in as we started looking at, and talking about, the old remnants
of the original building. I look phOtos, stayed for a cuppa and then Bob drove me
down to the airpon area to point out the ~apple trees" under which the cattle drove
'shadowed' by police would have occurred. Enormous spreading trees - can
imagine the eerie annosphere on a dark night (Diary, 1997: 93)

,
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:~

FigllrtSU.7 & 6.2.8 Abon. original "Forcsh'aJc".
Left, Applc 'fu.>cs. "Foresn·a)e".
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I could sense the story becoming alive to me and, as 1 walked through the remnants of the

original homestead, I recalJed walking through similar remnants of my grandparent's
house on our property in western New South Wales where, as a child, my brother,
cousins and I would play bushranger games.

On the verandah of the old house , half

hidden by a creeper and guarded by a clutter of machinery, I noticed a wcxxl.en meat safe

with gauze windows and, on inquiring aoout it, Bob responded that it had been there for
as long as he knew, as alsO had been a tiny tin tealsugar container, and an oil container he

then produced from one of the various boxes stacked in a back room. I asked if I might
Ix:lrrow these for the exhibition. Happily Bob agreed and immediately started uncovering
other such wonderful things as an old, rusted biscuit tin with barely visible label, a set of

salt and pepper shakers, a minute butter maker, the likes of which I had never seen
before, and a cast iron water kettle with tap which was identical to one I had seen in the
prison ruins at Port Arthur.

Such enthusiasm and keenness to help allowed me to feel accepted within the community
and, by extension, within the landscape owing to my introduction to the terrain through
the people which, I think, stemmed from my own past associations of a similar lifestyle
and my willingness to be absorbed into a strange people-conteXl owing to already
established awareness of the natwal environment, albeit in a different location. In a way

that may seem parndoxical, I was ooming to know the other through the other.

From "Forest Vale" 1 continued north to "Crystalbrook" where 1 stopped to take
photographs of this rambling old homestead and refuel , on Tom's insistence, from the
diesel tank behind the sheds. Also, with pennission, I wandered through the unlocked
house amidst the chattels of the manager's family and I admit to an awareness of
profound respect as I walked from room to room and realised how easily I could abuse
this trust This experience enabled me to imagine Ihe horror one might feel on returning
home to find bags of flour, saddles and other such items missing in an area so remote and
naturalJy potentially hostile that oommunity cohesion and trust were essential to surviva1.
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As I took photographs of the verandahs, doorways and external structure I noted that
nearly every room opened to the exterior thus giving a sense of open fonn from a design
point of view and, the roofed alley way connecting the bedrooms to the living area and
kitchen, suggested a separation of day from night as the working routine itself would
have been divided.

-------,;----
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Figure 6.2.9
Figure 6.2.10

Aoove: View of "Ctystalbrook" , 1m
Below: Alleyway fro~ kitcheo_ to bedrooms, "Crystalbrook",

1m
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In this way I was visually reading a lifestyle, enhanced by my own personal associations

and past experience of such places. Standing in the tack room I could image the son of
harness that once must have hung on walls as the following sketch shows.
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Figme6.2.11 Sketch of Hamess. (Diary, 1997: 13)
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After some hours I continued on to Mt. Moffatt where, during my stay, I hoped to find
....oth.rcave not far from Cremation Rock", (Diary, 1997: 97) that Tom Hartley bad told
roe about and which, he suggested, was used by hunters and nappers. By the time [
anived at ''Mt Moffatt" later that evening I was happy to accept the hospitality of Gavin
and Kerry Enever as Rangers and hosts of the Park and join in the conversation over
wine and dinner. Of course, there was much talk about the story of the Kenniff brothers,
but neither Gavin nor his visiting colleague, Chris Stanford, could conttibute any vital
new infonnation. However, Chris offered me a copy of a slim, newly published version
of th. K.nniff story by Newsome (1996) to read during my stay.

In reading this volume I was struck by the writing style - almost novelistic advocacy for
the duffers and certainly a very person~ viewpoint on behalf of the author as I noted:
Have found the above story 'interesting', but have a problem with the lack of
verifiable evidence and the flavour of self-promotion that comes through in the
writing style. However, this brings me back to 'folklore' and the way in which
stories change in the telling. Newsome is certainly telling, as he saw and
believes, based on his own exposure to other 'teJlings' and coloured by his own
beliefs. (Diary, 1997: 101)

However, this version of the story raises some very curious questions that I had not
encountered previously. For example. Newsome (1996) mentions a man, Tom Caney,
who was in Lethbridge's Pocket at the time of the shooting but whose name was not
brought up at the court hearing. Apparently hob nail booted footprints were found in
Lethbridge's Pocket - to whom did these belong?

Who carried the bodies to

Incineration/Cremation Rock some two and a half kilometres from the actual murder site?

Further, Newsome (1996) questions why the Kenniffs would want to steal a pony mare
wben their interest was in good race horses and, as to their "'truculent, disrespectful and
arrogant" attitude, the author opines that "snobbocracy" was the cause for "belittlement"·
of Australian men who refused to salute their "betters" (1996: 83-84).

These are

legitimate questions and, if it is true that many sympathisers hung photos of the Kenniff's

in their Sitting rooms beside that of the Crucifixion, this suggests an equally valid
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interpretation of the story from the point of view of the battlers and gives weight to my
notion of presenting two versions of the story. As we can see in the following figure,

figure 6.2.7, the Incineration Site, also known as Cremation Rock, is well up the creek
from the site of the shootings.
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IFigure 6.2.12 Sketch MlIp of Lethbridge's Pocket (Diary, 1997: 54)

In the following two days I spent time re-visiting sites I had flfSt encountered nearly a
decade ago as mentioned in Section 6.1, and I was amazed at the nwnber of tourists who
were happily camped on the banks of the Dargone11y Waterbole as the following
photograph shows in contrast my painting of the same area based on memories and
personal associations (Ptate 8).
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Figure 6.2.13 DargoneUy Waterbole Campers, Easter 1997.

I remembered the rogue bull that had threatened my tent and I wondered if any 01 these
visitors had really experienced this place in its vastness, alienation, wonder and solitary
aboospbere and, as I watched people taJking together, walking from tent to tent, from car
to truck, and children playing in the waterhole, a series of visual flashbacks from my

previous visits to carnarvon Gorge coalesced in my mind juxtaposed with my memories
of this particular place. At the lime I felt only a sense of shock which rebounded later
when, down the track at Marioog Arch, I was intensely aware of a similar number of

tourists and, several kilometres away beyond Lethbridge's Pocket. more tourists were
tracking back and forth to Kenniff's Cave. Again I remembered my first stay alone in the
Park and getting lost fmding my way into Lethbridge's Pocket and thence locating the

Incineration Site, both of which now are clearly accessible as the following photographs
sbow.
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Figure 6.2.14 Entering Lethbridge's Pocket, 1997.

Figure 6.2.15 Incineration Site. Lethbridge' s Pocket, 1997

The impact of this experience does effect, to some degree, a cbange of direction that my

images take as we shall see in the following section.
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... when I got to the fork past "Warong" the road looked O.K. so I headed east in
the hopes of calling in at "Merivale" and "Westgrove" - two properties that had
figured strongly in the Kenniff 'moonlighting' days. (Diary, 1997: 103)
Previous attempts to telephone the owners had been unsuccessful, but my desire to locate
the properties within my mental map was strong enough that I felt compeJJed at least to
drive past these two significant places. In this way I was tracking the Kenniffs, ,albeit
from a great distance in time and an equally great distance from view.

Other

considerations of course, were the actual road distance I was travelling, the knowledge
that I may not have another opportunity to make such a nip and the question of whether
or not I could tolerate such a void area in my overall design.

Figure 6.2.17 View of "Westgrove" from the Road.
Thus I followed the road past "Merivale" and "Westgrove" and arrived at "Ardrossan" by
1.30 pm. to spend the afternoon with Brenda talking about her childhood memories of
growing up at "Mt Moffatt" and, in looking through photo albums and memorabilia
including pack saddles, pack bags, quart pots. oil jars and butter chum, I was making

preliminary sketches in my mind of creating "a sepia drawing of this image [pack horses
ready for a day's work] and display the actual pack bags nearby in the gallery" (Diary,
1997: 103). On my suggesting this to Brenda, she bappily agreed and offered to lend any
artefacts I might choose for the exhibition which I could return and pick up closer to the

date planned. Thus I left canying one photo album, a commitment from Brenda to lend
anefacts and a deep sense of a very different viewpoint from that of six days ago.
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At 10 p.m. I anived in Toowoomba knowing that my work would take a new direction,
as yet unfonned, but, now in my mind the story of the Kenniff brothers connected with
the present day owners of properties that had fearured strongly in the days of

moonlighting.

The commiunent by the Sokolls and Barbara Vincent to contribute

authentic objects that lay in sheds covered by ninety five years of dust offered a further
COMecrion of present with past, while simu1taneously allowing some sense of ownership
of the exhibition to these people and thus a possibility of experiencing an in a new way .

During my sojourn in Mt Moffan, paintings of the landscape had been left as they were,
some scattered on tables, others stacked in folders. 11 was as though I had momentarily
stepped outside 10 gather necessary new data., to distance myself mentally and physically
and 10 re-group the scattered fragments of the story.
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6.3 Dialogue with Images: Rethinking Photos and Sketches.

As just mentioned, work en train awaited my return from Mt. Moffatt Thus we shal l
have to re~track to pick up the threads of the yam in order to understand my motivation in
creating the images. In reflecting on the photographs I had taken over the years, the work

of Peirce (1880s), Gee ( 1992), Johnson (1987) and Solso (1994) opened new insights
into the way in which personal experience mcxiifies behaviour, how episodes are nol in

physical happenings of the world but are in the telling, that imagination is a pervasive
structuring activity central to hwnan rationality and that seeing is initiated by sensory
objects. Hence I started using the mind to see beyond the photographs.

In particular, maps of the district and the story of the Kenniff BrOlhers took on a new
significance.

In Sections 6.1 and 6.2, I alluded to this growing significance and,

especially now after having re-visited the site,

r spent hours srudying

the various maps

and matching photographs to particular sections SO that I could envisage the total
landscape as I plotted property locations and traced routes the Kenniff brothers may have

taken at various times as the fonewing sketch shows.
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Figure 6.3.1 Sketch of District. (Diary, 1997: 51)
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I began to think of Mt Moffatt as the heart of a great organism where a vital event in our

hiSIDry had taken place and, in this way the story became the focus of my work. It gave
roe a raison d'etre for getting to know the area. and offered a pattern for telling about

special things thai. have happened to people.

During the time I reflected on the

photographs I was actually undergoing a change, and forming new patterns through
playing with things that I had thought irrelevant.

As mentioned earlier in section 6.1, I did a series of paintings dealing with Port Arthur
and the Jondaryan Woolshed in 1993; both areas and their history are well docwnented
and familiar. Yet it had taken seemingly unrelated things, the poetry of Porter and Eliot,
for me to link the two areas. I was unaware at the time that I was staging a "dress

rehearsal" for my approach to the Mt. Moffatt ~gion, I realised that my strategy had been

19 make something already familiar into a new and ambiguous relationship; thus the more
I srudied my photographs of Mt Moffatt, the more I realised that here was a strange and
ambiguous place that I wished to make familiar, nOl only to myself, but to the community

as a whole. The problem was how to do this? Firstly, I had to immerse myself in
making images so that the whole character of the landscape occupied my total physical
and mental being as

an extension of self rather than a separate entity. Secondly, I had to

stimuJate personaJ Curiosity and associations within viewers .

At the time I was working on images of the creekbed and rock areas in which the climax
of the story, the murder of Constable Doyle and Station Manager, Albert Dahlke had
taken place. I had thought to make a backdrop of images for two versions of the Kenniff
story, and I envisaged the images as a representational context within which viewers
could read or listen to either story using a walkman. Thus my objective was to create

very true to life images which, if uansferred to computer imagery, might allow greater
viewer manipuJation using the software programme, Adobe Photoshop. For this reason,

I selected subject matter that lent itself to reasonably simple adaptations of colour, vaJue
and size.
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As a watercolourist

r nonnally do little preliminary pencil dJ<lwing.

preferring to map in

areas and simple outlines with washes before applying layer upon layer of colour to build
up thefonn. But, with the idea of creating an atmosphere and including scanned images
for manipulation by viewers using computers. I thought of experimenting with colour,
value and size as these elements seemed most suitable in suggesting adaptations for
playing around with on the computer. At all times I kept reflecting on the way in which
stories and play are essential ingredients for rehearsing survival sttategies throughout life

that involve moving from the familiar to the strnnge, from the simple to the complex. and
thus I applied this approach to my own work.

An area of key significance to the Kenniff story is the creek below Kenniff Cave at Mt.
Moffatt.: This is situated in a deep gully with massive granite and sandstone rocks
guarding crystal clear pools of water and, owing to my own fascination with rock forms
and water reflections, I selected several pbotogrnphs and slides from my data bank and
studied the value range of greys, blues and greens.

One particular aspect of the creek showed rocks protruding across the foreground
depicting a variety of greys with a repetition of these values in the background while the
middle section comprised grey-green water in which reflections echoed the rock forms.

The play of value posed a challenge as I found in using only pencil and, rather than
creating a powerful and striking contrast, the resultant drawing, Plate 3, has a quiet,
understated stillness.
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Plate 3 .

Karen Knight-Mudie Pencil Sketch of Rock Pool, Lethbridge's Creek
Pencil on Stonehen2.c.

Because I was not totally satisfied with the image and because the aonospbere I had

intended was to be one of intrigue and strength, I reverted to the use of watercolour so
that I could gauge the differing effect able to be achieved through using a medium with
which I am familiar. I did, however, decide to move closer into the image so that the size
of the rocks dominated and the play of reflections might become more mysterious and

confusing as can be seen in the following image, Plate 4.
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Plate 4.

Karen Knight·Mudie. Lethbridge Creek Walerhole.
Watercolour on Arches 640 gm.

Having worked with basically the same image I am very aware of the vast difference in
aonospbere created by firstly, using an lUlfarniliar medium and hence not fully
appreciating its capacity and, secondJy. using a familiar medium and recognising its
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capacity. Bearing this in mind, I went back to drawing media and selected compressed

chafC08l and conte for my next attempt: at creating an atmosphere of strength, mystery and
power. Again I searched through my visual dal! bank of photos and selected a segment
of Marlong Arch in which the sandstone is riddled with veins of ochre values, cracks and
boles and, having realised the impact of size, I cropped a central fragment for enlargement
iomy next drawing, Plate 5 .
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Plate 5.

Karen Knight-Mudie. Fragment of Marlong Arch.
Compressed Charcoal and Conte on Stonehenge.

As we can see, the conttast is powerful and the en1argement of what is only a fragment of
a massive rock formation does suggest an ominous presence of ambiguity and intrigue.
The image is representational as intended but, by concenuating on the elements of size
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and value, ] have exaggerated these and thus changed the character of the image.

I then started work on paintings of a rock area in the Lethbridge Creek as shown in the

next twO images, Plates 6 and 7 .
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Again, my concentration of size, colour and value range of the greys and ochres evident
in the ancient sandstone fonnations interspersed with solidified lava flow and basalt is

evident in the preceding image, Plate 6. I have zoomed in on a particular section of the
creek area and, in isolating rocks that are actually quite sma11 in relationship to the
surrounding background rocks, I focus attention on the shape of the Objects and the value
range of the colours.

Until now. I bad not thought deeply about why I tend to do this but, as I reflect on the
series of landscape paintings I have done over the years, I am becoming aware of my
need to scrutinise the landscape and bow I select a particular location and move closer and
closer thus developing repetitive images as though one is tracking a particular element of
the landscape. I am beginning to realise that this harks back to childhood skills of reading
boofprints and noticing detruls, such as broken grass and the amount of loose earth
covering a track that would alert us to a time factor and, as a consequence, locate us in
space. By this I mean that if the weather was fine and still, one would know that a
hoofmark covered by dust implied that this .anirnal bad passed this way some time ago
and thus was not in the immediate location.

Tune again plays a very important, and yet different, role in other of my past and
immediate experiences. For example, in taking a horse to water, one has to wait for the
horse to drink and, in the waiting, one tends to look at incidental things such as the way
in which the clouds are forming, the position of rocks, ant trails and all sorts of peripheral
things. At the time, one is not always intensely aware of these things but, over time and
through repetitive routine, one absorbs the pattern of things and thus when the pattern is
broken, one becomes very alert. In this way our survival instincts, nourished by pattern,
come to our rescue as we tty to re-establish a sequential, developmental way of feeling at
one with a situation.

Thus, in looking at the following image, Plate 7, we can see the way in which I move
closer into the image so that details become more obvious and concentration of size and
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location of particular elements, such as colour changes, shape, size and the direction of
cracks become the focus of attention.

Plate 7.

Karen Knight-Mudie. Lethbridge's Creek No 2.
Watercolour on Arches 640 gm.
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The development of my sense of focus and connection can be seen in the following
unage• Plate 8. where I use a diptych to exemplify the natural way in which we turn the
bead in scanning the landscape and the way in which we link things together in the mind.
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Karen Knight-Mudi •. Dargonelly Waterhole.
Watercolour on Arches 640 gm. (Diptych)

Naturally, we cannot see all things simultaneously and yet we attempt to link episodes in
a sequential arrangement of elements.

The way in which many artists attempt to

overcome this deficiency in our physical apparatus is to use forms of multiple
perspective, panoramas and time sequences as in cartoons, films and television and, my
approach might be seen as a panorama.

When viewing this particular aspect of the landscape. it is impossible for one to see the
totality of the waterhole from the viewpoint I have taken. One has to move around to get.
the whole picture and one tends to focus on this or that particular aspect of shadow that
attracts attention. As we can see in this combined image, there are equal forces of value

in the pockets of shadow in the rock crevices to almost centre left and slightly higher
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centre right of the separate images that vie for attention and so our eye tracking moves
back and forth as one would do when scanning the landscape for signs of animals. In
this way I am simuJating the way in which a person might scan the landscape while
looking fordetails.

In recalling my previous discussion of the video, Cinderella, in Section 6.2 , I draw
attention to stressing the important role of presentation. In like manner, wben planning
an exhibition, the space of the gallery plays a crucial role and thus it is essential to
consider the height of walls, the position of doorways, light direction and all extraneous
things that might affect the presentation of the work as intended. Thus. an awareness of
space and size allows one to link two dimensional works to a three dimensional context.
In this sense, an artist is also an architect, curator and conductor if one is planning all
aspects of an exhibition. In the following section. I shall deal in detail with these aspects
of the exhibition, but it is important that J now draw attention to the fact that the works
were intended to be hung in a public gallery and thus consideration of this context did
influence the way in which I approached making the images.

By mid December, 1996. I bad completed the images as discussed above and, in my

mind 1 was hypothetically arranging the works in one of the smaller rooms of the
Toowoomba Regional Art Gallery as had been verbally agreed some months previous.
However, my work and ideas suddenly floundered at this time when. after visiting the
gallery, I was infonned that the space I had requested was not available, but the large
foyer Atrium Gallery could be used instead. This changed many of my intentions and
ideas. In a matter of moments the envisaged space had grown from approximately ten
square metres to a long narrow area of some twenty four metres with a breadth of
approximately six metres at the entrance, tapering 10 approximateJy two metres at the rear.
Ceiling heights ranged from four and a half metres 10 five and a half metres. Within this
space there are eight doorways, entry reception counter, stairwell. one lift, one long
narrow window, one aJcove leading into the main gallery and one glassed aJcove at the
rear of the space.
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I did not have time to stop and think but continued working on the watercolours of the
creek area as I mentally searched for a solution and new direction. At the time I was
reading the work of Gordon (1961 ) that deals with the creative capacity, and I noted the
four basic interrelated psychological states he considers universal and recurring. Firstly,
there is the detachment! involvement stage of feeling removed from the problem before
getting very close, secondly, there is a deferment stage that halts premature solutions,
thirdly, a period of speculation allows the mind to run freely , and finally, a feeling that
the thing has a mind of its own that Gordon tenDS the autonomy of the Object

In my own mind I sensed that the decision about the gallery space represented a type of

defennent and that the new space might offer new possibilities.

My diary entty of

January 1, (1997: 65) records my worry about the space of the Atrium being n~ long

With enormous wall spaces", but, having just moved into my own house that I bad
designed and physically assisted in building, I recalled similar space problems one faces

in playing with dimensions, positive and negative spaces, size and proportion. In the
house design process, I had started with floor plans that had evolved into small models,
thence into bigger models until the actual. building became the final and pennanent model
in which ceilings reach to over five metres and beams and poles intersect the space in
supporting the loft area. Thus, in relating my own experience to this new design problem
posed by the exhibition space, I realised that the size of the Atrium Gallery could be used
to great advantage in creating visual impact The problem of exactly how this might be

done remained unsolved until I reflected on the photos lent to me by Good.

The photos were basically small, old, faded and sepia toned representations of the

Kenniff brothers, Constable George Doyle, Albert Dahlke, Joe Ryan, Charles Tom and
views of "Forest Vale", "Carnarvon Homestead", Mitchell Horse Races and various
aspects of the surrounding district I laid the pictures out like a deck of cards and began
SOrting them into some order, firstly into people followed by places and then into a time
line of events. TlIDC passed as I looked at the photos and thought about the story and I

began to imagine walking through history and, at that instant, the Atrium space took on a
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neW pe~pective. The space suggested a type of pathway. because you have to actually
move along the corridor which appears narrow because of the towering walls on either
side and I began to imagine it as a history walk. However. the problem of scale remained
a worry as I realized how large the works would need to be to fill such a space which had
DOW

become a dominant and integral design element in the overall exhibition. Previously

space was conventional, now it was very unconventionaL

When painting I normally use an imperial size Arches or Saunders heavy watercolour
paper. which. when float mounred and framed. is one metre by seventy five centimetres.
While it was possible to oonceive of the images as diptychs, triptychs and even quartets
as was often my method of working. I was very conscious of the remaining negative
space around the images. and particularly above the images if I used this formatting.
However, visual images of billboards, murals. Byzantine mosaics, Chinese scrolls,
Michelangelo's Sistine ceiling, works by Rembrandt, Rubens, Courbet, Nolan, Imants
Tillers, Boyd, Hodgkinson and many others played through my mind as I began to
speculate about using other media and techniques hitherto strange to me.

Recently, at an opening of student work in the Arts Faculty, I had been impressed with
the size of the works done by one student using a heavy brown drawing paper. On
ringing art suppliers in Brisbane I was told that this type of drawing paper comes in rolls
of fifty metres having a width of one metre, twenty centimetres. I immediately ordered a
roll of this paper which was delivered the following day and, tearing off a portion of the

paper I started experimenting by playing with combinations of media such as conte,
pastels. oil sticks and liquid texta in the same way in which I encou.rage students to
discover various properties of new media I discarded the soft pastelS as the colou~ and
texture were too soft for the toughness of the paper and did not give the impact I wanted.
so I ooncentrated on using the liquid texta, compressed oonte and oil sticks. The hard
edge and power of the liquid texta suggested possibilities of strength and pennanence,
While the conte and oil sticks flowed and smudged over the paper with ease. I started to
sense a new direction for the work - the paper was light enough, yet tough enough to
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nang as great scrolls in the gallery, and the conte and oil sticks were powerful enough to
suit the size of the drawings.

Being familiar with organic forms and having often done demonstration work on rolls of
butcher's paper showing the use of various instruments for acrylic painting techniques
such as using rollers, cut cardboard. tooth brushes, cotton wool. cutouts, crushed paper.
spatter work, sponges and the like, I approached the brown paper in a similar way.
However, the strangeness lay in drawing and. cutting a length of some two metres, I
firstly placed the paper on four tables pushed together and began an imaginary landscape
drowing. However, I found it physically difficwt to reach across the width of the rabIes
and thus put the papeFon the floor. Because the drawing was experimental I felt excited
in having complete freedom in flirting with strangeness and, having never used the
powerful liquid texra in my own work, I began with these. I staned with a tree form and,
as I was blocking in a shadow area using purple and black I felt uneasy about the
starkness and hard edge effect of the liquid texta so, putting this aside I took up a stick of
sepia conte and continued. The medium flowed across the page and, as I made JX>werful
sweeping contour marks depicting landforms and rocks I was able to smudge and mix in
other earth toned colours and then superimpose crisp areas of grass, sharp outlines and
rich shadows using oil sticks and compressed c harcoa1. On looking at the developing
form of the work I realized that the natural. colour of the paper lent itself to the earthiness
of the landscape and reminded me of old photographs.

Going back to the old photographs I again laid them out on the table and started ananging

them like a story and, within minutes, the oontext of the exhibition became clear in my
mind. The space did lend itself to a history wa1k, the colour of the paper suggested the
earth, the conte and oil sticks flowed over the paper like fl ora, fauna and people moving
through time. Moreover, the size could be manipulated to enhance the imJXX18.nce of the
story and renect the vastness of the region and, as 1 sat ooncenttating on the photos I
Stared visualizing them as enormous drawings. somewhat like old faded billboards that
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could actually fill the space of the gallery with such presence that one would be amongst

them almost like ~ of the crowd at the horse races or court hearing.

From this idea I began to visualize a coach rumbling across the countryside and, using a
photocopier, I then enlarged various sections of images from Wannan (1970) and started
tearing the photocopies, positioning and pasting them into the landscape and then drawing

into them to seal them into the image. This meant that I was down on hands and knees
and it was not long before my glasses were fogged up from perspiration and my back
was aching so badly that I had to stop. I walked away in tears of frustration and fatigue.
I felt completely out of my depth, abandoned by my body, and angry that I did not have
the facilities and equipment for work of this scale.

In situations like this I feel it is very important to do two things - move away from the
problem, and sleep. I did both, and the following day I arranged a row of chairs and
stools as scaffolding along the wall and, using a packet of Blutack, secured the paper to
the wall and finished the drawing. On studying the overall impact of this drawing I
considered that the combination of media gave a somewhat disjointed atmosphere to the
work as a whole, but the important part was in identifying those particular areas that did
work and, in particular, the way in which I was able to drag and smudge the

con~

that

allowed the colour to float across the base paper giving a ghostly and faded effect which I
was able to define in partS using strong contour lines and building up form through
hatching and blocking in areas of the sepia tones. I decided to use this technique for large
scale interprelations of the main characters and key sites of the story and, as noted in my
diary:
In the main I intend to work using a horizontal fonnat so that the image-story
unfolds, like a track leading viewers through the gallery space so that they can
walk the story,listen to the story and participate in manipulating the painted
images in resJX>nse to the story. (Diary, 1996: 66)

Tlrroughout the month of December I worked steadily ~n the drawings using my new
knowledge of the medium and newly mastered skills from the experimental drawing. In
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thinking about my methodology I realise that I used knowledge of my house design and

painting demonstration skills to apply to the scale problem and, in thus overcoming the
problem of scale, I felt confident to tackle the new problem of drawing media which, with

practice, became familiar.

Because I was working from very small photographs I used a technique of grid
cnlargementand, as mentioned previously regarding earlier watercolours of Lethbridge's
Creek area, I exaggerated certain details, deleted others and combined characters as pairs
in one drawing depending on the effect I wanted. For example, I wanted the judges to

appear as though they were confening and hence each person in each pair faces to the
centre of the image and thus, while gazing at us, the viewers. they also appear to be
aware of each other.

By January I, 1997 I had completed eight drawings: the rour judges, (Real and Chubb
as a pair, and Cooper and Griffith as the other pair), Patrick and James Kenniff, Doyle
and Dahlke, Cremation Rock, Forest Vale Homestead, the Horse Races at Mitchell and
my experimental Jandscape. The latter is·not included in the list of plates owing to the fact
that I later tore it up as we shall shortly see.

The following plates show the images as listed above. Of course the sequence changes in
arranging them in the gallery context but, for the moment my intent is to draw attention to
the pattern developing in which I use basically the same technique so that value gradations
and size are the dominant visual elements that unify the images as a series, not separate
pictures. In this way they might be considered as a visual story line.
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Plate 9.

Karen Knight"Mudie. Judges Real and Chubb.
Conte on Brown Pa~r. 240 x 114 em.

Plate 10.

Karen Knight-Mudie. Judges Cooper and Griffith.
Conte on Brown Paper. 240 x 114 em.
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Plate 11.

Karen Knight-Mudi. Patrick and James Kenniff.
Conte on Brown Paver. 240 x 114 an

Plate 12.

Karen Knight-Mudi. George Doyle and Albert Dahlke.
Conte on Brown Paoer. 240 x 114 em.
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Plate 13.

Karen Knigbt-Mudie Cremntion Rock.
Conte on Brown Pa-pe_r. 114 x 240 em.
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Plate 14.

Karen Knight-Mudie Forest Vale Homestead.
Conte on Brown Paoer. 240 x 114 em.

Plate 15.

Karen Knight-Mudie Horse Races at Mitchell c. 1898
Conte on Brown Paper. 240 x 114 em.
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Having finished these drawings, I was physically exhausted from standing on stools and
drawing in an upright JX>sition for up to eight hours most days during the last four weeks;
my mind was nwnb and, in needing a change, 1 reverted to painting as noted in my diary:

In the last couple of days 1 bave been working on the paintings and hav,e
decided to add some ten to the rock paintings. Am using Arches 640 gm
paper, W & N watercolours and will either use screenprinting or
monoprinting (photocopy transferred by turps) to superimpose some
gf;ological information about the place over areas of the image. This idea
goes back to the notion of using textlimage as reciprocal partners - reference
back to my studies of Porter (poet) and Boyd (artist) working together on the
series of Jonah.. Narcissus and Lady and the Unicorn. While both Porter
and Boyd worked independently in their own medium, 111 combine the text
and image as a 'system of signs', reference Culler, Johnson, Lakoff and
others researched in Ch. 2.
The particular diptych, subject matter rocks from Meteor Creek area below
Kenniff Cave, has been giving me a few problems. Last night 1 spent a lot
to time browsing through Warner's (1987) guide to the National Parks of the
Exploring Queensland's Central
sandstone Belt (Warner. Charles.
Highlands. Yanderra NSW: C. Warner). This book is a practical guid~ to
camping and bushwalking in the areas, masses of information about geology
of the belt, rock types. scenery, weather. plants, animals, people, use of
land, practicalities of getting there, camping etc. and hazards, so I found
some useful descriptions re rock formations. At first 1 thought of
superimposing some of the Kenniff story across the lower shadow area of
the image to relieve the monologue of greys, pinks, yellows of the rocks but
decided this would inject sentiment into the image so have now decided to
continue the objectivity of monologue with factual infonnation such as
commentary re rock types ala Warner.
Whole creek area is
surrounded/covered with
grey basalt boulders and
sandstone rocks ovemanging trees create
an array of eerie shadows.

shadow across logs, rocks, pebbles - create effect of depth
using superimposed text, entice viewer to 'enter' the image to make
sense of it

(Diary, 1997: 66)
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The above exttact shows my reversion to ideas I had been working with before
beginning the drawings and, in linking back to the natural environment, I was also
thinking of linking the story into the actual. landscape as the diary diagram suggests for
developing the Meteor Creek rocks image.

After many hours of playing with this notion of linking the text to the image I discarded
the whole idea for the following reasons. Firstly, in putting any words into the image I
would have to decide exactly which words and, secondly, if labelling an image does

affect the way in which it is viewed, I reasoned that the insertion of text would have an
equally, if not greater, influence on the viewer.

If we look closely at the image, in amongst the rocks in the middJe left of the right section
of the diptych, we can discern a skull. It is not obvious and 1 did not intend it but, when
I recognised it, I got quite a shock and immediately started thinking about the saddle bag
stuffed with grisly remains, the teeth, the dried blood and other remnants of the murder
victims and I thought to write something to tbis effecL Of course. in this way I would
lead the viewer to think along similar lines to my own thus posing conflict with the aims
of this research to re-structure art as personal experience. In applying text to the image I

would be packaging my own experience (my recognition of the skull and subsequent
associations) to a certain degree hence curtailing the possibility that another person might
make a similar discovery, or another discovery of their own volition, I had not noticed
Because the im}:OCt of the skull had been so strong in my mind, 1 found it hard to
dislodge and, for this reason, the diptych remains unfinished as the following image,
Plate 16, shows.
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Plate 16.

Karen Knight-Mudic. Grey Rocks from Meteor Creek Area.
UnfInished Diptych on Ar1:hes 640 gm.

However, the idea led back to my numerous, personal photographs and slldes taken on
various camping nips to Ml Moffatt and Carnarvon when I was teaching at the College
of the South West in Roma. In wishing to create a total sense of the area, not only the
hideout areas, but also aspects of expansiveness and the clarity of light, I found several

shots of the Marlong Plain:
... that I tacked together as a long vista, hectares of rolling green grass with a
backdrop of clustered trees as a distant 'fence' courting mountains in the far
distance. Sliprail stockyards off the access road bore memories of penned cattle
and horses. Made a series of OHfs from the photographs and projected these
across the wall. In this way I could gauge the impact of scale some 4-5 metres
long. Immediately rang Sue at the Gallery to request floor plan and dimensions
of Atrium space and walls; sbe is sending me this information. Am thinking of
using colour for the Marlong Plain vista still on the brown drawing paper so that
the 'history walk' of sepia images evolves into the present and existing
landscape. Played around with crayons, pastels and oil sticks - latter have a
wondetfullusbness and strength apt for Marlong Plain. (Diary ,1997: 69)
Having already completed the seven large sepia toned drawings based on historical
photographs. Plates 9 - 15, a problem remained in linking the historica1 data to the present
day data so that the watercolour images of the landscape might form on-going chapters
emanating from the central plot of the story.
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In playing with a slide projector and varying the size of the projected images of Marlong
Plain, I started to see how I might tack a series of vistas together as an extended
panorama and, as one scans the image from right to left, from the old broken stockyards
to the lush green of the plain, it might be possible to stimulate a mental time movement

throUgh introducing colour as both a psychological and real introduction to the painted
images.
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lFigure 6.3,2 Location Map, Concertina Photognph, Martong Plain,

(Diary 1997: 68)
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As noted in my diary (Diary. 1997: 69) I requested a floor piau of the gallery space.
Until now I bad been arranging the layout of the images in my head, but the way in which
I was conceptualising the Marlong Plain had grown to such dimensions that I needed

coofirmation that it could work in the space. On picking up the floor plan. I noted that the

intended wall space was over five metres long, sufficient to take the size of the drawing I
envisaged and, content in my mind, I cut a section of the paper to over four metres,

taCked it up on the wall and began work. Starting from the right of the image] worked
with the conte with which, by that time, I was very familiar. However, other than the

experimental drawing, I had not used the oil sticks in any ensuing work. Again I moved
from the familiar to the strange, applying previous experience to a new situation and I
found that, baving used my bands and fingers so constantly in the sepia drawings, it was
simple to use the same techniques with the oil sticks. In fact the greasy texture of the

medium created a glowing effect that seemed to bring the work alive as r moved further to
the left of the image. Unfortunately, this effect is lost in the reduced size of the following
image, Plate 17.

Plate 17.

Karen Knight-Mudi•. Marleng Plain.
Conte & Oil Stick on Brown Paper 440 x 114 em.

As we can see, the image unfolds like a great scroll and. because the subject matter, the
landscape, represents a factual visual record of the place. I have added handwritten text
along the bottom of the image that tells about the type of vegetation in a matter-of-fact
way. This contrasts with my decision to avoid USing text in the image of rocks I spoke of
previously. In both cases the subject matter is factual - on one hand, a plain, on the
other, rocks. Why then did I discard one and yet do eJl:actly the opposite with the other?
As I explained earlier, the skull had appeared in the painting. Thus we can ask why there
are no skulls in this drawing?
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Only now am I starting to grapple with a possible answer, one I suggest and, in the
suggesting, I am not clear myself. In fact as I write this I am struggling with may bes.
Nevertheless, 1 shall track my line of thought.

As a wateroolourist 1 have beoome so familiar with the medium that I often allow the
water and pigment to do the imaging for me. By this I mean that I have a certain
anticipatory trust as one can predict, more or less, how an intimate friend might respond
to certain stimulus, and so I will pool water aauss the page, take a loaded brush of

pigment and lightly touch areas of the water so that it and pigment merge and flow across
the page. Three things are very important - the amount of water, the load of pigment and
the degree of touch. A deficiency in anyone kills the magic.

~y

times this magic

produces small creatures in my work and, amongst these I have often found a skull. In

like manner, if we recall my discussion of contour drawing in Section 6.2, I drew
attention to the way in which various characteristics appear that, in a more studied
approach , are simply not there. I can only suggest that when using wateroolours and
contour drawing I delegate the doing to the tools in my head while the external me stands
aside and watches. On the other hand, in working with media less familiar, the resultant
image, as with Marlong Plain, appears less spontaneous and more externally directed..

A similar awareness of recounting external factors can be seen in my treatment of the
following drawings of "Carnarvon" Homestead, (Plate 18), and Hunter & Co. Store

at

YuJeba, (Plate 19). The drawing of the "Carnarvon" Homestead depicts the original
homestead in its historic authenticity and, it was the robbery of the Yuleba store that
served to diven police attention thus enabling Pat and Jimmy to load stolen horses onto
the train without the inoonvenience of a police stock inspection as the written text in the
image explains. In both drawings I am recounting facts and thus it is possible that., in
Working with historic factual subject maner, my own process of interpretation is guided
more strongly.
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Plate 18.

Karen Knight-Mudie. Carnarvon Homestead.
Conte on Brown Paper. 240 x 114 em.

The above image is a representation of a place that did exist but, because my knowledge

of its exact role in the story is limited, I pre5e_ot it as a silent witness that may. or may not,
stir memories for some people. On the other band, in the following image, (Plate 19),

Hunter & Co. Store at Yuleba, I use two images to suggest the sort of activities that
would have taken place both outside and inside the building and, because of the key role
this shop did play in the overall story of the Kenniff Brothers, I draw on my knowledge

of this to create the image according to a more personal interpretation on my bebalf. Thus
I take several quotations, so to speak, and link them together as a unified whole that

offers a greater range of possibilities for viewer association owing to the richer selection
of data presented. This also allows ambiguity in interpretation owing to the variety of
subject matter.
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Plate 19. Karen Knigbt-Mudie. Hunter &: Co. Store at Yuleba.
Conte on Brown Paper. 114 x 240 cm.
After completing these large drawings, I organized to have the images created thus far
recorded on colour print and slide film as is my DOnna! practice in the same way I keep
records of written papers. Again I felt my energy levels getting very low and I was
beginning to consider the work as more labour than love.

However, after the
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photographic session. I went back to re-work a 'shadow' rock image I had started before
Christmas. At that time the texture of the rock was proving to be a challenge owing to
the incredible veins running across the surface that required a lot of 'bleeding' technique
and, to achieve this texnual effect I needed considerable time and patience. But I had
been impatient to commence the drawings and the rock image was put aside.

As mentioned above, the exact degree of saturation of the paper is crucial to the end
result as is my own feeling of being at one with the work. During December my mind
had been too occupied with the change of direction. The large scale drawings had
preoccupied another part of me and. while I found them exciting and a new challenge,
they had entailed considerable struggle, so returning to the rocks was like going Iwme.
returning to a comfort zone. This particular area in the creekbed below Kenniff Cave
has special significance for me because at the time of my initial visit I had been totally
alone in the Mt Moffatt National Park, and, as mentioned previously in Section 6.1, the
enormity of the place was overwhelming. After baving read of the Kenniff Brothers in
the Infonnation Hut, out of curiosity I had spent several hours scrambling through the
bush ttying to find the notorious cave with no signs (now prolifically protruding upon
the landscape) to guide me, until I literally stumbled on a rock at the very entrance. I
was amazed at the size of the cave, but of more interest to me at that time, was the creek
below where the sunlight played with reflections off the water and rocks and where I sat
alone and marvelled. Again I cannot explain exactly how one knows when the time is
right but I sensed that I needed to play with the magic of water and pigment once more
as exemplified in the following image, Plate 20.
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Plate 20.

Karen Knight-Mudie. Belew KennifJCave.
Watercolour on Arches 640 gm.

However, I sensed myself becoming so absorbed in tinkering with familiar techniques
that I was losing sight of the wider picture that, we can recall, emphasized the important

part maps and tracks played with regard to location and time as discussed in Section

6.2. However. at this stage I was preparing for my field trip and thus this reference to
maps bas its origin in much earlier trips into the wilderness of Section 6.1. My diary

note explains this:
I remembered the drive to Ml Moffatt from Iojune and calling into
"Wornblebank" to tell them I was alone and would be camping in the
Park area. The view over the plains to rolling hills was stunning even in

a dry season and one could imagine the body of grass after good rain. At
the time I had no idea of the Kenniff story. or the location of the key
properties, but I now realize that "Womblebank" is right in the middle of
Kenniff country, surrounded by "Foreslvale" to the SW, "Crystal brook"
NW, "MerivaJe" NE and "Westgrove" NEE and is typical of the country
ideal for grazing cattle and horses. (Diary, 1997: 73)
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Searching once more through my photographs I found several images of the view from
in front of the "Womblebank" homestead and, because this property is pivotally

located, tracks and roads radiate from it, and to it, in all directions. The notions of
tracking. time, space and movement collided in my mind with opposing notions of
enclosure. centrality and stillness, the former evoked by the expansiveness of the
landscape, the latter by the seclusion of the homestead. Thus. the following image,
Plate 21, exemplifies a marriage of opposites with tracks of the district superimposed
upon the blue/green hazy far distant bills of the top section while, across the bottom of
the page. I have detailed the front view of the homestead in pen and ink.
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Karen Knight-Mudie. Womblebank Homestead.
Watercolour on Fabriano.

In reality a view such as this is not JXlssible from one viewJXlint because, to see both the
landscape and the homestead, we would have to physically turn around and, in using
multiple perspective in this subtle way. only those people who really know the exact
location would realize this dislocation. In this way I am playing with reality. and in
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using a very representational approach, the game of delusion is even greater as is our
sense of space, location and time in countryside such as this when we think a track will
take us north when in fact we could be gOing south.

This image started another train of thought as I reflected on maps and symbols. The
more I thought aoout the way people interpret things the more I realized that any mark.
on paper, whether it be a blob or a picture, evokes something for someone, somewhere.
It all depends on their past associations and, on looking at the maps I had gathered

during my visits to Carnarvon and Mt. Moffatt, I started thinking about their
significance regarding the way in which people orient themselves in physical space
while also connecting themselves mentally to a network "of relations between people,
place and events.

In particular this sense of orientation in space is exemplified by one map I had picked
up from the Rangeway Service Station, Injune, on my first visit to Mt Moffatt some
years ago and now pasted into my diary whicb:
... was simply a set of instructions, or rather 'pointers', on how to get
from one place to anolher and, when originally in Injune, it simply
acted as a guide to get me out of Injune and headed in the direction of
Mt. Moffatt
By chance I happened to take the road via
·WomblebankR • However, now some years later, the map has taken on
a much richer significance and I have added the various property
names/sileS lhat conjure up associations with the story of the Kenniff
brothers. The map now is no longer a 'pointer' but rather a complex
symoo! that evokes memories, associations and a network of relations
between place, people, happenings and my own experiences of the area.
How is that something that is relatively objective in nature and intent
becomes subjective? How have I arrived to this stage that the map is
more than a map? (Diary. 1997; 16)
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Figure 6.3.3 Map from Rangeway Service Station. (Diary, 1997: 16)

As my diary entry shows, maps had become integral to my image making:
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My drawings and paintings are like the map - based on photographic
records, statements of what was/js - certain "innocence" of the artworks
as objects. I cannot disassociate myself from them because I selected
the content so therefore my own personal· values exist/persist in the
works, but how obVious will my values be to viewers?
The map has changed for me because of what I have come to know
aoout the area - through actual physical experience of driving on the
roads, walking across the country, listening to the sounds of the bush
and the stories of the people, taking photographs, drawing. painting.
and reading - not just to accumulate mfonnation but to admit me to
experiences not my own. I think this is the most exciting way.
demanding, challenging and often brulally truthful way of going
beyond self to find self. If the map bas changed for me through a
perceptual awareness (sensory experience) that allows me to imagine
beyond the literal configuration of the marks on paper, what sort of
sensory experiences are possible for viewen so that my images will
change for them from being factual 'innocent' objects to springlx>ards of
memories, associations and awareness of other aspects that uansform
the objects from being other/remote and objective to personal and
subjective? In other words how can viewers feef akin to the images?
How can an emotive response be elicited? (Diary, 1997: 16)

This diary entry was made on February 6th and. although we have already re-visited
Mt Moffatt in the previous section, I think that any effon to write in multiple

perspective for the pUIJX>Se of this research would create enormous confusion and thus I
have separated tracking the story from my visual search. However, the two have been
interwoven throughout my on-going work and my growing awareness of maps. links
and connections stimulated my backtracking to Mt Moffatt to find possible answers to
questions that arose in making some of the images. In particular, the long drawing of
Marlong Plain (Plate 17) challenged me to link the historical data to the present day in

a visual form. Having read about the Kenniffs, I now wanted to link words to people
and places, to fill in some of the gaps that existed in my mind and to find ways of
opening new roads into my work for actual people to experience.
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6.4 Exploring Connections: Stories and Technology.
My desire to find a way of allowing viewers some sort of physical association with my
images so that they might feel part of the exhibition, motivated deeper thinking into the
concept of personal experience.

My own work to date was alerting me to new

vieW)XIints regarding the concept of ownership, not in the sense of domination, but in
the sense of feeling a part of the whole process of belonging within various events, the
re-telling of which thence enable singuJar persons to personally experience some facet
of those events.

Because the story of the KennifT brothers, and the maps I used on my trips to the Mt.
Moffatt area, offered me access to the landscape through associations accwnu1ated over
time. I considered that these might also serve as 'ports of enny' for viewers. In this
way, people from all walks of life including various ages, skills and knowledge about
artWorks, might use personal associations from past experience to feel familiar with the
exhibition. or, lacking past associations, might use inherent curiosity to following the
trail of images and story in fineting our more aOOut the exhibition in an effon to feel

more familiar with the event

On the one hand we have personal associations and , on the other, we have

curi~ity.

Both are inherent traits of humanity and both imply different starting points for
experiencing something, and thus my challenge is to reconcile the two through
providing some means of orchestrating a variety of stimu1i so that various personal
experiences might be possible. In tracking the story of the Kenniff brothers, I am using

the age old traditions of oral and written recounting of deeds performed by famous or
infamous people through which association is fX)ssible, while, on the other hand, the
POSSibilities suggested by maps and machines suggest ways in which curiosity might be
stimulated.

An anecdote from my experience might ilIwninate ways in which it is possible to make
a COnnection between the familiar and the not so familiar, between association and
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curiosity about the unknown. We can recall my shock, Section 6.2, at seeing so many
tourists climbing around and upon Marlong Arch. My original experience of the place
a decade ago, had been one of eerie quiet and enonnity of rocks that bad instilled in me
a sense of timelessness which now seemed invaded by the scrambling figures of the
tourists. To my mind the silent beast was being tamed and invaded to a certain degree
and, in wanting to save my memory of the ' beast', I selected a view of the rock in
which the background exists in only small pockets of sky and the rock occupies the
majority of the picture plane. This of course is not the total rock, simply a portion of it
and, if we read it as an entity in itself, we see big, but if we read it as a portion of a
rock, we imagine bigger. Again the concept of size plays an integral role in affecting
our perception or thinBs.

As we saw previously (Plate 7), I have a habit of concencrating on details and this habit
appears to have developed from my past experiences of concentrating on details as a
necessary adjunct to survival. I stress that this sense of survival does not necessarily
entail domination and hence Plate 22, may be seen as my inruitive response to these
very deep formative physical forces that have motivated me to capture something, not
in the sense of curtailing it, but in the sense of preserving it and being part of it

However, this particular image of Marlong Arch, did not offer me my usual love affair
with rocks. On the contrary, I struggled through the whole affair and even now I do not
feel totally at peace with this image. I did intend to crop the view so that the rocks
dOminate, and I did intend to suggest a pathway through the central portion of the image
occupied by the connecting bulks of the two rock forms that surround the vision of open
space beyond. But wbat I did not intend, is the foreboding and intimidating atmosphere
that 1 feel the image exudes. But, as I have previously discussed, the appearance of
skulls and other whimsical animals in my works appear to refute my overt intention. If
I, who am so close to my experience cannot explain it, how might another presume to
do just this?
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Why does this image appear to deny the access [intended? [s it lack of skill on my
bebalf? Or is it because various forces within my background of associations oppose a
less familiar set of forces? In other words, did I really want to leave the rock free rather
than trying to save it?

Plate 22.

Karen Knigbt-Mudie. Marlong Arch.
Watercolour on Arcbes 640
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But neither the tourists nor my intentions alter the fact that the arch, to this stage at
least, survives the impact of many feet and salvation through artistic representation.
Thus, from my perspective, the Mt Moffatt region and the story of the Kenniff brothers
retain innate attributes while the context of our telling, like that of Cinderella,
constantly changes.

In painting the image of Marlong Arch, I was involved on a deeply personal level and I
am aware of my struggle with old and new associations. On the other hand, in the
image of Womblebank Homestead (Plate 21), other people are implied through the forty
four gallon drum, the stand, and the image of the house, thus crowding my own
personal associations aside while introducing associations -emanating from other people.
The inclusion of the superimJX'sed map widens the scope of association for those who
know the area. and for those unfan:Uliar with the area, the map has the possibility of
stimulating Curiosity about the area. Owing to the way in which the fine lines simply
trace possible routes in the distance and, the homestead grounded across the foreground

implies habitation. the image beckons viewers to enter and explore. It is possible that
we want to meet the people living in the house and ask directions as I did on first
passing "Womblebank". In this way my associations are neither as singular nor as
deeply personal as those pertaining to Marlong Arcb and, instead, invite others to join
in tracing my own mental and pbysical voyages to the area while allowing other
discoveries.

However. maps had played a significant pan as exemplified in my diary extract in
Section 6.3 and, I draw attention to the way in which I suggested that they "admit me to
experiences not my own" (Diary, 1997: 16). This idea grew into the notion of making a
enonnous floor map with images superimposed UJX'D the groundscape so that people
might metaphoricaJly walk in the countryside while physically walking uJX'n an

artwork. In such a way I might entice people to consider art as more than offering
objects to contemplate. but as a way of experiencing life.
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If I were to use something so familiar as a map, now so easily accessible and ordinary
as fuel at the local garage, and put it in a new context, I might dislocate previous and
habitual association and create curiosity. In this way I began to think about the process
through which maps appear to have lost much of the deeper significance of locating
people within the landscape.

On the contrary, it seems that maps have lost their

anchoring effect and now simply guide many people across the land.

It is this

familiarity .that I wanted to challenge so that modification of previously accepted
notions might become a step towards seeing things in a new and strange way. Thus I
decided to put an artwork on the floor in the form of a map that might entice people into
seeing artWorks and maps in a new way according to our norms, but in a very ancient
way according to the original norms of images and maps.

A word that kept recurring in my mind was inhabit. It comes closest to what I mean by
personal experience because it implies dwelling within However, io considering the
possibility of inhabiting the landscape, once again size became a dominant element In
my own thinkiog I was developing a

grea~r

awareness of the element of size and,

because the word inhabit suggests the notion of dwelling within that takes us beyood the
hypothetical to acrual reality, it is this sense of belonging that I want to evoke and, to do
this io a real sense would mean using size in proportion to human dimensions. Whether
dwelling within is either mental or physical it is an instant of being at one with

something that must occasion some intense awareness and, in thinking of the role of
maps, I was thinking beyond imaginative projections to physical presence that might
enrich imaginative projections.

In wrestling with this notion, I sketched configurations of maps in my mind as I began
to re-play my own experiences of holding a map in one hand. looking at the countryside

around me and trying to locate myself in the terrain by looking at the map. This is
something that many people do when in a new environment or, when giving directions
to someone, and thus a map is a symbol that may be used as a metaphorical anchor.

Once more I began playing around with the concepts of size and space and, in making
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an overhead transparency of a map of the district. I projected this onto the waIl. Figure
6.4.1 shows the map used for this.
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Figure 6.4.1 Map of Central Western Queensland. (Diary, 1997: 38)

However, in blowing up the image, I realised that I needed height as well as width and
this would mean putting two lengths of the strong brown paper one above the other thus
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giving me a surface of some three metres square - the size of a small room.

Hence 1 began to argue with myself that, if dwelling within is a state of both mental and
physical oneness, it could be possible to stimulate the possibility of this state by
actually walking upon a map of this size so that one might locate oneself within the
symbol itself. Further force could be given to the ideas of location and anchoring by
drawing key sites upon the map so that my tracking of the story might become visual
and, by putting the visual map on the floor viewers could metaphorically walk the story
upon the terrain and might Stbp within the images to ponder their personal relationship
to

the symbolic terrain, as well as connecting siles from the map to various images

hanging on the walls. I referred back to my diary to where I had plotted key properties
as a means of locating these sites in Il)Y mind as the following sketch shows.
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IFigure 6.4.2

Sketch of the Me Morran District Properties. (Diary. 1997: 26)
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While this sketch only indicates some of the properties it enabled me to envisage other
properties within the wider context and imagine the people and dwellings within the
landscape.

Again my method of colJaging visual snippets of data into the image

suggested a way in which I could incorporate the facrual historic data from the old
photographs on the large map I envisaged.

I used tW(} three metre lengths of the strong brown paper in making the visual map and
located the towns, roads and the sites of the moonlighting and murder USing ink and
liquid texta Within this map I then superimposed images of various homesteads and
the specific site pertaining to the story of the Kenniff brothers using brush and ink wash
so the map grew into an artwork that was both aesthetic and functional, but a problem
remained - how to make the artwork. durable enough to withstand the anticipated traffic
of many feet walking upon it I thought aoout coating the work with various resins but
dismissed this idea when I considered the durability of laminated works and, after
several telephone calls, I found I was able to take the work to Brisbane to have it
laminated using a pebble coating suitable for foot wear.

Presentation of works is a normal consideration for all artists and hence the presentation
of this visual map did involve some tinkering with new ideas because of the space it
was to occupy, the use it was to be put to, and the aesthetic appeal it had to maintain.
Another consideration was that of safety because, if the visual map was to be walked
upon, this meant that the surface had to be matte and secure. These thoughts natwally
preoccupied me for some time and guided my decision to use a commercial laminating
company where trained staff could handle work of this size as the following Plate 23
shows.
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Plate 23. Karen Knight-Mudie. Moonlighting Map afthe KennifJ Brothers' Country.
Pen and ink, collage, conte and liquid texta on brown paper, 3m x 3m.

The next image, Plate 24, shows a detail of the large visual map that recalls the idea of
local newspapers featuring "Bushranging for the Week" (Bwtton. 1980) as well as
hinting at the way in which calico posters were displayed throughout the district at the
time of the murders allegedly committed by the Kenniff brothers. In this way the floor
map idea complements the large drawings that can be considered as giant news items,
somewhat de facto posters or scrolls, that could bang with simple wooden bars that
might imply their on-going permanent aspect as in the possible act of rolling up a
newspaper for future reference.
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Plate 24. Karen Knight-Mudie., Moonlighting Map oftM Kenniff Brothers' Country.
Pen and ink. collage, conte and liquid texta on brown paper. (Detail)

Little by little 1 could feel the images and story becoming woven together and, in
working with the idea of the map as a symbol of location, 1 started to ponder the way in
which we also use the television and computer as a means of locating self. By this 1
mean everyday habitual ways in which we do turn on the television to find out what is
going on in the world, what the weather is like outside, or to become knowledgeable
aoout places we might like to visit.

A growing body of research in the field of

computer technology points to the way in which technology transfonns society through
questioning what we have come to regard as art
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1n grappling with the various arguments that, on the one hand, suggest that the use of
technology shifts the emphasis away from a loving battle with hand skills to the
invention of new mechanical skills, to arguments that. on the other hand, stress the
magical skiUs of the artist. I found myself caught within a cooilictual situation.

As a watercolour artist. ODe who loves the affair of playing with the medium as I
discussed previously, I am also curious about the possibility of playing with machines
and it is this conflict between the mechanically slick and the magically exceptioMi that
requires some thinking through.

If I include the use of computer technology in the

exhibition will this allow simple slick play with my images that might sUPPOIt
implications that the mind and body are separate entities? Or, if I include the use of
computer technology in the exhibition will this encourage people to acknowledge the

magical skills of the image maker?

Or, if I include computer technology in the

exhibition will this encourage people to identify with the person who made the images?

Or identify with the subject matter of the images through manipulating various images
to inscribe themselves within the work?

Or feel part of the exhibition?

Or feel

alienated by inclusion of computer images? I needed to investigate these questions in
an effoIt to understand some of the factors that play an impoI1ant part in allowing
people to experience art as personal involvement and. for this reason, I felt that I must
play around with the machine myself.

I was aware that sophisticated software programmes such as Adobe Photoshop offer an
exciting range of possibilities for manipuJating existing images or for producing
images, but at this stage I had not used this soIt of equipment and the challenge
appeared intriguing for one who loves the texrure of rougb watercolour paper, the flow
of pigment, and enjoys manipulation of brush and fingers across a wet page. Thus, my
advenrure into the world of computer images was a totally new experience, and my
ideas went through various degrees of modification as I began to realise my own lack of
technical skills, my lack of vocabulary. and my inadequate resources. I was entering
the Discourse of Technology, and needed to serve an apprenticeship, or pick up some of
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tbefolk theory, regarding computer use. In my situation, the latter seemed the most
appropriate way of building uJX)n what basic skills I did bave, and so I started watching
otbers work, asking questions and spending many hours playing on the computer.

With the assistance of staff in Media Services at the University, I scanned the 35 mm
slides of the works and stored them on hard drive and disks. After purchasing extra
memory for the Mackintosh computer, I had the programme, Adobe Pbotoshop,
installed on the computer and set to work experimenting with the scanned images. I
found the process a psychological challenge. On the one hand, I was playing wilh
something completely alien to my normal way of making images, but I could appreciate
the JX)SsibiJities and soon became excited by the way in which I could manipulate the
images. On the other hand, however, I became totally frustrated by lack of sufficient
memory in the machine to enable it to function according to my commands.

For

example, I would spend some hours cutting various segments from one file to uansJX)rt
to another in an effort to extend the design possibilities of the original image. When
satisfied I would attempt to either "save" or "print" only to be confronted with a
message on the screen telling me that the ·scratch disk was full". This meant that the
work I had done could only be · deleted", or other files 8deleted" to make room for the
new command.

The problem was simple but the solution very ex:pensive in that one has to purchase
even more memory for the machine. and I found myself again in the situation of baving
to re·think my ideas in an effort to adjust to the equipment I had at hand. This was a

real problem that would be common to many people. It was like buying an ex:pensive

racehorse and then finding that you had no funds to feed it Thus, I had to consider
ways in which I could get the best results from an expensive investment 'stabled' in a
simple environment This meant starting with simple commands before trying to do
anything too experimental and the "Filter" commands offered basic possibilities.
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ThUS, I started playing with the

~Filter~

commands and found that I could produce the

most fantastic changes to the images that varied texture, value, colour, line work and
the total atmosphere of the original image. From a design point of view the effects
were stunning and stimulating.
viewers? The

~ Filters ·

But I wondered of what interest would this be to

offer the possibility for slick manipulation of images without

much mental exertion, and might simply stimulate sheer sense experience. However, it
is not the result of behaviour that is interesting, but the impetus that animates the
behaviour or activity. . My main consideration lies with the impetus that animates
behaviour, and whether viewers 'tJasb' my images, produce slick interpretations or
create exceptional modifications, is of little concern to me. What is important is that
people might have the opportunity to become personally involved in playing with
images so that, through the playing, they might perceive art as a personal experience.

As I continued compiling examples of what could be done using the "Filters". I
reflected on the major elements of the Kenniff story that comprised cattle duffing
(described in wondetful terms such as ~moonlighting". "paddy dodging", -gully
raking-), burglary, murder, court hearing and execution of one brother by hanging. It
seemed to me that I was acrually "duffing" my own images! In a manner of speaking I
was picking up 'beasts' and faking the brand. Metaphorically I was "moonlighting" and
enjoying seeing the same image emerge from the printer covered by a new and different
'skin' as we can see in the following image where I have taken a portion of the map
image and transformed it using the Photocopy Filter of the Photoshop programme.
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Plate 25. Karen Knight·Mudie.

Detail of Map using Photoshop Filler Sketch:
Photocouy.
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6.S The Exhibition: Forming Links.

During the time spent moonlighting my images I became very aware of how easily the
whole atmosphere of an image could be changed and bow one could cut segments from
one image and transport them to another. In the following image, Plate 26, I have used
the charcoal drawing, Fragment of Marlong Arch. and superimposed the key characters
of the story upon the image thus giving a ghostly appearance of people within the rock
formation. In this I am basically playing around with the effects possible through using
the computer programme and, in thinking about people actually in the landscape. I found
that the final effect then poses endless possibilities for creating atmospheric effects that
might enrich the story.
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Plate 26. Karen Knight-Mudie. Fragment of Marlong Arch with Figures
Computer Manipulation using Photoshop.
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In the second image, Plate 27, [ have cut out spaces in the original image, Lethbridge's
Creek No.2, thus leaving void areas that [ have then filled with the circular cut face

motifs transported from the drawn images of Constable Doyle & Albert lJahlIre and

Patrick and Jim Kenniff. Again, I stress that these are forms of playing and simply serve
as examples of bow I arranged some may bes because I was curious about the mechanical
functions of the computer and bow I could use tbese functions in tinkering with ideas
that:, if [ was to draw and paint eacb scenario I imagined, would take many more bours.

Plate 27.

Karen Knight.Mudi•. Lethbridge's Creek No. 2,
Superimposed Figures using PhotosboD.
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However, in this playing, I became very aware of the instant gratification that one can
experience because one aspect of tedious labour is removed, but what we forget is that
this playing does involve tedious labour of a different sort. While we may see changes

almost instantaneously we must question if lhal change is the one we intended. If we do
not engage in the questioning we can remain passive recipients of what the machine is
progranuned to give in response to a oommand that we might not understand, but if we
engage in questioning what it was that we commanded to elicit sucb a response, we must
be prepared for hours of tedious mental and pbysical labour.

However it might be

possible that we do not correlate our oommand with the response and, through ignorance,
we unwittingly forfeit Qur oonlrol and accept the response without question.

After my experience of struggle with the computer, I am very aware of the way in which
Jack of technical knowledge and skills may easily leave one at the mercy of the mind
behind the programme.

Nevertheless, many people do have an awareness of this

technical know-how and, in carering for this awareness, I thought that using the computer
might be one way in which those people might resJXlnd to my images depending on their
anticipatory schema. their perronaJ association and their understanding of technology. In
realizing my own emerging technical skills, I supposed that my preliminary experiments
might act as encouragement to others at a similar stage of readiness and thus I prepared a
folio of samples including descriptions of procedures and the command instructions I had
used.

In this folio are the two experiments noted above and, using the Lelhhridge's

Creek No 2 image as a master copy, forty six manipulations of this image using the Filter
commands comprise the folio of samples.

My experience of experimenting with my own images on the computer taught me to think
in a oompletely new way. Previously, much of my playing around with ideas was done
in my bead. I would look at an image and imagine different layouts, modifications of
colour and the possibility of using different techniques which would lead to physical
manipulation of media and equipment using hand skills.

However, in using the

computer, I find that my imagining and dOing become almost simultaneous and, because
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the results are immediate, the amount of what ifs that I ask myself becomes a rapid
succession of question/answer tinkering. In tbis way the tinkering can lead to a much
greater range of possibilities that can be exhibited in a concrete fonn but the equal
possibility of mindless repetition is also present. From my perspective. I found that
playing with my own images was very rewarding because I was responsible for firstly,
the creation of the original image and secondly. the duffing of my images according to the
rules of my own game. On the other hand I became aware of how easily one could then
duff images that belonged to another and thus. in the sense of gully raking, couJd

metaphorically fake the brand of someone else's image and claim it as one's own.

This way of thinking led me back to the notion of stories and the way in which they
evolve in the telling whereby singular persons take the essence of the story and, through
interpretation and translation remake the story anew through their best telling.

In

relationship to images, the same possibility exists and, because an anangement of words
acts as a catalyst for one to become aware of something that stimuJates further discovery

through curiosity, I find that my own images, as visual ideas, nudge me towards other
ways of seeing things. For example, my concentration on maps led to awareness of
location and thus space and size became dominant elements in my work from whence
came the metaphorical projection of connections to television and computers which, in
nun, started a train of thinking aoout interpretation leading back again lO context. I began
to re-consider my initial experience of visiting the Carnarvon Gorge before I became
aware of the Mt. Moffatt region. On my fmt visits the Carnarvon Gorge it had offered
no connections to the Mt. Moffatt region, or the story of the Kenniff Brothers; however,
as my interest in the Mt. Moffatt region developed and I became aware that only a
mountain range separates the two areas, I also became aware that the CamaJvon Gorge
had played an integral role in the moonlighting story.

Because of this new awareness I examined images I had previously painted of the
Carnarvon Gorge.

Like snippets of gossip they hinted at things. but I could not

understand their significance and, pushing them aside, one feU off the table onto the
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floor. It happened to land on the large experimental drawing of the Lethbridge Creek area
whicb was already lying on the floor. and, as I looked at the painting resting on the
drawing, I began to visualise a connection. The drawing suggested a type of infiltration
into the pristine landscape depicted in the painting, just as the area in times past had been

infiltrated by duffers and moonlighters. I remembered the great distances covered by the
Kenniff brothers that ranged from Augatbe1Ia in the west, to Rockhampton in the north
east and Toowoomba in the south east and, I also mentally reviewed visual sketches of
the varying landscapes

r bad traversed.

The longer I looked at the experimental sepia

drawing with collaged images, it suggested ways in which portions of this big drawing
might be used to impose upon the clarity and brightness of the paintings as a means of
linking the past to the present and echo the type of evolution connoted by the sepia and
colour marriage of media used in the Marlong Plain drawing (Plate 17), This thinking led
to my cutting, tearing and hand stitcli.ing segments of the drawing to form viewfinders

into the painted landscapes so that my envisaged walk in history could suggest the rich
overlay of past experiences of moonlighting that are integral to the whole area

The following five Plates depict areas of Carnarvon Gorge in which we can see the
lusbness of the vegetation and clarity of light as originally painted in two of the images
and thence the changes in aonosphere and content evoked by the addition of segments of
the experimental landscape as windows through which One might enter the landscape.
Again I am using techniques of multiple perspective that allow us to associate with the
images from a variety of viewpoints.
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Plate 29 . Karen Knight-Mudie. Carnarvon Creek Crossing.
Watercolour on Arches 640 2JII with conte and charcoa1 tom border.
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Plate 30.

Karen Knight-Mudie. Along Nature Trail.

Watercolour on Arches 640 gm.
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Plate 31. Karen Knight-Mudie. Along Nature Trail.
Watercolour on Arcbes 640 gm with conte and charooal tom border.
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Plate 32. Karen Knigbt-Mudie. Somewhere in Hellhole.
Watercolour on Arches 640 2JJl with conte and charcoal tom border.
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Not only did my previous paintings of the Carnarvon Gorge offer new insights to me, but
images from the Jontiaryan Woolshed series also offered snapshots of the lifestyle of the
times because the history of the wool shed and the exploits of the Kenniff Brothers were
concurrent. In fact, the Toowoomba district played a prominent part in the story, and, in
recalling the comminnents made by Brenda Vincent and Barbara and Bob Sokoll to lend
personal artifacts for the exhibition, discussed in Section 6.2, I started reflecting on
special things and the way in which people have an emotional attachment to specific
things because of their associations and personal relevance.

From my perspective, two images retained from my exhibition, Whispers of Immortality.
had special significance to me. Firstly, Memory Set In Bits, is an image of a portion of

an old dray that recalls childhood days spent on our property where sulkies and drays
were common fonns of transport used to take lunch and various equipment out to distant
dams where the stockmen. my brothers and my father would be working. CoUaged onto
the dray is a crumbled copy of a page from my father's diary that symbolically links my
personal associations and situates me within the image as we can see in the following
image. Plate 33.
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Plate 33.

Karen Knight-Mudie. Memory Set In Bits.
Watercolour on Arches 640 gm.
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Secondly, Bustle in a Baking Tin, Plate 34, shows a typical kitchen scene that might be
found on many properties at the turn of the century in which a gauze meat chest, a gauze
meat cover, a glass cruet set, odd cups and saucers and a wooden hutch all can be read as
a visual text that tells us much about the lifestyle of the people and times. Again my own
memories form a way of connecting me to this kitchen. For example, the gauze meat safe
has peculiar relevance. While we had one such meat safe, we also had a cement floored
room, fully enclosed with gauze, where the beast, killed of an evening, would be hung
overnight to set before being cut and stored in kerosene refrigerators the next morning.

In a special way, this room was a sacred place where the ritual of preparing the meat
followed steps of tradition and survival based on need. Always the beast was killed in the
evening and always cut early the next morning for two reasons.

Firstly, to avoid

contamination by flies and, secondly, to allow the meat to cure during the coolness of the
night where day time temperatures reached unbearable heat.

Thus the ritual was

determined by nature. To interfere with this ritual meant disruption of survival and the
consequences could be disastrous. Hence, for one growing up in an Australian country
environment, the gauze meat safe and gauze meat cover, are symbols of survival.

The following image, Plate 34, depicts these symbols and further personal connection is
evidenced by another copy of a page from my father’s diary that shows a shopping list for
such things as flour, matches and salt that necessitated a trip to town, a day’s journey, to
purchase things that one could not produce on the property.
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Plate 34.

Karen Knight-Mudie. Bustle in a Baking Tin.
Watercolour on Arches 640 gm
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The more I thought about my own associations that I capture in images, the more I
thought about the way in which three dimensional artifacts serve the same, or similar,
connections to a way of life for those people who possess such artifacts. Thus I began to
consider ways in which the three varieties of butter churns, the oil jar, the tin tea and sugar
container, the caste iron kettle and other objects lent by people from the Mt. Moffatt
region could be displayed beside the paintings, Memory Set In Bits and Bustle in a Baking
Tin, as an orchestration of many different associations brought together through the story
of moonlighting that has peculiar relevance to various singular persons.
In Section 6.2, when tinkering with the story of the Kenniff Brothers, I discussed my
notion of making a sepia drawing based on the photograph lent by Brenda Vincent of the
pack horses ready for work at Mt. Moffatt Station. We can also recall that an actual pack
saddle had been committed for loan in the exhibition and how I envisaged this three
dimensional object as complementing a drawing. Thus Plate 35, can be seen as my final
fusion of memories, memorabilia and personal associations that a story, such as that of the
Kenniff Brothers, might facilitate. The actual pack saddle can be displayed beneath the
drawing of the very horses, and the pack bags of the era, in which the grisly remains of
the burnt bodies were found, can be displayed beneath the images of the actual people.

Plate 35.

Karen Knight-Mudie. Mt. Moffatt Station Packhorses.
Conte drawing on brown paper 240 x 114 cm
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In looking at ways of restructuring art as personal experience and, in deciding to mount an
exhibition of artworks in a regional gallery, the challenge of providing avenues through
which singular persons might sense some form of personal involvement with artworks is
greater because of the normally held view that works in such places are set apart from
viewers (often by signs and ropes) thus creating both a physical and psychological barrier.
However, by introducing Australian works to the public through the gallery system, two
important roles might be highlighted; firstly, as a collection of appropriate examples and,
secondly, the educative function of those examples which is monitored by trained
curatorial staff. However, this practice of selecting art and setting it apart from everyday
life is commonly referred to as the establishment of high art which may be challenged
from my own approach to making art, by suggesting the possibility that art can be seen to
have a much wider function than objective contemplation as the following section
investigates.
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6.6 Exhibiting Trails: Mapping Across Domains.

We can agree that, in a Western society, we do have art sanctioned to be aesthetically
contemplated where artworks in an art gallery are nominated as special and where ritual
does exist in the way in which people enter a gallery and go through certain procedures
such as leaving bags at the counter before moving through the gallery, or joining a guided
tour. However, we also have many different forms of art outside the gallery system such
as community murals and park sculptures to be physically and mentally experienced in the
sense of people feeling that they have made some contribution to the artwork and that
their effort is important. The question remains of how people differentiate between the
variety of artforms within the Discourse of Art when, in some instances, they might rely
on those involved in the institution of art to tell them what is and what is not art. It is
possible that a person might feel a sense of dissonance that arises out of confusion
between their own ability to discern what is meaningful to them and what other people say
should be meaningful with regard to particular artworks.

One problem is reconciling this possible confusion so that neither one interpretation
excludes the other. In thinking through ways of doing this, I considered that different
aspects of artworks offer contrasting ways of looking at the artform that could lead to
reflection, deeper understanding and further inquiry into the Discourse of Art. This raises
the question of whether or not people might actually experience artworks in the sense of
thinking otherwise than previously that entails some exertion, or whether people simply
go through the ritual of visiting a gallery because it appears to be a fashionable past-time
or a form of vicarious experience. In a recent conversation with a staff member at the
Queensland Art Gallery I was told that viewer perusal time for paintings has dropped
from an average of twelve seconds to an average of seven seconds per painting. Further,
various arguments highlight the influence of advertising in which an average thirty two
second commercial might include up to fifteen visual flashes thus suggesting that two
seconds is indicative of the average person’s concentration span.
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In relating this information to my new experience of working with computers I recall my
own excitement as I saw the immediacy of the new skins emerge on images during
preliminary play with the Filter commands of the Adobe Photoshop software programme.
In this way, my own changes in perceptual awareness now allow me to consider reasons
for this diminution in viewer time from an entirely different perspective than suggested by
some arguments put forth by Solso (1994) and Sless (1981).

On the one hand, we have the view that eye movements of trained viewers are more
sweeping than those of untrained viewers who tend to concentrate on representational and
semantic use of visual elements within the picture to find some sort of objective reality.
On the other hand, we have the argument that a glance is just a glance, and that the
amount of information available to the eye depends on how long an image is scanned. If
the first view is correct, the average seven second scanning suggests that many people are
trained viewers whereas, if the second view is correct, the average seven second scanning
suggests that many people look at images in a superficial way that might suggest a
correlation to the way in which advertising, in relying heavily on images, is used to grab
the attention of viewers who now appear to expect the same immediacy of all images.

In relating these two arguments to my own experience of playing with my images using
the computer, we can recall the concern raised in Section 6.4 of differentiating between
the mechanically slick and the magically exceptional because of the immediacy of
possible changes in the images facilitated by using the machine. Admittedly, it took me
longer than two seconds to change my images but, as I became more practiced, I became
aware that sometimes I was actually waiting for the machine to process my command.

However, I do not feel this same sense of anticipation when watching a quick succession
of television commercials because I am neither interested in nor curious about the content.
However, I am now far more critical and observant of the methodology used by many
advertising companies and some artists in generating a kaleidoscope of images within a
very short time span.
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If, as some suggest, encroachment by advertising into the world of Fine Art and vice versa
is now occurring, this could imply that a sparser and more action-orientated type of
viewing is evolving. Such an implication might underpin reasons for shorter perusal time
of images and might highlight concerns raised by arguments concerning the immediacy of
vicarious experience which cannot be ignored. However, it may be that this type of
vicarious viewing is not necessarily a cause for alarm, but may contribute to recognition
of a vacuum waiting to be filled.

This paradox underpins my thinking that relevance, avenues for personal involvement,
some awareness of internal perceptual interactions, and some understanding of the human
visual system are necessary if one is to propose ways for people to experience artworks in
the sense of personal involvement that generates new ways of thinking. In other words
formal learning can facilitate nothing unless the acquisition process, whereby persons
“pick up” information in Gee’s (1992) sense through association, has already begun.

These considerations motivate my own involvement in mounting an exhibition of
paintings, drawings, three dimensional artefacts and computer images in such a way that
my personal experience might act as an example and present various avenues for others to
participate in making the works a personal experience from their individual points of
view. This does not require formal instruction, but rather an environment in which people
may “pick up” certain aspects of relevance or interest. By using a story as a thematic
structure, it may be possible to provide a rich context of perceptual interactions and
metaphorical projections that may be subconsciously activated in viewers.

In pondering these possibilities, key questions concerning areas of suggested
incompatibility between relationships within art discourses, the collision of professions
and ideologies within the Art Discourse generating conflict between ideals of
individualism and socialization and, notions of personal experience, might be posed. It is
feasible to suggest that meaningfulness is internal to singular persons and thus both
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viewpoints regarding whether a sweeping glance denotes training or lack of training might
be reconciled. On the one hand it might be possible that someone, for example myself as
a watercolourist, is sufficiently adept in recognizing various techniques, that a glance is
sufficient to access the whole story, whereas, on the other hand, a glance for the neophyte
may be indicative of untrained awareness but might lead to a desire to find out more about
the object or phenomenon. For this reason it is important that my exhibition offers
various levels for glancing so that various degrees of personal experience might be
stimulated.

Thus, my idea of a walk in history as the pivotal concept for arranging the images and
artefacts is designed to serve as a means of allowing members of the audience to bring
their own associations to bear on the works, while people unfamiliar with the story and
context will be able to be in the history through duffing my images using the computer as
part of their personal experience. If the exhibition is relevant or interesting enough to
motivate a person to make links between the familiar and the unfamiliar, to compel
someone to think otherwise than he or she has been thinking, the possibility of
manipulating my images might act as a catalyst in generating further interest to engage
someone in new discoveries.

In Section 6.5, I examined the way in which some of my previous images serve as
snippets of gossip hinting at things of which I had not been aware and, in this way I regard
my paintings as chapters in the on going story that involves a whole complex network of
relations. Thus it is possible that other elements may flow in and out of the visual story as
various chapters, contributed by singular persons to enrich the essence of the story that
retains its basic reality grounded in actions that did take place.

In considering that my exhibition of images is only one possible interpretation, it may,
nonetheless, provide a springboard for others to re-think their own snippets of gossip
that, in collision with my visual fragments, might lead to a realisation that art can be a
means of experiencing new ways of thinking. In this way people might find a point of
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reference in my images to map into aspects of the exhibition and, for those who have no
interest in the actual historical aspect of the large drawings and loaned artefacts, the
computer imagery could offer a very different conduit.

This way of thinking evolved through various stages. Firstly, I was aware of the context
of the exhibition and thus the physical dimensions and floor plan of the Atrium Gallery
were vital considerations. The following figure from my diary shows the way in which I
posed questions to myself while contemplating the available gallery space some nine
months prior to the actual exhibition. In struggling with the concept of personal
experience, and how this might be facilitated in a public gallery space, I was searching for
factors that precipitate the convergence of a viewer’s perceptions and associations to
generate some sort of special meaning in remaking existing images.

This meant

attempting to identify various linguistic and visual codes and interpretive assumptions that
work in the synthesizing process so that links of interpretation and understanding between
viewers and artworks in a gallery situation might be actualised. In considering that a story
could be a conduit for stimulating these links, I questioned whether it might be possible to
discern certain embodied structures of understanding that recur as patterns of interaction
between an organism with its environment.

These questions form the body of my

cogitation as shown in Figure 6.6.1 and underpinned development of the types of
statements and questions designed as appropriate evaluation instruments to gauge viewer
participation and degrees of personal experience.
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Figure 6.6.1 Preliminary Questions: Aims of the Exhibition. (Diary, 1997: 73)
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In pondering these questions, I then started visualising the images in some sort of
syntactical arrangement so that there would be a sense of continuity and cohesion as a
visual story unfolding in space. Owing to the actual layout of the gallery space I was
faced with certain restrictions and it seemed to me that the big 920 cm wall on the right
hand side as one enters the gallery suggested an appropriate space on which to arrange the
court hearing - the victims, the accused and the judges.

In being central, wide and very tall this wall dominates the Atrium space and I imagined
the four large drawings of Justice Pope Cooper & Sir Samuel Griffith (Plate 10),
Constable Doyle & Albert Dahlke (Plate 12), Patrick & James Kenniff (Plate 11) and
Justice Real & Justice Chubb (Plate 9) hanging as a great horizontal centrepiece around
which contextual images might be placed. Also, because the long wall on the left hand
side at the end of the gallery space poses difficulties for viewing owing to the narrowness
of the corridor and relatively shallow ceiling height, I visualised this wall occupied by the
long Marlong Plain drawing (Plate 17) so that viewers would have to walk along the
image and thus scrutinise it as if they were taking actual steps in the landscape. From a
distance the vista could only be seen from an angle and, as is often the case when one
catches a glimpse of something in the landscape, one moves closer to investigate and, in
so doing, concentrates on particular aspects. In this way, the drawing of Marlong Plain
might entice people into focussed and concentrated engagement.

Thus we can see how these big drawings dictated, to some degree, the arrangement of
more incidental fragments in the visual story as Figure 6.6.2 shows. It is worth pointing
out that the challenge of arranging the images entailed much labour and, in this tinkering
with contrary ideas, I did not contemplate using the computer. No doubt there are
software programmes that facilitate this sort of arrangement when one is playing with
elements of space, size, repetition and sequence. However, I felt that I was dealing with
much more than arranging elements; I was dealing with personal associations that I did
not want to delegate to a machine and, on my several visits to the gallery, I had to feel the
space around me and play with patterns of arrangement in my mind as a very basic need
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to pick up some sense of how the total exhibition might work. Hence, Figure 6.6.2
represents both labour and love in working with a new concept.

Figure 6.6.2 Visualizing the Layout of the Exhibition. (Diary, 1997: 72)
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During the next couple of weeks I continued painting and drawing while the images and
story became clearer in my mind as an orchestration of complementary elements to be
displayed in the Atrium Gallery as the following flow chart shows (Figure 6.6.3).

Figure 6.6.3 Possible Flow Plan of Images. (Diary, 1997: 73)
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As we can see, an oval arrow traces the proposed walk in history as we might follow the
history drawings along the right hand walls of the Atrium gallery space, returning along
the left hand side of the gallery. In my mind, I could visualise the watercolour paintings
of the Mt. Moffatt region leading into the Carnarvon Gorge images. However, in Figure
6.6.4, we can note my initial concentration on the painted images because these, in being
my personal interpretations of the landscape, entailed a much greater challenge in my
story telling from the point of view of putting them in some sort of sequential pattern so
that they might complement and enrich the actual story images based on historic data. Of
course, this does not mean that anyone else is denied a personal choice of reading the
images in any pattern they choose but, as author-artist, I am responsible for the
composition and, like placing words in a text, the placement of my watercolours
exemplifies my personal arrangement of chapters in the story.

In this way I am locating myself as a translator of the story while, at the same time,
standing aside so that others might form their own view. The story and the landscape
elicited a certain visual response from me as depicted in the images but, in the process of
thinking of myself as a lens through which others might see new views, I concentrate on
factual description. We can argue however, that my personal style impacts on the way in
which I create and arrange the images and thus must influence the way in which viewers
might approach the exhibition. Of course this is true; if it is not, I would not exist. Every
mark I make has the possibility of suggesting ways of seeing something from another
viewpoint and thus my deliberation in arranging my own interpretations of the landscape
must involve some subjectivity on my behalf as can be seen in Figure 6.6.4 where I have
listed the paintings, coded them with a letter of the alphabet and put either a horizontal or
vertical rectangle beside each to denote their orientation and possible arrangement.
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Figure 6.6.4 . Planning Layout for Watercolour Paintings. (Diary, 1997: 72)

I then played with arranging these little rectangular box symbols which guided me to the
final arrangement which, while further playing on paper intervened, was finally resolved
in the actual hanging of the works.
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A further tinkering with ideas regarding the organisational layout of the overall exhibition
can be seen in Figure 6.6.5 although even later notations can be seen on previous plans
(Figure 6.6.3) which shows my way of re-thinking and re-working previous ideas in an
associative and lateral way rather than following a strictly sequential linear development.

Figure 6.6.5 Planning Layout for Exhibition (Diary, 1997: 82)
The process of deliberating about the evaluation instrument led to two methods of
collecting data from participants which might entail questions targeting responses to the
‘history walk’ and questions concerning responses to possible manipulation of the
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scanned images. Also, my interest now focussed on the way in which the story and floor
map might be woven into the total exhibition to· facilitate viewer engagement in the
exhibition as reflected in ~nal notes from my diary:
What are the non-variables? Venue, images, anist
Wbatare the variables? Story, background and values of viewers.
.
What are the core elements of imagery? · Eements of design ie. line, colour, shape,
texture, size and value. Within each element is a variety of )X)ssibiiities.
degree of change that is directed by intent of the artist
What are the core elements of stories? Acrual words and content, but again the
method of selecting particular words to convey the content determines to some
degree the audience response.
The questions I ask must provide space for members of the audience to pinpoint
their own degree of reaction, so therefore, a Lickert sca1e seems the most
appropriate. Do not want to • guide' too strongly. must retain a sense of
enjoyment and ignite enough curiosity so that members of the audience will want
to engage in the study. will want to display their opinions and thus expose how
and why certain conclusions are reached.
- Develop two levels of participation.
1. Series of questions (sheet) that each viewer may carry with them as they
' travel' through the exhibition and TeS)X)nd to each image by simply
ticking a box (1-5) in response to qucstion/s re each image.
2. Use of computer. Paintings are scanned and are able to be easily varied using
degree of contrast ie. intensity change of colours from degree of darkness
to lightness. (Diary, 1997: 83)
From these and previous deliberations (Section 6.2 and Figure 6.6.1), came my final
decision to devise questions that targeted three basic areas rather than each individual
image because the latter might dictate a viewing pattern rather than allowing viewers the
freedom to wander at leisure.

Thus the questionnaire designed to be left at the

Toowoomba Regional Art Gallery for the duration of the exhibition consisted of a total of
twenty two statements and associated questions.

Statements One to Fourteen were

designed to probe various degrees of personal involvement and allowed degrees of
responses from 'strongly agree', 'agree', 'disagree',
applicable'.

'strongly disagree' to 'not

Questions fifteen to Eghteen targeted thinking about the strength of

personal sensations and provided a choice from five potential answers with space for
voluntary comments. Questions Nineteen to Twenty-two encouraged personal reflections
aoout attitudes to art and possible changes in perception as a result of experiencing the
exhibition. Again there were five p:>tential answers, a single choice, and space for
voluntary comments. (A ppendix B)

As noted in Section 6.2• .1 became aware of conflicting interpretations of the story of the
Kenniff Brothers and, in thinking about these interpretations, 1 reflected on arguments
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concepts is through analogy with concrete experiential situations using a dual-cOOing
approach in which words can evoke image schemata and concrete events can evoke verbal
descriptions. While image schemata are means of structuring particular experiences they
may be aided by generation of imagery-llke meanings in comprehending a text and, such

tranSlation of a symbol system depends on the cognitive development of the person.,-the
narute of the symbol system and one's position in a particular discourse which influences

expectations. actions, decisions and emotions_ Thus, if two versions of the story were
made available to viewe!S with the questionnaire attached to either version, it might be
JX>Ssible to note whether the language of the story did, or did not, influence the way in
which respondents experienced the exhibition.

Such a possibility might allow one to gauge a person's desire to siruate self within such a
story through personal asscx::iation whereby representations narrating a cultural legacy
might suggest various horizons of possibility for reinscribing self within the aspects of
text, history, images, three-dimensional objects and engagement with new technology_

Consideration of this p:>SSibility led to the design of two versions of the story, one
emphasising concern of the landholders and authorities (Story A). the other sympathetic
to the plight of the battlers (Story B) , so that wider relevance and association might be

suggested to viewers. (Appendix A) To facilitate access to the story accompanying the
questionnaire, copies of the documents and a box for responses were to be located
strategically on a stand underneath the first image, a long vertical drawing of Cremation

Rock (Plate 13) banging directly to the right of the floor map upon entry to the Gallery.
Another pile of documenlS was to be placed upon the table beside the computer together
with the folio of forty eight computer printout adaptations of one of the paintings,

Lethbridge's Creek No. 2 (Plate 7) which I prepared as inspirational and instructional
material for viewers to reference if they SO desired. Figure 6.6.6 shows a selection of
these computer manipulated images_
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However. if people are as basically conservaJ.ive as suggested in the literature. (for
example, Gordon, 1961), it can be emotionally traumatic to abandon the security of
conventions. One such convention is the normal expected orientation of gallery viewers
to refrain from touching anything on display in a gallery and to rely on instructions in the
form of signs or verbal directions if other behaviour is desired or allowed.

This

consideration alerted me to the problem of how to allow people to engage in more active
participation when habirual. passive viewing appears to be the normal expected behaviour
in an art gallery. In particular, such norms might be more strongly followed by viewers
visiting a regional gallery in a conservative country town owing to a possible respect for ,
and cultivation of, traditions which might not have the same ctUTency in larger cities.

Thus, I decided to provide four walkmans and head.phones with a two minute recording
briefly outlining the story and its connection to the images. and directing viewers to the
documented versions of the story and questionnaire. I spent one full day recording the
relevant material and filling four tapes on both sides so that anyone couJd pick up the
walkman and immediately hear the recorded messages. I delivered the walkmans to the
Gallery and my request that these be offered to viewers was happily agreed to by the
manager. The transcript of the recorded message is attached. (Appendix C)

However, the presentation of this strategy might prove problematic in that volunteer staff,
potentially unaware of my intentions in planning the exhibition. attend the information
desk. Although permanent gallery staff were fully aware of my objective in mounting the
exhibition. it would be unrealistic to expect members of the general community, who
serve as volunteer staff, to understand such an objective or consider any implications
arising from the exhibition.

Any attempt on my behalf to prime volunteer gallery

attendants about the objective of the exhibition might undermine my intention to present
the exhibition in a normal everyday context and, while fun utilisation of all elements of
the exhibition might be ideal, such utilisation wouJd be unrealistic and beyond the scope
of this research. Nevertheless. such a potential problem might offer the opportunity to
become more aware of the idiosyncratic nature of personal experience through
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recognising serendipity as an integral aspect of personal experience and devising means to
accommodate such accidental discoveries along the way.

Some awareness of the

idiosyncratic narure of personal experience motivated me to present the exhibition in a
reasonably conventional way with only subtle degrees of strangeness that., while having
the possibility of causing some confusion, might be accepted more readily because of the
overall normality of the total exhibition.

Thus, I produced catalogues and a list of

artWorks (Appendix D) to!Je displayed on the counter as well as copies to be stored under
the counter.

Further, we can recall roy own reliance on maps as discussed in Section 63, and my
growing awareness of the ambiguous relationship between"notational and

non~notational

symbol systems discussed in Section 4.1. If a map could become a complex symool of
location within the landscape for me, I reasoned. that it might be possible to stimulate a

similar relationship for viewers by the way in which I presented the large visual floor
map. Taping the map to the floor only a few metres from the main entrance and
stretching it between the entrance counter and the right hand wall was deliberately
designed to create only a very narrow path for traffic between the map and the wall. In
this way people might be challenged to walk on the map and metaphoricallY become part
of the

landscape~

in so doing, people would be tempted to think. anew about other

possible functions of an artwork and a map.

In deliberating fwther on the idiosyncratic nature of personal experience in relation to
context, questions aoout the degree of movement a person is able to make from the
familiar to the strange, and a person's ability to relate the normal to the extraordinary,
played in my mind. As mentioned in Section 4.1, excessive novelty will lead to rejection,
however, to achieve radical new approaches to old problems it is essential to take
psychological chances and thus inclusion of computer imagery in the exhibition was
designed to offer a new psychological challenge to many viewers.
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However, playing with a computer had the potential to create a new relationship with
and/or ownership of the artworks, or denote interest in manipulation of the images, or
foster personal fulfilment through mastery of the machine.

In considering these

possibilities and recalling my own experiments and the movement made from the strange
to the familiar as discussed in Section 6.4, I reasoned that performance requires practice

through a type of apprenticeship before we become aware of abstract principles that
underpin the ideology of a discourse. IntegrnllO acquisition is the notion of play in
coming to understand or master something and thus I decided to present the scanned
images in a fashion conducive to play.

Firstly, by storing the images on a compact disc, any 'trashed' images could easily be
replaced with no record of how the 'trashing' occurred. Secondly, the computer
programme, Adobe Photoshop, is a yery sophisticated programme that requires a 10[ of
time and practice to master, yet. if a portfolio of examples and simple instrUctions are left
beside the computer, these might guide people through the process of becoming familiar
with a new and powerful tooL Thirdly, no provision for printing viewer 'adaptations'
would be available owing to the enormous expense and the possibility of plagiarism.
Freedom to play with the computer can be seen as a subtle way of introducing an alien

tool into a conventional exhibition context because little effort would be required on the
behalf of viewers and, by removing the possibility of failure, viewers might feel brave
enough to try something new.

Although freedom to play is a crucial factor in making strange things familiar, the
imp:xtant step in moving from sensate gratification to personal experience lies in the
amount of effort entailed in thinking anew. While the onJy person aware of this new
thinking is the person doing the thinking, changes in behaviour may be noted and, for
this reason, it might be possible to observe behaviour using a video to record the way in
which various people approach both the map and the computer as the two most
unconventional aspects of the arrangement of the exhibition.
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Thus, in mounting the exhibition I attempt to provide degrees of accessibility that might
allow people to respond ranging from a level of concreteness to more abstract awareness.
My awareness of notational and non-notational symbol systems. noted in Section 4.1,
aJe~

us to the way in which the former entails specific criteria in which both elements

and referents need to be segregated sucb that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between them, while non-notational systems such as pictures are replete in carrying
information embodied in many dimensions depending on the resemblance to the depicted
object The greater the resemblance, the more dense is the symbol tbus providing more
JXlSSibilities for ambiguity in interpretation.

I find this notion worth consideration because a notational symbol system limits the
possibilities of interpretations and. because choice is curtailed, the chance of failure is

also lessened. In this way it is possible that the map and the three-dimensional artefacts
may be considered as notational systems in that they offer less possibility for ambiguity in
interpretation and thus require less mental deliberation, while the romputer images offer a
oomplex mix of the two systems depending on the technical skill of the person
manipulating the images.

For example, follOWing the instructions may allow some

degree of fascination with the changing images but might not entail personal
interpretation. However, experimentation with the instructions couJd involve personal
playing around that might lead to new and exciting ways of reading the images. In a
similar way, the images superimposed on the map might suggest more complexity of
interpretation for some people depending on their background experiences and
associations evoked by the images. From this point of view both the map and the
computer images offer degrees of strangeness in the possibility of serving as both
notational and non-notational symbol systems and in being displaced from their normally
accepted locations and functions.

On the otber band, the stones and large drawings appear non-notational in the possibility

of suggesting degrees of relevance and association thus allowing many different
interpretations. The paintings, however. appear to lie between the two systems and I
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think that the variety of treatment ranging from depiction to description in Salomon's
(1979) sense of imitation of referent to abstraction from referent might be too broad to
allow them to be clustered together and, given that they are my own interpretations of
landscape and other data, inevitably they demonstrate a degree of subjectivity.

In this way the exhibition might offer the possibility of mapping across domains througb
making the familiar strange and making the strange familiar according to the degree of
personal involvement, awareness, associations and curiosity of each viewer.

The

objective of the exhibition is to allow people to wander on the map. to travel through the
pictorial historical sites, through the visual metaphor of the court hearing, into the imaged
landscapes of the Mit Moffan region, and into the now accessible holiday sites of the
Carnarvon Gorge historically transformed by drawn mounts that invade the images as do
tourists who now invade the actual sites.

En route, there are two extremes of tluee

dimensional physical contact that paradoxically are not what they seem- the artefacts are

real objects to be viewed while the computer offers a screen to be used.

The exhibition poses some very important questions about o ne's understanding of
personal experience regarding viewing artWorks. By mounting an exhibition in a public
gallery it is fX)Ssible that a diverse range of people may participate voluntarily thus giving
a valid sample of how members of the community in general experience artworks and this
knowledge might subsequently be related to a broader view of art. In addition to the
questionnaire and computer play, it is proposed that informal discussions, media
coverage, gallery attendance and other incidental methcx1s of communication will be used
to assess personal responses to the exhibition.

The following list of items, promised for display in the exhibition, suggests the
possibility that inclusio n of people through bringing particular objects from the district
into the exhibition space might allow the space to take on a different atmosphere thus
contributing to a context in which various individuals

~ght

find personal relevance.
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such ooncrete relevance might enrich peJronal associations evoked by the stories and

images.
From Brenda Vincent, fonneriy of "Mt Moffatt Station":
2 pack bags; I pack saddle; I bridle; I set of hobbles;
I wooden butter chum; 1 gJass butter chum;
I cow bell; 2 photos of pack horses at"Mt Moffatf'.

From Bob and Barbara Sokall of "Forest Vale":
1 Minute butter-maker; 1 set of salt & pepper shakers;
1 oil container, 1 tin tea and sugar container;
I old tealbiscuit tin with label;
1 cast iron Waler kettle with tap;
1 wire netting meat safe (not included in the exhibition owing to size).

Such objects are symbols of the time, place and people who have associations with the

actnal subject matter of the exhibition, and thus pay a crucial

pan

in contributing to a

context in which their owners, and by further association. family and friends, might
experience an exhibition of artworks as peJronai experience through symbolic and
metaphoric involvemenL

Although orchesuating the exhibition as author and artist, I am also attempting to allow
people free access to experience it as authors and artists themselves in considering
Lakoffs (1987, Preface) question:

"Do meaningful thOUght and reason essentially

concern the nature of the organism doing the thinking - including the nature of its body.
its interactions in its environment, its social character, and so on?"
point of view and my peJronai experience,

pan of

From my personal

my own meaningful thoughts and

interactions with my envirorunent include my association with Frank Hodgkinson when
painting as one of the Artists in the Field in Kakadu. Memories of sitting around the table

at the Cooinda camp and swapping yarns about our day 's activities, about the people and
the place and what gear we would need for our next foray into the bush often played
through my mind when in Mt. Moffatt These assoclations and the broader implications
of allowing ordinary people to meet an extraordinary artist motivated me to invite Frank
Hodgkinson to open the exhibition. Such a meeting might stimulate awareness that
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making artworks involves making the familiar strange through the effort entailed in seeing
the ordinary from an intense and passionate pempective.

On the other hand, my decision to invite the Vice Chancellor of the University of
Southern Queensland to officiate and intrtxluce one of Austtalia's leading artists to open
the exhibition involves making the strange familiar.

Beyond the normal formalities

expected of such a person, it is possible that an engineer might have similar tendencies to
see ordinary things in unusual ways and, by bringing together an artist and an engineer in
a milieu in which artworks and technology are present, it might lessen gaps between
some discourses that exist in our current JX>Slmodem lifestyle.

Thus I am mapping out the playground in which the exhibition is to take place and, by
making the rules as fluid as jX)Ssible, my own peISOnal experience of making the images
and organising the format of the exbibitioo becomes the instrument through which other
pemons might experience my artworks from their own idiosyncratic points of view. The
following section examines my artistic game in play.
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6.7 The Exhibition: The Game in Play.

The physical space occupied by the exhibition and the size of the works are impossible to
reproduce on a page. Nevertheless. the human capacity to imagine such things is enormous
and the following visual representation of the floor plan from the Toowoomba Regional Art
Gallery Atrium may test this capacity owing to the fact that nothing is presented to scale. In
developing the notion of maps, I have placed images in the narrative sequence indicated by
numerical ccxting. This can be seen as a thumbnail sketch that allows us to re-make the event
or thing in our minds or, in other words, it might be seen as a symoolic map that allows us to
make a mental voyage through the exhibition.

In looking at Figure 6.7.1 we must read it from bottom right to top right, thence from top left
to bottom left if the sequence of the visual story is to be followed. This directional sequence
was not deliberately planned on my behalf; rather. the actual physical structure of the Atrium
Gallery space dictated. the way in which I might present the images and, in order to make the
most of the space from an artistic perspective,) used the dictates of actual space to direct the
way in whicb I made and presented the images. While some might see this as placing
restrictions on artistic creativity, I do noL

On the contrary, it seems to me that the more

problems, physical and mental. with which one is confronted, the more opportUnity one has
to exercise artistic invention. My solution, in this case, was to confer with the space to find

out how the space and I might work. together and, because this conference was between the
space and myself. any idiosyncratic needs of people were overlooked. The space might be
considered a check factor while I was the variable that had to adapt. Thus the beginning of
the visual story commenced on the right hand wall as one entered the gallery.

In following the numerical numbering, it is possible to track the images in sequence but,
while the three dimensional artefacts are recorded on video, these are not visually represented
and hence the numbers in red indicate the positioning of these objects.
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Three Dimensional Artd'acu (red numbers):
1.
Bridle. Hobbles and Cow Ben in Glass Display Cabinet.
2.
Old TealBiscuit Tin in Alcove.
3. & 4.
Pack Bags in Glass Display Cabinets.
5.
Pack Saddle on Wooden Sawbeoch.
6.
Cast Iron Water Kenle on Display Staod.
7.
Salt and Pepper Shakers. Oi l Container in Glass Display Cabinet

8.
9.
10.
11 .

Minute Butter Maker in Glass Display Cabinet.
Glass Butter Chum in Glass Display Cabinet.
Wooden Butter Cbum in Glass Display Cabinet.
Computer.

Figure 6.7.1 Thumbnail Plan of Exhi bitiOD.
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The numbers showing the position of the paintings must be read within the Attium spiCe
even though they are placed outside this space in order to allow my original arrows showing

the oanative sequence to remain. Again the actual size of the page imposes certain restraints
regarding how I am able to play around with the visual infonnation I want rodisplay.

Of all aspects, working with certain restraints has had the most profound influence on my
way of thinking. Originally, when dreaming of using the Mt. Moffatt region and the story of
the Kenniff Brothers as thematic content for developing a body of visual images, I thought to

create a series of works dealing with the landscape and sites as I had done previously with the
Kakadu, Ainders Ranges, Moreton Island. Carnarvon GoTge and Jondaryan/Pon Arthur
series. Admittedly, each series had provided certain limitations such as thematic matter and

each had posed certain physical challenges such as location, while the mental challenge lay in
rmding ways of making the familiar new and exciting. In doing this I built on techniques
already mastered and gradually moved

to

experimentation such as layering figures over the

landscape in the Kakadu series; using techniques of zooming in on details in the Ainders
Ranges series; using acrylics applied by hand on large canvases fOT the Moreton Island
series; using print transfer methods to superimpose photographic figures into the landscape
fOT the Carnarvon GOTge series; and using visual and linguistic references from art history
and literature in the Jondaryan/Port Arthur series.

However. as noted in Section 6.1. the Mt Moffatt area had seemed strange and aloof as I set
about attempting to approach a new 1xxiy of work in much the same way as pTeviously by
making field trips and gathering visual data. This was not entirely successful owing to my
lack of familiarity with the area and. in searching for some connecting link, I came across the
story of the Kenniff Brothers. However, as discussed in Section 6.2, the story became an
obsession and, as such. developed into the driving force seeking images. somewhat like a
metal detector seeking gOld, while I seemed to lose control. My attempt to lock the story into
images was unsuccessful as can be noted in Section 63 , where, in Plate 16. the painting
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remains unfinished. Rather than acting as an enrichment to the images, the story became the
conduit through which I was to find new ways of using images. Tbis meant that my cap:scity

w imagine ways of representing visual data was stretched beyond interpreting to include
tranSlation. By this I mean that I was no longer working from visual to visual as previously
wben I would use my eyes in similar fashion to a camera and, as controlling agent, select,
reject, distort and re-arrange aspectS of the visual information. Admittedly, an awareness of
history, stories and myths had filtered into my work, although such aspects had not been the
starting JX>int. The reverse can be noted in my approach to Moonlighling in Moffan where
the story acted as guide leading me translate these unseen data into a series of images and,
while the images are still based on visual data gathered from site visits and old photogIaphic
records, my role in selecting, rejecting, distorting and re-arranging became that of translator.

In simple terms we might suggest that to interpret something means to explain it, whereas to
translate something means to tum something from one language into another and, in using
both linguistic and visual systems of language I have worked across symbolic domains in a
new and demanding way.

During this movement, I have become very aware of the role

played by analogy in allowing me to transfer ideas from one domain to another and, to
facilitate this transfer, I have been forced to experiment with techniques hitherto ignored.,
such as drawing.

This discovery led to a second influence on my thinking which involved the actual size of the
works. Previously, my familiarity with imperial size watercolour paper and my command of
watercolour teChniques, bad evolved into a sense of security that allowed me to anticipate and
predict, to some degree, the way in which the works would take form. In thinking of myself
as a waxercolourist artist, I had concentrated on refining a particular skill that rontributed to a
sense of control over ooth myself and the subject matter as a happy marriage between idea
and object. Previously, wben exhibiting, I wouJd create a series of works which then would

be arranged by the gallery curator in the exhibition space_ My concern had been with creating
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the works and, while certain works, such as diptychs, triptychs and quartets, had to be
presented as a unified whole, the sequence of complementary paintings could be arbitrary. In
this way making the works and exhibiting the works were two sep:uate components albeit

closely related.

However, when planning the presentation of the exhibition, Moonlighting in Moffatt, Section

6.6, the acruaI hanging space of the gallery played an essential role in the way in which the
paintings and drawings were created. Metaphorically speaking, the walls of the gallery space
became canvases upon which I was working and, as such, were crucial design elements that I

had to weave into the visual yarn. Thus my approach to making the works went through
radical changes as I came to grips with surfaces and dimensions which challenged my normal
way of thinking, which disturbed my comfort zone and forced me to invent new ways of
expressing the pictorial data I had gathered.

As well as pictorial data. there were also colourful aspects of the story that varied in the
telling and, given the intangible aspects of these yarns, I needed to find ways of linking these
aspects to the visual representations. My solutions were to use combinations of visual,

linguistic and mapping symbols that could be separate components, for example, the two
versions of the story or, alternatively, intertwined, for example, the large floor map
superimposed with images. However, in arriving at these solutions, my thinking process
involved close examination of background associations which challenged me to rethink
definitions of self because, in reflecting on past experiences, for example my deliberations
about the function of maps (Section 6.3:

Diary. 1997:16 & 91). I began to realise that

beyond the actual map is the complex network of associations that "admit[s] me to
experiences not my own".

In thus thinking I became aware of the interconnectedness of body, mind and environment as
I became intensely aware of how my own physical presence in the landscape affected the way
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in which I translated lhe environment and how things in the environment, such as maps I had

picked up along the route and the story of the Kenniff Brothers discovered in the Information
Hut at Mt Moffatt. directed this translation. In this way, I can now understand the moulding
influence of the environment and the way in which it has guided me to create artworks for
this exhibition while simultaneously enabling me to confer with forces outside myself. ,Thus
I have come to see myself as a oomponent of the environment, rather than an individual

outside it

Funher, the actual artworks themselves became part of the environment within which I
worked and, like stories and maps, evoked memories and associations. For example, as
noted in Section 6.5, former paintings from both the CarnarVon Gorge and JondaryanlPort
Arthur series suggested links with the current work.

In this way the exhibition was

beoomiog an orchestration and, rather than playing a single instnunent. I was changing from
being solo artist to artist-conductor. For me, this was a new role that demanded thinlcing and
working across various symbolic mcxles which I found exhausting and, from time to time,
retreated back: to my oomfort zone as exemplified by Plate 20, Section 6.3.

Nevertheless, this ebb and flow in my work allowed me to reflect more keenly on things in
the environment and to note connections between past and present methods of locating
oneself within the environment. In Section 6.4, I discuss the way in which the television and
computer might be seen to share an affinity with a map as symbols of location and this
observation led to experimentation with the computer. Again I found myself confronted with
a strange medium and recognition of my own limitations and, again, I was forced to change
my way of thinking. Previously, I bad considered thaI the computer might offer people a
quick, easy, slick way of manipulating images. However, by using my own images as
master models, by spending hours of intense labour in learning how to manipulate the images
USing the Photoshop programme and, by coming to understand that the machine is only a tool
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able to respond to commands, I am now happy to embrace this form of technology as a new

roo! from an artistic perspective.

This does nol mean that I dismiss the possibility of slick and easy use of this tool . In fact I
am nOW coming to recognise this possibility as an asset whereby. as artisl, I am able to use
the oomputer as a labour saving device which facilitates e;{perimentation with conceptual
material already realised in the original artwork. In this way, I am able to use the computer as
an extension link in the chain of image making as I now use the camera as an extension link.
in amassing visual data. In both cases I remain the control ling agent using the machine and it
is possible that the translation process of which I am becoming more aware, will be
increased. For example, one can stack and layer images using the Photoshop software
programme, one can rotate and distort images, cut and transport parts or whole images and
one can animate images. No doubt the· possibilities are far greater than these few examples
suggest but the exciting prospect is the way in which something that I had thought so strange
and alien to my process of making artworks may, in fact, enrich my process through
chalJenging me to emulate various manipulated suggestions USing painting, drawing and
printmaking techniques. In other words, the computer image is not the end product; ralher it
may become another starting point as a photo or sketch so thal, as a artisl, 1 might interpret
the image into yet another image using a different medium and technique or I might IJanSIaIe
the image through incoqx>rating sound and movement which are possibilities that., as yet, I
have not explOred.

Thus, in creating Moonlighting in Moffatt I have discovered many hitherto hidden aspects of
my own thinking and, in probing my own thinking and doing as both artist and art educator,
I have realised new directions that my work may take in the future. Foremost amongst these
directions is the realisation that certain external limitations offer the most challenge. This
appears an obvious deduction but, in probing this statement, I argue that the implications are
far more profound. For example, as an artist, I enjoy the freedom to set my own challenge
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beC3.use I am happy and confident that, firstly, I am able to set my objective and, secondly.
achieve that objective. Thus I set limitations for myself.

On the other hand, as an art

educator, I know that, while wanting freedom to 'do their own thing', most students have no
idea of what to do with this freedom but instead demand to be guided in their doing and hence
need the parameters of limitations which, on request, I provide.

Thus it appears that freedom ·is an asset to the artist but an incomprehensible burden to the
srudent Why then have I.found that some curtailment of my freedom has allowed me to
develop new ways of thinking that were not JX>SSible while I was free? I think the answer
lies in the way in which I have come to understand that J am part of the whole environmental
complex. By focussing on a story I was forced to lift my gaze and thus become aware of
higher and, wider boundaries that hitherto I had not noticed. These boundaries encompass
more than personal challenges

wbic~

in my own system of visual interpretation, I oould

push against and break through from time to time.

However, these newly recognised

boundaries are fluid and complex and, tmlike those that I might set for myself or those I
might set for students, are unreachable. In other words, these boundaries recede as one
advances or, in crossing one boundary, others appear. For example, my exhibition is not an
end point Instead it has opened many doorways for further exploration as I fmd myself
thinking about possibilities for retaining the central oore of historic drawings and adding
watercolour 'chapters' based on various properties, families and events so that, like spinning
yarns around a camp fire, the story grows and changes in the telling. I also find myself
thinking about computer technology and the way in which screen savers enable us to see
sequentially progrnmmed images and I ponder the JX)5sibility of using a visual story. such as

Moonlighting in MafJatt, in this way or, I question bow we might use the oomputer to teach
about visual elements through manipulation of images as some of my own adaptations
suggest
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Previously, my past experiences had given rise to certain beliefs about my process of creating
artWorks which acted as mental rehearsals for the way in which I might make funu-e
artWorks. Thus one could say I was primed to a certain degree by various effects of the
environment which. over time, had modified my way of thinking about my artworks.

However, in considering the effects of the environment, these must include artworks which,
as objects in their own right, contain certain properties which have intensified my way of
drinking. In this way my beliefs led to predictions while, at the same time, certain properties
of objects, such as artworks aJready made and artworks envisioned, connibuted to the quality
of my experiences.

However, as nOled in the points above, my approach to creating the total exhibition,

Moonlighting in Moffatt, involved both· profound changes to beliefs about my process of
making artworks and changes to the quality of my experience in that I have been forced to
think otherwise than previously. These changes may not be obvious to others. My works

may still be regarded as representational from an external perspective and thus viewers may
be unaware of the way in which I have battled with making the strange familiar through my

own process of embodiment Thus I argue that experience is personal and might not be
ooticed from an extemal perspective unless, as I have demonstrated, one is prepared to
translate what happens to a singular person into a recognisable sign system, such as a written
text, which others may comprehend. This of course does not mean that full understanding of
another's experience is possible by others but it does mean that, in making aspects of
experience accessible, it is possible that others might begin to think more deeply about their
own experience and start to probe how and why one is oompelled to change one's way of

thinking.

Thus it might be possible to facilitate this process of inquiry through using the outcome of
one's experience as an tool for others to use in finding out more about their own way of
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thinking. In this way my own artmaking might act as a conduit for others to link past
associations to present and hitherto unthougbt of contexts in similar fashion to the way in
which the story of the Kenniff Brothers bas acted as· a conduit for me in making connections
between background memories, previous approacbes to making artworks and my present
situation that is no longer the same.

In my process of cbange, the movement, while profound to me, may not appear radically

different from an outside perspective and thus the end product might be sufficiently
comfortable for most people to enjoy. Reception of the product, and by this I mean the
exhibition, was very favourable. Often in a country town it is difficult to get newspaper
coverage; however, a full page article was devoted to the exhibition in the local newspaper,
The Chronicle, November 19, 1997, p. 18; an article appeared in Branching Out, The Voice

oj the Queensland Arts Council, June i997, Inside Front Cover and p.7; Sban Veivers from
the local television station, WIN TV contacted me for an interview on January 2, 1998; an
article was included in the USQ News, 19 November, 1997, p.5; and an article appeared in
the Campus Review. November 12-18. 1997. p.32. (Appendix E)

According to records supplied by the Manager of the Toowoomba Regional Art Gallery.
2227 people visited the gallery during the period November 19. 1997 to January 4. 1998.
These numbers were confinned in a letter from the Gallery Manager with pbotocopies of
comments noted in the Visitor's Book (Appendix F). The opening on Sunday afternoon,
November 23, 1997, drew one of the largest crowds to any solo exhibition held at the
Toowoomba Regional Art Gallery during the year 1997 according to one member of staff. In
these tenns the exhibition can be considered successful and thus the product of my labour,
love and play did communicate to many people.

The tension between love and labour, as I have found in creating this exhibition, is a vital
ingredient in making the strange familiar because, if I did not love the labour of making
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artworks, of experiencing the challenge of re-thinking my normal approach to making
images, of finding ways to move between symbolic systems of communication, of
recognising the integral role of analogy, and sensing the excitement of seeing new skins
emerge on my own works through computer manipulation, I could not appreciate such what

ifs that e..'Ctemal constraints, such as the story, the gallery context and the computer now
present for further exploration.

Thus this experience has moved me from being an

interpretive artist in a narrow "s ense to one who now is excited by the challenge of deeper and
more complex translation.

From the point of view of an art educator, I am far more aware of the difficulties involved in
translation because one cannot translate until one can explain something to oneself or, in other
words, one needs to interpret something before translation is possible. On reflection, it might
be that the processes of interpretation and translation are confused and, in stressing the new

and"innovative in srudent work, we overlook the necessary time needed to explain something
to oneself before we can move between symlx>lic systems of understanding.

In reflecting on responses to the exhibition it might be possible to gain an oveIalI picture of
how people reacted to the exhibition that might give an indication of reasons for such
reactions. In subsequently analysing responses we might specuJate and thus uncover certain
implications for restructuring art as personal experience.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: FLIRTING WITH REFLECTIONS.
7.1 Observations From The Players.
The exhibition, Moonlighting in Moffalt, was designed to use a story as a possible
bridge between personal and community experience and to explore whether such a
methodology might reveal ways in which metaphorical links and bridges, suggested
through associations stimulated by visual, written and verbal representations of a
particular story, allow singular persons to make reasoned connections between personal

expression, discourse norms and universal concerns of feeling at home in the
environment

Over two thousand visitors viewed the exhibition. Yet, of these, only some eighty
persons responded through the questionnaire. This may be expected, especially in a
country town, since members of the general viewing public are accustomed to viewing

artworks as a form of entertainment If such is the case, we might hypothesise that
many viewers are unaccustomed to identifying certain feelings facilitating sensory
awareness and might not perceive any Deed to document, nor be aware of how to
articulate, such feelings. Thus, a questionnaire designed to highlight some aspects of
personal experience on behalf of members of the public viewing an exhibition mounted
in a public gallery might,. for a variety of reasons, simply be ignored. Nevertheiess,
viewer responses to the questionnaire offer a sample which serves as a small probe into
personal experience from a perspective outside that of the artist

During the first week of the exhibition I remained in the Gallery to observe the reactions
of viewers, to answer questions and note wbether people took the time to read the story
(Appendix A) and respond to the questionnaire (Appendix B).

After some hours during the first two days of watching people wander around the
exhibition in oDes and twos unaware of the documents or their relationship to the
images, I approached individuals to offer them copies of "the story or offer the choice of
lislening to the shorter version of the story using a walkman. This personal touch was
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well received but most took the documented story to "read later". I also noted the
tendency for people to look at the computer with an image from the exhibition
displayed on the screen without appearing to know what to do with it despite the folio
with a welcoming note and instructions open on the table.

The walkmans were happily accepted by those to whom they were offered, and I noted
that some people did return to a document stand and take a written version of the story
with attached questionnaire which they then completed.. Yet wben I returned to the
Gallery the following week to check progress and pick up completed forms from the
box. I found the walkmans safely stored under the counter and people wandering around
the exhibition as is nonnal.

When I approached the new volunteer staff at the

infonnation counter and inquired about the walkrnans. they appeared not to be fully
cognizant of the fact that the machines sbould be offered to viewers. While I had taken
care to leave verbal instructions with the pennanent gallery staff and requested that such
instructions be conveyed to any volunteer staff, no written instructions were left as I did
not feel it appropriate to impose my intentions too strongly on the work nonns of others.
However, I did feel it appropriate that any assistance from galJery staff, volunteers or
myself might be offered to viewers if the occasion arose. Such assistance might be in
the fonn of conversation. explanation and verbal directions and, if such dialogue
motivated viewers to complete the questionnaire, any viewer's decision remained
voluntary. While some aspects of the exhibition were unusual, it was my intention that
the overall gallery procedure remain reasonably normal and, as is the case from time to
time, the artist might be present to respond to questions about the works. Hence my
presence in the gallery for a short period of the total exhibition time was quite normal as
were my responses to viewer queries.

Thus, I engaged in conversation with viewers, offered the use of the wallcmans,
provided copies of the story and questionnaire and let them know that they were free to
play with the images on the computer if they wished. At all times I noted that viewer
interest increased and people were keen to ask questions about the subject matter and
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the techniques I had used in making the images while many were equally keen to tell
me about their own experiences of living on the land. Few, however. displayed interest
in using the computer though they would look at the image displayed on the screen, flip
through the folio of samples and move on to srudy the images hanging on the walls.

As described in Section 6.6, the questionnaire consisted of three sections which targeted
degrees of personal jnvolvement experienced by viewers (Statements One to Fourteen);
probed thinking about · personal sensations (Questions Fifteen to Eighteen);

and

encouraged personal reflections about attitudes to art and possible changes to thinking
after participating in. the exhibition (Questions Nineteen to Twenty Two).

All

respondents were invited to indicate age, sex, occupation and art training in the space
provided on the questionnaire if they so desired.

To facilitate viewing the scoreboard in an holistic manner, the responses to the statements and
questions are clustered.

Bar charts are used to display the responses thus allowing

visualisation from a overall perspective and enabling one to scan responses quickly before
focussing on certain aspects. Thus, Figures 7.1.1, 7.1.4 and 7.1.5 give overall impressions of
responses to the exhibition within the above clusters while Figures 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 present
specific data pertaining to Statements Six and Seven which, in dealing with provision of two
versions of the story. form a detail within the first cluster of statements.

In the first cluster, fourteen statements targeted degrees of personal involvement as fol1ows:

1. I enjoyed the exhibition.
2. The floor map helped me understand the context of the images.
3. I enjoyed walking on the floor map.
4. Reading the story belped me associate with the images.
5. The exhibition prompted me to think about events from my own background.
6. I feel sympathy for the Kenniff Brothers.
7. I believe that the authorities bad cause for concern about the welfare of landholders.
8. I felt involved in the exhibition.
9. The placement of the images suggested a story to me.
lD. The size of the images caught my attention.
11. The three dimensional artefacts made the exhibition more 'real'. [to me]
12. Playing with images on the computer was enjoyable.
13. My interest increased when using the computer.
14. My understanding of the time. people and place increased througb participating in
this exhibition.
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.A_
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strongly Agree

D

Disagr.ee

Ii) Strongly
•

Figure 7.1.1

Disagree

Not Applicable

Overall Personal Involvement Responses.

Figure 7.1.1 grapbs the overall personal involvement responses and demonstrates clear
evidence of personal involvement in terms of those statements (1, 2, 3, 4, 10, II, 14) wIDch
sampled respondents' direct experience of the exhibition - the "I - me" factor. Where
statements involve extrapolation from

~

experience of the images as, for example,

statements five and six, there is no clear response tendency. Tbe computer element of the
exhibition appears to bave increased the level of personal involvement for those who
accessed it but, on the other band, there was a large number for wbom the question was
academic (statements 12 and 13) as they bad not accessed the computer.

Within this cluster we are able to separate out specific factors which can be grouped to
focus our view more clearly. For example, in Figure 7.1.1 we note that statements I, 8,
13 and 14 aHow viewers to express degrees of enjoyment, involvement, interest and
understanding stimulated by participation in the exhibition.

Responses to these

statements reveal that 96 per cent of respondents enjoyed the exhibition; 74.3 per cent
felt involved in the exhibition; 58.3 per cent of those who accessed the computer
admitted to increased interest through using the computer;

and 87.6 per cent of

respondents gained greater understanding of the time, people and place. In the main,
negative responses came from primary school children whom, it might be argued, may
have limited knowledge of the western area of Queensland and hence little interest in
the images.

Further, we can note that the possibility for specific pbysical engagement on bebalf of
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viewers was positively received. Responses to statements 3, 4 and 12 show that. in
response to Statement Three, over 82 per cent of respondents did enjoy walking on the
floor map; in response to Statement Four, 93.5, per cent positive responses indicated
that reading the story was helpful in making connections to the images; and in response
to Statement Twelve, 82.7 per cent of viewers who accessed the computer enjoyed
playing with the stored images. However. responses indicate that 56 per cent of total
respondents found the computer not applicable. Thus. it can be suggested that the
computer was accessed by only a few people wbo responded the questionnaire and. for
those, enjoyment and interest increased. However, some people did engage in playing
with the computer at the opening of the exhibition as recorded on video and, on my
regular visits to the gallery, I always found a new modification to one of my images

00

the screen. Nevertheless, some viewers, who entered the gallery alone, in pairs or small
groups, actively avoided the computer by deviating from their track of viewing the
images to swerve around the computer while others bent over to look at the screen and
then walked away without attempting any persooal play with the computer.

Such responses, on the one hand, suggest that an ability or desire to engage in some
form of bodily actioo may have facilitated tendencies towards enjoyment. involvement.
interest and understanding of the exhibition while, on the other hand, an inability or lack
of desire to engage in some form of bodily action, such as using the computer, might
suggest lack of familiarity with or 'lack of interest in technological machines.
Nevertheless, we can note positive responses by those wbo did engage in some form of
active involvement within the milieu of the exhibition.

For example. when a group of primary children visited the Gallery, they rusbed upon the
map only to be cautioned off by their teacher. I had been requested by the Education
Officer of the Art Gallery to talk to the children and naturally I invited them to walk and
sit on the map while I told them the story of the exhibition. In delight they jumped,
crawled and stamped their feet on the map oblivious to any panicular gallery norms of
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behaviour as they played their own games of sliding along the roads and metaphorically
mounting the horses depicted in images on the map.

Conversely, of the 14 per cent of people who reported not enjoying walking on the floor
map, 45.4 per cent of these negative responses indicated art training and 36.3 per cent
did not include age. sex, occupation and an training while comments such as. "made me
nervous" and "around" indicate reluctance by some people to walk on the floor map.
Thus a difference betwe(:n learned and intuitive behaviour can be noted which suggests
that learned conventions may serve to curtail the possibility of accepting things placed
out of the expected context

From a"different perspective, certain aspects of the exhibition can be seen as forces
which influenced viewers and stimuhlted thought processes. For example, statements 2,
5~

9, 10 and 11 highlight factors which helped, prompted, suggested, caught attention

and made more 'real' as noted in voluntary comments. (Appendix F.3)

Responses to Statement Two indicate that over 90 per cent of viewers found that the
floor map aided understanding of the context of the images. Since the 5.3 per cent
negative responses came only from primary school children, it might be argued that
some children may have limited knowledge of the western area of Queensland and
hence little interest in the actual sites of the artworks. Similarly. responses to Statement
Five (53.4 per cent positive, 31.4 per cent negative), indicate that some people were
able to make links between the exhibition and personal background events which
suggests that, for some people, various elements of the exhibition contained similar
components to some components in their background. Of the negative responses, 47.8
per cent were from Year Four primary school srudents, suggesting little ability to link
personal background events to the exhibition.

With 79.4 per cent positive responses to Statement Nine, it appears that most viewers
agreed that placement of the images did suggest a story line. However, I did observe
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many viewers retracing steps and eris-crossing from one side of the gallery to the other
and one viewer did comment to me that he feltstrange going in the opposite direction to
the norm. By this he meant viewing the images aJong the right hand wall as he entered
the gallery, rather than commencing along the left hand wall on entry.

As we saw in Section 6.6 regarding placement of the images, the acrua1 physical layout
of the gallery space did dictate how the final layout of images evolved. At the time I
did intend placing the images in a narrative sequence, although I did not consciously
consider possible implications of any 'normal' direction.

I now realise that this

comment from one viewer bas various implications. From my own experience of living
in other countries where driving on the right hand side of the road is normal and my use
of both hands when painting, I do not think about ' normal' directions as such. When
painting I often tum a work upside down to achieve a certain wash effect and thus I
adapt my sense of direction to the task at hand. Yet, for many. these adaptations would
be unusual.

However, my own experience is not always complementary to, nor compatible with,
that of other people and thus my observations of people wandering amongst the images
suggests that my experience and expectations are indeed pecu.liar to me.

With 89.3 per cent positive responses to Statement Ten. it appears that size was
efficacious in gaining attention in this instance. The element of large size may also
affect one 's sense of orientation in space as noted by one viewer who felt transported

"to the area being depicted". For others. evidenced by 89.5 per cent positive responses
to Statement Eleven, it appears that many people found that the three dimensional
objects offered accessible and recognisable visual stimuli suggesting that they may have
facilitated a sense of physical reality within the exhibition.

Thus far we have reflected on twelve of the fOUIteen statements comprising the
overview of personal involvement as depicted in Figure 7.1.1. The remaining two
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statements, Statements Six and Seven. might be regarded as a minor probe into whether
or not subtle variations in writing style affected the way in which one responded to a
particuJar version of a story. Figure 7.1.2 indicates responses to Statement Six where
the bar charts reveal that neither version of the story played a significant role.
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Similarly, responses to Statement Seven, Figure 7.1.3 indicating belief that the
authorities had cause for concern about the welfare of landholders, show little evidence
of either version of the story playing a significant role in swaying opinion.
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Since no viewer would have known which version of the story they were to read, it may
be that the story did affect some people because little is actually recorded of the Kenniff

Brother's exploits and hence the story tends to be relatively unknown.

Thus far data taken from the scoreboard regarding Statements 1 to 14 are laid out as a
reflection of the way in which respondents indicated personal involvement

Such

indications pave the way for reflecting upon dominant sensations revealed in responses
to the following cluster of questions, Questions 15 to 18. (See Figure 7.1.4) In this
second cluster. (see Appendix B), questions probed dominant emotions when looking at
the images, analysis of triggers for these emotions, indications of images perceived to
be the most interesting, and comfort zones within the exhibition.
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Figure 7.1.4 shows that curiosity was the dominant emotion experienced by the majority
of viewers; that the story played the dominant role in arousing feeHngs; that the pencil
and charcoal drawings and"big 'story' drawings elicited the most interest; and that the
subject matter was the dominant factor in allowing most people to feel 'at home' in the
exhibition.

The 71 per cent responses "to Question FIfteen which nominate curiosity as the dominant
emotion when looking at the images might reflect a strong desire on behalf of many
people to find out more about something hitherto unknown. However, the additional
terms, sadness and historical and geographical interest, written on the questionnaire by
some viewers in response to this question, might indicare some influence of personal
associations stimulated by awareness of the story.

Awareness of the story is revealed by responses to Question Sixteen which probed
factors arousing feelings. One viewer suggested "story & drawings together''' which
indicates that such a combination was found interesting. Thus 69.8 per cent responses
to this question indicate that the story and the large sepia drawings played the dominant
role in arousing feelings.

This might suggest arousal of curiosity stimulated by

awareness of a link. between the visual and verbal faciHtated by the story whereby
specific subject matter could be understood from two adjacent perspectives.

While children in the main responded that no dominant emotion was aroused when
looking at the images, it can be noted that children nominated the three dimensional
objects and the paintings as the most dominant factors in arousing feelings. This might
suggest lack of relevance between subject matter of the images and their lifestyle or
unfamiliarity with the term 'emotion', yet familiarity with the term 'feelings' stimulated
by real objects and colourful paintings. Other responses indicating the paintings and
three dimensional anefacts as dominant in arousing feelings came from a cross section
of community members while only three children, a female banker, a female grazier and
another person who had "been there " nominated the map.
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In tenns of interest, responses to Question Seventeen show that 57.6 per cent of people

found the drawings the most interesting with the remaining 42.4 per cent nominating the
paintings. The visual arrangement of the exhibition depicted in Figure 6.7.1, Section
6.7, shows that the large 'story' drawings depict actual people and places related to the
story of the Kenniff Brothers.

The treatment is realistic, the colour scheme is

monochromatic, and the sizes are similar thus creating an echoic pattern which appears
to have elicited considerable interest amongst many viewers. The pencil and charcoal

drawings depicted creek and rock areas, different paper was used and the works were
framed.

However, responses nominating either the big 'Story' drawings or pencil and cbarcoal
drawings as the most interesting are combined because it could be that viewers did not
differentiate between the two. The question was designed to probe such differentiation
but, in recognizing that discrepancies occurred in using linguistic terms to identify
differences between subject matter, technique, medium and treatment (Question 19), it
is possible that discrepancies also occurred in separating which were 'story' drawings
from those which were pencil and charcoal drawings owing to the similarity of medium
used in all drawings.

Such problems in differentiation between linguistic tenns and visual content might be
responsible for responses to the paintings in general. Responses suggest that, for 18.8
per cent of viewers, the "watercolours of creeks and rocks" were the most interesting.
for 15.3 per cent of viewers the "watercolours of Carnarvon" were most interesting
while lower percentage responses (8.2 per cent) indicate the watercolours of the kitchen
and dray. While it is easy to identify the latter images owing to recognisable subject
matter, it can be hypothesised that differentiation between the specific images of creeks
and rocks and those of the Carnarvon region might be more difficult even though titles
were supplied in both the catalogue and list of works.

(AppendiX D)

Thus it is

reasonable to suggest that viewers may neither have consulted the catalogue nor the list
of works and, in recognising rocks and creeks in both sets of images, might have
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guessed which were which. If such was the case, we might suggest that 34 per cent of
viewers showed interest in images which were typical enough to be recognised yet
sufficiently atypical to arouse curiousity, to allow more freedom in interpretation, and
evoke inferences which are not widely shared.

It is hypothesised that interest in and inferences drawn from the "watercolours of creeks
and rocks" might be more dependent on personal interpretations owing to the more
unusual way in which the paintings show specific sections that are enlarged to the
extent that cracks, rock veins and shadows are the subject matter which allowed me to
play around with gradations of value, juxtapositioning of shapes and dramatic colour
effects.

Further atypical manipulation on my behalf of a typical landscape can be seen in the
''watercolours of Carnarvon". By putting a seemingly unrelated border around each
work the landscapes become atypical and such transformation of the original image
appears to have caused added interest for many viewers. For example, verbal commen[S
by viewers at the opening and later during the week I remained in the gallery were
motivated by the unusual combination of strongly drawn and coUaged images on the
brown paper framing the peaceful carnarvon images. Written comments such as, "[I]
liked the brown bark looking paper around the carnarvon picnues and the
range/combinations of colours", and others who preferred the ..... combination of these
with the charcoal drawings (around the border) on thick brown paper" demonstrate
similar interest motivated by the atypical combination. (Appendix F.3) By combining,
tearing and cutting in the borders. my desire to link the rough and rumble of duffing and
the more rugged country of the western side of the range to the green and lush
carnarvon Gorge on the eastern side seems to have evoked similar associations in
viewers who knew the countryside. Others were simply intrigued by the combination
that gave the illusion of "great depth to the paintings".

It can be noted that recognisable subject matter (38.75 per cent responses to Question
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18) appears to playa significant role in fostering a feeling of being 'at home' in the
context of this exhibition. As we can see in Figure 7.1.4, the number of respondents
who nominated recognisable subject matter as facilitating a feeling of 'at home' is
greater than any other response.

Other aspects such as maps, three dimensional artefacts and regular placement of
artworks reveal that concrete objects and some form of pattern were influential in
making 52.5 per cent of'respondents feel 'at borne' in the exhibition. Yet, only primary
school children (8.75 per cent) indicated feeling 'at home' with the aspect of computer
imagery thus signalling familiarity and comfort in using technological tools.

However, at the official opening of the exhibition attended by approximately one
hundred and thirty people, many young adults appeared more 'at home' playing with the
computer than viewing the acruaI images and I found several messages left for me in
files on the computer wben I checked from time to time. For example, On one occasion
I found the background of the Forest Vale Homestead image blurred and, on opening an
inserted file I found the question, "Karen, bow do you like my dust storm'!" On another
occasion I found that someone had left me advice about using the programme layers and
every time I visited the gallery I also found an adaptation of one of my images
displayed on the computer monitor. . Unfortunately the lack of printer facilities means
that there is no record of messages or adaptations but the fact that the computer was
used in this fashion, and at times by people far more technically skilled than myself,
suggests that maybe not all of those who did thus respond completed the questionnaire.

Fmally, Questions 19 to 22 (Appendix B) probe personal reflections about attitudes to

art

and reveal cbanges in perception as a result of participating in the exhibition. Provision for
voluntary comments was included in this section and a transcript of such comments can be
found in Appendix F.3.

Figure 7.1.5 shows the overall responses to Questions 19 to 22.
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Overview Showing Attitudes/Changes in Attitudes to Art.

Responses to these questions show that subject matter and technique were the most
appealing; thinking about the role of art changed by a great deal to a moderate amount
for many respondents;

many respondents previously considered art as visual

communication; many respondents who changed their opinion about art Dominated
images linked to a real-life story as the aspect responsible.
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In looking through the responses to Question Nineteen, it appears that most people

could not differentiate the subtle differences between technique, medium and treatment
as in technique referring to method of application, medium referring to watercolour,
pencil, charcoal, conte etc and treatment referring to realism, abstraction, symbolism
etc. This is to be expected because the scientific principles of a discourse can only be
understood and accepted after one bas gone through the process of apprenticeship in
acquiring the nonns of a discourse before progressing to the more esoteric abstract
principles that can only be learnt through fonnal teaching. Even then discrepancies

occur.

The fact that one respondent nominated "watercolour" as a response to technique and
other responses indicated "large panels and bush colours" and "striking presentation" as
technique further reinforces my suspicion that art terms are incidental to experience.

Thus we might separate 'subject matter' as an entity from the four other responses and
note that 31.7 per cent of responses indicate the importance of subject matter for many
people. Such conunents as: "Brought back memories of "horse & buggy" days as a
child"; "Provides a (sic) historical look at an age and issues that is (sic) close to us".
and "[f]he appeal is due to both a story unique to the area but also relevant and typical
of Australian yarns, myths, traditions and pioneer experience as a whole" exemplify
what others referred to as being able to "place artwork in the narrative" in which the
....story" piCtures seemed to live as if they were a diary entty at the time". Of all
questions this One elicited the most written comments from viewers, and further
frankness and genuine enthusiasm of comments can be noted in Appendix F.3.

While many people expressed specific preferences, recurring sentiments demonstrated
empathy for the history and people. variety of technique and media, recognisable
subject matter and aspects of giving life to the pictures. These comments suggest that
any object or event in this world can strike the human mind most profoundly if the
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conditions are right and if we are able to grasp them within some scheme. network. or
system of meaning Sb'Ucrures.

Ways in which the primacy of sensory perception. if sufficiently strong, determines the
way in which a person interprets a percept thus stimulating a review of previous
knowledge are revealed in responses to Question 22. We can see that for those people
who did modify their opinion about art (59.8 per cent of responses to Question 20), the
story played a significant role while memories and associations evoked by the images
contributed to changes in thinking by others about art. Such responses might suggest
that focus on familiar things fosters new ways of seeing artWorks. On the other hand.,
those responses indicating changed thinking occasioned by the combination of story,
images, objects, computer or playing with another's images on the computer, might
indicate an ability in linking the unfainiliar to the familiar on behalf of those people.

Before such modifications to ways of thinking about the role of art., the majority of
responses to Question 21 show that art was regarded as visual communication. with art
as personal expression and art as making something special closely aligned.
Infonnation regarding age and the amount of art involvement specified by the
respondents might suggest important factors contributing to prior opinions about art.

Of the responses indicating art as visual communication, six came from primary school

children. two from mature females with art training and the remaining nineteen
responses from teachers, other professional people, one Sh.ldent, one retired female and
four unidentified responses.

These responses, in the main, reflect opinions from

professional people outside the Discourse of High Art.

In contrast, responses indicating

art

as personal expression include opinions from

mah.lre persons with art training while also including primary school children, mah.lre
persons with no art training and two unidentified responses. Of the responses indicating
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art as making something special , seventeen responses came from primary school
children and one from a female grazier aged sixty.

These responses appear to indicate certain clusters whereby those who identified
themselves as professional persons (including two mature females with art training)
nominated art as visual communication, those who identified themselves as either
having fonnal art training or informal art training nominated art as personal expression
and only children and one person from the land nominated art as making something

special. Responses from children are included in all clusters.

However, in examining voluntary comments we find opinions such as: "This particular
exhibition is not only about personal expression but also about visual communication.
Art can also be decorative"; " Art llelps express an event or situation ..... ; "Art can

mean a lot of different things these days ... '" and, "[I]t needs to communicate on a
number of levels". Thus comments indicate a search for new ways of codifying rather
than expressing an adamant opinion which can be seen in responses to Question Twenty
Two whereby 62.8 per cent of respondents indicate various aspects of the exhibition
that encouraged them to re-think their opinion of alL

Because Questions 21 and 22 allow us to note before/after responses. we can refl ect on
these responses in a comparison table of the two questions. In Table 7.1.6, one graph
presents responses to Question 21 ; a second graph identifies responses to Question 22
indicating those who did re-think their opinion of art and shows the influential factors; a
third graph identifies those who did not re-think their opinion of art and thus no change
from previous allegiances; and the fourth graph is a reproduction of the same grapb in
Figure 7.1.5 in which those factors which influenced some respondents to re-think their
opinion of art are indicated by the coloured bar charts.

Table 7. 1.6 presents responses to Questions 21 and 22.
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Previous Opinion and Factors Leading to Re-thinking

The bottom graph in Figure 7.1.6 indicates that, for those people who did re-think their
opinion of art, images linked to a real-life story played a significant role. These
responses are identified by the red bar which features in all categories while being the
sole aspect in the 'making special' category. This could suggest that a story might act
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as a means of drawing attention to aspects of artworks that otherwise may have gone
unnoticed.

It can also be noted that memories and associations, the blue bar, feature more strongly
in the communication category which might indicate the role played by such memories
and associations in facilitating the transmission of ideas.

In examining the voluntary comments attached to questions nineteen to twenty two

(Appendix F.3), these appear to reinforce the fact that relevant subject matter and
variety in presentation are important to many people. One person commented" ... as far
as I'm concerned there is something for everyone", and another noted that "[A]II our
senses were being invited to help us enjoy".

According to one fifty-four year old, female homemaker, "the exhibition has really
allowed the ordinary person [toJ enjoy, feef at horne". Verbal comments to me from
many people who attended the opening expressed a very siinilar sentiment; personal
notes were left for me in the collection box for questionnaires offering further
information arout the Keoniff Brothers and, in particular, one note handed to me by a
gallery sraff member indicates that people who may never have entered an an gallery
before did so on this occasion. The note comes from a bloke called PeeWee who, I am
told, took over an hour to hand write the following brief information:
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Comments, such as those noted, emphasise the importance of bodily experience and
perwnal involvement as an avenue for people from all walks of life to be involved in
experiencing artworks in ways that range from spinning more yams into the subject
matter, the injection of ideas and opinions, participation through provision of personal
memorabilia, to the actual computer manipulation of images in the exhibition. By
selecting things that are valued as starting points so that viewers may bring their own
experience to the artwork and ponder connections or make new discoveries, it might be
possible to facilitate new ways of thinking about familiar things. By including unusual
and atypical modifications that subtly challenge normal expectations of people viewing
artWorks, it also might be possible to stimulate new ways of thinking about hitherto
strange things.

In offering various starting points· to viewers for making connections and new

discoveries. in providing avenues for personal involvement, and in suggesting ways of
remaking self through touching the senses, the exhibition, Moonlighting in Moffatt
appears to have drawn attention to the importance of what happens to each singular
person which questions the notion of experience relating to the totality of human
experience.

In his opening speech, Hodgkinson (I997) highlighted the inward search that every

painter pursues in "struggling for means of expression, some way of stating all those
beliefs and uncertainties that are the painter's essential character, his (sic) very being."
Thus we can see that personal involvement is an essential ingredient that allows an artist
to "remake", in Hodgkinson 's (1997) terms of "myself I will remake", whereby the
artist, not only recognises things, but realises them through poetry. song, prose and
painting that touches the senses so that "an entire experience is inside us" as a single
member of an audience.

From eighty seven unsolicited comments words such as memories. empathy,

at

home

and involvement were used twenty five times, enjoyment was mentioned six times and
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imerest was mentioned twelve times. In reflecting on my own process of making the
images, I too would use these words to communicate my almost toral immersion in the
subject matter and method of creating visual chapters of the story that, as we saw in
Chapter Six, did involve much labour, love and playing around with ideas.

On the other hand, as a professional artist, I bave held many solo exhibitions but this
was the first time I have had the full responsibility of orchestrating the toral exhibition
in addition to making the artWorks. The tasks of seCuring the venue, planning the
layout, writing the caralogue, producing the invitations, organising pUblicity, preparing
lists of works, hiring a special vehicle for transporting the three-dimensional works
some nine hundred kj10metres back and forth to owners, overseeing installation of the
computer, deciding about catering for the opening and assisting with the banging of the
works, involved months of conferring with the appropriate people. On reflection I
admit to many changes in my thinking and, managerial skills honed from many years of
teaching, became a valuable asseL Previously, I had not thought deeply about the sort
of things one does 'all in a day' s work'. However, in continuing with normal work
demands during the time of mounting the exhibition, I began to understand more fully
the implications of personal experience in which effort and struggle are crucial elements

if one does want to express something in a meaningful manner.

Hence. this artist, after having flirted with reflections about the process and the product,
speculates about possible outcomes drawn from these scoreboard reflections in the
following section.
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7.2 Speculations From tbe Playgroond.

Before speculating or hypothesising further, it is important to recall the nattIre of this

research as an exploration at a personal level into ways of establishing webs of
affiliation within and across secondary groups within the Discourse of Art. In using my
experience as one eclectic person having dual membership as artist and art educator, my

processes of making. displaying and writing about personal artistic thinking and
methodology might serve as a link between self as creator of one set of meanings and

members of an audience as creators of other sets of meanings.

My original objective in designing the questionnaire was to facilitate voluntary
participation and thus the questionnaire was not conventional in that single persons
were not specifically targeted and invited to respond. The questionnaire existed for

people to complete but, given the fact that for much of the exhibition time, no one other
than myself drew attention to it, it is perhaps surprising that so many people did
complete it In retrospect if may have been preferable to be more interventionist in
proffering the questionnaire and asking people to complete it

As mentioned in Section 6.6, the questionnaire and attached story were placed in
bundles at various positions around the exhibition so that people were free to pick up
the document and do whatever they wanted with it Whether or not they completed the
questionnaire was at their discretion. Thus, we can only deal with the responses as
offered which, in this case, is approximately four per cent of viewers. This is a very
small number of responses which might lead us to question why this is so if comments
in the Gallery Visitor's Book (Appendix F.2) and voluntary comments (Appendix F.3)
indicate a more interactive response to the exhibition.

We might speculate that when one feels good about something one is at ease and might
not feel a need to record such a feeling in depth whereas the converse might also apply.
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Alternately. we might speculate that some might experience a resistance to filling in
forms.

Responses to the questionnaire, Section 7.1, and unsolicited comments (Appendix F.3)
suggest that singular persons interpret and infer certain things that may be similar, but
are not the same. For example, several people commented on the way in which the
images ..... suggest[s] the Kennith brothers were just typical 'fellows' of the time"; .....
images - seemed almost "real" for the time"; ..... took one to the area being depicted";
..... one felt they (sic) were walking with those involved"; "[I]nteresting to see and feel
history through art" and ..... took one to the area being depicted". Thus we might
speculate that experience is a very singular thing and it is the similarity of interpretation
and inference that allows like-minded people to converge as a group. This does not
imply exact shared experiences, but it does imply that there might be enough similar
components of singular experiences that, because of the similarity, do allow some
clustering of these similarities which might indicate the type of group affinity implicit in
the examples above.

As noted in Section 7.1. a personal touch, such as engaging persons in conversation and
offering some form of guidance. did motivate some persons to become more involved in
the exhibition. For example, after such a conversation. some persons would then take
considerable time examining the three-dimensional artefacts and two dimensional
images by slowly moving between and amongst the objects and images, bending over
objects and leaning closer to scrutinize paintings. Some consciously looked for the
response materials and. finding them. took a copy of the questionnaire and attached
story.

Such an action however. did not necessarily imply that those persons did

complete the questionnaire. However. many did walk back through the images with the
document to which they referred from time to time. Others sat down to read the story
and then reviewed the images.
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We can speculate that sucb pbysical engagement is likely to be indicative of active
mental engagement to varying degrees. For example, I am often aware of doing things
but, metaphorically, my mind is 'a million miles away' as I think .of things totally
unrelated to what I am doing physically or, conversely, I might appear to be 'a million
miles away' because I may be doing very little in the physical sense, such as sitting with
my eyes closed, while my mind may be intensely active. Thus, because personal
experience is persona1, as yet we have no valid instrument that can designate what is,
and what is not, personal experience.

Exhibition participants indicated that their understanding and enjoyment were enhanced

by the floor map (90.6 per cent), reading the story (93.5 per cent), aod through the
personal events thus brought into immediate memory (53.4 per cent). The level of
sympathy evoked for the Kenniff Brothers remained constant regardless of which story
was read thus indicating that both stories elicited sympathy for the brothers. While the
majority of respondents (84.1 per cent) indicated that the authorities.QU! have cause for
concern, it can be noted that such concern e:annot be attributed to the influence of either
story.

Thus we can speculate that the subtle difference in writing style was not

sufficient to influence opinions which, most likely, were already fonnulated.
Involvement in the exhibition was reported by 74.3 per cent; the placement of images
did suggest a story to 79.4 per cent of respondents; the size of the images caught the
attention of 89.3 per cent of respondents; and the inclusion of three dimensiona1
anefacts did make the exhibition seem more 'real' to 89.5 per cent of respondents.
Playing on the computer was enjoyed by 82.7 per cent of respondents who actually
accessed the computer while 58.3 per cent, again from only those who accessed the
computer, admitted to an increase of interest through playing with the computer.
Understanding of the time, people and place increased for 87.6 per cent of panicipants.
These findings, while only broadly indicative given the small sample size, nevertheless
give rise to a range of speculations and hypotheses:
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• Data gathered from responses suggests that the combination of familiar things, in the
fonn of stories and objects pertaining to real events, can enhance feelings of
association.

One might hypothesise that these associations evoke hidden units

through activating nodes in a network of personal memory leading to changes of
perception regarding how one responds to viewing artworks.

• Responses show that a majority of respondents found that the visual floor map did
assist their understanding of the context of the images and most of these people did
enjoy walking on the visual map. However, some respondents, who indicated fonnal
art training, did not appear to enjoy walking on the visual floor map.

It seems reasonable to speculate that while the floor map did not provide a physical
obstacle to people entering the Gallery, it did present a psychological obstacle to
many people, especially to those with more formal art knowledge. The special
laminated sulface, and the positioning of the floor map, were Dot sufficient to counter
expectations that objects in an Art Gallery are to be treated according to conventional
nonns.

• It appears that the people most reluctant to explore images in unusual contexts were
those with fonnal art training or those who indicated some awareness of artistic
conventions.

From this observation we might speculate that specialists may be the least able to
abandon idealised conventions regarding the nonns of the High Art Discourse of
which they are members.

Conversely, it appears that the natural inclination of

children, in particular, is a willingness to explore things in unusual contexts.
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• While provision of the story enabled many people to associate with the images, the
provision of two different versions of the story did not appear to play a significant
role in affecting the way in which those viewers who read the story associated with
the people portrayed in the images.

This may be because the stories lacked sufficient difference in folkloric colour and
expression, or that some people were already familiar with the events described in
the stories and had formed a firm opinion that may have restticted possible changes
in perception. It is also possible that the visual infonnation may have outweighed the
verbal.

• It appears that the placement of the images facilitated the sense of narrative for many
people. On the other hand, it was observed that many people wandered amongst the
images from side to side of the gallery or re-tracked to examine certain images.
While one viewer commented on the atypical direction in whicb the images were
placed sequentially from right to left. it was informally noted that many other
viewers did commence looking at the images immediately after passing the reception
counter and thus commencing viewing at Plate 25 which. as shown in Figure 6.7.1, is
the final image in the series.

This might suggest either that viewers were unaware of the intended visual narrative
of the images or it might suggest a conventional way of viewing artworks that are
often placed as individual pictures which do not dictate any sequential Viewing, or it
might suggest simple contrariness.

• The impact of visual size on viewers is noted in responses thus indicating the way in
which large scale images highlight the design principle of emphasis through grabbing
attention.
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Thus we can speculate that the design element of size plays an important function by
influencing the way in which people pay attention to an artwork thus suggesting
alignment (albeit unconscious on behalf of viewers) with the artistic concept of
bieratic scaling. This might demonstrate a basic tendency of people not only to
notice big things, but also to attribute some metaphorical worth or power to' such
things. We can further hypothesise that the element of size Oarge) may affect one's
sense of orientation in space as noted by one viewer who felt transported "to the area
being depicted".

• Responses indicate that the inclusion of computer technology gave rise to feelings of
dissonance in many people that, in the main, were overcome through avoidance.

While we can only speculate as to reasons for such avoidance, this observation
suggests that many people might avoid something depending on the degree of
strangeness. If this is the case it could be that the strangeness lay in the context
whereby a computer was included in an art exhibition which presented an atypical
context

However, dissonance appears to be diminished when people approach

something strange, or out of the nonnal context, in a crowd as was seen at the
opening of the exhibition wbere some people played with the computer images. This
might imply that, for some people, experimentation is less threatening when one is in
a crowd wbere the atmosphere and other distractions might counter one' s fear of
failure amongst peers that often inhibits behaviour.

In presenting an exhibition of artworks in a public gallery space, it was not expected
that all aspects of the exhibition would offer equal stimulus or force to all viewers.
Some resistance or avoidance to using the computer could be expected owing to the
probability of people regarding it as very different because of its contextual
juxtaposition within a display of reasonably representational images. However, it was
not expected that the floor map would cause the amount of initial dissonance exhibited
by most viewers on entering the gallery.
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Further, we might speculate whether or not greater knowledge of discourse nonDS might
inhibit those with such knowledge from abandOning hard-won conventions while people
with more penneable boundaries, or those belonging to more than one discourse. are
more likely to devise their own personal rules in viewing artworks.

For example, in noting the effect the pictorial floor map had on some people, we can
speculate that a bodily experience of pathways and containers played an important role
in how some people approached the image on the floor and were obliged to re-establish
their sense of orientation in space, and re-consider their understanding of visual
constancy and visual association.

It might be suggested that, in normal everyday

movement of following a track, a road or a pathway it does keep us contained.
Although we might not know exactly where we are going. the 'beaten pad' does keep us
within certain boundaries and, if we stray too far beyond its boundaries, our first
inclination is to check our bearings to ensure that a familiar sign will guide us back to
the track, the symbol of our safety, security and surviVal. Thus it is possible that, if we
find an obstacle on the track, we nonnally go around it However, our recognition of
something as an 'obstacle' may depend on whal we believe to be an obstacle according
to the meaning of 'obstacle' defined by our membership within a particular discourse.

There was nothing in the physical construction of the map to inhibit people from
walking on it. On the contrary, care had been taken to laminate the artwork with a
trafficable surface; it had been secured strongly to the floor with gaffer tape. and had
been positioned so that people were virtually obliged to walk upon it. However, by
taking something out of its

DOnna!

context and re-positioning it, the familiar visual

constancy of many people was challenged thus creating a situation which gave rise to
visual dissonance.

Particular attention is drawn to the floor map because responses to the questionnaire
indicate a positive response (82 per cent) regarding enjoyment aroused by walking on
the map, and 90 per cent of responses indicale that the map assisted understanding of
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the context of the images. Thus we can speculate that the initial mental dissonance
experienced through the shock of finding something physically out ofplace was able to
be resolved by the ease of physical re-orientation thus reducing the mental
disorientation.

By placing an artwork on the floor actually to be walked upon, it

appears that this action challenged nonnal expectations that artWorks in a gallery are to
be viewed at a distance on the wall. However, while initially shocking to some degree,
the placement of this artWork in the exhibition became accepted to the extent that
people began to walk on the visual map to examine the images and location of towns.

We can further speculate that those people who were happy to play with the computer
were those who were already familiar with the physical skills of using a keyboard and
mouse, or who had a friend who was willing to demonstrate the physical skills, or who
were in a group in which individual ineptitude did not stand oul Thus it appears that
infonnal acquisition, such as watching a friend or experimenting in a group, precedes
formal learning.

It might be suggested that, in such an informal situation,

meaningfulness is the singular intake from the communal meaning or, in other words,
the way in which someone acquires certain beliefs and ways of behaving promoted
within a particular discourse.

This may depend on the way in which each person overcomes inner psychological
barriers and this, we can speculate, depends on the strength of the barrier determined by
one's position in a discourse. For example, one respondent appears to identify certain
belief systems in commenting:
... as far as I'm concerned there is something for everyone e.g.
- computer for children and computer buffs,
- the different mediums used especially the different paper used, paint and
sketching
- 3 dimensional for people interested in past
- the story and paintings for those who find it had to assimilate matter unless
picture and story are present.
Such a comment indicates that this person has identified certain discourses such as
"computer buffs";

those who enjoy variety of media and technique;

associate three dimensional anefacts with history;

those who

and . those who require
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complementary aspects of the visual and verbal to facilitate appreciation. Another
comment, "Get some more computers" from a Year 4 student, indicates alignment with
the "computer buffs" discourse (as suggested in the first comment), while several
people demonstrate affinity with complementary aspects of the visual and verbal as
e;t:emplified in the following comments:
The reading material threw light onto the events being depicted and one felt they
were walking with those involved
I felt involved because I was able to 'place' artwork in the narrative ...
... there is an added dimension of interest when the background story is known.
I enjoyed the combination of story/maps/image as opposed to a single painting,
(which may represent an aspect of the story but be seemingly disconnected from
it), because they represented and taught you about the story and its times.
The combination of art and story can arouse a much stronger, fuller reaction.
The exhibition does show how art can be incorporated successfully into a story
such as this has been done.
The above comments suggest the e;t:tent to which affinity with complementary aspects
of the visual and verbal plays an important role in increasing interest and, if, as
responses show, 87.6 per cent of participants agreed that understanding of the time,
people and place increased through partiCipating in this exhibition, we might investigate
reasons why this was so.

It is probable that arousal of certain emotions and interest is facilitated when people feel
some degree of unfamiliarity in an environment. Yet it is also probable that the ability
to make connections with personal associations allows one to feel comfortable in a
certain situation. Thus, we can suggest that a degree of tension is necessary if curiosity
is to be aroused whi le, at the same time, offering possibilities for satisfying curiosity so
that achievement of a balance between the known and the unknown allows one to feel at
home in the environment.

Responses (71 per cent) show that curiosity prevails as the dominant emotion when
people look at images. However, given the number of responses indicating the story
(42.1 per cent) as playing a dominant role in arousing feelings, the drawings (57.6 per
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cent) as the most interesting, and the importance of recognizable subject matter (38.75
per cent) in making one feel 'at borne'. we migbt suggest that the combination of
images and stories facilitates connections between metaphorical linguistic units, visual
association and visual memory in a dual-coding process which might be enlivened by
initial curiosity.

Other responses show that inclusion of maps (21.25 per cent), inclusion of threedimensional artefacts (16.25 per cent) and reguJar placement of artworks (15 per cent)
played important roles in encouraging viewers to feel comfortable in the exhibition. It
might be argued that acceptance of certain features of the exhibition, such as maps and
regularity, demonstrate a preference for pattern on behalf of some people viewing an
exhibition of artworks mounted in a public gallery while inclusion of three dimensional
artefacts reinforces visual constancy and visual association for other viewers.

Moreover, the way in which people use the unfamiliar to interpret the familiar, such as
art terms to explain why something is appealing, raises specuJative issues in relation to
interpretation and translation. We might specuJate that, for something to be appealing,
it must first arouse interest and, given the difficuJty of rendering a sensation into a
linguistic code, we need to go through the process of translation whereby the subjective
is objectified. Thus it is possible that the nature of art terms used by viewers to explain
what one perceives in an artwork may be incidental to what one actually senses. For
example, one viewer commented:
If you mean the different things like paint etc. used then 1 found it very
interesting especially the watercolours of e.G. There is a depth produced
by the borders that makes you look more closely.
It appears that this viewer's unfamiliarity with art terminology did not militate against
the viewer's capacity to express a heightened awareness.

Also, another viewer, in

referring to the watercolour paintings commented: "great technique because oils are
usually used to depict large Australian landscape ... ". Again, differentiation between
the terms "medium" and "technique" seems irrelevant to this viewer's enjoyment of the
images.
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Thus it appears that responses confirm the way in which familiar things enhance
feelings of interest in and acceptance by viewers even though translation of the familiar
involves using an unfamiliar linguistic code. This might suggest that the introduction
to, and acceptance of unusual things, such as art terminology, artworks which transgress

a normal context and introduction of computer technology, might be facilitated . more
easily in an environment where comfort is sufficiently reinforced while, at the same
time, curiosity to re-think previous experiences is stimulated.

While such an environment might be close at hand and within personal reach, we cannot
ignore the influence of social practices which might exist beyond inunediate reach of
singular persons but. nevertheless, might still affect one's perception of the adjacent
environment. The way in which such external reality exerts certain constraints on a
person's conceptual system suggests many different views of that reality depending on
the biological make-up of a person, their position within a culture, and the way in which
truth corresponds with the beliefs and experiences that are considered meaningful

within the cultural group.

For example, external reality does exert certain constraints on various persons as we
saw in the Section 7.1 where 59.8 per cent of respondents did admit to some
modification to their thinking about the role of art We can speculate that some external
object or event stimulated different ways of thlnking for these people and we cannot
ignore factors that appear to have been influential in causing these changes. Amongst
these factors it can be noted that 38.3 per cent of respondents who did re-think their
opinion of art nominated Images linked 10 a real life story as responsible for such
modification while another 15 per cent of viewers selected Images lhat evoked
memories/associations.

If also we review Figure 7.1.5 (Section 7.1) which displays an overview of responses

relating to issues about the role of art, it can be noted in the bottom graph (showing
influences that affected those who did re-think their opinion of art) that the influence of
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real-life stories does feature in each category thus suggesting a tendency that people
utilise literary phenomena in interpreting and translating visual images. To assist
visualisation of this information for closer examination, the following Figure 7.2.1.
shows this bonom graph from Figure 7.1.5.
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Figure 7.2.1 Influences Affecting Re-thinking Previous Opinion of Art.
Five possible roles of art are listed across the horizontal axis with the colour coded
squares representing possible influences responsible for modification of thinking. If we
examine the role played by memories and associations (blue bar) in modifying thinking,
we can note that memories and associations .da....Iwl feature in the category of Art Is
making something special but do feature in the other categories. If memories and
associations are Dot considered influential in modifying thinking about art as making
something special, but awareness of a story (red bar) is influential in modifying such
thinking, we can speculate that previous association made possible through memory is
not necessary for something to be considered special while awareness of a story fosters
such a sense of specialness.

This might suggest that, to experience something, to think anew about something. does
require a linkage between the familiar and the strange although the familiar does Dot
necessarily evoke memories and associations. In a case such as this, it could be that the
familiar requires a competency, such as the skill in using and understanding language,
to translate a hitherto strange symbol system, such as visual images. which, when
perceived differently because of the complementary story. might occasion a more
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powerful awareness of the unique and yet relationaJ characteristics of the image.
Hence, we might suggest that the story functions as a conduit through which people
may make metaphoric connections from the familiar to the strange.

We might hypothesise that basic-level and image-schematic concepts are directly
meaningful when linked to structural aspects of experience such as competency in
language that stimulates a new way of thinking. Given that language is a system of
meaning structures sanctioned by particular discourses, it is probable that any new way of
thinking on behalf of singular persons will share aspects of communal meaning.
However, if meaningfulness for one person requires malting links between two hitherto
unrelated systems of meaning, it is possible that coding elements that deviate from one's
anticipatory schemata require skiUs of translation (in which one is not aJways proficient),
thus leading to difficulties, errors, and variations of interpretation among individuaJs.

It appears that innate biologicaJ mechanisms may be triggered to intensify a
physiological response, either positive or negative, thus demonstrating that an organism
cares about different kinds of events in different ways. For example, one viewer noted:
''Through the techniques used and the treatment of the pieces the viewer was forced to
inquire more as opposed to simply viewing and moving on", and another commented:
"All our senses were being invited to belp us enjoy this truly magnificent exhibition".
On the one hand, we bave an emphasis on inquiry while. on the other, the empbasis is
on enjoyment, yet both persons viewed the same artworks.

Further, on looking through all comments offered by viewers (Appendix F.3), 42.5 per
cent specify experiencing sensations of personal interest and involvement through
associations that were evoked because, as one viewer opines, "... one felt they were
walking with those involved (in the story) ", and another comment suggests, n[f]he
"story" picrures seemed to live as if they were a diary entry at the time ", and yet another
viewer notes, "[f]he use of imagery that suggests the Kenniff brothers were just typical
'fellows' of the time helps build the feelings of empathy ... ".

Such responses, in
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exposing a variety of ways in which persons care about something, highlight
idiosyncratic aspects of personal experience.

Glimpses of personal experience voluntarily exposed through written responses by
viewers within a public milieu might be seen to contribute in some small way to a·wider
understanding of artistic experience. We can speculate that such auxiliary data, while
gathered in an unconventional way, might be indkative of a wider view of how others
see art As noted in Section 7. 1, the exhibition was visited by over two thousand people
and thus we might speculate that participant responses suggest generic influences within
which we can identify personal detennining agents such as associations with travel ;
enjoyment of the subject matter;

interest in the medium and techniques used;

memories of childhood; combination of narrative, maps and images; presentation; the
historical context; and the educative aspect of the exhibition. If the collective

positiv~

response to the exhibition was possible because of personal involvement demonstrated
by words such as "interesting" "memories", "real", "inviting" "curious" "encouraging"
"appealing", "involved", "make connections", "brought the subject to life" so that
"[T]his exhibition has really allowed the ordinary person (to) enjoy" and "[I]t makes me
feel at home", we can further speculate that the exhibition offered people various ports
of enny depending on their own relevant background experience.

It would be unrealistic to expect an overwhelming response in written form given the
conditions outlined at the beginning of this section. Nevertheless, this small sample
reveal s aspects of viewer involvement in this exhibition from which various
implications for my own art practice, an education and further research into art as
personal experience ari se.
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7.3 Implications From The Scoreboard.

I have argued that experience is the compulsion to think otherwise than we have been
thinking and, because experience cannot be other than personal, I have used my own
process of making artworks as a means of investigating forces that have compelled me

[0

think anew. However, it is possible that others might also indicate changes in thinking

through soine form of communication and thus responses to outcomes of my artistic
experience might suggest different forces which, from viewer perspectives, contribute to
singularly new ways of thinking about art.

From my perspective, forces such as conflict, love and laboUr have played dominant roles
in my artistic experience, while it appears that, from viewer perspectives, relevance and
enjoyment play significant roles in artistic experience.

Depending on our degree of

involvement in a situation, this might imply that, in our desire to make our life
extraordinary, or enjoyable, or meaningful, or comfortable, or bearable, or a combination
of all five, we are compeUed to teU stories that allow us to feel some sense of fulfilment
Whether these stories are visual, verbal, gestured or mental, the way in which we tell
them to ourselves. or to others, affects our survival.

However, it is possible that one is not always the author of one's story but rather the
interpreter of another's story which implies that one might not be compelled to think anew
which further implies that experience is not always necessary for survival.

In other

words, it is possible that one is influenced by the nonns of a particular discourse and
such norms may curtail experience.

On the basis of this research. two principles appear to be significant Firstly, all input

data affect the way in which we use our cognitive tools resulting in either comfort or
agitation within the brain and, since newai agitation leading to a state of dissonance is
normally avoided, we need to recognise that the way in which we link a wish to some
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form of fulfilment involves either wilfully acquiescing in, or wilfully opposing, the force
of neural signals.

Secondly, newal signals are stimulated and strengthened through use thus consolidating
our recognition of prototypes, our store of image scbemata, and our acceptance of folk
theories. This implies that only if input data are sufficiently strong to cballenge our
accustomed store of associations, do we sense some shock that leads us to re-establish
constancy within our network of associations.

Recognition of these two principles implies a need to understand that actions are a

consequence of linkiD? a wish to a possible result through the imperceptible sensational
compulsion to change our way of thinking so that our being involves imparting a quality
to reactions in the future that mould our behavioural tendency for fulfilment This re-

establishment is a personal experience, a new way of using the cognitive tools in the head
that is unique to each person depending on her or his capacity to imagine.

In accepting these two principles, a major implication for artists and art educators lies in
questioning how we organize and interpret the input data from both sensory stimulus and
discourse influence. How do we reconcile possible conflict between what our body tells
us and what our system of beliefs tells us? Can we identify ways of bannonizing the two
sources of input data and can we identify when, where and whicb signals are stronger
and, if so, wby? Possible reasons may be suggested, some of which might indicate new
avenues for funher investigation in conceptualizing art as a personal experience.

Owing to the way in which I have re-arranged. and questioned conventional research
methodologies through my process of conversing with the literature from time to time,
entering debates about bow we use the tools in the head, weaving myself into stories,
exposing my own thinking and working en 1TOin, and inviting others to use the product of
my labour and love as a means for exploring their way of thinking about art. it seems
reasonable to suggest that implications concern both myself and viewers.

Hence, in
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examining my responses and thence viewer responses within areas that appear
significant, we can highlight some implications which might suggest further research for
my own art practice and for art education. The fonner, while based on my personal
experience, have the possibility of application to other artists. The latter, based on viewer
responses, have the possibility ofttansference to any areas in which art might touch and
influence members of the community.

7.3.1

Personal Implications:

During this research my work has moved me into a new artistic role and has enabled me
to glimpse boundaries for further exploration suggested by external constraints as noted
in Section 6.7.

Such boundaries might be pegged out within personal limitations of forces causing
conflict and ways of resolving conflict that involve use of metaphorical associations;
processes of making the familiar strange; recognition of the necessity of play; and
understanding of the private, internal nature of experience leading to cbanges in
perception and thence behaviour. Yet, beyond personal limitations lies the powerful
boundary of discourse norms which, as this research suggests, pose the greatest
challenge for restructuring art as personal e/tperience.

If persons interpret and infer things based on their biological make-up and their position
within a discourse, the implication is that art is embedded in personal behaviour and thus
we may need to re-think the way in which art is defined. The way in which some forces
may be amplified and others diminished depends on the power and strength of sensory
input units influenced by the regulatory effect of a specific discourse in determining
meaning while orchestrated by our imaginative capacity. Thus, in using the tools in the
head, it is possible that experience depends on the biological flow of physical forces
within us. This implies that the functioning of the body is central to what we perceive,
and the simultaneous force of the perceptual experience activates the cognitive tools in the
bead that we use in various ways to make sense of the experience.
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7.3.1 .1

Forces Causing Conflict.

In discovering that external constraints actually pose . greater challenges than previously
self-imposed objectives, this realization has lead me .to engage in a process of translating
strange phenomena into something familiar. Such constraints, for example, an unfamiliar
story, unexpected size of the gallery space, and untried technology have forced me to
invent ways of connecting these disparate elements into a unified whole. In developing
new ways of working, I also developed more complex ways of thinking about concepts
of self whereby debates about the notion of autonomy took on a new significance. For
example, implications of using the term individual alened me to inferences of division and
separation when, in fact, I was becoming more aware of myself as a component within
the environment, not as an individual outside it In moving beyond habitual acceptance of
something to a state in which my senses were shocked to the degree that I was forced to
grapple with connotations of tenns such as individual. autonomy and control, I
experienced conflict and struggle.

In reflecting on my own process of making artworks for the exhibition in Section 6.7, I
became very aware of my work becoming an orchestration and my progression from
being solo artist to becoming artist-conductor and, in this new role, I was forced to think
and work across various symbolic modes. Naturally. I began with the familiar process of
using photographs and sketches as one would use written reference material from a
library and my experimentation with media and piper demonstrates my need to create
harmony between the two whlle deliberation in placing the images in a sequential
arrangement highlights my awareness of pattern. In such a way I could prewct and
control a unified relationship between what I wished to do and what I could do based on
beliefs emanating from past experience.

This implies that various effects of the

environment, with which I was familiar, influenced my thinking about personal artworks
and contributed to the quality of my experiences. In acting upon such mental rehearsals. I.
felt confident that I could interpret the visual score in my mind as a highly skilled soloist
might interpret a musical score.
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However. in working with different media and on different scales concurrently, I found
that the normal everyday functions we perform in noting contrasts, remembering how

something looks. recognizing something out of context, linking an object with another
object or an idea, understanding balance, and recognizing where something is and its
relative location, became unexpected challenges. For example, when hanging the images
in the gallery, I was dismayed to find that the faces of Pat and Jim Kenniff were larger
than those of Doyle and Dahlke. I had not intended this and I can, of course, offer

several possible reasons (albeit retrospective) why this happened. Firstly. in the pbysical
studio space I could only work on one image at a time; secondly, images were not
worked on in sequence; thirdly, there was no way of hanging images together prior to
the exhibition; fourth, while being careful to get dimensions of the galleI)' space and
being cautious with paper size, I did not focus deliberately on the dimensions of the acmal
images on the paper and, finally, I was not totally familiar with the large scale of the
drawings.

Fwtber challenge was encountered when using maps as I found myself making
connections between notational and non-notational pictorial systems which implied
recoding the information rather than interpreting. Also, as noted in Section 6.7, working
with certain restraints bad the most profound impact on my way of thinking thus forcing
me to seek ways of overcoming dissonance creared by strange phenomena such as the
enonnity of the gallery walls and the limited memory of the computer. Meeting these
challenges led me to extend my image making into spheres hitherto unexplored and, in
this way, conceptual and physical challenges were intertwined and demanded both mental
and bodily effort in moving beyond comfort zones of habitual familiarity to strange and
unknown areas of finding links between the known and the unknown.

7.3.1.2

Ways Of Resolving Conflict.

The process of re-thinking my normal way of creating images did not bappen in a
vacuum. Rather the process evolved in the field where I found my physical situation
initially strange and I was forced to find some correlations between the unknown and the
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known. Reference to my diary ennies and the process of making the images noted in
Chapter Six highlights the unease I felt from time to time which I resolved only through
searching background associations in an effort to find some SOlt of metapborical link that
might connect me, pbysically and mentally, to this strange situation. In this way my new
conten influenced higber order thinking and forced me to develop possible ways of
transferring the familiar to new domains and tasks through a process of translation in
which the narrative, analogy and my personal experience were meshed through playing
around with metaphorical associations.

7.3.1.3

Metaphorical Associations.

As noted in Section 6.7 my previous approach to landscape painting went through a
radical change as I became immersed in the story and thus my habitual mental and
physical skills were questioned from an artistic perspective. No longer was J working
from visual to visual as in inteIpreting my view of the landscape into a painting of the
landscape. Rather the story cballenged me translate the verbal into the pictorial and thus
my images were transmuted into a previously unexplored symbolic partnership.
Although it is possible to recognise the images as representational, only I, as artist, am
aware of the way in which my familiar way of working has become new and exciting as I
experimented with media hitherto strange and pushed my capacity to imagine connections
between symbolic systems exemplified in combinations of media. juxrapositioning of two
dimensional and three dimensional objects, incorporation of visual, verbal and written
codes, and experimentation with technological tools. For example, reference in Section
6.4 to my process of manipulating personal images using the computer programme,
Adobe Pbotosbop, as duffing my images and jaking the brand highlights an unusual
connection between cattle rustling, technology and personal association. In making these
connections I employed metaphorical projections that enabled me to structure my
experience based on personal memories and associations which facilitated Links between
familiar bodily experiences thence transposed into visual signs.
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• The implication for my own artistic practice is that conteXt is a more potent guide than
internal forces. The impact of shifting and changing mental and physical spaces has
forced me to become more aware of my physical orientation in the environment leading
me to question conceptS of self.

Such questioning. in mOving the focus from

separation to integration, challenges me to investigate correlations between linguistic
and visual metaphorical projections whereby one uses physical orientation as a basis
for understanding ahstract concepts.

In other words, my Own art practice must

respond to, rather than dictate, the process of visual articulation of the landscape and
events therein.

In focusing on orchestrating novel and metaphorical connections

between images and narrative, personal meaning becomes intentional in making such
connections between systems of meaning.

In particular, a boundary for further

investigation is suggested by Australian folklore in which the richness of verbal and
written data might be translated into on-going visual yarns which, as indicated by this
exhibition, suggests that such folklore might act as a conduit for my own artmaking
and, in tum, act as a conduit for others to link past associations to present and hitherto
unthought of contexts. If the context for art making is changed, this implies that
habitual notions of both art and the artist must be redefined

7.3.1.4

l11Ulginatil'e Capacity.

In using various forms of analogy, such as using an artwork as a visual map and faking
brands using computer modifications of images, ( played around with an idea or thing
from a fresh viewpoint, which implies that, in elaborating something beyond familiarity I
searched for ways of distorting. inverting or transposing my normal viewpoint.
Employment of such an analogy forced me to move beyond the habitual urge to analyze
something into an acceptable pattern and thus some conflict was necessary in moving
from the familiar to the strange.

It is hypothesised that analogy is a natural and

stimulating means of presenting more

compl~

codes whicb generate more complex

mental skills.
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• If this is the case, the agitation of cognitive tools requires some extra force to direct
and control such increased activity which implies utilization of a capacity sufficiently
serong to tame the chaos of the mind. Such a capacity we might call imagination.
However, this implies that imagination is a capacity. Such an implication challenges
some assumptions that imagination is a gift and opens avenues for further research into
effects on personal motivation and self confidence depending on whether imagination
is viewed as a capacity and thus possible of cultivatioo, or whether imagination is
viewed as a gift possessed only by certain persons, such as artists.

7.3.1.5

Necessity Of Play.

This researcb suggests that only imaginative capacities allow us to organize and form
connections between phenomena in any rational way and this function stems from
excitement of the senses that stimulates us to make outline sketches in the mind that we
can examine, play around with, find significant connections between, draw inferences
from and solve problems.

As noted in Chapter Four, playing around with tools in the head involved hours of labour

and love as my thinking changed through probing conceptual challenges whicb influenced
my approach to field trips, visual and verbal data gathering and the overall orchestration
of the exhibition. For example, the landscape of the ML Moffatt region remained separate
from me until I could find some connecting link. This link came in the fonn of stories
previously unheard and meetings with local residents previously unknown.

Similarly, the computer, previously unused as an an tool, had seemed alien to my way of
thinking and inappropriate for my way of working. However, as noted in Section 6.7. I
discovered that. on reviewing my images, I could use them as a means of becoming more
familiar with the mechanical functions of the machine so that the machine might serve as
an extension link in the chain of image making. In this way I was compelled to find new
ways of telling my visual story which involved using my imaginative capacity as a more
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powerful tool which, unwittingly, I had been priming through previous experiences but.
which, until now. I had not needed to use in such a way.

If tinkering with ideas or objects might allow someone to sense some degree of
fulfilment. this suggests that play is important in arriving at a new way of thinking. As
demonstrated in my own work, the time I spent playing, albeit labouriously, on the
computer was crucial to becoming familiar with a strange tool and, in becoming aware of
the technological impact on the way in which we can make images, I am now alerted to
the changing conditions outside the artWorld that imply that artistic integrity may need to

be redefined. By this I mean that the impact of mass media images in advertising,
television, film and computer games might contribute to our definition of art.

• The implication is that meaning may be thrust upon us as a technological imaged view
of things. objectified and personified in inanimate machines while we, caught in the
prism of language and artistic conventions, do not have the cultivated visual skills to
read anew unless we play around with images, media, and technology. If possibilities
exist for distortion of visual elements and principles to suggest ways in which
normally static anworks may be translated USing sound and movement. such
possibilities have implications for further investigation on my behalf.

7.3.1.6

Singular Aspect Of Experience.

In vacillating between habitual and new ways of working I became intensely aware of
both the labour and passion needed to continue with the images because I did need
moments of magic when the watercolour flowed in contrast to the hours of physical
struggle in executing the drawings.

However, I did notice that. as I became mare

obsessed with the story and more skilful in using the drawing medium. I became less
aware of the physical pain caused by constantly reaching above my shoulders to draw on
such a large scale, and the anxiety of balancing on stools.
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• The relationship between mental concentration and bodily discomfort suggests a
correlation between acceleration of aesthetic sensibilities, mastery of skill and
diminution of physical pain, which suggests an· area worthy of further research into
artistic practice in which some works appear to defy abilities required by nonnal work
habits.

If aesthetic fulfllment negates bodily discomfort, this implies that bodily

discomfort might be a prerequisite for extraordioary perfonnance.

On reflection, I can identify instances in which mental challenge was greater, for
example, my period of floundering when I heard of the change in exhibition space
(Section 6.3), while, at other times, my process of change was organic as I grew into
thinking anew, for example my on-going dialogue with maps (Sections 6.1, 6.2 and
6.3).

Thus my experiences varied depending on the degree of intensity and effort

required to resolve a collision of forces and re-establish some sense of balance in my total
being which only came through intensified awareness of links between personal artistic
challenge and wider functions of artistic behaviour.

For example, my developing

knowledge of architectural design exemplified in building my house and, my reliance on
maps as symbolic representations of relationships in surroundings, suggested possible
solutions to idiosyncratic art problems. Recognition of such relationships implies that my
artistic practice must question segregationist social conventions in which ways of
knowing are separated.

• Such transference of knowledge and skills from the communal to the personal implies
that any schisms within the Discourse of Art are superfiCial. If members of the Art
Discourse maintain that artistic thinking is different and unique to such members.
might not such a claim advocate cultivation of one fonn of intelligence while ignoring

other ways in which persons understand their environmenL

If different foons of

linguistic symbol systems are tolerated, might not similar tolernnce be extended to
visual symbol systems? Research into possible ways of reconciling different kinds of
artistic demands appeased by different visual symool systems emerging in our global
community is needed.
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Owing to the fact that personal experience is personal, it can be suggested that increased
or decreased newaJ firing happens inside one's head, often not recognised or noticed by
others. We can review (Section 6.4) my initial resistance to using the computer in my
own work. owing to the possibility of producing mechanically slick images. However,
this knowledge is available only to those who read this documented research or to whom
I have spoken.

For others who may have flicked through my folio of computer

manipulated images at the exhibition, there was evidence of my having used the computer
but no evidence of the dilemmas in my thinking.

As highlighted in Section 6.7, my process of thinking is demonstrated externally only if I
am prepared to disgiay some evidence of my experience through some mode of
objectification via artistic or linguistic conventions. These conventions allow others to
interpret or translate my experience which, of course, is no longer only my experience,
but theirs through their processes of interpretation or translation. However, it is possible
that persons, closely affiliated within discourse norms and conventions, might tend to
think. in similar fashion and thus presume to understand anothe;r member' s way of
thinking. Or, conversely, because someone is considered a member of a particular
discourse, one might presume he or she is thinking in a certain fashion and thus deny the
possibility that a particular person is thinking beyond the boundaries of normal discourse
conventions. Or, one might think a member is transgressing the bounds of discourse
conventions and thus attempt to correct what might be considered wayward thinking.
Whatever the case, it can be suggested that no one, other than the person dOing the
thinking, can really interpret or translate such thoughts.

• This research demonstrates one artist's way of thinking and, in so doing, suggests a
methodology which transgresses conventiocal research and questions discourse
norms. In examining my own process of making sense of self in the environment, my
sense of self changed as I recognised boundaries beyond self which include a peculiar
set of artistic conventions which might impede personal experiential reality and inhibit
transference skills. It is possible that other artists might experience similar changes
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given the opportunity or given awareness of such cbanges while yet being unaware of
avenues for disclosure. If such is the case, this research suggests a methodology that.
in being primarily autobiographical, might allow further probing into art as personal
experience.

7.3.2 Discourse Norms.
If one is comfortable in ·using various cognitive skills which, through practice and
increased complexity, contribute to one's feeling of well-being, this implies that one
acquires certain ways of thinking and behaving from which one forms habitual
expectations. Hence, congruity with one's internal conception, image, or schema of a
referent determines hQw easily one can process the information thus implying that the
formal principles of the High Art Discourse are reinforced and contribute to fostering
one's ongoing need to maintain or erihance a position within a specific group of people
clearly regulated by the High Art Discourse. Thus. in recognising behavioural tendencies
of human beings as a process of survival, this might imply that hard won opinions of
acknowledged experts and those closely aligned with High An Discourse norms might

militate against experimentation and playing around with artistic processes in related
discourses such as art education.

In returning to the key research question of whether or not links might be found between
an as individual expression and an as a social construct, we can hypothesise that such
links are possible if a shift in focus is demonstrated away from a self-focus-environment
to one on self-within-the-environment Using my own experience as an example, I admit
to such a change in focus and, if meaningfulness is internal to myself as outlined in this
research, this personal meaningfulness is a result of the varied and unusual relationships
in which I found myself during this investigation ioto my own art practice. Within such
systems of relations I have identified some of the forces that have compelled me to think
otherwise than previously.
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From an artistic perspective I argue that such forces are Dot murually exclusive. Rather,
awareness of these forces has influenced my artistic consciousness to such a degree that
meaningful experience from my viewpoint must now embrace artistic articulation as an
integrated behavioural process of making sense of self within the environment

Given that I am only one person within the basic category of humans and, given that all
people have generic primitives in their biological make-up, the implications of my
experience must have implications for others. Thus links are possible between personal
artistic experience and the wider community.

7.3.3

Implications Arising From Viewer Responses:

Viewer responses demonstrate that personal relevance, recognition of patterns, a sense of
heightened inquiry and correlations between linguistic signs and visual symbols are
necessary if artworks are to suggest links between the works and a viewer. Such links

facilitate understanding by viewers beyond merely paying attention to an individual
demonstration of idiosyncratic expression on behalf of the creator of the artwork..

7.3.3.1

Personal Relevance.

It can be suggested. that relevance is a crucial factor in viewer experience of artworks
because, in seeking connections between the amvork: and self, one can be seen to have
some stake in the connection. No doubt this affects the way one feels implying that a
sense of survival infonns our actions and, if this is the case, the need to resolve anxiety,
ambiguity and conflict entails personal effort. However, if there is a discrepancy between
the task and action, and the required effort considered too great, a person may avoid
personal effort and reject the challenge of inquiry.

While I have DO way of knowing how other people might use their capacity to imagine, it
is possible to note the way in which various persons nominated different things that
excited their senses and affected their way of experiencing the exhibition personally. For
example, one viewer reflected that the exhibition "[B]rought back memories of 'horse &
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buggy' days as a child" while another " ... could make connections with my own life (via

artefactslmapslimages)". Further comments highlight«! capacities to .....feel history
through art"; to "identify" with the subject matter; to feel "at home", and to .. ... arouse a
much strong (sic), fuller reaction".

In contrast, no such personal relevance was reported with regard to viewing the
computerized images. Yet it was informally noted and recorded on video at the opening
of the exhibition that various people did spend time playing on the computer. Hence the
data are not available to gain a clear sense of the computer's impact on people.

For

example, the viewer who left the 'dust stann' OD the computer screen did not know
whether I would, or would not, find such evidence of IDS or her experience. Other than a
visual sign that this person had manipulated one of my images and appeared to have
experienced some sense of gratification as the image and message implied, no one, other

than the person who played on the machine and who left the message, has any teal notion
of what was acrually experienced in the playing.

If such associations demonstrate relevance to the viewer as evidenced by comments to the
actual images, why is it that no such recorded associations were evoked by the

computerized images'! Might this indicate that viewen are more comfortable with looking

at displayed artworks than using a machine to access the images'! :Might the need to use
physical skills in using a computer act as a distraction to some viewers'!

:Might a

computerized image be compared to a reproduction in a text and thus considered only as a
substirute for the real thing'! Investigation into these questions might expose a need to

maintain and develop primary sensory experience alongside new technological
advancements. Given that computers and television arc now pan of our everyday living
and if these technological tools are now used to produce metaphorical 'maps' whereby
one might be located in time and space depending on the data accessed by the viewer or
user, might this mean that new perceptual patterns need to be developed'! If the electrical
circuitry of the computer acts much faster than the brain yet is much slower in
manipulating complex problems, this raises the possibility that computerized images
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might present a greater time dislocation than viewing images in a normal way owing to

the mismatch between idiosyncratic human elecaical circuitry and standard mechanical
electrical circuitry.

• Implications for an education lie in investigating concepts of time required for
processing visual infonnation and exploring ways in which an orchestration of
reciprocal physical sensory experience and personal associations might be extended to
include technological tools in providing a richer context for viewing artWorks.
Questions relating to whether or not the use of such technology might hinder the
mutual action between the sensory system and the newa! network and deprive one of
the physical and sensory basis for abstract understanding suggest fruitful avenues for
further research. Research into such a problematic mismatch between personal and
mechanical time is necessary owing to the increasing use of computers by both artists
and students.

7.3.3.2

Recognition

0/ Patterns.

Responses to similarity of treatment and the regular placement of the images demonstrate
the way in which patterns facilitate ways of interpreting anworks in a context such as an
exhibition. Admittedly, few viewers followed the sequential placement of the images as
designed in my layout but many reported that they enjoyed the challenge of farming their
own panerns of viewing which, it can be hypotheSised, were facilitated by drawing on
past associations, access to the story and interest in the three dimensional artefacts.

This implies that, in attempting to achieve unity and a state of equilibriwn, we use an
organizing capacity to determine the character of the ensuing whole which depends on
how we identify particular aspects that we scrutinise in fonning a judgement that involves
using conscious will.

For example some observations highlighted "an interesting

'connection"'; associations because ''[f]he use of charcoa1lscratched images - seemed
almost ' real ' for the time";

enjoyment of ..... subject matter (that] can acruaIly be

understood" or ..... easily enjoyed by aU"; and preference for "the watercolour creek
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works, particularly the combination of these with the charcoal drawings (around the
border) on thick brown paper".

While it is agreed that the mind functions with incredible speed and makes rapid complex
judgements, it is also agreed that the human visual system fatigues quickly.
Nevertheless, it appears that a cognitive schema directs eye movements depending on the
intention of the viewer wliich, on the one hand, might enable parsimonious selection of
visual information or, on the other hand, provide random information. In either case the
organizing capacity utilized to make sense of the visual information varies for each
person.

• Given that all humans have biological primitives which provide a physical basis for
abstract understanding and allow them to function in normal everyday stable
situations, it can be suggested that the hwnan need for stable organization underpins a
below-conscious-everyday-occwreDce that is taken for granted until a system of forces
upsets this sense of stability. What are some of the ways in which

art

educators might

utilize knowledge of visual composition principles in identifying which external forces
might strengthen or inhibit one's sense of stability if patterns so recognised are, or are
not, upset? Is it JX)ssible to apply an awareness of visual design to understanding the
patterns fonned between sensory and neural networking? Research into the mutual
sensory and neural networking is needed to identify such patterns and such research
might most fruitfully be done by those skilled in using patterns. The implication for
art educators lies in the JX)ssibility of extending their heightened imaginative capacity to

visualize connections between disparate elements to contexts beyond the art discourse.

7.3.3.3

Sense of Inquiry.

Responses indicate that enrichmenl: might be facilitated when images demand stronger
degrees of effort on behalf of viewers. For example, a comment such as ..... the viewer
was forced to inquire more as opposed to simply

viewin~

and moving on" implies that.

for this person, deliberate and focussed thinking was required.

Other comments
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highlighted such consciousness whereby phrases such as "helps build the feelings of
empathy", "makes you look more closely". "evoked sttong historicaJ sense of time",
"made it come ·alive .... "I like to understand", "taught you". "brought it to life" imply that
these people also were obliged to move beyond interpreting the visual data through
explanation to a more demanding process of recodiDg the imagery into some form of
personal experience whereby effort was required to think beyond the swface of the
images.

Yet we can recall the initial dissonance displayed by many viewers at the prospect of
walking on an artwork. which, over time, was resolved as evidenced by 82 per cent of
responses indicating enjoyment gained. from walking on the visual map. An implication
to be drawn from such modified behaviour suggests that recontextualisation of images

might provide enriched. experience for viewers if viewers are able to make connections
between a new task and familiar behaviour.

If various people are motivated to exercise varying degrees of perceptual effort in
deciding what is meaningful to them. does this mean that either repetition or novelty plays
the dominant role in determining which neurons are stimulated most in activating the
cognitive tools thus giving rise to individual thought processes that, in the main, strive
towards the most efficient mode of survival? On the one hand it might be that the familiar
offers ease of initial interpretation by allowing people to feel comfortable which highlights
the fact that a desire to solve problems and to experiment is not nonnal. On the other
band, this research suggests that curiosity plays a strong role in motivating persons to do
something and that children, in particular, display a willingness to explore things in an
unusual contexL

• There may be a potential conflict between the valences of the known and unknown
which, in the art discourse, poses a problem for further investigation. Is it possible
that repetition and training might perpetuate nonns according to discourse conventions

and, if this is the case, bow might we resolve dissonance between habituated comfort
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zones and risk taking? Might such norms cwtail capacities for experiencing things in
unusual contexts albeit experimentation in making images is advocated?

If a

dislocation exists between making artworks and viewing artWorks, might this mean
that the language of art is idiosyncratic to the extent of being recognised as a system of
dialects, and if sucb is the case, what are the possibilities for creating links between
such dialects'?

7.3.3.4

Na"ative As Metaphorical Conduit.

Responses to the questionnaire suggest the influential role played by narrative in allowing
people to experience artworks through cultivating personal association and memories as
metaphorical links belWeen past bodily association and a visual symbol. One comment
draws attention to a heightened sense of involvement " ... because I was able to 'place'
artwork. in the nanative" and another viewer opined: "[N]ot only did the writing draw
you in but gave life/meaning to the picture". In this way metaphorical projections, such
as walking back in time, feeling history through art, and pictures that live as if they were
a diary entry at the time, were facilitated.. Some viewer responses indicated changes in
thinking occasioned by various codes within the exhibition which cultivated more
complex mental skills such as linking hitherto unrelated ideas as demonsttated by those
viewers who did re-think their previous opinion of the function of art as a result of
participating in the exhibition.

Such responses point to ways in which we can grasp an unfamiliar idea or thing by
linking the familiar to the strange through metaphorical association that allows us to feel at
'one' with the object or situation in that connections are made in the mind between a state
of familiarity and a new experience. Further, such metaphorical association implies that
artworks become an extension of who we are and, by bringing into focus our immediate
situation and aspects of lived experiences, connect us to a wider social group in which,
our sense of identity is fonnulated.
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For example, a subsequent letter from councillors of the Booringa Shire (Appendix FA),
asking if I might allow them to display the exhibition at Mltchell for the opening of a
major artesian spa in April, 1998, suggests not only personal involvement of those who
travelled to see the exhibition, but the possibility of wider community involvement
resulting from a person's re-telling of his or her actual experience which may have
stimulated an internal sense of reality and mea.ningfuJness drawn from associations
stimulated by the exhibition.

Another example of the way in which the exhibition stimulated new connections between
the familiar and the strange can be seen in the song composed by the teacher who visited
the exhibition with one group of students yet composed the song with a new group of
students, (Appendix F.S)
~usic,

Through interpretation of the narrative and images using

this song demonsuates how "certain persons related to specific aspects of the

exhibition which motivated another telling from a varied viewpoint thus extending a sense
of lived experiences to others through a different medium.

Yet another example of this possibility for connection through imagery is demonstrated
by a recent request from a member of the lojune community to provide works from

Moonlighting in Moffatt for the opening of a new Community Centre in 1999. In this
way, images may be seen as a symbolic link: between people, places and time which,
through the possibility of bodily and metaphoric connections, fosters a sense of
familiarity with something that was once strange.

• It can be suggested. that our environment is changing and whilst many biological needs
are now appeased through an ability to purchase rather than an ability to produce, such
purchase power does not appear sufficient for personal fulfilment Such a void might
be filled by a peculiar external force of vicarious experience that may require an equally
potent internal force of personal experience so that one might control one's primitive
need to feel good and make things special. It is possible that the positive response to

Moonlighting in Moffatt confirms a rerum to such heroic fables as those of Robin
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Hood. Zon-o, and Hercules which might imply a biological need for people to find
some spiritual fulfilment beyond the mundane appeasement of bodily needs. Such a
change in our environment suggests an area for funher research into the potential of
using visual narrative as a means of linking singular persons to a wider social group
through cultivating metaphorical projections within and across similar and dissimilar
contexts.

7.3.3.5

Linguistic Limitations.

Viewer responses indicate the willingness with which people proffered opinions
regarding such universal things as subject maner, technique, medium. treatment and
other, thus implying an ability to respond to conventional, all-embracing possibilities.
However, while art terms appear to be incidental to personal experience given the
unreliability of the ways in which people desaibe how they use basic and reliable
biological "primitives" such as recognition of lines, figure/ground, edges and contrasts in
discerning subject matter, technique. medium, treatment or other, the use of communal
linguistic terms appear to offer familiar ways of telling about internal experience as
exemplified in the many unsolicited comments. For example, the use of generic terms
such as "interesting", " memories", "real", "inviting" "curious" "encouraging" and
"appealing", implies that such terms allow one to interpret recognizable aspects of what is
perceived using generally accepted linguistic terms.

However, it might be possible that many people are not really aware of how biological
"primitives" work because the functioning of the eye and mind is so quick that we take it
for granted. In fact, we might imply that such basics are reliable factors owing to the way
in which the human sensory system and the corresponding neural network. has evolved
and remained structurally unchanged for thousands of years while it is the interpretation
of such basics that might cause problems for some people.

Funher, the use of words such as "involved", "make connections", "felt" , "seemed to
live" and ''feelings of empathy" suggest that a work: of art writes itself on the perceiver's
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body to the extent that one is at home with the work but, while such tenns might imply a

stronger response to a stimulus and a particular ltiod of experience, we have no way of
identifying degrees of shock. effon or excitement integral to another's experience and
thus we cannot confirm or deny if someone else has experienced something.

It is

.possible that such linguistic terms are not adequate for the translation process required to
express an artistic experience.

However, it might be possible that such linguistic tenns suggest similar background
experiences that allowed singular persons to make some sense of the exhibition and, the
way in which each person made peculiar sense of the information is demonstrated by the

use of more explicit .phrases such as •• ". brought the subject to life" so that "[T]his
exhibition has really allowed the ordinary person (to) enjoy" and "[I]t makes me feel at
borne". Such pluases might imply eribanced competency in using linguistic terms but do
not necessarily imply enhanced awareness of artistic experience.

It is possible tba1

someone wbo stood quietly in front of an image may have sensed greater agitation or
fulfilment within his or ber total being than another talking and writing about the image.

Similarly it is possible that someone playing on the computer may have sensed great
agitation or fulfilment but, lacking the skills or not wishing to use the skills of translation,
remained silent This might imply that playing around with someone else's images on a
computer might be a means of acquiring some knowledge about the an discourse, or
knowledge about how the computer works, or it might imply play for the sake of play,

• If conventional and familiar linguistic terms are more easily accessed to describe and
interpret images albeit the terms lack exactness, this implies that sequencing and
pattern are linguistic principles that facilitate links between visual and verbal content.

If this is the case, investigation into an understanding of the way in which language
functions in a sequential and coherent manner to the arrangement of concepts, and
whether or not such learned conventions might be applied to the making of images has
implications for developing transference skills in students. Further research into this
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area migbt prove fruitful in that unrecognised links between basic visual and linguistic
language functions may be discovered.

Thus, in concluding an examination of the tools used in playing with personal experience
from an artist's perspective, external consttaints, bodily awareness, translation
possibilities suggested by technological advances, integration of self as a component
within the enviromnent, and on-going yarns woven with visual and verbal ingredients
suggest new challenges. While, from the perspective of an art educator, forces that might
upset the balance between physical and mental equilibrium, the increasing influence of
vicarious experience, possible conflict between confonning to High An norms and
investigating the unknown beyond High Art norms, and investigation into transference
skills between the visual and verbal suggest areas for further research if art as personal
experience is to be probed more deeply.

It might be that any perceived schisms within the Art Discourse appear to lie in an
inability to enjoy and appreciate each other's an which highlights different attirudes based
on some form of idiosyncrntic judgement that reinforces peculiar knowledge and, in
doing so, confirms an objectivist body-mind separation and denies the possibility of art as
personal experience. This implies that, for many people, art is an instirution that requires
a particular type of behaviour and a specific type of thinking sanctioned by members of
the High Art Discourse. To re-structure art as personal experience implies playing with
the different possibilities opened up by changing conditions outside the High Art
Discourse and, based on my changed artistic experience and the way in which the product
of such personal experience could thence be used by others in a manner of moonlighting
whereby my images became their associations, this research suggests ways in which we
might play with the qualitatively elusive differences between kinds of perceptual
consciousness.
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APPENDIX A: THE TWO VERSIONS OF THE KENNIFF
STORY
Story A:

Written from the perspective of Authorities

The Kenniff Brothers: Moonlighting in MoffatL
Story B: Written from the perspective of the Battlers.

Moonlighting in Moffatt:

The Kenn;ff Brothers.
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On the way to the Tambo lockup the party

The KenDiff Brothers:

stopped for lunch at "Mount P1ayfair" homestead,

MooDlighting ia Moffatt.

year old

On the 12th January. 1903, a thirty seven

and, when back on the road. one policeman stopped

mao. was baopi at 8oggo Road Gaol fa-

to

relieve himsdf.

the

brothers

seized

the

His

opportunity to escape. They left the stolen bones

younger brolher, TImmy, was discb<:wged from

iD a paddock back at "Mount P1ayfair" with a

prison in November. 1914 and ded in northern

taunting DOte and the "police bracelets" (the

Queensland in 1940. Both brothers bad stood trial

handcuffs. removed by a mate) tied around the neck

for the ghoulish IDI.llders of Cooslable George

of one horse.

murder.

His name was Patrick: Ke:nniff.

Doyle. aDd Albert Christian Dahlke, thai took place

AgaiD

that

same

year. 1895. the

in Lethbridge's Pocket in the Ml. Moffatt area of.

brothers were caught for horse stealing. with Pa1rick

central western Queemland on Easta Sunday.

saving three ye<n at St Hdeoa lslaDd aod rtmmy

March30th 1902.

serving two years.

The Kc:nnifT brotben bad a history of

Two years later both Pat and Rmmy

'duffmg' and horse stealing in the Taree district of

Kenniff were back in the Ranges.

northern New South WalC$ where their parenIS.

camp ocar a penn:ment waterhole on the CamarvOD

James aodMary. badreuniltrl with the Irish clan of.

Creek. on "Ralph" block where they kept 'open

Kamifl's in 1863.

camp' for 'gully-rnking' mates.

The country IDi

SODS

areas of open black. soil flats. bills Ibi sandy ridges

1eaged

that made it ideal for poddy-dodging aod biding

Five years laler. 'Old KcmillI' and his

beaded into westero Qut.ensIand where they

They set up

"Bora' Block", a useless cattle om north of

stock.

Augathella. but situated on the Wa:rrego River :uI

steal.iug cleanskins in terms of 'duffmg'. 'guIly-

SUI'I'OUl'Ided by the big canJ.e stations "Hoganthulla".

raking'. 'moonlighting' and 'poddy-dodging'.aod this

"Bogarella". "Nive Downs" and "Killaroey-. They

practice favoured a type of desperado mateship that

in

grew throughout the countryside. On the other haDd

Further oorth of "Batt

'chlffing' was a worry to honest landowners who

"Babbiloora~,

femd that ·sc:oundrds· armed with guns were

registcmj their canJ.e br.ud U Iarezal
preparabcn for business.

K. 6.

An outlaw code developed that cloaked

Block" lay the vast cattle stations of
"Camarvon", and "Meteor Downs"

that.

by 1897.

making their home in the ranges.

were owned by James Tyson who died in the
following year without having made a wiU.

The KemillT lease on "Bora' Block"

Within twelve years of their arrival in
Queensland, the KcunilT brothers bad gained a

~

reputation as outlaws. scalpen:, capable stockmen

They were well known in the

after a year. in which time they bad accumulaled

aod aack shots.

around two huodred bead of cattle aDd thirty horses.

district thaI stretcbed from Tambo in the west to

that they then

Rockhamplon in the north aod Brisbane in the

I3Il

on "Ralph" block, a centrally

locatai block bordering "Camarvon" Station. From

south.

time 10 time foodstuff. clothing. sadcDery. guns :ul

racegoer.an oulStanding horse-breaker. and a youug

horses were 'lifltrl' from various properties, <lid

man who haled men of authority. He was given the

early the following year-both Pat andJimmy were

nickname of "Kingpin" owing 10 his quarrelsome

amsltrl for horse stealing.

nature and use of foul punches.

In particular. Jimmy was a frequwr.
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With the dcathofTyson in 1898 leaving a

few days later on "Ralph" by a police party led by

vast empire of untnoded cattle, borses and 1266

Constable Tighe. and a

square miles of Imattended countryside. the 'duffmg'

the Charleville Districi Court. However. the grey

business gzew rapidly, This year was a crucial

ODe

gelding oould nOI be found. so charges against

for the KennilTs. By November. Pat., and a auny

Jimmy were dropped., and Pat, presuming that he

James Lawton. had f arty horses they planned to sell

would have similar success concerning the maller of

at Toowoomba, andTunmy

the cheque, smrendered Pat Kenniff was

haj

a hmi of some one

thousand cleanskios he could call his own.

The

plan to sell the horses at TooWoomba led to the

~trial

bearing was set at

justly

sentenced in Roma to three years imprisonment at
S1. Helena.

robbery of Hunter and Company's general store at

While Pat was serving his

seDten~

Di

Yuleba. The robbery aaed as a diversion and thus

renewing criminal acquaintances. Jimmy was bllSY

coabIed Pal and his party to load the horses onto the

picking up cieanskins, confronting landholdets Di

ttai.n without the inconvenience of a police stock

picking fights. At the same time, Charles Pearson

inspection. Imtead, the unsuspecting police were

Tom. manager of "M1. Moffatt" station. was fed up

busy at the site of the robbery.

with the constant flow of missing cattle and stolen

An open cheque stolen from Hunter's store

goods in times that were dry and beooming
s~oested

or.

was used by Pat to purchase a suit in ToowOomba,

fmancially difficult He

and money frem the sale of the horses was

the Kemriff lease on the 'duffers haven' "Ralph" in

squaodered at the Seurnt races.

Another mob of

the bopes of ridding the district of this menace. Di

horses was then 'assembled' to provide a cash flow

Albert Dahlke was appointed as ma:nager of

for the Keoniffs.

"Carnarvon" and "Babiloorn" to restore onier to

The police kept a watchful eye on all
activities of the brothers and issued a

cancellation

these properties. The "Ralph" block was bought by

WamDlt for ·the

the Collins family and Dahlke asked Jimmy to

of Jimmy after the alleged theft of a grey

move off with his one thousand suspect heOO of

gelding. However. the Kenniffs were confidenr. that

cattle which Jimmy then sold 10 a Mr. Knowles for

with the help of a good lawyer they could get the

£1100.

arrest

charges dismissed, so they decided to sell enough

Without property. and

burning

with

cattle 10 cover the costs and give themselves up.

resentlllent. Jimmy and his father set up camp in

With the help of cronies they mustered around four

Lethbridge's Pocket at the top end of "Metc:or

hundied aDd sixty fat cattle and started droving them

Downs". Tbis area is a kidDey shaped valley four

to Roma foc sale. They were stopped by police at

kilometres long with ridges. deep. rough, gorges.

Chadeville who fmed 'Old KemillT' £20/ 1514 for a

aod a a-eek containing waterholes and caves.

faulty waybill. Jimmy had sensed the presence of

In October, 1900, Jimmy and 'Old Kemriff'

police shadowing the drive and had left the group at

<bided to cash in most of their horses. and, after

"Forest Vale" where be bad threaJeued one of the

mustering sixty seven bead set off south selling

leIhbridge boys to "knock out [his] brains" with a

horses aJong the way at Armidale and Tamworth.

stirrup iron if police were on the property.

With the proceeds Jimmy decided 10 buy a string of

Later in Roma he boasted of his triumphs

good horses including a champion brown gdding,

to cronies thw inaeasing the embarrassment Di

'Darrimundi'. and, by mid 1901 be bad gambled Di

determination of the police. Jimmy was caprored a

spent £1200 in a time when the average weekly
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wage was £1110/-. He and his father were left with

On Thursday. March 27th, 1902. Albert

a handful of racebcnes and no option but to rerum

Dahlke. wearing a faded, old. black serge

to the wilds of Lethbridge's Pocket.

glass-beaded pins in his lapel, rode his favourite

coat aDd

On October 31st. 1901. two wdI-bred

'saddle mare "Boadicea" to the "Ralph" police

mares d:i.saweaed from "Lansdowne" station, and

station. The pins had been given to him by Mrs

the police, now established in a police station on

Collins of "Tanuookum", and his mother had used

the "Ralph" block.. were swpicious that Jimmy was

them to pin flowers on his coat when he left Early

Pat was released from. gaol in

the next morning the equipment was placed on the

back in business.

to find his

father and

pack. horse "Dandy Pat" foc the trip to Mt. Moffatt

brother broke and landless. .In the ne;\t couple of

station. Doyle. carrying the only ftrearm. road his

months be and TlDlIDY rounded up thirty si;\ borses

police horse "George". and Sam Johnson n::de

from the Peawaddy and Meteor Creek areas and

"Tommy Dodd".

November, and was furiow

branded them with their obsolete brand. They wee

The party spent that night at "Mt Moffatt"

caught by a police panolled by the new and very

with Charlie Tom before going onto "Marlong

capable, Constable Doyle, and assisted by Charles

Pl.ain" whee they made camp.

Tom of'Mt Moffatt w• Jimmy escaped and later

The following morning. Easter Sunday, as

Pat was released because no one would ideritify the

they were beading into "Lethbridge's Pocket" the

particular mare Doyle knew was stolen. The horses

police party was surprised by Pat. Jimmy and

were retumed to Pat who sold them in:o:nediateIy

young brother Tom unsuspectingly riding up a

and, fmding himself without a mount, stole a

gully towards them. The brothers di.scarded the two

chestnut horse belonging to Constable Cleary for

pack horses and split in two directions - Jimmy east

his retumjoumey back to the Pocket

out of the gully across level ground. and Pat and

By this time the district was in the grips of

Tom south up an incline. Doyle and Dablkc

~

a terrible drought. and both the police and

Tunmy whom they caught. and, on Sam Johnson's

lancDlOI.ders were JIttcrly fed up wi.th raids on stock

arrival. sent him back to the pack: hon;e to get the

and property. and time and money wasted in drawn-

handcuffs.

out searches. Mounting levels of fear rose across

When dismounting. Sam Johnson head a

the part:ht:d properties as the brothers and their

shot fired. then another shot and then thIee more in

aonies roamed the Ranges carrying Winchesters a::d

quick succession.

revolvers on a campaign of aime and intimidation

and., leading the pack horse. saw Pat and Jimmy

culminating in the theft of a bay pony mare

galloping towards him. He let the pack horse go,

belonging to George Hunt

Wammts were issued

Frightened, Johnson remounted

turned. and fled nineteen kilometres to

the

for their arrest Constable Doyle beaded the search

mwtcring camp at the Pump Hole where be alated

patrol. but, as be was unfamiliar with

the

James Burke. Burke accompanied Johnson back to

Lethbridge Pocket area he acx:epted Dahlke's offer of

'1...ethbridge's Pocket" and found Doyle's empty pack

assistance. An Aboriginal tracker, Sam Johnson

bags, two pairs of bobbles. one billycan. a small

Pl.ans were

swag. aDd "Boadicea" with saddle stained with fresh

was the third member of the patrol.

made for a simple surprise raid on the Kemriff camp
in the oe;\t couple of days.

blood
James BIlIke returned to the Pump Hole,
and Sam Johnson hurried to Mt Moffatt to raise the
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Charlie Tom then rode over two hundred

and the police party prematurely rushed in the

kilomelres to Mitchel] police changing horses at

direction of the shot to fwd two saddles.. a bag fuJI

alarm.

Brook" and "Forest Vale~ on the way.

of cut grass. a pair of white blankets. a full waler

When Burke went back to the spot of the

bag. some 38 calibre Wincbe:ster ammunition on

shooting he found that the pack bags and othtt

the ground, a black gelding. grey mare and, one

things bi vanished, but signs of lhree small fIres

bundred metres away, the deal chestnut gelding

mnained. In the ashes he found clotted blood, uI

lying on the ground.

al the foot of a nee two pairs of spurs he

KenniIfs. However a second camp was later found

~Crystal

as belonging to Doyle and Dahlke.

reoogoised

later. police

that showed signs

There was no sign of the

of warm asbes. gear aa::l

found Doyle's surcingle. ~o bullet marks aud,

foodstuffs. and borses being lied up for sevcrnJ

further [Owards 'Old Kenni.fT's' campsite. Doyle's

w"""'.

horse "George" slanding miserably with saddle uI

The KenniIfs were again on the run. In the

ca

ne.u month they raided "Westgrove", a dray at

bricD.e still on. bm missing the saddlecloth and
stimIp iron.

Mitchell, a kitchen al Morven and a drover's camp

Pack bags wen: thrown over the saddle aa::l

to pick up supplies and borses. Another raid took

in dte revolver pouch was Doyle's .442 Webley

place

with one spent cartridge. Doyle's pipe was in the

reported a bag of wheat stolen from a shed on his

saddle pouch and the gruesome contents of dte pack:

fann six k:i.lometres south of Mitchell near Bottle

bags revealed charcoal, bumt bone. two buttons. a

Tree Gate on the St. George Road.

00

Sunday, June 22nd. when John Ealon

couple of teeth, an armlet metal clasp and two

The police. led by Constable Tasker.

unusual pins. These., the nauseating smell, aa::l

followed the wheat IIack and planned a surprise

burnt fat and flesh in rock aacks were the only

morning raid by sneaking up the ridge where the

remains of Constable Doyle aa::l

Kenniffs were camped. The surprise was lost - a

the young manager Albert Dahlke.

pyjama-dad Pat stood looking over the brow of the

During the next two mooths the largest

bill and yelled a warning to Jimmy. The brothers

manhtDlt in Queensland history began with fony

fled on foot. a policeman shot the two mares. Pat

police combing the Ranges for Pat and Jimmy

tripped and fell. was captured and baldadfed

Kenniff. Warrants for their arrest were issued. a

Jimmy stllIe:lllkmi

rewardof £1000 offm.d. and calico posters tacked up

After one of the most public trials in

The cost to the taxpayer

Brisbane that lasted six days a venl.ict of 'guilty' was

throughout the district.

bDied down by the State's Chief Justice, Sir

was £4.6011212 including the rewad.

After the event Pat and Jimmy stole three
horses from "Merivale" and fmaUy

Samuel Griffith.

However, on a point of law,

James ul

Jimmy's sentence was commuted to imprisonment

Kate Boyce's property. "Hutton Vale", where lbey

with bard labour. and Patrick was condemned to

were sighted in May and the police alened.

bang.

bid 00

The

police plan was to split up and comb dte property,

At 8 am on Monday. January 12th, 1903 .

and, if any member of the party spotted anything. to

Patrick Kenoiff was banged and later buried in

fm a shot as the sign.a1 for all to

South Brisbane Cemetery.

COIlVergc.

However, the KenoilT brothers, unaware of the
police presence, shot one of their starVing horses
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surrounded by big cattle stations.

MooDlightiDg iD Moffatt:

They registered

their cattle brand U lateral K. 6. and settled as grazie:rs

The KeuDiff Brothen
On the 12th January. 1903. hundreds of

in the district.

people were outraged when an Irishman. Patrick

By this time the KcmWf brothers had gained

Kenniff. was banged at Boggo Road Gaol for

a reputation as excd1ent stochnen and aack shots.

suspected murder. His younger brother. Jimmy. was

They were well known in the district ·that stretched

discharged from prison on November 11th, 1914 axI.

from Tambo in the west. to Rockhampton in the

died in nonhem Queensland in 1940. Both brothers

north and Brisbane in the south. In particular, Jimmy

bad stood trial for the alleged. mUrders of Constable

was a frequent racegoct. an outstanding horse-breaker.

George Doyle. and A1bert Dahlke. that took place in

and a young man who. amongst others. despised men

Lethbridge's Pocket. Mt. Moffatt. on Easter Sunday.

of authority.

By 1894 the Kemriffs bas accumulated

March 30th 1902. Many people thought the 1:rothern

around two In.mdlOO bead of cattle and thirty horses

were innocent victims of the British legal system.

ID 1863. the Kcnuiff family. James Senior.

that they ian on "Ralph" block bordering

"CamaIvon"

his wife Mary. and their eight surviving children had

Station.

rem:rited with the Irish clan of Kemriffs in the Ta-ee

sad<D.ery. gtnIs and horses were 'lifted' from various

district of northern New South Wales after trYing to

properties. but for many this was all part of the game

eke out a living in other parts of the state.

The

of survival. and, like any sport the 'fouls' were

brothers. Patrick and yoUDg Jimmy. had soon gained a

tolerated and often became the stuff of stories. such

reputation as gutsy 'dare.-devils' through inaedible

as the time Tunmy andPat, am:sted for horse stealing.

feats of riding as they participated in the current sports

gave the police back: their "bacelets" on January 16th,

of 'paddy dodging' and outwitting police that were

1895.

From time to time foodstuff, clothing,

common amongst members of the working class.

On the way to the Tambo lccl.-up the party

Oppression by authorities was not new to many Irish

had stopped for a sumptuous lunch at "Mount

immigrants in the early days of Australia's history.

Playfair" homestead and, when back on the road one

and pinching the 00d 'bull' bad strong roots of bravery

policeman had stopped to rdieve himself, the brothers

and fey fun in Irish mythology where cattle. horses

took off back to "Mount Playfair" where they put the

and hounds demanded respect. caused wars and raids.

horses in a paddock with an attacbed note and the

and brought honour to their possessors.

"police bracelets" (the handcuffs removed by a

But this honour was not to come to !he
Keun:iffs in Taree. lDstead, the brothers, Patrick DI

sympathetic blacksmith) tied ~ the neck of ooe

hone'

Jimmy. wen: hounded by police and fmalIy they

Horses were a passion for the two brothers

moved to QIIH:lJsland in the SlllllDler of 1888 with

and the thrill of riding a good horse <dded to the fun of

their father. James Senior known as 'Old Kennill'.

'moonlighting'. and success on the racdlack.

The

Five years later 'Old Ke:nnifr. Patrick axI.

mountainous areas of carnarvon and Mt. Moffan were

Jimmy leased "Borer Block", a useless cattle nm north

ideal for hiding and seeking cattle. and the surrounding

of Augathella. but siruated on the W;nego River axI.

lowland towos provided reaeation, rdief and sllpJXn1
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for the many squatters who rushed to take up runs in

relax at the Seurat races over Christmas. But times

the Maranoa and Warrego districts in 1895 when

badcbanged, and the once respectable survival sport of

Qleenslaodseparared from New South Wales. From

'duffwg' or 'poddy-dodging' from land barons was

time to time up to ten laod-hungry mel would sleep

being atrtaiIed.

OIl

the floor of "Mount Abundance" station. tel

kilometres from Roma.

The police oootinued to bound the bro«hcrs

and a wammt was taken out fOf" the arrest of TlIIlD1Y

But. tife was DOl e&1y fer battlers SllI:IOUDI:kd

for the alleged theft of a grey gelding. The charge

by vast cattle empire3 nm by magnates and man.agers.

against Jimmy bad to be dropped owing to lack of

To !he north lay the vast cattle stations of

evidence, but Pat was not so lucky. His c:oofession

"Babbiloora", "Carnarvoo·, and "MetcorDowns" that,

to taking an open dleque from HUDter's store gained

by the md of 1897, were owoed by the millionaire

him. imprisonment for three years.

James Tyson.

While Pat was serving his sentence Jimmy

The dream of ow:oi.og giant tIaCks of laod
such as the 400,000 acres of "Mount Abundance", the
~

was busy picking up clc:ansirins from the derelid.

Tyson esrate.

However. Charles Tom, m.anager of

miles of "VIestgrove" or the 1266 square

"Mt. Moffatt" station. urged authorities to cancel the

miles of Tyson's empire led maoy to false hope,

Keno.iff lease on. the "Ralph" block, and Albert

despair, and dispute with authorities. Many fen foul

Dahlke was appointed m.auager of "Carnarvon" an

of the law aod often sought refuge at a camp set up by

'Babiloora". Meetings between TlIIlD1Y and Dahlke

Pat and Jimmy near a peonanent waterllol.e on lbe

were ronfrontational. like two young bulls fighting

Carnarvon Creek on

for territory. aod the gulf between establishment an

S89

"Ralph" block where the

battler dreams widc:ned.

Kemriffs kept 'open camp' for visitors.
With the dcalb of Tyson in 1898 leaving a

derd..ict empire of unlnoded cattle. horses and 1266

Jimmy was oo:Im:.d df

"Ralph" and thus foroed to sell his one thousand bead
of cattle 10 a Mr. Knowles for £1100.

square miles of tmaru:oded countryside. the 'duffing'

Without property, Iunmy and his father set

business grew rapidly. This year was aaucial. one fc.-

up camp in Lethbridge's Pocket at the top end cf

the Kenniffs. ay November. Pat. aod a mate James

"Meteor Downs". This arcais a kidney shaped valley

Lawton, had forty horses they plauned to sell at

four kilometres lon& with ridges. deep. rough gorges.

ToowOOOlba. aod Jimmy bad a herd of some one

aDd a acek containing waterbol.es aDd caves.

thousand clean.skios. The plan to sell the horses at

In October. 1900 the drought conditions

Toowoomba led to the dashing robbery of Hunter IDi

foroed Jimmy aod 'Old Kmniff' to sell most of their

Company's general store at Yuleba that lW:ted as a

hones. and, after mustering sixty seven head, they set

divernon and thus enabled Pat and his party to load

off south selling horses aloog the way at Armidale

the horses onto the train without the inconvenience of

aodTamworth. With the procc:cds of £1200. Jimmy.

a police stock: inspection. Instead. the police were

who had been C'dncaCrd to Gtade Four, was in charge

busy at the site of the robbery.

of the money. He decided to buy a string of good

With money

in

his

poclret after the

successful horse sale. Pat was able to buy clothes ao:1
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status symbol. and JI.IIlInY was prqmed to gamble all

on the pack horse "Dandy Pal".

Doyle, armed with

respeca in the district. But he lost

rifle. road his police horse "Georgew. and Sam

eve;rything. and he and his father were left with a

Johnson rode "Toa:uny Dodd". The party Spenl that

handful of racehorses aod no option but to return to

night at "Mt Moffatt W with Charlie Tom before

Lethbridge's Pocket

moving 00 to "MarIang Plain" where they made

to regain laod and

Pat was rdeased from jail on November

"""p.

12th, 1901. to fmd his father and brother broke <Di

The following morning. Easter Sunday, as

landless. In the nexl couple of months he and Jimmy

they were heading into "Lethbridge's Pocket" Doyle,

rounded up thirty six roaming horses from the

Dahlke and Johnson were surprised by Pat, Jimmy

Peawaddy and Meteor Crock: areas and bra:lded them

and yOUDg brother Tom unsuspectingly riding up a

welxaJed

gully towards them.. The brothers discaIded the two

by a police patrolled by Constable Doyle and assisted

pack hocses and split in two directions • JUIlIIly ea<lt

by Charles Tom of "Mt Moffall". JUIlIIlY got away

out of the gully across level ground. and Pat and Tom

while the patrol wasted six days driving the horses

south up :in incline. Doyle and Dahlke cbased Jimmy

back to Mitchell where Pat was rdeased because no

whom they caught in three hundred metres and, on

one could identify the particular mare Doyle bad

Sam Johnson's arrival, sent him back to the pad:

nominated as stolen. The horses were returned- to Pat

horse to get the handcuffs. When dismOUDting. Sam

who ·sold them immediately and, rmding himself

Johnson head a shot fired, then another shOI and then

withoul a mount, eveoe.d the score by borrowing

tI:a"ee more in quick: succession. FrighlCDed, Johnson

Constable Geary's chestnut horse for his rerum

reIDOlmtOO

journey to Lethbridge's Pocket

Jimmy galloping towards him. He let the pack horse

with their old brand. However. they were

and, leading the pack horse. saw Pat

an

by

go. rumed. and fled nineteen kilometres 10 the

authorities. the brothers went on a campaign · of

mustering camp al the Pump Hole where he alerted

revenge culminating in the theft of a bay pony mare

James Bmke.

Desperale and

relendessly

pursued

Bwke accompanied Johnson back to

Wammxs weze

"Lethbridge's Pocket" and found Doyle's empty pack

Constable Doyle. unfamiliar

bags. two pairs of hobbles. one billycan and small

with the Lethbridge Pocket area, accepted Dahlke's

swag, and "Boadicea" with saddle and quart pot cover

offer of assistance 10 locate the Kenniff camp, and an

stained with fresh blood

belonging to George William Hunt.
issued for their arrest.

Aboriginal tracker. Sam Johnson was included as the

James Bw:ke returned to the Pump Hole. <Di

Plans were made for a

Sam Johnson 10 Mt Moffatt, to raise the alarm.

simple s1Uprise raid on the Kenniff camp in the Oexl

Charlie Tom then rode to Mitchell police cbang;ng

couple of days.

horses at "Crystal Brook" and "Forest Vale" on the

third member of the patrol.

On Thursday. March 27th. 1902, Albert

way.

When Swke went back to the Spol of the

Dahlke. in managerial attire of black serge coat <Di

shooting he found that the pack bags and other things

glass-beaded pins in his lapel. rode his favourite sa:Idle

had vanished. and only

mare "Boadicea" 10 the Ralph police station. Early

remained.. In the ashes he fotmd cloned blood, and at

~

the foot of a tree two pain of spurs he recognised as

the nexl morning aI1 necessa-y equipment was

evid~

of three small fIres
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belonging 10 Doyle and Dahlke. Later. police found

the ridge where the brothers were camped.

Doyle's surcingle. 1W0 bullet tnaJ:ks and. further

surprise was losl - a pr.jama-dad Pat looking over the

IOwards 'Old Kcnniff's' campsite, Doyle's horse

brow of the bill yelled a warning to Jimmy.

"George~

standing wilb saddle and bridle still on, bul

couple of leelh.

IWO

The

brothers fled on foot. a policeman shot the two mares,

Pack

Pat tripped and fell. was captured and haxkuffed

bUllOns. a

Itmmy surrmdered on condition that his brother was

missing the saddlecloth and off stirrup iron.
bags containing charcoal, bwnl bone,

The

an armlel metal clasp and two

not hun.
After one of the most public trials in

unusual pins were thrown over !he saddle.
Owing the next two monlbs the largest

was

Brisbane thaI lasted six days a verdict of 'guilty'

manhunt in Queensland history began with forty

handf:d down by the State's Chief Justice. Sir Samuel

police combing the Ranges for Pat and Itm Kenniff.

Griffith. Both Pat andItmmy pleadedinnocenl Two

Warrants for their

points wee nfeued to the Supreme CO\Dt.

arrest were issued. a reward of

£1000 blazoned on calico

posters

tacked

up

there was no evidence before the jury of Constable
Doyle's death. and secondly there was no evidence that

throughout the district.

After" the event Pat and Jimmy took three
horses from "Merivale" and then hid on James ad
Kate Boyce's property. "Hunon Vale".

Firstly

the prisoners. James and Patrick Keoniff 1m acted in
concert in committing the murda- of Albert Dahlke.

Police were

m

The Judges Griffith. Cooper. Chubb
~

amazed at the amount of sympathy extmded 10 the

Real agreed to the first point. but could not

brothers. They 1m ignored the feelings of despair m

Tunmy acted in COIlcert in committing the mmda-.

hardship that ran deep within the hearts of the battlers

Tunmy's sentence was commuted to imprisonment

stcm.ming from a five year drought and oppressive

with hard labour. and Patrick was condernnrrI to hang.

authority. and they were unaware of the extent of Irish

A delay in the execution was requested by

clanship thatlinkedmates together across the country.

that

thousands of supporters throughout Queensland

a<;

After being sighted at "Hunon Vale" the

they rallied to raise money for further legal action ad

Kemliffs were again on the run. facing drought

appealed to the Governor. Sir Herbert Chermside. to

ravaged land and free7ing nights. They left behind

intervene.

home baked rations. a starVing horse shot out of

however. deJ.ried further delay for the proposed Privy

kindness, and a paper desaibing "Darrimundi" lying

Council appeal to be organised.

by the cam.pfue as remnants of a dream.

The detemrination of the authorities

At 8 am on Monday, January 12th. 1903.

In the next month they made dc:spc.Tate raids

Patrick Kenniff. with rope around his neck. ded.aml

at "Westgrove". Mitchell and Morven to pick up

"I have told you twice before that I am an innocent

supplies and horses. Feeding horses was impossible

man. I am as innocent as the judge who senteDCed

and on June 22nd, John Eaton reported a bag of wheat

me.

taken from his fann shed south of Mitchell near

towards me. and to my well-wishers I say goodbye.

Bonle Tree Gate on the Sl George Road.

May God have mercy on my soul".

The police followed the wheat track left from

I must thank the waroers for their kindness

Pat was buried in South Brisbane Cemetery.

feeding horses. and planned a surprise moming raid on
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PARTICIPATION EVALUATION FORM

Throughout lije we attempt to make some things special because they have some
impact on us and thus cause us to change our opinions. This exhibition is designed so
that you can participate and offer your personal associations. beliefs and memories to
enrich a visual story.
Charles Sanders Peirce (.1880s) considered that:
It is the compulsion. the absolute constraint upon us to think otherwise than we
have been thinking that constitutes experience.
This questionnaire is concemed with reoording your personal experience of the exhibition.

All answers are anonymous so do not put your name on the form.
Please IndIcate
Age:
Sex:

Occupation :

Art Training:

Plesae repond to the following s by placing a tick in the most appropriate
box numbered from SA to NA
SA

= Strongly Agrfl8; A .. Agree;

SO = Strongly Di".g'H;

D

= Disagree;

NA

= Not Applicable.

SA

A

SD

D

NA

1. I enjoyed the exhibition.

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

2. The tloor map helped me
understand the context of the images.

I

I I

I I

I I

3. I enjoyed walking on the floor map.

I I

I

4. Reading the story helped me associate
wrth the images.

I I

I I

I )

I

I I

I

I

5. The exhibition prompted me to think about
events from my own background.

I

[ )

6. I feel sympathy for the Kenniff Brothers.

I

I I

7. believe that the authorities had cause for
concern about the welfare of landholders.

I

I )

)

I
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8. I felt involved in the exhibition.

[ I

[ I

I

9. The placement of the images
suggested a story to me.

I

[ I

[ I

10. The size of the images caught me attention.

I

[ I

[

[ I

[

[ I

[

[ I

11 . The three dimensional artefacts
made the exhibition more 'real'.
12. I enjoedy playing with images
on the computer.

[

13. My interest increased when
using the computer.

[ I

I

14. My understanding of the time, people
and place increased through participating
in this exhibiti,?n.

[ I

[ I

[

I

[
[

[ I

[ I

[ I

[ I

[ I

Please tIck ONE response.
15. What was your most dominant emotion when looking at the images?
Sympathy [I
Anger
[ I
Curiosity
[I
Humour
[I
Nothing
[ I
16. What do you think played the most dominant part in arousing your feelings?
Story
[ I
Map
[ I
Drawings
[I
Paintings
[I
3·0 objects [ I
17. Which images did you find the most interesting?
Big 'story' drawings
[ I
Watercolours of kitchen & dray
[ I
Pencil & charcoal drawings
[ I
Watercolours of creek & rocks
[ I
Watercolours of Carnarvon
[ I
18. Which of the following aspects made you feel 'at home' in the exhibition?
Regular placement of artworks
[ I
Recognisable subject matter
[ I
Inclusion of maps
[ I
Inclusion of three-dimensional artefacts
[ I
Inclusion of computer
[ I
Moonlighting in Moffaa .- RestrudUring Art As Personal Expui~nct!. Kann Knight.Mudie 1999 C
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Please indicate your preference and give a short written response to the
following questions.
19. Why did one image, or a group of images, appeal to you most?
Subject matter
[J
Technique
[ J
Medium
[ J
Treatment
[ J
Other
[ J
Comment:
20. Has your thinking about the role of art changed because of your involvement in
this exibition?
A great deal
[ J
A lot
[ J
A moderate amount [ J
Not much
[ J
Not at all
[ J

Comment:
21 . Which of the following best described your opinion about art?
Art is something other people make
[ J
Art is decoration
[ J
Art is visual communication
[ J
Art is personal expression
[ J
Art is making something special
[ J
Comment:
22. Which aspect of this exhibition encouraged you to re-think your opinion of art?
I did not re-thnk my opinion
[ J
Images linked to a real-life story
Images that evoked memories/associations
Playihg with someone else's images on a computer
Combination of story, images, objects, computer

[ J
[ ]
[ J
[ J

Comment:
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APPENDIX C: TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDED STORY ON
WALKMANS.
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TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDED STORY ON WALKMANS.
Welcome to Moonlighting in Moffatt.
Just on a hundred years ago an incredible story began in the Ml Moffatt region of western
Queensland. It concerns the duffing enterprises of two brothers. Pat and Jimmy Kenniff. the

murder of a policeman, Constable George Doyle and a property manager, Albert Dahlke, the
coun bearing of the brothers and the subsequent hanging of Pat Kenniff.
While there are many details that remain unsure, we do know that conflict between the battler
working class and the wealthy station owners was on-going. and this gave rise to a type of

desperado mareship that fostered the sJX>rt of poddy dodging or "moonlighting", as picking
up cleanskins was often called.
As time went on, the authorities took greater interest and attempted to curtail the activities of
the Kenniff brothers in particular. Desperate and relentlessly pursued by authorities, the
brothers went on a campaign of revenge culminating in the theft of a bay pony mare
belonging to George William Hunt Warrants· were issued for their arrest. Constable Doyle,
unfamiliar with the Lethbridge Pocket area. accepted Dahlke's offer of assistance

[0

locate the

Kenniff camp, and an Aboriginal tracker, Sam Johnson. was included as the third member of
the patrol. Plans were made for a simple swprise J3id on the Kenniff camp in the next couple
of days.
On Easter Sunday, as Doyle, Dahlke and Johnson were heading into "Lethbridge's Pocket",

they were surprised by Pat, Jimmy and young brother Tom unsuspectingly riding up a gully
towards them. The brothen discarded the two pack horses and split in two directions Jimmy east OUl of the gully over level ·ground. and Pat and Tom south up an incline. Doyle
and Dahlke chased Jimrtiy whom they caught in three hundred metres and, on Sam Johnson's
arrival, sent him back to the pack hones to get the handcuffs.

When dismounting. Sam

Johnson heard a shot fired, then another shot and then three more in quick succession.
Frightened. Johnson remounted and, leading the pack horse. saw Pat and Jimmy galloping
towards him. He let the pack horse go, turned, and fled nineteen lcilometres to the mustering
camp a1 the Pump Hole where he alerted James Burke. Burke accompanied Johnson back to
-Lethbridge's Pocket" and found Doyle's empty pack bags, two pain of hobbles, one
billycan and small swag. and also Dahlke's mare with blood all over the saddle and the quart

pot.
Later. when Burke went back to the spot of the shooting he found that the pack bags and
other things had. vanished, and only evidence of three small fires remained. In the ashes he
Moonlighting in Moffan: Restructuring Art As Personal Ex!urience . .Karen Knight-Mudie 1999 C
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found clotted blood, and at the foot of a tree two pairs of spurs he recognised as belonging to

Doyle and Dahlke.
During the next two months .the largest manhunt in Queensland history began with forty
police combing the Ranges for Pat and Jim Kenniff. Wanants for their arrest were issued, a
reward of £1000 blazoned on calico posters tacked up throughout the district
In the next month Pat and Jimmy made desperate raids at -Westgrove R , Mitchell and Morven
to pick up supplies and ho~. Feeding horses in this drought period was impossible and on
June 22nd, John Eaton reported a bag of wheat laken from his fann shed south of Mitchell.
The police followed the wheat track left from feeding horses. and planned a surprise morning
raid on the ridge where the brothers were camped. The surprise was lost - a pyjama-clad Pat
lOOking over the brow of the hill yelled a warning to Jimmy. The brothers fled on fool, a
policeman shot the two mares, Pat tripped and fell, was captured. and handcuffed. Jimmy
surrendered on condition that his brother was not hurt.
After one of the most public trials in Brisbane that lasted six days, a verdict of 'guilty' was
handed down by the State's Chief Justice, Sir Samuel Griffith. Both Pat and Jimmy pleaded
innocent However, on a point of law, Jimmy's sentence was commuted to imprisonment
with hard labour, and Patrick was condemned to hang.
At 8 am on Monday, January 12th, 1903. Patrick Kenniff, with rope around his neck,
declared: MI have told you twice before that I am an innocent man. I am as innocent as the
judge who sentenced me. I must thank the warders for their kindness towards me, and to my
well-wishers I say goodbye. May God. have mercy on my soul-. Pat was buried in South

Brisbane Cemetery.
This is the story that forms the <bones' of my exhibition. A fuller version of the story is
available for you to read - please take either a blue or green document from the pile on your
right as you entered the gallery. I have designed the exhibition so that it unfolds like a story
so you might like to walk through history following the large 'story drawings' along the right
hand length of the foyer gallery to the far end before returning along the wall where the
watercoloW"S show places that I have visited over the years of my involvement in this story.
I'd like you to also become part of the story by taking the time to share your thoughts with
me. Please fill out the questiormaire attached to the story (either blue or green) and leave it in
the box provided on your right as you entered I do hope you enjoy the exhibition. Thank
you for participating.
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Cruting The Canted:
ThrDllghcu! tilZlt Plyths irullegnds /ave co~ve1ed proIonruilraths lboa! suptrh~lII.In lnd bUIm" nislfnoe involling deitiu IIId ordifl.llJ
hllPlin bein!splilCed in lRuluordilwysettins. While IIlJths i11Ii!ll!rJl duJ with the illll!lOrtal world, legeM! evoln frnmstoriu 01 eve'1'
dl, hunan "ploils thi! grow tillu in mly !emns, b~ndiRg ~llily "ith figlllVlls 01 the imlgill.1!icn until the I.~tnd IIlu its plact in the
Iolklol. of I eommuni!}'. Such hu hlppellrd with the stories ofN~ IeUy 'nd his gl ng, ClfliiR Thund erbolt Ind Yello" Long, lnd "en the
lllighty hotse, Phil Lap.
A.! Austuliills we hive iMeritrd runy 01 0111 storiH Ind beliefs ff1Im older ~OIlUIH. We h.ive minglrd "'yihs wilh lurikillll, punlets, mltH.
doff.... IIId

bll$htln~ers

in I 'swas' of storin- in which tIui tize, Ihe Wllflil\HS, uld the tmnmdOlls dislillcu of the Austl1UIJI outblck hne

mldeouafilivel'!rntmbi'nm hottel, coJdel, dustiellJld ma le dnuliling thin lulity ~ouLd ever be, Inspiration fOloar ' isul,OIII'M
wrilt.n fIi~olUl ideni!}' hu COJM from 1M musie-Nlls, _ , iel billads and umpfire yams tNI hive IUowrd us to uperien« Ili,i/ll Irl di·
tion 1I11 t 1ll(l'tt from p,sllo pl'f$flll IS WIJS olteUing duns. with new
lImi

t«bnoIo~y.

Ini,ht·Mud;' plints 'slonu'!tf the Austrll;'" IIlId5(lpe willi the firth. roc1$ Ind WllltT auuminc t~ II'lin ch.mctm, while the peop~

IJId pJao:e:s Ire Hok.d tIttou&JI reftltllCfS and ,ilu$iO!lS. tartn hu mid,

f~ld

trips t~ hk,ldu. "', Flindrrs RingH, Monton Island, Pori

ArthUI, C~rl\lOlVcn GOTge.Dd the J""duyln Wools""', wileI'! slim?,,!' of AurtrJl(,',lOul hIS been uplllrtd in tlch seriu. The lor. of U.
lind whilpm tIttou,h llftl upon 111el of wlltltOloUl1S I lilt 100lt,ends to be born, and, It the besinnillg ollhis ,"tin, the s!0I'1 01 p"
and Jimllly I eMiff trickled inlclthe Mofflll illligH util il ~llMlhe: mlltnt.

1oI0IInlightin& in Wofflll" is I product of 1II1n)' field
IIIOve

be~ond

1M li nd,

KlOSS

Itips. IllinJ wliu, IIId much I'HI!lIdl thlt opt~d no. diltdiofIJ fQ. the 1l1li," to

the: creei.bedslJld umpsitH 10 converutillot. 10 the courl rtcordi, Ind to Ihe compukr.
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15.
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21.
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Moonlighting in Moffatt
KAREN KNIGHT·MUDIE
List of Drawings and Paintings:
Price

Tille

14. Marlong Plain

I. -Forest Vale- Homestead
Conle Dmwing 011 brown paper 240 x 114 em

2. "Cremation

Rock~

.
II/S

Conle Drawing on brown paper 114 x 240 em
:It

IIfs

18. Lethbridge's Creek Rocks I

Ills

19. Lethbridge's Creek Rocks 2

fIls

11/'

10. Hunter & Co, Store at Yuleba

$950

$ 1800

22. Below Kenniff Cave

$1050

Watercolollr Oil Arches 77 x 57 em

$ 1050

Watercolouron Arches 77 x 57 em

$1050

24. Along Carnarvon Trail

$1050

Wateroolouron Arches 77 x 57 em

Wilierrolouroll Saunders 77 x 57 em

$/050

25. Somewhere in Hellhole

$1050

Watercolouroll FabriMo 77 x 57 em

Wateroolonron Arches 57 x 77 em

13. Bustle in a Baking Tin

21. pargonell y Water Hole (tliptych)

23. Carnarvon Creek CrOSSing

Conle Drawing on brown paper 114 x 240 Cnt

12. Memory Set in Bits

$ 1050

Watcrcolouron Arches 154 x 57 em

COllie Drawing on brown paper 240 x 114 em

Homestead

$ 1050

Watercolouron Arches 57 x 77 em

Conte Drawing on brown paper 240 x 114 elll

~Womblebank.N

$ 1050

Wntercolouron Arches 57 x 77 em

20. Marlong Arch

Conle Drawing 011 brown pnj)cr240 x 114 em

9. ·M I. Moffau- Slation Packhorses

$750

Watercolollron Arches 57 x 77 em

7. WCarnarvonR Homestead

11.

17. Meteor Creek Waterhole

11/'

Conle Drawing 011 browlll><lIlCf 240 x 114 em

8. Races at Mitchell circa 1898

so ld

Watercolouron Arches 77 x 57 em

COllte Drawing on brown paper 240 x J 14 em

6. Justice Rcal & Justice Chubb

15. Fmgment of MarJong Arch
Drawing on Stonehenge 77 x 57 em

COnie Drnwing on brown paper 240 x 114 em

5. Putrick and James Kennifr

II/S

Conte Drawing all brown paper 440 x 114 an

16. Waterhole Sketch

114 em

4. Constable Doyle & Albert Dahlke

Price

Drawing on Stonehenge 57 x 77 em

3 . Justice Pope Cooper & Sir Samuel Griffith
COllie Drawing on brown paper 240

Title

$ 1050

Watcroolour on Arehes 57 x 77 em
All the works in this exhibi tion are the products of numerous field trips to the area known as the Carnarvon/MI. Moffall Ranges. lbe large drawings (ann the central core of
the on-going story of the Kenn.iff Brothers, rum as $ueh may act ft.'I the focus for further "chapters" in the (onn of pruntings concentrating on various properties that played a
signific..,nt part in the story. TIle artist intends to concentrate 011 further works thai highJighl special human aspects of properties such as ·Mt Moffall-. "Forest Vale M,
"Crystalhrook-, "Weslgrove-, "Merivale-, and "M!. Abundance".
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F 1: Letter, Manager, Toowoomba Regional Gallery, 14 January 1998.
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F3:

Comments From Viewers To Questions 19-22.

Comments to QuesMn 19. (originol spelling rerained)
1. Very good indeed!

2. Once upon a time I was sympathetic towards "bushrangers" but really they were early
day terrorists and if the Kenniffs didn't kill Doyle and Dahlke who did?
3 . Story very interesting however too long for avemge visitor

4. Interesting!

I have been touring from Townsville, Charles Towers, Burleyvale.
Springsure, Emerald seeking all that history and coincidence.

S. Fine exhibition. great subject.

6. I think it was a great exerbison especially the floor map
7. The use of imagery that suggests the Kennith brothers were just typical 'fellows' of the
time helps build the feelings of empathy for them e.g. th~ stories, the town imagery. the
landscapes and the equipment.
8 . If you mean the different things like paint etc used then I found it very interesting
especially the watcrcolours of CG. There is a depth produced by the borders that makes
you look: more closely.
9 . I enjoyed the large watercolour paintings for their variety of colour· particularly no. 21
beautiful colours - great technique because oils are usually used to depict large
Australian landscape - it's good to see large wlc of landscapes.
1O.Brought back memories of "horse & buggy" days as a child.
11.The use of charcoal/scratched images - seemed almost "real" for the time. It was an
interesting 'connection' and I wondered if it was intended. Thank you for inviting me
into 'yout artwork!
12.1 liked the brown bark looking paper around the Carnarvon pictures and the
range/combinations of colours.
I3 .Provides a historical look at an age and issues that is close to us. Gives a personal touch
to art.
14.I was very curious when I was told the story.
IS.The stories are really old and I like old stories.
16.Cool floor map.
17.1 thought that the story was very interesting for me.

I8.Good drawing.
19. Your pictures were fantastic to me. You are encouraging me to be an artist
20.Get some more computers.
21 . I think that the story was very most intresting.
22.1 liked it
23.It was very good.
24.1 want more pitches.
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25.1 thought the colours suited the paintings.
26.1 think: what she used to paint or draw with was very apeaJing.
27.1 found the large drawings of the people involved my preference. Congratulations.
28.Loved No 10 Hunter & Co Store - combinatioD of print and drawing on a large scale
appealed greatly. - use of black and brown coote on browo paper evoked strong
historical sense of time and the "outback" of Aust.
29.Using the large panels and bush colours took one to the area being depicted. You were
able to walk back in time. The map gave the viewer an idea of the vastness and expanse
of the area covered. The reading material threw light onto the events being depi£1:ed and
one felt they were walking with those involved Thank you for sharing your talents.
30.Variety. different technique and medium treatment made it come 'alive'.
31.1 felt involved because I was able to 'place' artwork in the nanative and that was very
interesting because it was genuine and treated in a balanced and respectful way. It was
an extremely interesting way to discover something of Qld history and I could make
connections with my own life (via anefactslmapstimages).
32. The appeal is due to both a story unique to the area but also relevant and typical of
Australian yams, myths, traditions and pioneer experience as a whole.
33.1 preferred the waten::olour creek works. particularly the combination of these with the
cbarcoal drawings (around the borQer) on thick. brown paper.
34.1 like to understand what I am seeing. 1 enjoyed the variety of this. Interesting to see
and feel history through art. A very clever and talented exhibition.
35.Because 1 have a natwal interest in our history in particular of the pioneers and early
settlement firstly of the Darling Dowm and western areas of Queensland: as my greatgrandfather and grandfather and grandmother and my fathers family/brOl:bers. sisters
and relatives lived in the Mitchell district until the 19405.
36.The colour used brought the subject to life.
37.Larger-tban-life faces convey strong emotion effectively there is an added dimension of
interest when the background story is known.
38.The images which I found most appealing were the watercoloUIS. probable because 1 like
landscapes (ie rivers, rocks and gorges etc) and I toved the use of colour in them.
39.1 enjoyed the waten::olour approach which works well for a number of subjects,
particularly water boles and dray.
40.1 enjoyed the combination of story/maps/image as opposed to a single painting. (which
may represent an aspect of the story but be seemingly disconnected from it). because
they represented and taught you about the story and its times. The ·storyM pictures
seemed to live as if they were a diary entry at the time.
41.1mpressed with watercolours - boldness.
42.Striking presentation brought it to life. very original presentation.
43.1 can't COUDt!!Oops !! (four ticks) The two "story drawings" were great Not only did the
writing draw you in but gave life/meaning to the picture. The colour and tJeatment of
the long rectangular image (countryside) were great. I really liked both of these images.
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Comments to Question 20.
1. I consider this an exceJlent way of teaching art and history to school children especially
the inclusion of the computer and also the subject matter for boys.
2. Use of art to educate and communicate. It's a veIJ' educational exhibition and most
interesting particularly because it covers a colourful part of Australian histoIJ'. T he
added bonus is that there's some beautiful images to enjoy.
3. The combination of art and story can arouse a much strong, fuller reaction.

4. It was sOmething I couJd identify with. It wasn't something I couldn't understand.

S. I have oot painted a IQt
6. I do thi..nk the art display was good.
7. It makes me feel at home.
8. It made me get interested in art.
9. I don't like art that ·much.
lO.1 would like to try art.
ILl don't have one.
12.1 do not thi..nk that my thinking about the role of art has changed.
I3 .This exhibition has really allowed the ordinary person enjoy; feel at home and relish the
talents of today's artists.
14.The exhibition does show how art can be incorporated successfully into a stOIJ' such as
this bas been done.
IS.Art can tell the story. Either true or false.
16.1 enjoy art wbere the subject matter can actually be understood, and where you can
appreciate it simply by looking at it and recognising what the images represent I think
art should be something that can be easily enjoyed by all.
17.1 am very uncertain about current trends which seem to place more concern on written
theses than on images, but catalogues are fine.
18.Through the techniques used and the treatment of the pieces the viewer was forced to
Each work was
inquire more as opposed to simply viewing and moving on.
saying/teaching more within the overall context of the 1(. brother's stoIJ'.
19 .A different way of telling the stOIJ'.

Comments to Question 21:
1. This particular exhibition is not onJy about personal expression but also about visual
communication. Art can also be decorative.
2. Can be used in many situations.
3 . It needs to communicate on a number of levels. Well done.
4 . I think art is veIJ' special.
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5. I think art is great it is expressing your feelings.

6. I don't have one.
7. I think: art is personal expression because people all have different feellings of art.

8. Others feelings, ideas, hopes, dreams and way of life are shared without being effected by
distance, time or wealth.
9. Personally I feel that art is personal expression however in the context of this exhibition
it is visual communication, as a 2 day visitor to this area (from Sydney) it gave me a
strong feeling of history and country lifestyle.

lD.Art helps express an event or situation and appears to be particularly well done in
wsplaying this story.
I1.Art is a process whereby the artist communicates understanding and emotion, and in
objectifying this leaves it to the "viewer~ to make of it what be or she will. The viewer
relates to it on the basis of his or her experience including beliefs about the nature and
purpose of art.
12.1 lite to quote: 'an artist is oot a special kiod of person, but every

person is a special

kind of artist'.
13.For which the artist should be concerned (communication)
14.Art can mean a lot of different things these days but to me, art tells a story in any form
about anything from the personal opinion of the artist *1 love your work!*

Comments to Question 22.
1. Had I been more interested in the subject my reactions may have been different.

2. This is an excellent exhibition and as far as rm concerned there is something for
everyone e.g.- computer for children and computer buffs; - the different mediums used
especially the different paper used, paint and st:etching; - 3 dimensional for people
interested in past; - the story and paintings for those who find it hard to assimilate matter
unless picture and story are present.
3. Tboughtful, enjoyable.. . well delivered!
4. They looked real life.

5. I liked the story and the pictures of it
6. I am interested in rea11ife things.
7. All our senses were being invited to help us enjoy this truly magnificent exhibition.
8. Very original and refreshing!
9. The creek scenes brought back memories from my past
lO.A PURFLY TECffi\J1CAL CONfMENT. The taped commentary would be more effective
if, as weU as the story, it allowed the viewerlO hear a commenr:ary on each of the pictures.
Tha.n.k you for your efforts.
II .Brings all dimensions together.
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F 4: Letter From Booringa Shire, 3 February, 1998.
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M .~ Kam' KI'ight-Maddy,
POBox 13J,
DARLING HElG!tT'$.. ... 4JSI.

1)1!tJJ' Karen.
(·O"groruIDJIOIl.f 01' owontkrfol ambition of "M(lUJllighriltg MI. Mu.fluJl-. Our llt'I"
,yltmeillur.f whom O1te,1lietJ the' opeIdng upntued the magrlilrldcl aflhl.· ahibitiolt and
/'mo' w1!/f )'OIt had ~ the l!1'a of,hIt KIt/iliff BroIMr.t

(fi'lht! 4 April. /998. we (VI! oprtIling lhe am.rian S{K1 herr! i ll Milchtfll. '(h;s {.f all
illiliati l'e of the community and the Boorillga Shire ('(mncil/a a.ui.~' wilh 100Irism
ckwlopmenl in Ihtf region. Tlti., WOII/d be a grwt apport/nlity lcIexhibil
· ~\1Q011ligluillgMt. MoJltzlt- in the ,<;hint hall. 1M artesian spa 5e1llIWIt..l: is parI af
the hall, tlwntJon 1M v;silors wuuJd 1101 how 10 gtJ allY di:.1atlt..'t! III t:X]Jf!Til!~ their
ht·rilagrJ.'ctdblrrt)o'!'J'Jt haw captirakd ill)/Utlr an )l.YN'i.t. The lkNN'illga Shir.: will
"'ilh frutl"ifJOl1 from T(JOtf.'OOmba and ntfllm wllh)'ONr ~",,"h

0.",.\1

l.JlIlkjarwanJ /(1 keep/1rg in comac/ and having ytHfr ahibUkJt,lwn itl Mitchell.
}'mtl'$ jailhfully.
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F5: Copy

or Song

Composed By Teacher And Children, 1998.

The Kennijf Brothers.

On 12 January. 1903 Patrick Kc:mriffwas banged at Boggo
Road Jail, Brisbane. for the murder of Constable George
Doyle and Slation Managct. Alben. Dahlke. His brother.
James was convicted of the same crime and sen1mwJIO life
impriSO!lIDQ1t.
The brothers had grown up in a family with a long history of
criminal offences. When they had outstayed their welcome in
nonhem New South Wales they moved to the Carnarvon
Range area of Quccnsiand to continue their activities.

It was the outlaw game lhe.KeuniffBrothenplayuj
From an early age their choices bad been maE
As the Kcnni.ff Brothers grew
Their father taught them. all be knew
Be adullhood they wm: masters of their trade.
Horse stealing. double dealing
Policeman. bluffing, callie duffing.
Prison terms at St Hdena. was the price that they had paid
The Keoniff Brothers were stealing stock once more
Angering laDd-owners and the law
To put them to the test
There was a WamlDt for their am::st
A cballe:nge. the Police rould not ignore.

Constable George Doyle led the band.
Stations Manager Alben. Dahlke lent a baod,
And an aborigine.
Sam Johnson. mode the three.
Who rodetoWar"dsmore trouble then Ihey'd planned.
Sam JohnsOll, the track:er, led tbe way,
Into Lethbridge's Pocket, Easter Day,
AU at once the Kcnniff Brothers
Were riding 10wards the others
James was appdJmded while Patrick rodeaway.

Spo~n.

Sung

Sung

Sung

Sung

Sam Johnson was sent a short way back.
For handcuffs from the horse's pack
He dicln'l hear a wool
Five shots was all he bcald
Then he galloped for this flfe from. the attack.

Burnt remains of Doyle and Dablke were fouod
Stuffed in saddle bags and in ashes on the ground
The Kenniffs were at large.
Rwming from a mwtler dJarge.
On their heads was ODe Ihousand pound.
It was the outlaw game the KenniffBrothers played,
From an earl. y age their choices had been m<de.
As the KeonifT Brothers grew
Their faJ.b.er taught them all he knew,
By aduhhood they were masters of their trade.

Sung

Sung

Sung

Horse stealing, double dealing,
Policeman.. b1ulrmg, cattle duffmg.
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ADd now a cbar&t of mUl'lb bad been laid.

For nearly tbree months the brothers evaded capture in the
biggest manhunt Queensland bad seen. Eventually the were
caught and faced trial before Chi~ Justicc, Sir Samuel
Griffith. Arthur Hacy Davis was the UDder.5heriff who
rec:adc:d the events of the trial.
After six days of circumstantial evidence, during which the
brol.ben: pleaded their innocence, the jwy took only two
hours to bring down a verdict of guilry aod both brolbers
were scntenocd to be haDged.

Spoken

An appcaI. to tbc·fulllxncb. of the Supreme Court faiIed<Di
fw.al1y the ExccutiveCounci.l of Govmnnent m:b::r.dJamcs
Kc:nniff's scntCOCC 10 life imprisonmcut
AI 8.00 am on 12 January 1903 Arthur Hocy Davis gave the
signal for Patrick Kcnniff 10 be banged..

Spoken

It was the outlaw game the KcnniffBrofuers played,
The umpire ruled and the penalties were paid,
And the KcnnifTBrothcrs' name
Veiled in sympathy aJdshame
In folklore of Queensland has stayed.
And the oOotrovcni.al fame
of the KcnniffBrothc:rs' name
In the faWare of QJeens1aod has stayed.

5""11
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